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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 
March 17, 1975 

In the matter of an investigation 	) 	 Docket No. 31 
with regard to the importation and ) 	 Section 337 
domestic sale of certain electronic ) 
pianos 	 ) 	Tariff Act of 1930, as amended 

INTRODUCTION 

On March 6, 1972, The Wurlitzer Co., of Chicago, Ill., hereinafter 

referred to as complainant, 1/ 2/ filed a complaint with the U.S. 

Tariff Commission (now the U.S. International Trade Commission) requesting 

relief under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 

1337), alleging unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the 

importation and sale of electronic pianos manufactured by Nippon 

Columbia Co., Ltd., of Japan. Complainant alleged that the imported 

electronic pianos are embraced within the claims of its U.S. Patent Nos. 

3,038,363; 2,942,512; 2,949,053; and 3,154,997; that they strongly 

resemble complainant's product in appearance; 3/ and that the Hporta-

tion of electronic pianos by Electrokey, Inc., Rhythm Band, Inc., and 

Tommy Moore, all of Fort Worth, Tex., and the Chicago Musical Instru-

ment Co. of Chicago, Ill., hereinafter referred to as respondents, has 

the effect or tendency to substantially injure an efficiently and 

economically operated industry in the United States. 

1/ The terms "complainant" and "respondent" frequently appear in this 
report. The Commission wishes to enter the following: The use of these 
terms is limited to serving as a convenient means of identifying certain 
parties before the Commission. 

2/ Commissioner Leonard wishes to enter further: The use of the terms 
"complainant" and "respondent" is not. to be construed, by implication or 
otherwise, as an indication that, the Commission proceedings are adjudica-
tory as opposed to fact-finding. 

3/ As will be seen infra, this allegation appears to refer to "copying." 
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Notice of receipt of the complaint and institution of the pre-

liminary inquiry was published in the Federal Register  of April 4, 

1972 (37 F.R. 6797). Interested parties were given until May 1, 1972, 

to file written views pertinent to the subject matter. Upon the 

written request of Electrokey, Inc., the Commission granted an 

extension of time for filing written views until May 11, 1972; notice 

of the extension was published in the Federal Register  of April 19, 

1972 (37 F.R. 7736). 

On May 11, 1972, respondents filed a joint statement with the 

Commission in which they contended that (1) the Commission should 

dismiss or suspend its proceedings because the issues involved are 

confined to patent questions, and the same patents are the subject 

of litigation in the United States District Court for the Northern 

District of Texas, Dallas Division, which court has jurisdiction 

over all the parties and can grant whatever remedies are legally 

appropriate; (2) the scope and content of the prior art would indicate 

that the electronic piano is a product of evolution, not revolution; 

(3) the four patents in question are not pioneer patents; (4) Nippon 

Columbia Co., Ltd., developed its product independently and did not 

copy the U.S. product; (5) the imported electronic piano is not made 

in accordance with any of complainant's patents; and (6) there are 

serious questions as to the validity of the patents involved. 

On August 2, 1972,complainant filed a supplement to its complaint 

before the Commission, requesting that, pending the institution of a 

full investigation, the Commission recommend to the President the 

issuance of a temporary order of exclusion. 



The Commission conducted a preliminary inquiry, in accordance with 

section 203.3 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure 

(19 C.F.R. 203.3), to determine whether, in view of the above submissions, 

a full investigation was warranted and, if so, whether it should recom-

mend to the President that a temporary exclusion order be issued pur-

suant to 19 U.S.C. 1337(f). 1/ On September 22, 1972 the Commission 

issued a notice ordering a full investigation, and on November 30, 1972, 

it issued a notice that a public hearing on the matter was scheduled 

for January 30, 1973. It declined to recommend on the earlier date the 

issuance of a temporary exclusion order by the President. Nc!fte of the 

investigation was published in the Federal Register  on September 28, 

1972 (37 F.R. 20289) and notice of the hearing was published therein on 

December 5, 1972 (37 F.R. 25891). 

Respondents filed a prehearing submission with the Commission on 

December 18, 1972, containing, among other motions, motions to dismiss, 

to suspend, or to postpone further Commission proceedings in the 

investigation. Complainant opposed these motions by a submission dated 

January 5, 1973. The Commission denied all of respondents' motions on 

January 11, 1973, and advised respondents to that effect. 

The scheduled hearing was held January 30 - 31, 1973, and resumed 

and closed on March 29, 1973. Notice of resumption of the hearing was 

1/ The standard adopted by the Commission for deciding whether the 
issuance of such an order should be recommended (as indicated to the 
parties by letter notice) is whether a prima facie showing of violation 
of the provisions of sec. 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 has been 
made and whether, in the absence of a temporary order of exclusion, 
immediate and substantial injury would be sustained. 
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published in the Federal Register on February 7, 1973 (38 F.R. 3554). 

Briefs were submitted on behalf of the complainant and On behalf of 

the respondents. 

On July 17, 1974, the Commission ordered that an additional 

hearing would be held on August 15, 1974, in connection with the investi-

gation. Notice of the hearing was published in the Federal Register 

on July 23, 1974 (39 F.R. 26796). 1/ 

The additional hearing was held as scheduled on August 15, 1974. 

Additional briefs were submitted on behalf of the complainant and on 

behalf of the respondents. 

Copies of the complaint, the notice of investigation, the extension 

of time for filing written views, and dates of hearings were served 

upon known interested parties. 

1/ The subject matter for the hearing was defined by the Commission's 
notice as follows: 

(1) to define the industry affected by imported electronic 
pianos allegedly covered by the claim(s) in U.S. Patent Nos. 
3,038,363 and 2,949,053 owned by complainant; (2) to present 
evidence as to whether there is domestic production of elec-
tronic pianos allegedly covered by the claim(s) in these two 
patents; and (3) in the event there is domestic production 
under the claim(s) in these two patents, (a) to present 
evidence as to whether the imported electronic pianos are 
covered by the same claim(s); and (b) to present evidence as 
to the alleged effect or tendency of thege imported electronic 
pianos to substantially injure the industry referred to in 
item (1) above. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE COMMISSION 

The Commission (Commissioners Leonard and Minchew dissenting) finds 

unfair methods of competition or unfair acts in the unlicensed importa-

tion and sale of certain electronic pianos by reason of their being made 

in accordance with the claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, the effect 

or tendency of which is to substantially injure an industry, efficiently 

and economically operated, in the United States. 

The Commission does not find unfair methods of competition or 

unfair acts in the importation into the United States, or in the sale 

by the owner, importer, consignee, or agent of either, of (1) electronic 

pianos allegedly made in accordance with the claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 

2,942,512; (2) electronic pianos allegedly made in accordance with the 

claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053; or (3) reeds for electronic 

pianos allegedly made in accordance with the claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 

3,154,997, the effect or tendency of which is to substantially injure 

an industry, efficiently and economically operated, in the United States. 

The Commission (Commissioners Moore and Ablondi dissenting) 1/ 

recommends that the President not issue an exclusion order to forbid 

entry into the United States of electronic pianos covered by the 

claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. 

1/ Commissioners Moore and Ablondi recommend that, in accordance with 
subsection (e) of section 337, the President issue an exclusion order to 
forbid entry into the United States of electronit pianos covered by the 
claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, until expiration of the patent, 
except where the importation is under license of the owner of U.S. 
Patent No. 3,038,363. 
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BEDELL AND VICE CHAIRMAN PARKER 

j On March 6, 1972, a complaint was filed with the U.S. 

Tariff.Commission by The Wurlitzer Co 	of Chicago, Ill., 

alleging unfair methods of competition and unfair acts 

in the importation and sale of certain electronic pianos by 

Electrokey, Inc., et al. (which electronic pianos allegedly 

infringed the claims in three of Wurlitzer's patents and con-

tained reeds which allegedly infringed the claims of a fourth 

Wurlitzer patent), the effect or tendency of which is to substan-

tially injure an efficiently and economically operated industry 

in the United States. A supplemental complaint was filed by 

Wurlitzer with the Commission on August 2, 1972. The complaint, 

as supplemented, requested that the Commission recommend to the 

President that the imported electronic pianos in question be 

barred from entry into the United States pursuant to section 

337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. 

Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 declares unlawful 

unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation 

of articles into the United States, or in their sale by the owner, 

importer, consignee, or agent of either, the effect or tendency 

of which is (a) to destroy or substantially injure an efficiently 

and economically operated domestic industry, or (b) to prevent 



the establishment of such an industry, or (c) to restrain or 

monopolize trade and commerce in the United States. 1/ 

We have determined that the importation and sale of 

electronic pianos by Electrokey, Inc., et al., which are made 

in accordance with the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 

3,038,363, have the effect or tendency to substantially injure 

an efficiently and economically operated domestic industry. 

There is domestic production under the claims in issue in this 

patent. The domestic industry in question, which consists of 

that portion of Wurlitzer's operations which is engaged in the 

domestic manufacture of electronic pianos covered by the claims 

in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, 2/ is efficiently and 

economically operated, as is required by the statute. 

With respect to the importation and sale of electronic 

pianos allegedly made in accordance with the claims in issue in 

1/ The effect or tendency of unfair practices to prevent the 
establishment of an efficiently and economically operated domestic 
industry or to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce is not at 
issue here. 

2/ Wurlitzer is by assignment the owner of the U.S. Patent No. 
3,038,363, which was issued on June 12, 1962. Wurlitzer has never 
granted a license to any party for production or sale of electronic 
pianos under this patent. This patent has been litigated before the 
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas in The Wurlitzer  
Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et al. (C.A. No. 3-4803C) which held that 
the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 are valid and infringed. 
The decision of the court has been appealed to the fifth circuit. 



U.S. Patent Nos. 2,942,512 and 2,949,053, and with respect to 

reeds in such electronic pianos allegedly made in accordance with 

U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997, we do not find a violation of section 337. 

For the reasons hereinafter set forth, we do not recommend 

the issuance by the President of an exclusion order. 

The Patents Which Are Determined Not To Involve a 
Violation of Section 337 

In addressing ourselves initially to U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 

(relating to reeds used in electronic pianos) we note that the 

reeds employed in the imported electronic pianos have since August 

1972 been of a noninfringing design. The issues relating to infringe-

ment of the claims in issue in this patent are now moot for an 

even more compelling reason—namely, that on November 14, 1974, the U.S. 

District Court for the Northern District of Texas entered 

its decision in The Wurlitzer Company  v. Electrokey, Inc., et al.  

(C.A. No. 3-4803C), holding that all claims in issue in this patent were 

invalid. 

Insofar as the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 

are concerned, we agree with the holding of the court in the above 

case that there is no infringement of these claims by the imported 

electronic pianos. The substance of the invention in these claims 
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is an electronic piano having a solid, integral, end-to-end pick-up 

structure that is designed to be built through the use of mass 

production techniques. However, the pick-up assembly in the 

imported electronic pianos is, as is indicated by the court, 

"comprised of many small parts that are assembled and adjusted 

by hand. . .". As a consequence, the imported electronic pianos 

do not follow the teachings in U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 and, 

accordingly, we do not find any unfair methods of competition 

or unfair acts involving the claims in issue in this patent. 

We do not find that there is domestic production under the 

claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512. The Wurlitzer 

pick-up structure is not one wherein the pick-up is "vibratorily 

passed by a longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the 

reed"--a requirement that is explicit in claims 1, 2, and 6 

and implicit in claim 9. 1/ When properly construed in the light 

of the intended objectives of the patent, this language cannot be 

used to cover a structure where the pick-up is located not only at 

some longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed (i.e., 

the "nodal" point referred to in the patent) but also 

at the end of the reed. Since, in the domestic product, the pick-up 

is located not only at a longitudinally intermediate edge portion 

of the reed but also at the end of the reed, there is 

1/ Claims 1, 2, 6,and 9 are the only claims in issue in U.S. 
Patent No. 2,942,512. 
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no domestic exploitation of the patent in question for purposes 

of section 337. Accordingly, we find no violation of section 337 

involving the claims in issue in this patent. 

The Considerations Relating to U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 

Our determination is based upon a finding that the imported 

electronic pianos are the subject of unfair methods of competition 

and unfair acts by reason of their being made in accordance with 

the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. This determi-

nation rests largely on the decision of the court in The Wurlitzer  

Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et al. (C.A. No.. 1 ,4803C) holding 

that all claims in issue in this patent are infringed by the 

imported electronic pianos. The unlicensed importation of such 

electronic pianos by Electrokey, Inc., et al. constitutes an 

unfair method of competition and an unfair act. 

Although we recognize that the holding of the court with 

respect to the claims in issue in this patent is not necessarily 

controlling or binding on us, we would not take the position that 

the interpretation placed by the court on the claim coverage in 

this patent is untenable or clearly erroneous. 

Taking independent claim 3 1/ as exemplary of the claims in 

issue in this patent, it must be accepted that the interpretation 

1/ See pp. A-10 through A-11 and A-25 through A-27. 
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of the coverage of this claim accorded by the court is a permis-

sible one and that for purposes of the litigation is final 

unless reversed on appeal. When viewed in the light of the speci-

fication of the patent, the language in this claim may be susceptible 

to the interpretation, as was maintained by the court, that not only 

does it cover the mechanical aspect of the pick-up in the electronic 

piano but also, and more important, it covers the unitary 

integration of the whole pick-up assembly into one electrical 

circuit, which produces the cumulative capacitance disclosed in 

the patent. 1/ When so construed, this claim would cover the 

imported electronic pianos. 

In our view, the public interest, as well as the interest 

of the parties before the Commission, would best be served if 

there were no conflicting interpretations of the same subject 

matter in two separate forums. This is particularly true in a 

situation where, as is the case here, one forum (the court) has 

already provided relief by way of an injunction prohibiting 

further sales of the imported electronic pianos by the respondents. 

Having concluded that the infringement of the claims in 

issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 constitutes an unfair method 

of competition and an unfair act under section 337, we do not 

1/ Claim 3 covers an electronic piano which must have, among other 
things, "a single pick-up element for electrostatically sensing 
vibrations of a multiplicity of reeds, said pick-up element having 
a plurality of electrically conductive portions thereof . . . ." 
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recommend the issuance of an exclusion order. Our reasons are 

twofold. First, the interpretation placed upon the claim coverage 

in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 by the district court has been appealed 

to the fifth circuit. In our judgment, there is a likelihood that 

the claim coverage in this patent, when construed in the light of 

the prior art and the prosecution history of the patent, will be 

limited as a result of this appeal to apick-up that is defined 

strictly in physical terms, i.e., a specific type and size of pick-up 

forming an electrically conductive metallic strip that is capable 

of sensing the vibrations of more than one reed. To have such 

capability, the pick-up must be constructed of, or coated with, 

an electrically conductive material. Since, by definition, such 

a pick-up would also be single electrically, it would be capable 

of producing the cumulative capacitance referred to in the patent. 

To consider the invention in the patent to consist of an electronic 

piano having a pick-up structure that is single electrically gives 

rise to serious questions of validity since virtually all 

known electronic pianos embody pick-up structures that 

are single electrically. In addition, the production of cumulative 

capacitance in electronic musical instruments is old in the art. 

The second reason for our not recommending the issuance of an 

exclusion order is the court injunction referred to above. 
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We do not see how the relief presently accorded to the complainant 

by this injunction would be improved materially by the issuance 

of an exclusion order. Such an order, under the circumstances 

of this case, would amount to an unnecessary additional remedy 

which would serve only as a burden to the U.S. Customs Service 

(and the U.S. taxpayer). Although we recognize that a court 

injunction operates in personam only against the parties before 

it and not in rem (as does an exclusion order), we do not believe 

that this consideration affects the case at hand, since all known 

importers of such electronic pianos were before the court and have 

been enjoined from further trading in these pianos. 



STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONERS 
LEONARD AND MINCHEW 

We do not find unfair methods of competition or unfair acts in 

the importation into the United States, or in the sale by the owner, 

importer, consignee, or agent of either, of reeds for electronic 

pianos allegedly covered by the claims in issue in U.S. Patent. No. 

3,154,997, or of electronic pianos allegedly covered by the claims 

in issue in U.S. Patent Nos. 2,949,053, 2,942,512, and 3,038,363, 

the effect or tendency of which is to destroy or substantially injure 

an industry, efficiently and economicially operated, in the United 

States. We therefore conclude that there is no violation of section 

337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 and recommend that the President not 

issue an exclusion order to forbid entry into the United States of 

such electronic pianos or of the reeds therefor. 

U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997  

In addressing ourselves first to U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997, we 

note that the reeds used in the imported product have since August 1972 

had single radius fillets as opposed to curved inward tapers covered 

by the patent. If there ever was any infringement of the claims in 

this patent, such infringement ceased in August 1972, at which time any 

effect or tendency to substantially injure an industry also ceased 

to exist. Accordingly, the issues pertaining to the alleged infringe-

ment of the claims in U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 (relating to a reed in 

electronic pianos) were moot long before the court held in The Wurlitzer  

Company  v. Electrokey, Inc., et al.  (C.A. No. 3-4803C) that all of 

the claims in this patent are invalid. 

In view of the above, we find no violation of section 337 involving 

the claims in issue in this patent. 
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U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053  

In turning next to U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053, we find that, although 

the domestic product is covered by the claims in issue (i.e., claims 1-4, 

inclusive) in U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053, the imported product is not 

covered by these claims. Accordingly, since the imported product is 

not infringing the claims of a U.S. patent, we do not find unfair 

methods of competition or unfair acts involving the claims in issue 

in this patent. 

Claims 1-4, inclusive,' in U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 each cover 

an electronic piano having, among other things, "a pick-up member of 

comb-like configuration having a plurality of parallel teeth and an 

intermediary plurality of slots each opening at one end 
	

“ When 

the coverage of these claims is properly construed in the light of the 

prior art, the specification, the drawings, and the file history of the 

patent, it will be seen that the substance of the invention in these 

claims is an electronic piano having a solid, integral, end to end pick-up 

structure that is designed to be built through the use of mass production 

techniques. The objective of this patent would, in our view, be met if 

the pick-up assembly in question was divided into four segments. The 

domestic product has four pick-ups stamped out by machinery so that each 

pick-up has the requisite comblike configuration, the requisite plurality 

of parallel teeth, and the requisite plurality of slots each opening 

at one end. The simplistic structure of the pick-up assembly in the 

domestic product indicates that it is covered by the claims in issue in 

this patent. 
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On the other hand, the pick-up assembly in the impOrted pianos 

is, as indicated by the court in The Wurlitzer Company 	Electrokey, 

Inc., et al. (C.A. No. 3-4803C), "comprised of many small parts that are 

assembled and adjusted by hand . . . ." As a consequence, the imported 

pianos do not follow the teachings in U.S. Patert No. 2,949,053; since, 

as tho court Put it, the substance of the invention in this patent is 

"a structure that can be built in simple operations by machinery whenever 

possible." On the basis of our concurrence with this view of the scope of 

the claim coverage in this patent, we agree with the court in its 

finding of noninfringement of the claim(s) in this patent by the 

imported pianos. In view of the state of the art known at the time of 

the invention, the only contribution that could have been made by 

C. W. Andersen (the inventor under this patent) concerns the 

mass-production feature referred to above,a feature that is present in 

the domestic pianos but conspicuously absent in the imported pianos. 

U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512  

We find that the claims in issue in the next patent under consideration 

i.e., U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512, cover neither the domestic nor the 

imported product., 

The claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512 are claims 1, 2, 6, 

and 9. Claims 1, 2, and 6 each cover an electronic piano having, among 

other things, a pick-ip structure wherein the pick-up is "vibratorily 

passed by a longitudically intermediate edge portion of the reeds . • • ." 

This requirement is also implicit in claim 9. 
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To fully effectuate a basic objective of this patent (the 

elimination of undesirable inharmonics), the pick-up can be 

located only at some longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed 

(i.e., the "nodal" point referred to in the patent). The pick-up 

cannot be located also at the end of the reed, where the greater 

inharmonics generated toward the end of the reed would be detected. 

In the domestic and imported products, both the sides and the end of each 

reed are surrounded by the pick-up, thus destroying the above objective 

of the patent. 

The court, in finding infringement of these' claims in 

this patent in The Wurlitzer Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et al.  

(C.A. No. 3-4803C) placed greatest emphasis on its view that such a pick-up 

provides "a way of minimizing what is called dynamic shortening." The 

court dwelt at some length on precisely how this was accomplished in 

the disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512. 1/ 

1/ The court states on p. 6 of its opinion that-- 

. . . As a reed is struck by a hammer, the portion 
struck travels in the direction of the hammer strike 
faster than the rest of the reed and as a result has 
the effect of pulling the end of the reed away from 
the pick-up. This pulling away from the pick-up 
results in a large amplitude change that continues 
in time past the initial striking of the reed where 
in an acoustic piano, the amplitude is rapidly de-
creasing. A pick-up such as disclosed in Miessner 
'512 acts in relationship to a portion of the reed 
which is not dynamically shortened. This minimizes 
the effects of the shortening in relation to the total 
effect of the reed on the pick-up. 
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With all due respect to the court, we believe that a different 

interpretation of the claim coverage of this patent is in order. 

First, nowhere in the claims does the patent teach minimization  

of the effects of "dynamic shortening";, second, and most signifi- 

cantly, the inventor under this patent himself stated in the patent 

specification that he was not claiming a structure taking positive 

advantage of the dynamic shortening of the reeds, the same having 

been made in another patent application. 1/ 

The positive effect of dynamic shortening is the achievement of 

a "clang" tone (which is characteristic of the conventional piano tone) 

in electronic pianos. We conclude, by virtue of the above observations, 

that the existence of this tone in the imported electronic pianos 

proves just the reverse of the court's holding, i.e., it clearly estab-

lishes that the imported product does not embodythe features claimed 

in this patent. Whatever was added to produce the "clang" tone in the 

imported product necessarily defeated one of the principal objects of 

the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512, i.e., the elimination 

1/ In the specification of U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512, col. 15, lines 
3-7, B.F. Miessner (the inventor) states: 

Furthermore, claims to a structure taking positive 
advantage of the dynamic shortening of the reed are not 
(emphasis supplied) made herein, the same haAring been 
presented in my copending application Serial No. 683,725, 
filed July 23', 1957. 
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of inharmonic tones. 

In our view, the above considerations, had they been properly 

isolated and pursued in arguments before the court, might well have 

prompted the court to arrive at a different conclusion. As the 

record now stands before the Commission, however, it would be clearly 

erroneous for the Commission to base any finding of unfair methods 

of competition or unfair acts on the decision of the court. Accordingly, 

we do not find unfair methods of competition or unfair acts involving 

the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512. 

U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363  

In our opinion, the imports do not fall under the claim coverage 

of any of the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, and, accord-

ingly, we do not find that there are any unfair methods of competition 

or unfair acts. 

Our views as to the coverage which may properly be accorded to the 

claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 are set forth below. 

All of the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 (i.e., 

claims 3-9, inclusive), whether explicitly or by way of strong 

implication, embody the requirements found in claim 3 for "a single  

(emphasis supplied) pick-up element for electrostatically sensing vibrations 

of a multiplicity of said reeds, said pick-up element having a plurality 

of electrically conductive portions thereof . 	I ' 

The quoted language is susceptible of at least three different 

interpretations: The "single pick-up element" could mean (1) a unitary, 

integral structure from a physical standpoint; 1/ (2) a structure that 

1/ Such a structure would, by its nature, also be single electrically. 
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is single from an electrical standpoint (irrespecti;ve of the physical 

structure); and (3) a structure wherein the particular interactions 

of the physical and electrical functions combine to produce a single, 

integrated, cumulative result. 

The court essentially adopted this third interpretation in finding 

infringement of claims 3-9 by the imported pianos in The Wurlitzer  

Company 	Electrokey, Inc., et al.  (C.A. No. 3-48030). 1/ By adopting 

this interpretation, the court avoided the possible challenge of 

obviousness as to the first interpretation (i.e., since it is well known 

that a single mechanical pick-up may be used to sense the vibrations of a 

single reed, it would seemingly be obvious to have a single mechanical 

pick-up sense the vibrations of two (or more) reeds, depending on how 

much longer one would want the pick-up unit to be) and avoided having 

to deal with the issue of prior art which it would have confronted had it 

adopted the second interpretation. (Since the prior art reveals that almost 

all electrical systems in electromagnetic as well as electrostatic 

pianos are "single" electrically, there would have been no inventive 

contribution in this regard). It will be appreciated that, of the 

three, the last interpretation is most susceptible of indiscriminate 

application. The district court, in finding infringement of the claims in 

issue in this patent, placed greatest emphasis on its finding that the 

pick-up assembly in the imported product was "integrated into one 

electrical circuit . . . . This integration produces the cumulative 

1/ In support of its holding that the imported piano pick-ups (which 
are made up of many separate parts) infringed the claims in this patent, 
the court also indicated in its opinion that it "is a misreading of the 
[patent] disclosure" to contend "that in order for their [pick-up] 
structure to infringe this patent, it would have to be made of one solid 
piece." The court indicated that the patent disclosure covered "screws, 
arms, etc." which were associated with the pick-up structure in the 
invention. (We have, however, found no references to "arms" in the patent 
disclosure. We remain satisfied that the basic thrust of the claims in 
this patent, as revealed by the file wrapper, is simplicity in the pick-up 
structure and that the pick-up structure in the imported product does 
not meet this requirement.) 
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capacitance disclosed in another part of the claims as part of the 

invention." The invention in this patent, however, cannot be considered 

to consist of an electronic piano having a pick-up structure that is 

single electrically--virtually all known electronic pianos embody pick
-up 

structures that are single electrically. Moreover, the prior art 

teaches that the production of cumulative capacitance is an inevi-

table consequence of electrostatic tone generation. We do not see 

that any useful contribution has been made merely because the 

concept of cumulative capacitance has been applied to an electronic 

piano. 

The file history of the patent strongly suggests that the proper 

interpretation of the claim coverage in this patent is limited to the 

physical aspects of the pick-up. As set forth in the file history, the 

pick-up claimed was different from all other pick-up structures theretofore 

known in the art because it comprised a single pick-up which sensed the 

vibrations of more than one reed and not the vibrations of just one reed. 1/ 

When the patent specification is properly narrowed to reflect what was 

allowed after 12 years of prosecution of this patent before the U.S. 

Patent Office, it will be seen that the patent specification supports 

the interpretation that the claim coverage in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 

is limited to the physical aspects of the pick-up. Magnetic-type tone 

generators, optical-type tone generators, and electrostatic-type tone 

generators (employing a single pick-up corresponding to a single reed), 

while still described in the patent specification, were all relinquished 

by the patentee during the prosecution of this patent. Insofar as they 

relate to the tone generator structure, the claims, as finally allowed, 

1/ As previously noted, the claimed pick-up structure would, by its 
nature, also be single electrically. 
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are supported only by that portion of the specification directed to 

figures 18 through 21 and figures 26 through 28 in the patett drawings. 

These figures, in our view, depict the only novel feature in U.S. 

Patent No. 3,038,363--a simply designed tone generator assembly for use 

in an electronic piano comprising a pick-up and reeds wherein the pick-up 

consists of ore continuous strip of electrically conductive metal positioned 

so that it can sense the vibrations of more than one reed. It is this 

physical characteri stic of the pick-up that distinguishes the tone 

generator described in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 from those disclosed in the 

prior art. 

The other elements of Ghe claims in issue, i.e., the key-action 

assembly anC amplifier-speaker assembly, are supported by other corre-

sponding portions of the patent specification. None of these other 

elements, whether considered together or singly, can be considered to be 

the invention claimed under U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. 

Our above-stated views of the proper coverage which may be accorded to 

the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 are also grounded in 

what is disclosed by the prior art. Each of the elements of this patent 

(with the exception of the specific nature of the pick-up in the tone 

generator assembly) are old in the art. The key-action assembly 

required by the claims (which initially sets the reeds in vibration) is 

clearly modeled aft e^ and operates on the same principles as the key-action 

assembly found in a standard piano. This type of assembly has been in 

use in pianos for a number of centuries and, accordingly, cannot be 

protected by the patent. The amplifier-speaker assembly required by the 
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claims in issue involves no more than the art and expertise utilized 

since about 1923 in other electronic fields, particularly in the radio, 

television, and phonograph amplifier arts. The amplifier-speaker 

assembly cannot therefore be protected by the patent. Insofar as the tone 

generator assembly required by the claims in this patent is concerned, we 

note that reeds were first used in musical instruments near the turn 

of the 18th century and that the applications of electrical devices 

to sense the vibrations of such reeds in electronic pianos culminated in 

the 1930's and 1940's in the earlier electronic pianos developed and 

patented by B. F. Miessner (the inventor under U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363), 

the patents for which have now expired. 

With the exception of the particular nature of the pick-up member 

described in the heretofore-referred-to portions of the specification 

of U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, all of the specifics of the tone generator 

disclosed in the patent are found in the prior art, either by identical 

embodiment or by equivalence. 

We note that a patent reference before the Commission, i.e., 

U.S. Patent No. 2,532,038, discloses a capacitive tone generator assembly 

for use in an electronic piano wherein a single elongated wire is used 

as a pick-up means for a plurality of vibrating tuning forks (or plates) 

having a common electrical connection. 1/ This reference reinforces 

our conclusion that the only novel feature in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 

1/ Specification of U.S. Patent No. 2,532,038, fig. 11 (H and K). In our 
view, one who is skilled in the art -could easily substitute reeds for 
tuning forks (or plates). See specification of U.S. Patent No. 2,487,420, 
col. 3, lines 68-75, where it is indicated that, in an electro-acoustical 
musical instrument (including an-electronic piano), a reed may be sub-
stituted for a tuning fork. 
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centers on the particular nature of the pick-up. In view of this 

reference, the single pick-up in the tone generator assembly dis-

closed in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 cannot consist of an elongated 

wire; it must consist of something more than a wire and still be 

electrically conductive. 1/ As previously stated, such a pick- 

up consists of a continuous strip of electrically conductive metal 

positioned so that it would sense the vibrations of more than one 

reed. 

We recognize that the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 

are combination claims and that all of the elements in each claim must 

be looked at in terms of their interaction with one another in arriving 

at the proper interpretation of the scope of the coverage in each claim. 

In this connection, we note that when the patentee first presented claims 

in this patent to the U.S. Patent Office for approval (which claims 

then included all of the elements of the claims in issue except for  

the requirement that there be a single pick-up for electrostatically  

sensing the vibrations of more than one reed), the claims were disallowed 

on the ground that the claimed combination would be specifically 

unpatentable over two patent references cited by that office, i.e., 

U.S. Patent No. 2,510,094 and U.S. Patent No. 2,581,963. 2/ It was 

only after the patentee had amended his claims to provide for the 

pick-up of the type described above that the U.S. Patent Office allowed 

the claims. In our view, any novelty in the combination as presently 

covered by the claims in issue in this patent is directly traceable to 

and remains confined to the specific nature of the pick-up found 

1/ The tone generator assembly referred to above as disclosed 
by U.S. Patent No. 2,532,038 would be electrically equivalent in 
every way to the tone generator structure disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 
3,038,363. As such, it would produce the same cumulative capacitance. 
2/ File history of U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. 
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in the tone generator assembly; any interaction of this type of 

pick-up with the other elements required in these claims would be no 

different from the interaction of the various elements in the claims 

as originally submitted,which, as noted above, were found to be 

unpatentable by the U.S. Patent Office. 

By virtue of the reasons set forth above, we find that the rationale for 

the court!s holding of infringement. of the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 

3,038,363 is erroneous. We do not feel that the claim coverage in this patent 

may properly be extended to cover the imported product. When properly 

construed in the light of the file history of the patent, the patent 

specification and drawings, and the prior art, the claim coverage in 

this patent, in our view, is directed to an electronic piano wherein the 

novel feature consists of a one-piece, continuous, electrically conductive 

strip of metal positioned so that it can sense the vibrations of a 

multiplicity of reeds. 1/ As so construed, the claim coverage does not 

encompabs the imported product, since the pick-ups in this product, from 

a physical standpoint, each comprise a multiplicity of parts which, when 

fastened together, correspond with and sense the vibrations of only one 

reed. The pick-ups, as so structured, are spaced independently of each 

other and are mounted to a common support bar by screws. Other screws 

allow the individual pick-ups to be adjusted with respect to the 

reeds with which they cooperate, thus allowing for adjustment in tone 

and volume. In this connection, it is instructive to note that the imported 

product would clearly have fallen under the claim coverage of the claims as 

1/ As previously noted, such a pick-up would, by its nature, be single 
electrically. 
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originally submitted by the patentee to the U.S. Patent Office in 

Patent. Application Serial No. 799,897 (filed March 17, 1959); 

these claims, as noted above, were disallowed. 

In light of the foregoing, we make no finding of unfair methods 

or unfair acts on the basis of infringement of the claims in issue in 

this patent. 

In our view, the effect of the court decision, holding that the 

claims in issue in this patent are infringed by the imported electronic 

pianos, can only be properly evaluated by reference to section 337 itself. 

Subsection (a) of section 337 provides in part that unlawful methods of 

competition and unlawful acts, when found to exist shall be 

dealt with "in addition to any other provisions of law . . • •r, 

The court, in dealing with the case at hand, implemented one of the 

"other provisions of law" (i.e., the patent laws under 35 U.S.C.). 

It is still left to the Commission to pursue its investigation in an effort 

to determine whether section 337 has been violated. The remedy provided 

by an exclusion order applies in rem to all U.S. imports of a product 

instead of in personam to a select importer or a select number of 

importers situated in a particular geographic district. The considerations 

motivating the Commission in finding unfair methods of competition 

or unfair acts under section 337 will of necessity at times be different 

from those which prompt a court to hold that the claims in issue in 

a patent have been infringed. The Commission adapts patent law to the 

specialized circumstances of foreign trade to effectuate the purposes of 

section 337; unlike a court of law, the Commission has no mandate to 
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enforce patent law and, indeed, would be exceeding its statutory authority 

if it attempted to do so. 

The decision of the court in the case at hand should therefore 

be viewed, not in terms of having some kind of imagined binding effect 

on the Commission nor in terms of an opinion which must in some way be 

given credence in the Commissioh/s finding, but rather in terms of 

what it actually is--an opinion relating to a given set of facts with 

which the Commission, given sufficient justification, may agree or 

disagree, whether in whole or in part. 

In the case at hand, the court's decision, holding that the claims 

in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 are infringed by the imported 

products, if followed, would result in our giving an unwarranted extension 

to the claim coverage of this patent by according the patentee a 

monopoly to which he is not entitled. By following the court's rationale, 

we would in effect be finding that virtually all electronic pianos having 

electrostatic pick-ups are covered by the claims in issue in this patent. 

On the basis of the file history of this patent and the relevant prior art, 

we feel that the U.S. Patent Office did not allow any claims having 

the scope accorded them by the court. 

Conclusion  

In view of our finding that (1) the reeds for electronic pianos allegedly 

covered by the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 do not have 
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the effect or tendency to substantially injure an industry, efficiently 

and economically operated, in the United States, and (2) there are 

no unfair methods of competition or unfair acts involving electronic 

pianos allegedly covered by the claims in issue in U.S. Patent Nos. 

2,949,053, 2,942,512, and 3,038,363, we conclude that there is no 

violation of section 337. 
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STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MOORE 1/ 

On March 6, 1972, a complaint was filed with the U.S. Tariff 

Commission by The Wurlitzer Co. of Chicago, Ill., under 

section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. A supplemental complaint was 

filed by Wurlitzer with the Commission on August 2, 1972. Wurlitzer 

(hereinafter referred to as complainant) requested that the 

Commission recommend to the President that certain imported electronic 

pianos be excluded from entry into the United States. 

Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 declares to he unlawful unfair 

methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation of 

articles into the United States, or in their sale by the owner, importer, 

consignee, or agent of either, the effect or tendency of which is 

I/ Commissioner Ablondi concurs with the recommendation, In his 
opinion, based upon all the facts adduced in this investigation, there 
is a violation of sec- 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. He has con-
sidered the judicial determination of similar factual and legal issues 
rendered by the U.S. district court in The Wurlitzer Company v. Electro- 
key, Inc,,  et al. (C.A. No. 3-4803C). An orderly process of justice requires 
that the same issues between the same parties decided by one authority 
should not, under ordinary circumstances, be contravened by another 
authority. The public and the parties to a Commission investigation 
would expect that the same subject matter should not: he subject to 
differing interpretations in separate forums. 

Despite the court order in The Wurlitzer Company v. Electrokey, 
Inc., et al. enjoining further sales of the electronic pianos by 
Electrokey, Tnc., injunctive relief should not be considered to be 
dispositive of the injury issue presented under the statute. 
Subsec. (a) of sec. 337 expressly provides, in part, that the 
unfair methods of competition and unfair acts shall be dealt with 
"in addition to any other provisions of law . . . ." Having found a 
violation of sec. 337, the additional. remedy expressly provided for 
by sec. 337 (i.e., exclusion) would operate in rem to exclude, for the 
remaining term of U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, all imports of electronic 
pianos which are covered by the claims in issue of the patent. This 
relief to which the complainant is entitled is broader in scope and 
intended to exclude from entry all infringing articles. 
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(a) to destroy or substantially injure an efficiently and economically 

operated domestic industry, or (b) to prevent the establishment of 

such an industry, or (c) to restrain or monoplize trade and commerce 

in the United States. 1/ 

I determine that there is a violation of section 337. My 

determination is based upon a finding of unfair methods of competi-

tion or unfair acts within the meaning of section 337 in the 

unlicensed importation and sale of certain electronic pianos by 

reason of their being covered by claims 3 through 9 (inclusive) in 

U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. This determinationis supported by the 

decision of the U.S. District Court for the Northern 

District of Texas entered on November 14, 1974 in The Wurlitzer 

Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et  al. (C.A. No.. 3-4803C), in which the 

court held that the claims in issue in this patent were infringed 

by these imports. 

In view of my determination involving the claims in issue in 

U.S. Patent No. 3,023,363, I do not find it necessary to consider 

the claims in issue in U.S. Patent Nos. 2,942,512, 2,949,053, or 

1/ The effect or tendency of unfair practices to prevent the estab-
lishment of an efficiently and economically operated domestic industry 
or to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce is not in issue here. 
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3,154,997, the infringements of which are also alleged by complainant 

as constituting unfair methods of competition and unfair acts under 

section 337. 1/ 

The,  Domestic Industry Concerned 

The domestic industry which I have considered herein consists of 

that portion of complainant's operations which are engaged in the 

domestic manufacture of elecronic pianos covered by the claims in 

issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. Complainant is by assignment 

the owner of U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, which was issued on June 12, 

1962. Complainant has not granted a license to any party for produc-

tion or sale of electronic pianos under this patent. This patent has 

been litigated before the U.S. District Court for the Northern 

District of Texas in The Wurlitzer Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et al.  

(C.A. No. 3-4803C), where it was held that the claims in this patent were 

valid and infringed. 

The investigation discloses that the operations of complainant 

are efficiently and economically operated. Complainant uses modern and 

efficient manufacturing equipment in a modern, up-to-date facility 

situated in Logan, Utah. 

1/ The court held in The Wurlitzer Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et al.  
(C.A. No. 3-4803C) that the claim in issue in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512 were 
infringed by these imports, that the claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 
2,949,053 were not infringed,and that the claims in issue in U.S. Patent 
No. 3,154,997 were invalid. 
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The Domestic Product (U.S. Patent No, 3,038,363) 

The complainant manufactures an electronia,piano having an 

electrostatic tone generator assembly comprising a plurality of reeds 

and pick-ups. One model of this piano, the Wurlitzer Model 200, 

resembles a portable chord organ in outward appearance. The remaining 

models resemble string-type spinet pianos, but are generally smaller 

and lighter. 

All models of electronic pianos currently manufactured by the 

complainant (i.e., the Model 200, the Model 203W, the Model 214, the 

Model 206 and the'Model 207) embody the same type of pick-ups in their 

tone generators. These pick-ups (when properly charged with the 

designated electrical voltage) electrostatically sense the vibrations 

of reeds set in motion by key-actuated hammers and produce 

electronic signals which, when amplified electrically, result 

in a tone closely resembling that of a conventional string piano. 

The parts necessary to accomplish this tone are (1) electrically 

conductive pick-ups (the domestic product has four separate stamped-

out aluminum metal strips placed end to end which serve as pick-ups; 

each strip has small cutout portions on one side to accommodate the 

insertion of different-sized reeds); (2) a plurality of 

electrically conductive reeds sized to vibrate within each cutout 

portion of the pick-ups without coming into physical contact with 

the pick-ups (the reeds are larger for the lower notes and smaller ' 
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for the higher notes); (3) a means for striking each reed (this 

consists of the key-actuated hammer); (4) common electrical con-

necting means for all pick-ups (the pick-ups are connected 

by electrically conductive straps); (5) common electrical connecting 

means for all reeds (there is a common electrically conductive mount-

ing base for the reeds); (6) an electrical amplifier means (which 

is electrically connected to one pick-up by a wire and situated close 

to the tone generator assembly); and (7) one or more speakers 

(the speakers face out to the front of the instrument, one on each 

end of the piano). 

The pick-ups and their constituent reeds are all substantially 

in the same plane. Each free reed end is surrounded by a cutout portion 

of the pick-up corresponding in size and is slightly offset from a 

position of effective alinement with the pick-up when the reed is in its 

rest position. On that end of each reed, facing away from the respective 

cutout portion of the pick-up, there is a lead weight to achieve the 

desired reed oscilation for each note. This lead weight is generally 

filed down when the piano is "tuned". Once in place, however, the tuned 

reeds are securely fastened to a common support bar where they are 

expected to remain undisturbed for years. The pick-ups themselves 

are not susceptible to adjustment. 
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The electrical signals created by the tone generator are fed into an 

electrical amplifier means which is housed in the body of the domestic 

product near the tone generator assembly. Thereafter, the amplified 

signals are converted into sound by one or more speakers affixed 

inside the front portion of the piano body. A volume control is located 

within easy access of the keyboard. 

The entire assembly in each model of the domestic product is generally 

deliVered to the ultimate consumer in a single carton. Each unit is ex-

pected to be completely operable upon delivery. 

The Imported Product 

The imported product, which complainant alleges infringes the 

claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 (and the importation and 

sale of which has allegedly resulted in injury to the complainant 

in violation of sec. 337), like all models of the domestic product 

except the Wurlitzer Model 200, resembles a string-type spinet piano 

in outward appearance, but is generally smaller and lighter. 

With the exception of the physical structure and spacing of the 

pick-ups, the tone generator assembly in the imported product appears 

to be virtually identical to that of the domestic product described 

above. The tone generator assembly in the imported product, like that 

of the domestic product, electrostatically senses the vibrations of 

its constituent reeds, which are excited by key-actuated hammers. 
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The resulting electrical signals are amplified by an electrical 

amplifier means and are converted into sound by one or more speakers. 

As with the domestic product, the imported product is self contained, 

needing only electrical current to make it operative. The imported 

product enters U.S. ports and is delivered to the importers' customers, 

like the domestic product, in a single carton. 

Instead of four separate strips of stamped-out aluminum, each 

having cutout portions to accommodate the free, vibrating ends of the 

reeds, each pick-up in the tone generator assembly of the imported 

product is made up of a multiplicity of parts including, among other 

things, an element having two pick-up plates designed to accommodate 

one reed. When finally assembled and fastened, the pick-up plates 

corresponding to each reed vary considerably in their respective angles 

to each other, in their angles to each of their corresponding reeds, 

and in their angles to the plates of the other pick-ups. Manually 

adjustable screws which, upon assembly in the factory, are initially held 

in place by a small amount of paint, are found with each pick-up and 

allow for easy future adjustment in the spacing of each pair of pick-up 

plates, thereby providing for changes in the volume and in the tonal 

characteristics of each note produced. 

Notwithstanding the above physical differences in the structure and 

spacing of the pick-ups in the tone generator assemblies found in the 

imported and domestic products, both perform the function of producing a 
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simulated Pianistic tone thrugh•changes in -  the electrocapacitive relation 

between the pick-ups and th reeds . 

The Patent In Question 

The domestic product described above is made in accordance with the 

claims in issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363. I find that the imported 

product described above is also covered by the claims in issue in this 

patent. 

Taking independent claim 3 1/ as exemplary of the claims in issue 

in this patent, it is noted that this claim covers an electronic piano 

which must have, among other things, "a single pick-up element for electro-

statically sensing vibrations of a multiplicity of said reeds, said pick-up 

element having a plurality of electrically conductive portions thereof 

. . . ." When viewed in the light of the specification of the patent, 

this language can be interpreted, as was maintained by the court, to 

cover not just the mechanical aspect of the pick-up in the electronic 

piano but, more important, also the unitary integration of the whole 

pick-up assembly into one electrical circuit, which produces 

the cumulative capacitance disclosed in the patent. When so interpreted, 

claim 3 covers both the domestic and imported products, since the pick-ups 

in each are integrated into one electrical circuit to produce such cumu-

lative capacitance. 

1/ See pp. A-10 through A-11 and A-25 through A-27. 
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In The Wurlitzer Company , v. Electrokey, Inc., et al.  (C,A, No 3-4803C), 

the court indicated in its opinion that the remaining claims in 

issue in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 (i.e., claims 4 through 9) required 

certain additional elements that weremetby the imported product. I 

agree with the court's interpretation of the claim coverage of each 

of these claims. 

The Unfair Method of Competition or Unfair Act in the 
Importation of the Patented Product 

The imported electronic pianos covered by the claims in issue 

in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 are imported and sold without license. 

The Commission has long held, in making recommendations to the Presi-

dent under section 337, that the unlicensed importation of a product 

which is patented in the United States is an unfair method of com-

petition or unfair act within the meaning of section 337. 1/ 

I conclude that there are unfair methods of competition or 

unfair acts insofar as concerns the claims in issue in U.S. Patent 

No. 3,038,363. 

Effect or Tendency to Injure 

The evidence submitted to the Commission shows conclusively 

that imports of the electronic pianos under investigation have 

I/ See In re Von Clemm,  43 C.C.P.A. (Customs)56, 229 F. 2d 441, 443 
(1955); In re Orion Co.,  22 C.C.P.A. (Customs) 149, 71 F. 2d 458, 465 
(1934); In re Northern Pigment Co.,  22 C.C.P.A. (Customs) 166, 71 F. 2d 
447, 455 (1934); and Frischer & Co.  v. Bakelite Corp.,  17 C.C.P.A. 
(Customs) 494, 39 F. 2d 247, 260, cert. den. 282 U.S. 852 (1930). See 
also U.S. Tariff Commission, Convertible Game Tables and Components There- 
of . . .,TC Publication 705, 1974; Panty Hose  . 	TC Publication 471, 
1972; Lightweight Luggage  . . 	TC Publication 463, 1972; and Articles  
Comprised of Plastic Sheets Having an Open Work Structure  . . 	TC 
Publication 444, 1971. 
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the effect or tendency to substantially injure an industry, efficiently 

and economically operated, in the United States. 

Imports of these electronic pianos achieved a significant share 

of the U.S. market in 1972. Each sale of the imported product represented 

lost royalties to complainant. The imports displaced sales which otherwise 

would have gone to the domestic producer. In view of the adverse effect 

of these imports on the domestic industry (as defined above), I have 

concluded that such imports have the "effect or tendency . . ." to 

substantially injure such domestic industry. 

In The Wurlitzer Company v. Electrokey, Inc., et al. (C.A. No. 3-4803C), 

the court enjoined further sales of these imports. However, the injunction 

only applies to the parties before the court--it does not apply in rem 

to all importers of electronic pianos, as would the remedy recommended 

herein. Other importers may still import and sell these electronic pianos 

in the United States in the absence of action by the Commission. 

While it is true that imports of these electronic pianos virtually 

ceased prior to the date the court entered its injunction, I am not 

convinced that this decrease in imports was more than temporary pending 

the outcome of the litigation in the Federal courts and the Commission's 

determination in these proceedings. The evidence fails to reveal con-

vincing economic reasons which would suggest that a foreign manufacturer 

of these electronic pianos would permanently refrain from importing the 

infringing pianos for sale in the United States. 
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Recommendation 

Based on the foregoing, I recommend that, in accordance with 

subsection (e) of section 337, the President issue an exclusion order 

to forbid entry into the United States of electronic pianos covered 

by the claim(s) in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, until expiration of 

the patent, except under license of the owner of U.S. Patent No 3,038,363. 
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EVIDENCE OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION 

Description of Articles Under investigation 

An electronic piano like the conventional piano, has key-actuated 

hammers, but the tone is picked up and amplified electrically, dispensing 

with the need for plate and soundboard. Although the tone of the elec-

tronic piano does not altogether match the tone of the conventional 

piano in quality, it has the advantage of being less expensive, lighter, 

smaller, and less affected by atmospheric conditions than the conventional 

piano, and, unlike the conventional piano, it has the further advantage 

of being suitable for silent practice. It is particularly valued as 

a teaching instrument in group instruction. Through headphones, the 

student can hear his own playing without disturbing others. Individual 

pianos can be connected to a console unit through which, by means of 

switching devices and a headphone, the teacher can monitor each 

student's performance. Systems utilizing any of several models of the 

Wurlitzer piano (the product manufactured by the complainant), or the 

imported piano which is the subject of the complaint, can accommodate up 

to 24 students through such an arrangement. 

The Wurlitzer electronic piano has a keyboard and working parts in 

a case 19 inches deep and less than a foot high. Two-thirds of the 

Wurlitzer electronic pianos sold are mounted on detachable steel legs 

and weigh only about 60 pounds; the others are designed to resemble a 

small spinet and weigh 115 to 130 pounds (see fig. 1). Unlike most 

standard pianos, which contain an 88-note keyboard, they all contain 

a 64-note keyboard (except for one model containing a 44-note keyboard, 

which accounts for a very small proportion of the number sold). 
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The allegedly infringing imported piano, sold by Electrokey, Inc., 

and until mid-1974. (under the trade name Maestro) by the Chicago Musical 

Instrument Co., consists of a single model resembling a small spinet 

(fig. 2). It has a 61-note keyboard and weighs 95 pounds. 

The key-actuated hammers in both the Electrokey and Wurlitzer pianos 

strike metal reeds charged with a direct current. The vibration of the 

reed produces oscillations in the current entering the pick-up portions 

in capacitive relationship with the reed. The reeds in the Wurlitzer 

piano are horizontal and are struck from beneath, while those in the 

Electrokey piano are vertical and are struck from the front. Further, 

there are some differences in the pick-up portions of the two pianos. (See 

exhibit A, p. A-20, for a general illustration of the Electrokey 

pick-up portion, and exhibit B, p. A-21, for ar illustration of 

the Wurlitzer pick-up portion. Both illustrations also show the 

general relationship of the pick-up portions to the respective reeds.) 

The Electrokey and the Wurlitzer are not the only electronic 

pianos on the market today. Other electronic pianos are the 

Baldwin 1/ (fig. 	and the Rhodes 2/ (fig. 4), both produced in the 

United States, and tffo imported kinds, the Farf'sa (fig. 5), 

manufactured in Ital - , and the Hohner 	6). manufactured in 

West Germany. The ir-nufacture of the Hohner pi -no was discontinued 

in 1971. These othe electroni -71nos do not aye electrostatic 

pick-ups, but rather lave 
	 nick-- nS . 

1/ Manufacturec 
R;adwln, 1- 71 

2i Refer7P(1 
Trstruiren, 



Model 206 	a 	 Model 207 
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Figure 1 

WURISIZER® ELECTRONIC PIANOS 

Service Manual 
MODELS 200 • 	203* • 203W • 206 • 207 • 214 

THE WURLITZER COMPANY - DEKALB, ILLINOIS 60115 

* Discontinued model. 
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Figure .--Baldwin Electropiano • 
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Electronic 
Keyboard Classroom 

Instruction 
System 
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Figure 5.--Farfisa Professional Pianos. 
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f igure 6 

L C- ri", 
PIANO 

ta 

a 	ri ; 	fr- 
11— 

	

hi '4.1 	 r 

	

(, 	 \kr 
Ee ,14 

Outwardly like a conventional piano, 
this new electro-mechanical 
keyboard instrument uses special 
forks which are struck by hammers 
in a highly sophisticated form of 
piano action. These forks (which are 
tuned for life) transmit electronically 
converted vibrations through a built-in 
fully transistorized amplifier with 
four loudspeakers (approx. output 
20 watts). 

	

Special features o' 	Hohner Electronic Piano : 

Piano tone The tonal character is remarkably similar 
to the piano. 

	

Keeps in Tune Because tuning ' 	r, provide the tone source. 

	

Dynamic response Keyboard touch 	ntrols volume and provides 

	

precise dynamic 	dulation throughout, 

	

facilitated by the 	keyboard action. 
Tone control Results from the ) ia of two pedals. 

left: damper ped ti 
right: sustain pect -t- 1 

Wide Tone range The volume regulator enables the instrument to 

	

be set to suit the 	of any room. - 
Basic volume the lore adjusts to individual 
requirements. 
For large premisos, a connection for a 
second amplifier with additional speaker 
is provided. 
There is also an earphone connection for. 
"silant playing," which makes the Electronic 
Piano an ideal practice instrument. 

Versatility The Electronic Plano is equally at home with all 
types of music an :t is thus ideally suited for the 
home, school, tee't.hing or professional use. 

Modern Design Attractive styling • neutral and cornpact 
designing • available in carefully matched walnut 
veneers supplemented with hardwood solids. 

Easily transportable The compact design and comparatively low 
weight makes the Hohner Electronic Piano an 

. easily transportable instrument. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
■ 72 Standard size piano keys 
■ Tone range F-e "" six octaves 
■ Two pedals — damper and sustain 
■ External jacks for earphones and 

extra amplifier 
■ Volume control 
■ On/off switch with pilot light 
▪ Voltage selector for 

110/125/150/220/240 V AC 
■ Cabinet is of a rich walnut 

veneer finish 
▪ Lock and key on keyboard cover 
■ Four high quality speakers 
■ Weight approx. 148 lbs. 

' ■ Dimensions approx. 35" high. 
46" long, 18" deep 

Technical modifications reserved 

Home Office: Andrews Road, Hicksville, New York 11802 / (516) 935-8500 
Midwest: 1742 Armitage Court, Addison, Illinois 60101 / (312) 627-8796 

West Coast:. 790 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, California 94303 / (415) 326-9903 
Printed in U.S.A. / Pr, 
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Alleged Unfair Methods of Competition and Unfair Acts 

The patents in question  

Complainant alleged unfair methods of competition and unfair acts 

in the importation or sales of electronic pianos (1) made in accordance 

with its U.S. Patent Nos. 3,038,363, 2,942,512 and 2,949,053, or (2) 

which contain certain reeds made in accordance with its U.S. Patent 

No. 3,154,997, or (3) which strongly resemble complainant's products 

in appearance. 1/ 

The patents which are the subjects of the unfair methods and 

unfair acts alleged by complainant are U.S. Patent Nos. 3,038,363, 2/ 

which issued June 12, 1962, to B. F. Miessner; 2,942,512, 3/ which 

issued June 28, 1960, to B. F. Miessner; 2,949,053, 4/ which issued 

August 16, 1960, to C. W. Andersen; and 3,154,997, 5/ which issued 

November 3, 1964, to H. E. W. Bode. Complainant obtained all rights 

in these patents by assignment. 	 11 

The patents expire 17 years from their date of issuance. 6/ 

Accordingly, the respective expiration dates of the patents are as 

follows: 

Patent No. Expiration date 

Miessner 3,038,363 June 12, 1979 
Miessner 2,942,512 June 28, 1977 
Andersen 2,949,053 Aug. 16, 1977 
Bode 3,154,997 Nov. 3, 1981 

1/ As will be seen infra, this allegation appears to refer to "copying." 
2/ Reproduced in app. A. 
3/ Reproduced in app. B, 
4/ Reproduced in app. C. 
5/ Reproduced in app. D. 
6/ The term of such patents is proVided for in 35 U.S.C. 154. 
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Complainant contends that it has examined the imported electronic 

pianos and has found them to be made in accordance with the following 

claims of the above-listed patents: 

Miessner Patent No. 3,038,363 -- Claims 3-9 
Miessner Patent No. 2,942,512 -- Claims 1, 2, 6, and 9 
Andersen Patent No. 2,949,053 -- Claims 1-4 
Bode 	Patent No. 3,154,997 -- Claims 1-6 

All the patents in question are product patents issued pursuant 

to the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 101. 1/ The item sought to be patented 

in each patent must be (1) novel and (2) useful to satisfy the require-

ments of the statute. 

Following is a list of the pertinent claims of the patents in 

issue, with the essential elements 2/ in each claim being preceded 

by an identifying letter. 

Claims of U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363.--The first patent to be con- 

sidered has 24 claims covering electronic pianos. The parties have agreed 
0 

that only claims 3-9 are in issue. 

Claim 3--An electronic piano the combination comprising-- 

(a) A plurality of tuned reeds supported on'one end and free 
on the other end 

(b) A key controlled hammer to strike the reeds for 
vibration 

(c) A single pick-up element (emphasis supplied) for 
electrostatically sensing the vibrations 

1/ 35 U.S.C. 101 provides: 
101. Invention patentable  

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, 
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful 
improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the 
conditions and requirements of this title. 
2/ For the sake of clarity and consistency, certain immaterial 

wording has been omitted. 
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(d) Said pick-up element having a multiplicity of 
conductive portions disposed in proximate 
relation to the free ends of said reeds to 
provide electrical capacitance between the 
pick-up element and the reed 1/ 

(e) Means for applying a direct current potential 
between said pick-up element and said 
multiplicity of reeds 

(f) An electronic tone signal connected to said 
pick-up element to produce electronic signals 
corresponding to the change in the capaci-
tance between said pick-up element and the 
multiplicity of reeds 

Claim 4 --An electronic piano, the combination comprising 
the same elements as claim 3 with the additional 
requirement that "each of said pick-up conductor 
portions registering with the normal position of 
the coacting reed and being shaped and positioned 
to extend away from a position of alignment with 
the normal position of the reed in only one of the 
two directions in which the reed swings away from 
its normal position 

Claim 5--An electronic piano, the combination comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 3 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 3 (b) 

(c) An electrostatic pick-up comprising a plurality 
of pick-up portions disposed in side-by-side 
co-planar  (emphasis supplied) disposition to 
each other and in a proximate electrically 
capacitive relation to the projecting portions 
of said respective reeds 

(d) Said respective pick-up portions being sub-
stantially flush with the normal positions 
of the respective reeds and extending along 
the swing of the reeds in only one direction 
covering substantially the full excursion of 
the coacting reed in said one direction 

1/ The vibration varies for each reed, thus giving different notes. 
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(e) Same as claim 3 (e) 

(f) Same as claim 3 (f) 

Claim 6--an electronic piano, the combination comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 3 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 3 (b) 

(c) Same as claim 3 (c) 

(d) Said pick-up including a plurality of 
electrically conductive portions thereof 
disposed alongside the vibrator paths of 
said respective reeds 

(e) Same as claim 3 (e) 

(f) Same as claim 3 (f) 

Claim 7--Is expressly dependent on claim 5, and covers an electronic 
piano as defined therein with the additional limitation that. 
"each of said electrically conductive portions of said pick-up 
element traverses the free end of the coacting reed and has a 
width with respect to the reed which substantially exceeds the 
corresponding transverse width of the coacting reed" 

Claim 8--An electronic piano, the. combination comprising-- 

(a) The same as claim 3 (a) 

(b) The same as claim 3 (b) 

(c) An inmgral electrically conductive pick-up plate  
extending across the free ends of said reeds •. 	• 
impls supplied) for electrostatically 
spris 	vibrations of the reeds 

Id) Same ;is claim 3 (d) 

(e) Same 	clal'iJ;i 3 (e) 

(f) Same 	laJm 
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Claim 9--An electronic piano the combination comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 3 (a) 

(b) A key controlled striking means coacting with 
each of the said respective reeds to impul-
sively excite the reed to vibrate freely in a 
manner which swings the free end of the reed 
to opposite sides of a rest position of the 
reed 

(c) An electrostatic pick-up including conductor 
portions disposed in adjacent electrically 
capacitive relation to the free ends of said 
respective reeds, each of said pick-up 
conductor portions being substantially flush 
with one longitudinal side of the coacting 
reed when the latter is in its normal 
position, each pick-up conductor portion being 
shaped and positioned to extend along the 
swing of the coacting reed in only one direc-, 
tion of reed movement from the normal position 
of the reed 

(d) Same as claim 3 (e) 

(e) Same as claim 3 (f) 

Claims of U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512.  -- The second patent to be 

considered has 10 claims describing an electronic piano. Claims 1, 

2, 6, and 9 of this patent are in issue; 

Claim 1--In combination in-an electrical musical instrument 
comprising-- 

(a) A fixed7 free reed 

(b) A key. actuated hammer adjacent to the reed to 
act as an impulse exciting means used to 
engage the reed and set it into decadent 
free vibration 
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(c) "An electric translation pick-up adjacent the 
reed, said pick-up having a tone producing 
portion located alongside and being vibratorily 
passed by a longitudinally intermediate edge 
portion of the reed and being of an effective 
thickness, in the direction of reed vibration, 
smaller than the high-amplitude stroke of said 
edge" 

Claim 2--In combination in an electrical musical instrument 

comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 1 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 1 (b) 

(c) Same as claim 1 (c) 

(d) and being offset in said direction from effective 
alignment with the rest position of said reed 

Claim 6--In combination in an electrical musical instrument 

comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 1 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 1 (b) 

(c) Same as claim 1 (c) 

(d) "Means comprised in said mechanical system for 
at least substantially eliminating from the 
free vibration of the reed a lower one of its 
normally present upper partials" 

Claim 9--In combination in a musical instrument comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 1 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 1 (b) 

(c) A mechanico-electrical system consisting of a 
portion of the reed and pick-up means associated 
with and influenced by said portion for trans-
lating electric oscillations from the reed 
vibrations 
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(d) Means comprised in said mechanico-electrical 
system for at least substantially eliminating 
from said oscillations an inharmonic component 
corresponding to a lower one of the upper 
partials at which the reed tends to vibrate 

Claims of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053;--The third patent to be 

considered has nine claims describing a tone generator arrangement in 

stringless electronic pianos, in which the vibratory motion of reeds 

is sensed by an electrostatic pick-up. Claims 1-4 of this patent are in 

issue: 

Claim 1--An electronic musical instrument comprising-- 

(a) A common reed support 

(b) A plurality of reeds with bases fixed on said 
common support and with vibratile tongues 
projecting in the same direction therefrom in 
side-by-side co-planar parallelism from said 
support 

(c) A plurality of hammers to strike the reeds 
setting them into decadent free vibration 

(d) Manually engageable keys for selectively 
moving said hammers 

(e) A pick-up member of comblike configuration 
having a plurality of parallel teeth and an 
iptermediale plurality of slots each opening 
at one end (see app. C, fig. 5) 

(f) Means mounting said pick-up member in a 
common plane with the reeds projecting into 
the slots between the teeth 

(g) Said reeds and said pick-up member comprising 
a tone generating means establishing an electric 
potential between said reeds and said pick-up 
member 

(h) Means for translating oscillations of said tone 
generating mechanism into audible tones 
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Claim 2--Expressly incorporates all elements of claim 1 and adds 

"wherein the plane of said reeds is displaced from the 

median plane of the pick-up teeth, and wherein said 

reeds vibrate asymmetrically about such median plane" 

Claim 3--Expressly incorporates all the elements of claim 1 and 

adds "further including common means electrically grounding 

said plurality of reeds" 

Claim 4--Expressly incorporates all the elements of and is 

dependent from claim 3 and adds "wherein the common grounding 

means comprises the common reed support, said support being 

electrically conductive, and said reeds being mounted 

directly on said support in physical and electrical engage-

ment therewith" 

Claims of U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997.--The fourth patent to be con-

sidered has six claims describing a vibratory reed for use in an elec-

tronic musical instrument having a curved inward taper. The six 

claims of this patent are intended to protect a certain taper of the 

body of the reed which gives it additional strength to prevent its 

breaking (particularly on the bass notes) when struck by the hammer 

which is used to set the reed into free decadent vibration. All six 

claims of this patent are in issue; 
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Claim 1--A vibratory reed for use in a musical instrument 

comprising-- 

(a) A base adapted to be secured to a mounting 
surface 

(b) A flat tongue having lateral and longitudinal 
dimensions extending out from said base 

(c) Said tongue having a curved inward taper 
extending out from said base merging into sub-
stantially parallel edges 

(d) Said curved taper comprising a substantial 
portion of the total length of said tongue and 
having a length greater than the transverse 
dimension of said tongue 

Claim 2--A vibratory reed for use in a musical instrument 

comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 1 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 1 (b) 

(c) Same as claim 1 (c) 

(d) Said curved taper comprising between substantially 
10 and 50 percent of the total length of said 
tongue and having a length greater than the 
transverse dimension of said tongue 

Claim 3--A vibratory reed for use in a musical instrument 

comprising-- 

(a) Same as claim 1 (a) 

(b) Same as claim 1 (b) 

(c) Same as claim 1 (c) 

(d) Said curved taper comprising between substantially 
20 and 35 percent of the total length of said 
tongue and having a length greater than the 
transverse dimension of said tongue 
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Claim 4--A vibrating reed arrangement for use in a musical 

instrument comprising all the elements of claim 1 and 

adding "a striker member adapted impulsively to engage 

said reed tongue to set said reed tongue in free, decadent 

vibration" 

Claim 5--A vibrating reed arrangement for use in a musical 

instrument comprising all the elements of claim 1 and 

adding "a striker member adapted impulsively to. engage said 

reed tongue outwardly of said tapered pOrtion to set said 

reed tongue in free, decadent vibration" 

Claim 6--A vibratory reed as set forth in claim 3 wherein the 

curved taper is a noncircular arcuate curve. 

Attention is invited to exhibits A, B, C, and D, reproduced on the 

next several pages in this report. Exhibit A illustrates the Electrokey 

pick-up structure for eight notes in assembled and not-assembled forms. 

This should be contrasted with exhibit B, which illustrates the Wurlitzer 

pick-up structure for the same number of notes in assembled and not-

assembled forms. Exhibit C presents a cross-section view of the pick- 

up in the Wurlitzer structure and a perspective view of the pick-up in 

the Electrokey structure. Exhibit D illustrates an enlarged top view 

of a reed in each structure. 
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Exhibit A 

Electrokey "tone generator" structure for eight notes but including 
only two reeds 

Electrokey pick-up parts 
required for eight notes 
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Exhibit B 

Reeds 

Wurlitzer Model "200" "tone generator" structure for eight notes 

Wurlitzer Model "200" pick-up element for eight notes 



Pick-up plate Reed 
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Exhibit C 

Wurlitzer "200" 
Cross-section view of Dick-up 

Pick-up 

 

 

 

Weight 
(end of reed) 

Electrokey 
Perspective view of pick-up 

Weight 
(end of reed) 
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Exhibit D 
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Complainant's contentions as to the patents  

In its complaint filed with the Commission, complainant alleged 

that (1) it is the owner of all of the above patents, (2) electronic 

pianos of a type incorporating the features claimed in these patents 

have been and continue to be imported into the United States in violation 

of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, and (3) the importation of 

such electronic pianos has, the effect or tendency to substantially 

injure an efficiently and economically operated domestic industry. 

Complainant's attorney' contended that complainant produces the 

patented product and that complainant is the only domestic producer 

of the patented product. 1/ He contended that "The Wurlitzer electronic 

piano is made in accordance with the four patents noted above." 2/ He 

also maintained that the claims in issue in all four patents found response(s) 

in the imported product. 3/ 

At the hearing held on August 15,. 1974, and in the brief submitted 

to the Commission subsequent to that hearing, complainant's attorney 

specified that all the claims in issue in U.S. Patent Nos. 3,038,363, 

2,942,512,4/ and 2,949,053 are readable on complainant's product, and he 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp.110 and 412. 
2/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 2. 
3/ Complainant's attorney used claim charts and physical exhibits at 

the hearing held Jan. 30-31, 1973, in an attempt to demonstrate 
that the claims in each patent found response in imported electronic 
pianos. 

4/ Pursuant to. the Commission's notice ordering this hearing on 
Aug. 15, 1974, only U.S. Patent Nos. 3,038,363 and 2,949,053 were included 
as the patents on which the Commission was interested in receiving 
evidence. No mention was made in the notice of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,512. 
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proceeded to, apply these claims to complainant's product through the use 

of claim charts and physical exhibits. 1/ 

Complainant's attorney also maintained that the four patents 

in question have not been licensed by complainant to any other manu-

facturer 2/ and that the patents in question have never been ruled 

upon by any court of competent jurisdiction. 3/ 

At the hearing held January 30-31, 1973, complainant's 

attorney placed the four patents in question in the following 

context: 

We have claimed certain features of the tone 
generating portion  (emphasis supplied) of the 
electronic piano, not irrelevant thir3s like 
the keys, or the case, or the loudspeakers, or 
anything like that; simply the tone generating 
portions  (emphasis supplied). 4/ 

The contentions of complainant's attorney as to each patent are 

as follows: 

U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363.--Complainant's attorney testified at the 

hearing held January 30-31, 1973, that, from a chronological standpoint, 

U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, the first Miessner patent, 5/ is the most 

1/ Transcript of the heating, pp. 382-412. Complainant's brief filed 
on Sept. 11, 1974, pp. 4-5. The exhibits introduced into evidence at 
the hearing were represented as being copies of actual commercial 
structures manufactured by The Wurlitzer Co. The claim charts are 
reproduced in apps. E-K. 

2/ Ibid., p.5. 
3/ Complainant's submission dated Jan. 5, 1973, in opposition to 

respondent's motion filed with the Commission on Dec. 18, 1972, p. 1. 
See, however, the section in this report entitled "Litigation History"; 
on Aug. 23, 1974, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of 
Texas ruled upon the four patents in question, finding infringement of 
the claims in U.S. Patent Nos. 3,038,363 and 2,942,512, 

4/ TransCript of the hearing, p. 108. 
5/ The second Miessner patent is U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512. 
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important and basic patent of the group. 1/ He selected claim 3 as exem-

plary of the claims of this patent for purposes of the hearing. He then 

attempted to apply claim 3 to certain illustrations in the patent 

disclosure (see complainant's claim chart, app. E) and to the Electro-

key structure 2/ and concluded that the claim read on both. 3/ 

Complainant's attorney noted that the element in this claim 

which respondents would contend was not present in the tone generator 

portions of the imported electronic pianos is "a single pick-up 

element for electrostatically sensing vibrations of a multiplicity 

of said reeds." He argued that the entire metal conducting structure, 

together with the individual horseshoe-shaped elements found in the 

Electrokey tone generator portions, constitute one single pick-up 

element. 4/ Complainant's attorney contended that even though this 

pick-up element is made up of a certain number of parts, unlike com-

plainant's structure, which is "simply cut from one piece of sheet 

metal", 5/ the presence of cement or white glue on the heads of screws 

used for fastening together the Electrokey pick-up parts indicates that 

in normal use the pick-up is not intended to be taken apart and, as 

such, it constitutes a single pick-up, whether regarded as single 

mechanically, single electrically, or single functionally. 6/ 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 14. 
2/ It was agreed by the parties that, for purposes of the Commission's 

investigation, all of the electronic pianos imported by respondents were 
the same. Electrokey is imported by Electrokey, Inc., one of the 
respondents. 

3/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 54. 
4/ Ibid, p. 55. 
5/ Ibid. p. 56. 
6/ Ibid., pp. 55-62. 
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Complainant's attorney referred to the deposition of Naokichi 

Takamatsu, chief engineer of Nippon Columbia, Ltd. 1/ (the foreign 

manufacturer of the imported electronic pianos in question), and 

pointed out that Mr. Takamatsu conceded that (1) the purpose of the 

white glue or cement was to hold the screws fixed and (2) all of 

the pole pieces in the imported electronic piano were connected together 

electrically. 2/ The complainant's attorney then took the position that 

the breaking down of a single part into two or more parts united together 

does not avoid infringement--the manner in which the parts are 

fastened together,with the screws being secured by a cement material, 

effectively renders the initial multiplicity of parts a single part 

following assembly. 3/ 

Complainant's attorney testified at the hearing held January 30-31, 

1973, that claim 4 adds one item to Claim 3 in that it "helps us determine the 

wave shape a bit" by reason of the fabt that the "reed lines up with the 

top portion of the pick-up." 4/ He also testified that in claim 5 

the word "single" is not used. 5/ The remaining distinctions 

1/ Portions of this deposition were received in evidence as 
exhibit 11. 

2/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 56-57. 
3/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 8. 
4/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 89. It should be noted that an exami-

nation of physical exhibits 26A and 26B (introduced into evidence by the 
complainant at the Aug. 15, 1974, hearing) reveals that some of the reeds 
in complainant's product line up with the bottom (not top) portion of 
the pick-up. 

5/ Ibid., p. 90. 
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in the claims, he contended, were mostly semantical differences. 1/ 

In his brief complainant's attorney argued that claims 4-9 were also 

infringed by the imported electronic pianos and that claims 5, 6, 7, and 9 

do not refer to a single pick-up. 2/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, complainant's attorney alleged 

that all of the claims of the patent in issue (i.e., claims 3-9) found 

response in the domestic product. He then attempted, through the use of 

claim charts and physical exhibits, to apply these claims to the actual 

commercial structure manufactured by the complainant, and he concluded that 

all of the claims in issue read on the domestic product. 3/ 

U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512.--Complainant's attorney testified at the 

hearing held January 30-31, 1973, that U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512, the second 

Miessner patent, grew out of the same application as U.S. Patent No. 

3,038,363, 4/ and that one object in developing the subject invention of this 

patent was to introduce a second harmonic, a frequency twice the fundamental 

frequency of vibrations of the reed. 5/ He contended that in later claims 

of this patent an additional object was sought--viz, the elimination of a 

higher frequency which is called an "inharmonic partial." 6/ Complainant's 

attorney selected claim 1 as exemplary of the claims of this patent for 

purposes of the hearing. He then attempted to apply claim 1 to certain 

illustrations (see complainant's claim chart, app. F) in the patent dis-

closure and to the Electrokey structure and concluded that the claim read 

on both. 7/ 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 90. 
2/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 8. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 394-405. See complainant's claim chart 

(app. J). 
4/ Ibid., p. 15. 
5/  Ibid., p. 65. 
6/ Ibid. An "inharmonic partial" is, according to complainant's attorney, 

inherent in a reed. He maintained that the elimination of this higher fre-
quency is accomplished "by striking the reed at a particular point" and 
that this achieves a more nianistic tone. 
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According to complainant's attorney, the conceptual theory 

behind producing second harmonics consists of cutting out a portion 

of the sine wave--as a practical matter, this is accomplished by 

placing-- 

. . . a pick-up . . . a little sc't of a 
foot here, horizontal, making it somewhat 
L-shaped . 	. as it (the reed) moves up, it  
will move up to or maybe even just a little  
bit past the horizontal portion of that  
brown pick-up  (emphasis supplied). When 
it moves down, it's going to move way away 
from that horizontal portion of the pick-up. 1/ 

Complainant's attorney contended that the reed movement shown 

in the illustrations of the patent disclosure arl in the Electrokey 

piano possesses a high amplitude stroke which i -  larger than the 

thickness of the pick-up, as required by claim . 2/ 

11 Transcript of the hearing, pp. 65-69. 
2/ Comparison is invited between the pick-ups 

chart (app. F) and complainant's pick-up shown or 
the pick-up shown on the claim chart introduced 1 
complainant's attorney at the Aug. 15, 1974, heal 

It should be noted teat the specifications of 1 
No. 2,949,053 (the Andersen patent) provide, in c 
distance traveled by the reed relative to the pic 

hown on the claim 
exhibit C (see also 

eto evidence by 
ing (app. I)). 
.S. Patent 
rnnection with the 
c-up, that-- 

the cooperative relationship of t 
pick-ups whereby the reeds are cc 
face the pick-up and wherein 
sufficLent thickness so that the 
pass beyond or through the pick-I  
tion o: vibration is important in 
piano tones  (emphasis supplied). 
of U.S, Patent No. 2,949,053, co 

he reeds and 
planar with one 
i.e pick-up is of 
reed does not 
o  in one direc-
producing proper 
(Specifications 
7, lines 7-12). 

The Electrokey feature' a reed which in its rest position is located 
partially within the nick-up and passes "througl the pick-up" 
for some distance in both directions of vibratior 	(See exhibit C and 
complainant's claim charts, app. F and app. I). 
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Complainant's attorney contended that the pick-up plates in the 

Electrokey structure had an "effective thickness" which is "smaller 

than the high amplitude stroke" of the reed, as is required by claim 1. 1/ 

He pointed out that claim 2 requires that the pick-up be offset from the 

rest position of the reed, and he referred to Mr. Takamatsu's deposition in 

which it was conceded by Mr. Takamatsu that the purpose of having the 

reed approximately alined with one edge of the pole piece was "to produce 

the second harmonics." 2/ 

Complainant's attorney continued: 

You can see that the reed, the end of 
the reed, extends on beyond the pick-up  
so that it is not the end of the reed  
that it is adjacent to the pick-up, but  
rather the edge portion (emphasis supplied) 
. . . that's really the important part 
of this Miessner patent, that the reed 
does move up and down beyond that edge  
portion of the pick-up (emphasis supplied). 3/ 

Complainant's attorney contended that claims 2, 6, and 9 in this 

patent were also infringed by the "Electrokey" structure. 2/ He also 

indicated that claims 6 and 9 are further distinguished in that the reed 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 70. 
2/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 9. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp, 68-69. This statement relates to the 

element in the claim requiring the pick-up to be vibratorily passed by a 
"longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed . . . ." Comparison 
is invited between the Electrokey pick-up and complainant's pick-up shown 
on exhibit C (see also the pick-up shown on complainant's claim chart 
introduced into evidence at the Aug. 15, 1974, hearing (app. I)--the pick-
up in the imported product and the pick-up in the domestic product both 
appear to be adjacent also to the end of the reed. It should be noted 
that the specifications and illustrations in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512, 
do not refer to a pick-up structure which also has the pick-up adjacent 
to the end of the reed--all of the reeds are shown as extending beyond 
the pick-up, which is located alongside a longitudinal edge of the reed 
some distance from the end of the reed. 
Complainant's attorney alleged at the Aug. 15, 1974, hearing that the 

pick-up structure in the Wurlitzer piano embraces the end of the reed 
in such a manner that at least one portion of the pick-up is passed by 
a longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed (transcript of the 
hearing, p. 386). 
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is struck at a particular position by the hammer to eliminate an unde-

sirable inharmonic overtone, and he inferred that the Electrokey structure 

embodied this feature because "it can be concluded that if a reed-type 

electronic piano does not have an objectionable inharmonic overtone in 

a sound output, then the reed must be struck at the right place to 

eliminate such inharmonic overtone." 1/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, complainant's attorney 

contended that all of the claims of the patent in issue (i.e., claims 1, 

2, 6, and 9) found response in the domestic product. 2/. 	He then 

attempted, through the use of claim charts and physical exhibits, to 

apply these claims to the actual commercial structure manufactured 

by the complainant and concluded that all of the claims in issue read 

on the domestic product. 3/ 

1/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973. 
2/ It should be noted that the notice issued by the Commission on 

July 17, 1974, which ordered the hearing, did not refer to U.S. Patent No. 
2,942,512. 	, 

3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 382-393. Complainant's attorney 
alleged at the hearing that, although it was impossible to demonstrate 
this feature, by striking the reed in complainant's structure at a par-
ticular place, the lower one of the upper partials would be erased and a 
"klang" tone would thereby be eliminated (transcript of the hearing, 
p. 390). Complainant's attorney had earlier at this hearing cast this 
feature in terms of dynamic shortening, indicating that the dynamic 
shortening of the reed brought about by a strong blow to the reed caused 
the position of the side portion of the pick-up to change relative to a 
nodal point on the reed, thereby creating a "clang" tone (transcript of the 
hearing, pp.370-372). It thus remains unclear whether the elimination of 
the "clang" tone is desirable or undesirable. It should be noted, however, 
that in the specifications of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,512 it is provided 
as follows: 

Furthermore, claims to structure taking positive 
advantage of the dynamic shortening of the reed are not 
(emphasis supplied) made herein, the same having been 
presented in my copending application Serial No. 673,725, 
filed July 23, 1957. (Col. 15, lines 3-7, specifications 
of U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512.) 
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U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053.--Complainant's attorney testified at 

the hearing held January 30-31, 1973, that U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 

(the Andersen patent) chronologically came after the first two Miessner 

patents and that it was necessarily more detailed and could not be 

broad because the two Miessner patents had already covered the broad 

aspects of an electronic piano. 1/ He selected claim 1 as exemplary 

of the claims of this patent for purposes of the hearing. He then 

attempted to apply claim 1 to certain illustrations in the patent 

disclosure (see complainant's claim chart, app. G) and to the Electrokey 

structure and concluded that the claim read on both. 2/ 

A part of the testimony of complainant's attorney was that in 

complainant's product "the pick-up comprises a sheet-metal, aluminum 

sheet-metal with slots cut into it for the reeds to vibrate in" 

which formed "a pick-up member of comblike configuration" as is required 

by claim 1 of this patent. 3/ He maintained that the fingers in the 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 72. 
2/ Ibid, pp. 72-83. 
3/ Ibid., p. 72. Physical exhibits 26A and 26B offered into evidence 

by complainant's attorney at the Aug. 15, 1974, hearing reveal that 
the entire pick-up in complainant's product constitutes four separate 
sheet-metal pieces, each with slots cut into it. In this connection, 
the specifications of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 (col. 7, lines 22-29) 
provide: 

The projecting teeth of the pick-up (emphasis supplied) 
extending between the reeds effects a greater volume change 
due to the greater change in capacitance . . . . The effect 
varies with the length of the projection, and for this reason 
the length of the projection varies across the keyboard in 
order to produce a proper tonal balance among the bass, 
treble, and intermediate tones (emphasis supplied). 

Thus, the pick-up is conceived as extending as a single physical unit 
from treble to bass notes (i.e., 'the whole range of the piano) with the 
length of the teeth projection varying with each note across the keyboard. 
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Electrokey structure stick out just like the fingers of a comb and, 

accordingly, embody this feature. 1/ 

Complainant's attorney also contended that the pick-up - ill the 

Electrokey structure has a "plurality of.parallel teeth," another 

element required under claim 1. 2/ 

It was the position of complainant's attorney that claims 2-5 

(which are dependent on claim 1) present further specific details 

which are also embodied in the Electrokey structure. 3/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, complainant's attorney 

testified that all the claims of the patent in issue (i.e., claims 1-5) 

found response in the domestic product. He then attempted, through 

the use of claim charts and physical exhibits, to apply these claims to 

the actual commercial structure manufactured by complainant and concluded 

that all of the claims in issue read on the domestic product. 4/ 

U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997.--Complainant's attorney testified at the 

hearing held January 30-31, 1973, that the reed which is the subject of 

U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 (the Bode patent) was developed because of a 

need for a reed that did not break easily. 5/ He selected claim 1 as 

representative ofthe claims of this patent for purposes of the hearing. 

He then attempted to apply claim 1 to an enlarged drawing of a reed 

manufactured by complainant and to an enlarged drawing of a reed 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, p.81. 
2/ Ibid. His position was that the pick-up plates in the Electrokey 

structure are all parallel. 
3/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 10. 
4/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 406-411. See complainant's claim 

chart (app. K). 
5/ Ibid., p. 17. 
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found in the Electrokey structure .(see complainant's claim chart, 

(app. H) and exhibit D) and concluded that the claim. read on both. 1/ 

His contention was that the two reeds were identical, except that 

the reed in the Electrokey structure (1) was shorter than complainant's 

reed and (2) had a larger mounting hole than complainant's reed. 2/ 

It was contended by complainant's attorney that all of the claims 

of this patent were. infringed by the reed found in the Electrokey 

structure. 3/ He indicated that under claim 6, the "curved taper" is 

a "non-circular arcular"; and he argued that this means that the 

taper of the reed is made up of a series of arcular curves, not just 

a portion of one circle. 4/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, complainant's attorney indicated 

that "the reeds shown in the Bode patent are identical with the reeds in the 

Wurlitzer piano" 5/ amd contended that this identity was "so self-evident 

that it would not require reading in any event." 6/ 

Validity of the patents.--Complainant's attorney contended that the 

Commission may not question the validity of any of the patents and cited 

In re Von Clemm (43 C.C.P.A. (Customs) 56, 229 F.2nd 441) as authority for the 

proposition that a patent must be considered valid unless and until a 

court of competent jurisdiction has held otherwise. 7/ 

1/ 
2/ 
3/ 

Transcript of the hearing, pp. 
Ibid., 	pp. 	86-87. 
Complainant's brief filed Apr.. 

84-88. 

20, 	1973, p. 10. 
4/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 93. 
5/ Ibid, p. 411. It should be noted that the notice issued by the Com-

mission on July 17, 1974, which ordered the hearing, did not refer to U.S. 
Patent No. 3,154,997. 

6/ Ibid., p. 412. 
7./ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 10, 1973, p. 13. On Aug. 23. 1974, 

the U.S. District Court for the-Northern District of Texas ruled that the 
claims in U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 were invalid. 
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Respondents'  contentions as to the patents  

Respondents' attorney contended that (1) the Tariff Commission 

should dismiss this proceeding because it presents. pure patent issues 

which are scheduled for trial in a court having jurisdiction 

over all named respondents and which can grant whatever remedies are 

legally appropriate; 1/ (2) the electronic piano patents in question 

are not broad patents but.claim only limited improvements over the 

basic construction features of electronic pianos, which were invented 

during the 1930's and are no longer under patent protection; 2/ (3) 

meticulous analysis of the claims of these patents clearly shows that 

the allegedly infringing electronic pianos are not made in accordance 

with the claims of the patents; 3/ and (4) there are serious questions, 

as to the validity of these patents which are currently being litigated 

in court. 4/ 

Respondents' attorney contended that the development of each of 

the basic component groups which are utilized is electronic pianos 

(the action portion, the tone-generator portion and the amplifier-

speaker portion) had reached a highly advanced state prior to 1950, 

the earliest invention date that can be accorded any of the four 

patents in question. 5/ The inventive contributions of 

1/ Respondents' submission filed with the Commission on Dec- 18, 
1972, p. 1. 

2/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. v.. 
3/ Ibid., p. 2. 
4/ Ibid., p. v. See section in this report entitled "Litigation History," 

p.A-51 through p. A-52, where it is indicated that the claims in U.S. 
Patent No. 3,154,997 were held to be invalid by the U.S, District Court 
for the Northern District of Texas. 

5/ Ibid., pp.5-9. See also transcript of the hearing, pp. 231-246. 
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of complainant's U.S. Patents Nos. 3,038,363 (the first Miessner patent), 

2,942,512 (the second Miessner patent), and 2,949,053 (the Andersen 

patent), in his view, are best characterized as being of secondary or 

limited-improvement nature and could by no stretch of the imagination be 

characterized as being primary or pioneer. 1/ He maintained that (1) by 

virtue of the above and (2) by virtue of the fact that patents for 

combinations of old elements are to be narrowly and strictly construed, 

the claims in these patents should be accorded a very narrow range of 

equivalence, a finding of infringement being appropriate only if the 

same steps or precise equivalents are followed. 2/ Respondents' 

attorney indicated that this approach was not directed at questioning 

the validity of the patents; rather, it was directed at the construc-

tion which the Commission should give the claims of the patent. 3/ 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 5-9. Respondents' 
attorney contended that the key-action portion of the pianos in question 
is based on the same principle as the key action used in a standard piano 
and that there is no patent protection for this ancient mechanism; that 
the amplifier-speaker portion of the electronic piano involves the identi-
cal art and expertise used since about 1923 in other electronics fields, 
particularly the radio and television and phonograph amplifier arts; that 
since the alleged inventive concepts in complainant's patents do not 
involve any improvement in the amplifier-speaker, there is no 
protection for any of this portion of the electronic pianos in ques-
tion; that the tone-generator portion of the electronic piano, 
which is comprised of a vibratile element (reed) for each note and the 
associated pick-up, is old in the art because reeds were first used in 
mechanical music boxes in 1814, and complainant thus cannot claim inven-
tion for this concept; that application of electrical devices to 
musical instruments was begun in the 19th century; that reeds in 
electronic pianos generate tones by creating sound waves, which sound 
waves can as easily be generated by magnetic-type or vibratory-ribbon-
type tone generators in electronic pianos; and that the advance in 
this art to use a combination and coaction of an electronic piano and 
a vibratile reed was culminated in the 1930's and 1940's by the early 
Miessner electronic pianos which are no longer protected by patents. 

2/ Ibid., pp. 9-10, 13, 19, and 28. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 242. 
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Insofar as U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 (the Bode patent) is concerned, 

it was the position of respondents' attorney that the issues presented 

pertaining to this patent were now moot, since respondents have ceased 

using this type of reed; that this patent is not now and has never 

been infringed by respondents' electronic piano structure; and that 

this patent is in any event invalid. 1/ 

Respondents' attorney contended that it should be noted that the 

validity of all four patents identified in the Wurlitzer complaint is 

seriously in doubt and has been placed in issue by the respondents in 

a court of law. 2/ Respondents' attorney contended that, because invalid 

patents cannot be infringed, complainant cannot legitimately claim 

a remedy under section 337 of the Tariff Act since there is no infringe-

ment by the respondents of any Wurlitzer patent, let alone infringement 

of a valid  Wurlitzer patent. 3/ 

Respondents' attorney also urged the Commission to defer acting 

on complainant's complaint until the question of the validity of 

these patents was settled in court. 4/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, and in the brief submitted 

to the Commission subsequent to that hearing, respondents' attorney 

contended that the pertinent claims in U.S. Patents Nos. 3,038,363 and 

2,949,053 do not find response in the domestic product. 5/ 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 34-37. 
2/ Ibid., pp. 36-37. See section entitled "Litigation History" in this 

report relative to the decision made as to the patents in issue on 
Aug. 23, 1974, by the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of 
Texas. 

3/ Ibid. 
4/ Ibid., pp. 38-50. 
5/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 472-490, and respondents' brief filed , 

Sept. 18, 1974, pp. 5-6. 
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U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363.--It was contended by respondents' 

attorney that claims 3-9 of this patent, if valid at all, must be 

construed in the light of (1) the prior art and (2) the doctrine of 

file wrapper estoppel 1/ to limit the pickup structure to a single 

unitary or integral element for sensing the vibrations of a multiplicity 

of reeds. 2/ He also maintained that the long pendency of the appli-

cation for this patent in the U.S. Patent Office (12 years) and the vigor-

ous prosecution of this patent before that office should be construed as 

further limiting the patent claims to substantially what is shown. 3/ 

The prior art submitted by respondent's attorney as disclosing 

"a single pick-up element" was U.S. Patent No. 2,015,014 (Hoschke). 4/ 

He also submitted that an electrostatic-end-type pick-up was disclosed by 

U.S. Patent No. 2,318,936 (Fisher). 5/ He concluded that the prior art 

showed that a single pick-up, if taken to mean single electrically, was 

old; consequently, the term "single" could only be construed to mean single 

mechanically, 6/ in which event respondents' structure would not be 

infringing since it employs a separate and individual pick-up for 

each reed. 7/ 

1/ This doctrine provides that alterations made in a claim to obtain 
allowance thereof over prior art cited by a patent office examiner and 
representations made by the applicant's attorney as to the prior art 
(his acquiescence with regard thereto) cannot later be disavowed or 
ignored in order to achieve broader claim coverage. 

2/ Respondents' brief filed Apr:. 20, 1973, pp. 14-17. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 248-251. 
4/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 14. 
5/ Ibid. 
6/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 237 - 238. 
7/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 17. Attention is invited 

to exhibit A, showing the number of parts presented in the Electrokey 
pick-up structure. 
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Respondents' attorney also maintained that all of the original 

claims in the application for U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 recited "an 

electrical. pick-upstructure" and were rejected, and that new claims 

were submitted (which became claims 3-9 of the patent) which recited 

a single pick-up element as in claim 3 or recitations of 

like restricted import. 1/ By virtue of the doctrine of file 

wrapper estoppel, complainant could not allege that one of its 

rejected claims was being infringed by the Electrokey structure. 2/ 

It was also argue.d by respondents' attorney that the long pendency 

of the application for this patent in the U.S. Patent Office and the vigorous 

prosecution of . this patent further limited its claims to what was shown, i.e., 

the pertinent illustruLions in the patent disclure (the strip of metal 

115 of fig. 18, or t1,e strip of metal with upstanding tabs 123 and 124 of 

fig. 26). 3/ 

Respondents' at fney concluded that since .aach of claims 3-9 of 

this patent are in eCeCt limited to a pick-up structure wherein there 

is employed a single ,Iaitary or integral element and since the 

respondents' Electroy structure employs a separate and individual 

multipart pick-up fo7 each reed, there is no infringement involved. 4/ 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 15. In submissions to 
the U.S. Patent Office urging allowance of claims 3-9 over U.S. Patent 
No. 2,510,094 (Fleury), Miessner's attorney had argued that the distin-
guishing feature in these claims was that "a single pick-up (author's 
emphasis) is required to sense the vibrations of a plurality of reeds" 
(respondents': brief •filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 16-17). 

2/ Ibid., pp. 13-1fl, 
3/ Ibid., p. 14. 
4/ Ibid., p. 19. 
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Insofar as domestic production under the claims in issue in 

U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 is concerned, respondents' attorney contended 

at the hearing held on August 15, 1974, that the pick-up structure 

in the Wurlitzer model was not substantially flush with the reeds, 

as is required by claims 6 and 9. 1/ He maintained that the reeds 

were placed somewhere in between the first and back edges of the 

pick-up and that they therefore were not necessarily (or "substantially") 

flush. 2/ Respondents' attorney speculated that to come within the 

claims in issue in U.S. Patent No.3,038,363, the Wurlitzer structure 

might also have to embody a single pick-up for the entire keyboard 

(instead of four separate pieces). 3/ Respondents' attorney also 

contended in his brief filed subsequent to the August 15, 1974, 

hearing that the Wurlitzer product does not embody end-type pick-ups, 

end-type pick-ups being.required by all of the pertinent claims except 

claims 5 and 6. 4/ 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 476-477. 
2/ Ibid. 
3/ Ibid., pp.475-477. 
4/ Respondents' brief filed Sept. 18, 1974, p. 6. 
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U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512.--Respondents' attorney took the position 

that when claims 1, 2, 6,and 9 of this patent are properly construed in 

the light of (1) the specifications and drawings of the patent, (2) 

the prosecution history of the patent, and (3) the Andersen deposition, 

the scope of these claims should be confined to nodal pick-up placement 

such as that shown by figs. 4 and 11 in the patent and should not be 

extended to cover the Electrokey structure. 1/ 

Respondents' attorney contended that claims 1, 2,and 6 of this 

Miessner patent are largely devoted to structure and design of vibra-

tory reeds and pick-up therefor and reed-exciting action for a 

stringless electronic piano such that "the most pianistic sounds" are 

achieved. 2/ He pointed out that each of claims 1, 2,and 6 contains 

the limiting recitation "said pick-up having a tone-producing portion 

located alongside and being vibratorily passed by a longitudinally 

intermediate edge portion of the reed." 3/ 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 19-28. 
2/ Ibid., p.20. 
3/ Attention is invited to col. 10, lines 52-65 of Miessner patent No. 

2,9427512, which states: 
. . . To meet specification B this region jthe region longi- 

tudinally of the reed of average influence of the reed 
on the pick-up], as to each reed, may most desirably be at 
the longitudinal position of the node for the second partial 
of the reed vibration. In the case of an unpierced reed 
of uniform cross-section this node falls at a position 
removed from the base of the reed by approximately 78% 
(and from the free end of the reed by approximately 22%) 
of the reed length--and the piercing of the reed appears 
to make no first-order change of this position, so that a 
positioning of the hole to bring the line of average influence 
of reed on pick-up at a position removed from the base of the 
reed by approximately 78% of the reed length repre- 
sents a close compliance with specification B. 
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Respondents' attorney contended that the scope of claims 1, 2,and 

6 is limited to a structure which meets the terms of this recitation--

in order to infringe the claims, the imported piano would have to 

employ a reed that is either pierced or straddled by the pick-up 

element in some manner at a position approximately 78 percent of the 

reed length from the fixed end of the reed, leaving 22 percent of the 

reed beyond the pick-, -up. 1/ He contended that the Electrokey struc-

ture is not made in accordance with these limitations--the Electrokey 

pick-up not being at a longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the 

reed, a portion located at a position removed from the base of the reed 

by approximately 78 percent (and from the free end of the reed by 

approximately 22 percent) as required by claims 1, 2,and 6 of this 

patent. 2/ 

In claim 9 of this patent, respondents' attorney contended, 

the pertinent recitation is "means comprised in said mechanico-elec-

trical system for at least substantially eliminating from said oscil-

lations an inharmonic component corresponding to a lower one of the 

upper partials at which the reed tends to vibrate." 3/ He took the 

position that reference to the specifications of this patent reveals that 

the quoted recitation refers to further language found in specification B 

(part of which is quoted in footnote 3 on the preceding page of this report)4/ 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr.. 20, 1973, p. 23. 
2/ Ibid. 
3/ Ibid., p. 22. 
4/ The language of this specification reads: 

(B) To arrange the mechanico-electrical system which 
is formed by the pick-up device and a portion of the 
vibrator so that in it is performed the function of sub-
stantially eliminating from the translated oscillations 
an inharmonic component corresponding to one of the lower-
numbered of the upper partials at which the reed tends to 
vibrate--preferably the second partial. 
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which specification is met by claims 1, 2, and 6 of this patent--

pursuant to specification B, the tone-producing pick-up is located so as 

to be vibratorily passed by a longitudinally intermediate edge portion 

of the reed, which edge portion turns out to be located at a position 

removed from the base of the reed by approximately 78 percent. 1/ 

Respondents' attorney next conducted that the prosecution history 

of this patent revealed that Miessner's attorney had to amend his 

claim to refer specifically to a "longitudinally intermediate edge 

portion" in order "Ic -  improve the correlation of language between the 

description and claims." 2/ He also indicated that when complainant 

provoked an interference between its application for what later became 

its U.S. Patent No. 2,974,555 3/ and the Miessner application for the 

patent in issue, complainant filed a motion to dissolve or dismiss on 

the grounds that either the claims were invalid in view of the prior 

art or not readable on complainant's electronic piano. 4/ If it did not 

read on complainant's structure, respondents' attorney argued, it could 

not read on the Electrokey structure, since both have pick-up structures 

wherein portions of the pick-up extend adjacent to the sides of the 

reed end portion. 5/ 

According to respondents' attorney, U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512 

also has a vigorous prosecution history. 6/ Therefore, he maintained, 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 22. 
2/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 24. Complainant subse- 

quen

- 

tly acquired U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512 by assignment from B. F. Miessnel 
3/ U.S. Patent No. 2,974,555 is not in issue before the Commission in 

this investigation. 
4/ Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
5/

- 

 Ibid., p. 25. 
6/ The application for this patent was pending in the U.S. Patent 

Office for 5-1/2 years (Feb. 1, 1955, to June 28, 1960). 
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its claim coverage should be limited to what is shown in the pertinent 

patent illustration. 1/ 

Finally, respondents' attorney contended that to surround the 

end portion of a reed with the pick-up to develop sufficient capacitance 

change for effective operation is obvious, according to Mr. C. W. 

Andersen, complainant's manager of corporate engineering for electronic 

pianos, and consequently could not be inventive. 2/ Respondents' 

attorney contended that had the language of the pertinent recitation 

for claims 1, 2, and 6 been intended to cover a pick-up structure such 

as that found in Electrokey wherein portions of the pick-up extend 

adjacent to the sides of the reed end portion, then the word "inter-

mediate" would clearly not have been used. 3/ 

With the exception of indicating that Miessner himself denied that 

his structure produced "clang" tones, respondents' attorney offered no 

evidence to counter the allegations made by complainant's attorney at the 

hearing held on August 15, 1974, to the effect that there was domestic 

production under the claims in this patent. 4/ 

U.S. Patent No. 2,949053.--a was contended by respondents' attorney 

that (1) the claim scope in claims 1-4 of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 is 

clearly limited to a structure wherein a single electrostatic pick-up is 

employed for sensing vibrations of a multiplicity of reeds, (2) the 

disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 concerning the tone generator 

structure is the exact opposite of the philosophy and teachings utilized 

1/ Respondents'.  brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 11-21. 
2/ Ibid., pp. 25-26. Mr. C. W. Andersen is the inventor under U.S. 

Patent No. 2,949,053. 
3/ Ibid., p. 27. 
4/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 480. The notice issued by the Commis- 

sion July 17, 1974, which ordered the hearing, did not refer to U.S. 
Patent No. 2,942,512. 
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in the Electrokey tone generator structure, and (3) claims 1-4 

of U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 contain limitations which preclude their 

reading on the Electrokey pick-up structure. 1/ 

Respondents' attorney contended that claim 1 of this patent, like 

claims 3-9 of U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363, contains a recitation which 

in effect limits the claim scope to a structure wherein there is 

employed a single electrostatic pick-up element for sensing the vibra-

tions of a multiplicity of reeds. 2/ He pointed out that in claim 

1, the limiting recitation is as follows: 

. . . a pick -up member of comb - like configuration having 
a plurality of parallel teeth and an intermediate 
plurality of slots each opening at one end, means 
mounting said pick-up member in opposition to said 
reeds substantially in a common plane therewith 
with the reeds projecting into the slots between 
the teeth . . . . 

Respondents' attorney contended that the essence of the inventive con-

cept is that the tone generator structure is designed to be manufactured 

on a precision basis so that there will be little or no need for adjust-

ment of the reed-pick-up relation;this, he contended, is exactly the 

opposite of the philosophy behind the Electrokey structure, which is 

nonprecision, each pick-up element requiring a plurality of individual 

adjustments upon assembly. 2/ 

The above recitation, according to respondents' attorney, not 

only limits the scope of claim 1 to a single pick-up for electrostat-

ically sensing vibrations of a multiplicity of reeds, but it goes 

further and requires that the pick-up member have a plurality of 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 28 - 34. 
2/ Ibid. 
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parallel teeth , and that the reeds be substantially in a common plane 

with the pick-up member. 1/ Respondents' attorney contended that 

the pick-up in the Electrokey structure is made of several pieces 

and is not comb-like in structure, and that it employs a separate and 

individual pick-up for each reed and does not, as required by claim 

1 of this patent, employ a single electrostatic pick-up element, much 

less the required "comb-like configuration having a plurality of 

parallel teeth." 2/ Also,' he contended that the pick-up plates in 

the Electrokey structure are adjusted individually for tone control 

by swinging them relative to the plane of the reed assembly, and 

consequently they will have random nonplanar positions 

and cannot be "substantially in a common plane" with the 

reed assembly. 2/ Accordingly, respondents' attorney contended that 

there is no infringement of this claim. 

Respondents' attorney further contended that claims 2, 3, and 4 

are dependent on claim 1 and therefore are not infringed for the 

reasons stated above. 

According to respondents' attorney, U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053, 

like the two previous patents, had a vigorous prosecution history. 3/ 

Therefore, he maintained, its claim coverage should be restricted 

to what is shown in the pertinent patent illustration. 4/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, respondents' attorney 

alleged that there is no domestic production under the claims in this 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 28-34. 
2/ Ibid. 
3/ The application for this patent was pending in the U.S. Patent 

Office for more than 6 years (June 1, 1954, to Aug. 16, 1960). 
4/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 12. 
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patent by virtue of the fact that the Wurlitzer pick-up structure is 

made up of four separate parts instead of one pick-up running for the 

entire length of the keyboard. 1/ 

U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997.--Respondents' attorney contended that 

(1) the issues regarding U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 are moot, (2) U.S. 

Patent No. 3,154,997 is not now being infringed and has never been 

infringed by the Electrokey reed, and (3) U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 is in 

any event invalid. 2/ 

It was pointed out at the hearing that since August 1972 respondents 

have utilized an alternate reed having a single radius fillet, 

as illustrated in the prior art. 3/ 

The position taken by respondents' attorney was that the claims 

of this patent are restricted to a reed wherein the "curved inward 

taper" is noncircular, whereas the "curved inward taper" of respon-

dents' reed, being made up of two circle segments, is circular. 4/ 

Respondents' attorney also contended that this patent was invalid 

because of obviousness 5/ and because the specifications of the patent 

do not contain a clear description of the invention, set forth the 

best mode contemplated by the inventor for carrying out his invention, 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 473, 478, and 491. The same point 
was made in respondents' brief filed Sept. 18, 1974, p. 5. 

2/ Respondents" brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 34-37. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 311-312; and see affidavit of Tommy 

Moore filed with the Commission on May 20, 1974 (app. M). 
4/ Ibid., pp. 307-309. An examination of the prosecution history of 

this patent reveals that the curve in the invention is not a circular 
arc. In the application of Harold E. W. Bode No. 228103, Amendment 
dated Feb. 18, 1964, p. 4, par. 3 says: 

Accordingly, the 3 original claims, as now amended, are 
submitted to be allowable. New claim 6 depends from claim 
3, and is allowable for the same reasons. In addition, the 
curve in the present invention is not a circular arc, and 
this is positively brought out in claim 6. Thus, claim 6 is 
further allowable. 

5/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 35. This condition of 
patentability is set forth in 35 U.S.C. 103. 
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or conclude with claims particularly pointing out the subject matter 

of his invention. 1/ 

Respondents' attorney did not address himself to the matter of 

domestic production under the claims in this patent at the hearing 

held on August 15, 1974. 2/ 

The question as to the validity of the patents.--In  his brief, 

respondents' attorney indicated that "respondents are aware of the 

limitations of a Tariff Commission hearing relative to patent validity." 3/ 

Respondents did not place the issue of invalidity before the Commission 

(except in the case of U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997, the Bode patent) and 

instead requested that the Commission consider the fact that the validity 

of these patents is seriously in question in a law suit 

to which complainant and all the respondents are parties. 4/ 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 35. The conditions of 
patentability referred to are set forth in 35 U.S.C. 112. 

2/ The notice issued on July 17, 1974,by the Commission,which ordered 
this hearing, did not refer to U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997. 

3/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 36. 
4/ Ibid., p. 40. See section in this report entitled "Litigation History," 

wherein it is indicated that the U.S. District Court for the Northern 
District of Texas found infringement of the claims in U.S. Patent Nos. 
3,038,363 and 2,942,512, ruled that U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 was not 
infringed, and ruled that U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 was invalid. 
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The evidence presented as to "copying"  

Complainant's contentions.--In its complaint before the Commission, 

complainant alleged that early in the 1960's, incident to negotiations 

between complainant and Nippon Columbia, Ltd., looking toward the 

licensing of complainant's patent-- 

. . . technical representatives of 
Nippon Columbia came to the United States 
with the objective of obtaining from 
Complainant's engineering and manufacturing 
personnel (concerned with the development 
and production of the electronic piano) 
information as to the technology involved. 1/ 

Complainant also alleged that in February 1964 Nippon Columbia broke 

off negotiations and that in or about 1970 respondents "commenced the 

importation into the United States from Japan of electronic pianos 

which, in appearance, strongly resemble Complainant's product 	. ." 2/ 

Complainant alleged that this constitutes an unfair and iniurinus 

act within the meaning of section 337 'of the Tariff Act of 1930, 2/ 

but at the hearing complainant's attorney indicated that this issue 

was irrelevant and that he would not press it. 3/ 

1/ Complaint of The Wurlitzer Co. filed with the Commission on 
Mar. 6, 1972, p. 3. 

2/ Ibid. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 5. 
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Respondents' contentions.--Respondents' attorney contended that 

the claim of "copying" alleged in the complaint is groundles's in fact 

and in law. 1/ He maintained that respondents' electronic pianos were 

developed by Nippon Columbia, Ltd., independently and that no copying 

of complainant's structure was involved. 2/ He indicated that a certain 

Mr. Ohizume developed this type of piano in Japan in 1960, that 

Mr. Ohizume acquired the capital to manufacture it by entering into a 

joint venture with Nippon Columbia, and that a revised model of this 

electronic piano was ready by 1966. 2/ He conceded that Nippon 

Columbia had brought one of complainant's electronic pianos into Japan 

in 1962-63 and that Nippon Columbia "looked at it . . . probably made 

an engineering analysis of it"; however, he maintained that Nippon 

Columbia alteady possessed the know-how, saw nothing it wanted to emulate 

in complainant's model, and was more concerned about whether complainant 

had filed its patents for electronic pianos in Japan. 2/ 

1/ Respondents' submission filed with the Commission on May 11, 1972, 
pp. 12-15. 

2/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 225-230. 
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Litigation History 

On May 12, 1971, complainant filed a civil action in equity for patent 

infringement against Chicago Musical Instrument Co. (one of the respondents 

named in the Tariff Commission proceeding) in the U,S. District 

Court for the Northern District of Illinois. At a later date this action 

was transferred to and consolidated with another action brought by com-

plainant against the remaining respondents in the U.S. District 

Court for the Northern District of Texas (C.A. No. 3-4803C). 

This action came to trial before Judge W. M. Taylor, Jr., during 

October 1973. Subsequent to the trial, complainant's and respondents' 

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law were filed with the court. 

On August 23, 1974, the court handed down its opinion. 1/ 

The issues brought before the court involved respondents' alleged 

infringement of the same claims in the same four patents involved in the 

Tariff Commission proceeding. The court held that-- 

(1)'Claims 3-9 in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363 were infringed by 

respondents' pianos. The rationale given by the court was that 

"a single pick-up element" meant single electrically as well as single 

mechanically--electrical integration produced the cumulative capacitance 

disclosed in the specifications of the patent. Although the patent 

disclosure indicates the desirability of having a solid pick-up, it also 

discloses that the pick-up may have screws, arms, and the like attached to 

it to act as sensing devices. Thus, respondents' pianos, in which the 

pick-up is made of a number of parts, - are covered by the claims in this 

patent. 

1/ This opinion is reproduced in app. N. 
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(2) Claims 1, 2, 6, and 9 in U.S. Patent No. 2,942,512 were infringed 

by respondents' pianos. The rationale given by the court was that 

(a) the cited reference (U.S. Patent No. 2,542,611) for disclosing 

a pick-up alongside an edge portion of the reeds relates to an organ 

patent, not a piano patent; (b) the subject patent relates peculiarly 

to electronic pianos; (c) the subject patent teaches more than the 

admitted obviousness of achieving greater volume by surrounding the end of 

the reed with a pick-up--it teaches the positive effects of dynamic 

shortening. 1/ 

(3) Claims 1-5 in U.S. Patent No. 2,949,053 were not infringed by 

respondents' pianos. The rationale given by the court was that the claims 

in this patent looked towards a pick-up structure that could be built in 

simple operations by machinery. Respondents' product was made up of 

many parts and assembled by hand; it was not a machine-made monolithic 

structure. 

(4) The claims in U.S. Patent No. 3,154,997 were invalid. The 

rationale given by the court was that as early as 1934, methods of 

minimizing stress in fillets were known in the art. Bode disclosed 

nothing new. 

Respondents' attorney indicated that respondents will appeal this 

decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. 2/ On 

December 16, 1974, respondents filed a notice of appeal to the Fifth 

Circuit. 

1/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 9. 
2/ Respondents' brief filed Sept. 18, 1974, p. 2. 
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The Definition of the Domestic Industry Concerned 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, the Commission requested 

the attorney for complainant and the attorney for respondents each to 

define the domestic industry affected by imports of the allegedly 

infringing pianos. 

Complainant's attorney contended that the industry in question 

was limited to The Wurlitzer Co., since it was the only domestic 

manufacturer of electronic pianos with electrostatic type pick-ups 

covered by the claims of the patents in issue. 1/ He also contended 

that none of the 10 patents introduced into the hearing record by 

the Commission, 2/when taken individually, teach the inventions dis-

closed and claimed in these patents. 3/ 

Respondents' attorney contended that the domestic industry 

in question was not limited to The Wurlitzer Co. but included 

also Fender-Rhodes, Baldwin, and Musitronics. 4/ He took 

the position that the definition of the industry as the 

production under the claims of the patents in issue 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 382 and 450-453. 
2/ The patents introduced into the hearing record as collective 

exhibit.no• 25 by the Commission were U.S. Patents Nos. 2,015,014 
(Hoschke), 2,187,251 (Severy), 2,318,936 (Fisher), 2,487,420 (Brown), 
2,510,094 (Fleury), 2,532,038 (Sebouh), 2,581963 (Langloys), 140,814 
(Salt), 401,537 (Palmgren), and 434,421 (Nidgley). 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp.373-380. See also complainant's 

brief filed on Sept. 11, 1974, pp. 9-12. 
4/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 453-457. Later in the course of the 

hearing respondents' attorney seemed to concede that Musitronics, which 
produced electronic organs, not electronic pianos, was not part of the 
domestic industry for purposes of this case (transcript of the heating, 
pp. 458-459). 
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is unduly narrow and maintained that the industry must he defined in 

terms of real market competition. 1/ He contended that even if the 

domestic industry was limited to The Wurlitzer Co., there would be none 

because there was no production under the claims of the patents in 

issue when these claims are properly construed. 2/ He indicated that 

the 10 references. introduced into the hearing record by the Commission 

each disclosed individual elements found in the claims of the patents 

in issue (although he conceded that not one of the cited references 

included all of the elements disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 3,038,363) 

and alleged that the claims in the patents in issue should be regarded 

as being limited by these references and by other references cited in 

the "Pertinent Content Analysis of Prior Art Patents" which he 

introduced into the hearing record. 3/ 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 454-455. 
2/ Respondents' 	brief filed on Sept. 	18, 	1974, pp. 5-6. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 464-473. The "Pertinent Content 

Analysis of Prior Art Patents" is reproduced in app. L. 
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U.S. Imports 

U.S. imports of electronic pianos are dutiable under item 725,47 

of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) as "other" electronic 

musical instruments at a rate of 17 percent ad valorem. This rate was 

not reduced in the sixth (Kennedy) round of trade negotiations conducted 

under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; it has been 17 percent 

since the effective data of the TSUS (Aug. 31, 1963). 

Official statistics do not provide separate data on imports of 

electronic pianos. The imports from Japan, however, all by Electrokey, 

Inc., are known to comprise by far the bulk of the total. They 

increased from 1,201 units in 1970, when they were first of consequence, 

to 2,741 units in 1971, but they declined to 1,300 units in 1973 and 

to only 200 units in January-June 1974, as shown in the table below. 

Electronic pianos: U.S. imports for consumption from Japan, 1969-73 
and January-June 1974 

Period Number Value : Unit value 

1969 : 75 : $10,935 : $145.80 
1970 : 1,201 : 158,895 : 132.30 
1971 : 2,741 : 364,621 : 133.85 
1972 : 1,860 : 284,803 : 153.12 
1973 : 1,300 : 214,807 : 165.24 
1974 (January-June) 	 : 200 : 48,808 : 244.04 

Source: Compiled from data furnished the U.S. International Trade 
Commission by the importer, Electrokey, Inc. 
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The unit value of imports (before duty and other costs of importa-

tion) increased from $134 in 1971 to $165 in 1973 and to $244 in 

January-June 1974. The decline in imports is attributable to the 

increase in price as well as to the patent suit by Wurlitzer (filed 

in May 1971) and the present investigation (begun in March 1972). 

After the deciSion of the district court in the patent suit, 

Electrokey announced in September 1974 that, except for 200 pianos 

then on order, it would cease importing electronic pianos unless or 

until the decision of the district court was reversed or a license 

was granted. 1/ 

Shipments of electronic pianos by Nippon Columbia, the foreign 

producer of Electrokey pianos, began in the Japanese home market as 

early as 1962. Exports, nearly all to the United States, commenced 

in 1969. 

U.S. Importers 

Electrokey, Inc.  

Electrokey, Inc,, situated in Fort Worth, Tex., is sole importer 

of the Japanese electronic piano. Rhythm Band, Inc., named with 

Electrokey in the complaint, is in the same premises and under the 

same ownership as Electrokey. Sales are made primarily to schools 

and, to a lesser extent, to teachers. 

The Chicago Musical Instrument Co. (CMI), situated in Chicago, Ill., 

named by the complainant along with the others as a respondent, was 

national distributor of Electrokey electronic pianos (under the brand name 

1/ Respondent's brief filed Sept. 18, 1974, p. 8. 
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"Maestro") to retail outlets. Maestro sales increased in 1971, when 

they accounted for a considerable part, although much less than half, of 

domestic consumption; they declined in 1972, however, and dropped 

sharply in 1973, when CMI decided to halt all purchases of Electrokey 

pianos. 

Other importers 

Farfisa.--Imports of the Farfisa electronic piano, from Italy, began 

in 1970 and are relatively small. Farfisa was distributed in the United 

States exclusively by CMI until late 1973 and is presently distributed by 

its own sales organization, located in Chicago, Ill. The Farfisa 

electronic piano contains a 61-note keyboard and is similar in appear-

ance to a portable electronic (chord) organ. The Farfisa piano does not 

utilize an electrostatic pick-up, and is not included in the complaint by 

Wurlitzer. 

Hohner.--Imports of the Hohner electronic piano, formerly manufactured 

in West Germany, began in 1970 but ceased in 1972 when production was 

terminated. The Hohner electronic piano contained a 72-note keyboard, 

weighed approximately 148 pounds, and was similar in appearance to the 

Electrokey Maestro.. instrument. The Hohner piano does not utilize an 

electrostatic pick-up and, like the Farfisa, was not the subject of 

complaint by Wurlitzer. 

The Wurlitzer Co. 

Corporate operations 

The Wurlitzer Co., the complainant, is a diversified firm esta-

blished in 1856, with manufacturing operations in the United States 
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producing pianos, electronic pianos, and electronic organs. Wurlitzer 

produces electronic organs in its Corinth, Miss., establishment and 

electronic pianos in establishments in Holly Springs, Miss., and Logan, 

Utah. Keys and actions for electronic pianos are produced in the 

Holly Springs plant for assembly into complete instruments in the 

Logan facility. Wurlitzer has seven foreign subsidiaries, six of which 

are selling organizations. The seventh produces electronic organs, coin-

operated phonographs, vending machines, and auxiliary equipment for the 

foreign market. Wurlitzer operates 42 retail stores, mainly in eastern 

and midwestern metropolitan cities and suburban areas. The Wurlitzer 

line of pianos and electronic pianos is sold through about 800 indepen-

dent music merchants in the United States and abroad, as well c through 

the company's own stores. Net  sales of all articles by The Wurlitzer 

Co. incrased steadily from $57 million in 1970 to $72 million in 1972 

and to $90 million in 1974. 1/ Electronic pianos accounted for about 

3 percent of the total. 2/ Total employment by Wurlitzer in l 3 was 

about 4,000 persons, of which between 50 and 100 were engaged in the 

manufacture of electronic pianos. 

Production and sales of electronic pianos  

The marketing of electronic pianos by Wurlitzer started in 1955. 

The Holly Springs establishment, where keys and actions are produced 

along with conventional pianos, is a 205,000-square foot structure, 

built in 1961, with later expansions; it is considered one of the most 

modern plants of its type in the entire piano industry. The Logan plant, 

1/ Fiscal year ending Mar. 31. 
2/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 142. 
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where electronic pianos are assembled, is a plant like that at Holly 

Springs, but primarily engaged in the manufacturing of conventional 

pianos. It was completed in September 1971 and has 200,000 square 

feet of space. 

Unit sales of electronic pianos by Wurlitzer approximately doubled 

from 1967 to 1972 and increased 12 to 15 percent from then to mid-1974. 

Dollar sales increased nearly 200 percent from 1967 to 1972 and increased 

50 percent from then to mid-1974; an increase in quantity was accom-

panied by a difference in the mix of pianos, as well as an increase in 

the price. 1/ 

Sales have been buoyed by a strong upward trend in consumption in 

recent years, with growing realization of the potentialities in pro-

fe'ssional as well as educational use. 

Profit-and-loss and other financial data  

The Wurlitzer Co. of Chicago, Ill., submitted complete financial 

statements for the fiscal years 1967-73. The financial statements 

contained profit-and-loss data on global company operations, total 

domestic operations, and operations covering the manufacture and sale 

of electronic pianos. Total company sales increased from about $60 

million in fiscal year 1967 to about $90 million in fiscal 1973. The 

net profit before income taxes on global company operations was about 

$3.4 million in fiscal 1967, $3.9 million in 1968, $2.6 million in 1969, 

$2.3 million in 1970, $3.9 million in 1971, and $4.2 million in 1972. 

There was a net loss of $11.3 million in fiscal 1973, chiefly from 

disposal of Wurlitzer's coin-operated-phonograph production facilities 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 30, 430, and 431. 
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in the United States. 

Wurlitzer's sales of electronic pianos have increased markedly in 

the last few years. In the fiscal year ended March 1972, when they 

were about 3 percent of the company's total sales($72 million), sales 

of electronic pianos were half again as large as in 1971, 1/ and they 

increased with the increase in total sales by Wurlitzer in 1973 and 1974. 

Wurlitzer has realized, a profit on its electronic pianos, though 

not on its total sales, in every recent year, but the margin has varied 

widely. Its pretax profits on electronic pianos amounted to 20 percent 

of sales in the. fiscal year ended March 31, 1967. Such profits dropped 

sharply in 1968 because of a complete reengineering, recovered to about 

15 percent of sales in 1969, then drifted down to about 4 percent of 

sales in the year ended March 31, 1972. The reduced ratio in 1970-72 is 

attributed to costs incurred in the transfer of production from DeKalb, 

Ill. to Logan, Utah, as well as to the inability to raise prices in 

the face of import competition. Consolidation of operations on 

electronic pianos in the new plant at Logan was achieved during the 

year ended March 31, 1972. 2/ The profits amounted to 10 percent of 

sales in 1973 but dropped to 6 percent in 1974. The reduction in 1974, 

when imports were hardly a factor, was attributed to the expense in 

launching a new corporation, WEPCO, for sales to schools. 3/ 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 18, 142, and 169. 
2/ Ibid., pp.30-31. 
3/ Ibid., p. 431. 
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Other U.S. Producers 

Baldwin  

The Baldwin Electropiano is produced by Baldwin Piano & Organ Co., 

a subsidiary of D. H. Baldwin, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, in its Fayette-

ville, Ark., plant. Production began in September 1968. One of the 

two models manufactured has a 64-note keyboard, and the other, an 

88-note keyboard. Unlike other electronic pianos, the Baldwin contains 

strings instead of metal reeds; this piano does not utilize 'an 'electrostatic 

pick-up. The sound from the strings is picked up and amplified electroni-

cally. The piano is similar 'to a small spinet, having a formica case 

with walnut or driftwood finish. A console attachment accommodating 

as many as 24 students can he used with either model in group instruc-

tion. The Baldwin is much higher priced than the Wurlitzer electronic 

piano. 

Rhodes  

The Rhodes electronic piano has been produced by CBS Musical Instru-

ments Division of CBS, Inc., Fullerton, Calif., since manufacture began 

in 1965. It uses rods rather than reeds and has electromagnetic pick-

ups with a separate core and winding for each vibratory rod; this piano 

does not utilize an electrostatic pick-up. The piano has a 73-note 

keyboard and can be used as a teaching instrument in group instruction. 

In 1974 Rhodes began the manufacture of a model containing an 88-note 

keyboard. The Rhodes electronic piano, like the Baldwin, is similar to 

a small spinet and is higher priced than the Wurlitzer electronic piano. 
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Prices 

Electrokey, Inc. 

About 80 percent of the pianos entered by Electrokey were consigned 

direct from Seattle, the port of entry, to Chicago Musical Instrument 

Co. (CMI) at Chicago, for sale to retailers. The remainder were con-

signed to Electrokey in Texas on large orders for delivery to schools 

and, to a very limited extent, to teachers. The price to CMI ranged 

from $192 to $243 a unit, and the price to schools and teachers ranged 

from $299 to $499 a unit. The price was lowest in 1970 and 1971 and 

increased rapidly from then until 1974, as shown in the table below. 

The period 1970-71, as has already been shown, was one of rapid 

increase in imports, and the period 1972-74, one of rapid decline. 

Electronic pianos: Net prices charged by Electrokey, 
Inc., by sales outlet, on Mar. 1, 	1969-74 

Date 

Sales outlet 

CMI 	: 
• 

Schools 	: Teachers 

Mar. 	1-- : • . 
1969 	  : $200 	: $399 	: $399 
1970 	  : 192 	: 299 	: 349 
1971 	  : 198 	: 299 	: 349 
1972 	  : 229 	: 429 	: 429 
1973 	  : 243 	: 449 	: 449 
1974 	  : 1/ 499 : 499 

1/ Orders ceased. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted to the Commission by Electrokey, 
Inc. 
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The Wurlitzer C o  

Wurlitzer sells electronic pianos exclusively to retailers, which 

in turn sell to schools, teachers, and individuals. Most of the sales 

are made to 42 retail outlets owned by the concern. One model (No. 200), 

standing on detachable steel legs and having a 64-note keyboard, 

accounts for 70 percent of the sales. A second model (No. 206), having 

the same keyboard but resembling a small spinet, accounts for most of 

the remainder. The first of these was priced in 1966-67 at $235 whole-

sale and $390 retail. The second, a "school piano," was priced at 

$331 wholesale and $510 retail.. The prices of both models have 

increased about 45 percent since 1967, as shown in the table below. 

Both models sold for more than the imported ElectrOkey piano, and 

the second of them, which most resembled the Electrokey in appearance, 

sold for a good deal more. 

Wurlitzer electronic pianos: Wholesale and retail prices for 
leading models on specified dates, 1966-74 

Item 1966- :July 15, 	Nov.: 	16, 
67 	1968 	1970 

Apr. 	1, 
1972 

Oct. 	8, 
1973 . 

Mar. 	30, 
1974 

Model 200: - : : 
Wholesale 	:_$235 : $291 : $291 	: $315 	: $337 : $344 
Retail 	: 390 : 485 : 485 	: 525 	: 565 : 575 

Model 206: 	' • • 
Wholesale 	: 331 : 395 : 434 	: 460 	: 496 : 505 
Retail 	: 510 : 565 : 620 	: 660 	: 710 : 1/ 

1/ No suggested retail price established. 

Source: Transcript of the hearing, pp. 27-29 and 428. 
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Consumption 

Somewhat more than half of the electronic pianos sold in the 

United States are used for entertainment, and the rest, for instruction. 

Sales of such pianos, like those of keyboard instruments as a whole, 

have multiplied since 1969 but are believed to be far short of the 

potential. Educators stress the advantages of the electronic piano in 

periodic seminars conducted for teachers throughout the United States. 

In professional use, moreover, the electronic piano has peculiar 

advantages for transport and for composition and practice. The sales 

are still not one-twentieth as large, however, as those of either the 

electronic organ or the standard acoustical piano widely used in music 

schools and homes. 
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Evidence as to Injury 

At the hearing held January 30-31, 1973, and August 15, 1974, 

complainant and respondents submitted evidence pertaining to the question 

of injury to the domestic industry under consideration, allegedly caused 

by the imported electronic pianos. The parties also submitted data per-

taining to this issue in their briefs. 

The evidence presented by complainant as to injury  

Complainant's attorney elicited testimony from Mr. Roy W. Carlson, 

vice president and comptroller of The Wurlitzer Co., at the hearing 

held January 30-31, 1973, to the effect that pretax profits on electronic 

pianos dropped from 20 percent of sales in the year ended March 31, 1967 

to about 5 percent of sales in the year ended March 31, 1972, even 

though sales had approximately doubled in the same time period. 1/ 

Mr. Carlson testified that the main reasons for the lower profit 

figure in 1970-72 were (1) the costs associated with transfers of 

production facilities from Corinth, Miss., to DeKalb, Ill., and 

from DeKalb, Ill., to Logan, Utah; (2) the increase in factory over-

head per unit; and (3) the startup costs associated with the Logan, 

Utah, plant (which went into operation on March 31, 1972), which costs 

"are not yet down to target" 2/ (i.e., costs higher than anticipated 

average long - run costs). 

Mr. Carlson further testified that profits on electronic pianos 

had not kept up with the volume of sales because complainant had not 

increased its prices. 2/ He conceded that phases I, II, and III of the 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 30-31 and 111-112. It should be noted 
that electronic pianos were first imported by respondents in 1969. 

2/ Ibid., pp. 30-31. 
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U.S. Government's price-control program had had some effect on complain-

ant's prices; however, he maintained that competition was the main 

reason complainant had not increased its prices prior to that time and 

at present. 1/ 

Complainant's attorney also elicited testimony from Mr. Morris C. 

Bristol, executive vice president and general counsel of The Wurlitzer 

Co., at the January 30-31 hearing to the effect that the only significant 

competition came from Electrokey 2/ and that complainant's dealers had 

lost contracts or bids for sale of electronic pianos to educational 

institutions. 3/ 

Complainant's attorney at the same hearing introduced into evidence 

a list of electronic piano sales lost by complainant because of price 

competition. 4/ He indicated that the lowest priced electronic pianos 

produced by complainant retail for $525 (for a portable model) and $645 

(for a console model), as opposed to the Electrokey piano, which sells 

for about $400; 5/ that sales of electronic pianos, although slow at 

first owing to the reluctance of pianists and teachers to forsake con-

ventional pianos, showed marked increases in the early 1970's, at which 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 30-31. 
2/ Ibid., 	p. 	37. 
3/ Ibid., 	p. 	35. 
4/ Complainant's list (exhibit 7) contained the names of 12 educational 

institutions that allegedly purchased respondents' electronic pianos. 
The Commission through independent investigation obtained information 
from 11 of these institutions. Bids had been entered for both the imported 
and the domestic electronic pianos with only five of the institutions 
during the period in question .. Four of these institutions purchased only 
imported electronic pianos, while one purchased both domestic and imported 
electronic pianos. 

5/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 11. 
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time profits in no way kept pace with the dollar volume of sales; 1/ 

and that complainant had made substantial investments in the new Logan, 

Utah, plant which should ultimately reduce costs and increase profits. 1/ 

In addition, there was testimony to the effect that complainant would 

have attempted to raise prices, thereby getting a reasonable profit, 

had it not been for competition from the imported electronic pianos; 2/ 

that complainant's sales volume would have been greater than the 

expanded 1972 volume in the absence of foreign competition; 3/ and that 

it was complainant's policy not to capitalize startup costs such as 

those involved at the Logan, Utah, operations. 4/ 

Complainant's attorney discounted the competitive effect of 

electronic pianos produced by Baldwin, Rhodes, and Hohner, on the grounds 

that (1) they used electromagnetic and not the capacitive type of tone 

generators required by the claims of the patents in question and (2) 

complainant's product accounted for as much as 99 percent of the total 

number of electronic pianos manufactured by domestic sources. 5/ Com-

plainant's attorney contended that section 337 does not require that 

a complainant be driven to the precipice of economic ruin, it being 

enough that the importer's action has tended to substantially injure 

the patent owner. 6/ 

1/ Ibid., p. 12. 
2/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 106. 
3/ Ibid., p. 105. 
4/ Ibid., p. 119. 
5/ Complainant's brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. 6. 
6/ Ibid., p. 13. 
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At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, complainant's attorney 

elicited testimony from Mr. Roy W. Carlson to the effect that the ratio 

of pretax profit to sales of electronic pianos was 9.9 percent for the 

year ended March 31, 1973 and 5.7 percent for the year ended March 31, 

1974,1/ that unit sales during fiscal year 1974 were expected to be 

12 to 15 percent above those in 1972, 2/ that dollar sales were currently 

four to five times greater,than in 1967, 3/ and that the cause for the 

decrease in profit ability in 1974 was the unexpected expenses associated 

with setting up a separate corporation to market educational products 

such as complainant's electronic pianos. 4/ 

Mr. 'Carlson indicated at the hearing held on August 15, 1974, that 

because of a decrease in the number of units imported, imports of 

electronic pianos were not affecting complainant as much at that time 

as they had earlier. 5/ He also indicated that he agreed that Fender-

Rhodes was in competition with Wurlitzer on electronic pianos in the 

"combo" market, 6/ though complainant's attorney had alleged in his 

brief that every sale made by respondents was one that would otherwise 

have been made by complainant. 7/ 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 424. 
- 2/ Ibid., p. 430. 

3/ T

• 

ranscript of the hearing, pp. 430-431. 
4/ I

• 

bid. 
57 I

• 

bid., p. 435. 
6/ Ibid., p. 432. The term "combo" designates a small musical 

ensemble. 
7/ Complainant's brief filed Sept. 11, 1974, pp. 6-7. 
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The evidence presented by respondents as to lack  
of injury  

Respondents' attorney contended that there is no evidence that 

the imported instruments afford significant competition to complain-

ant, 1/ that the imported instruments were sold to different outlets 

and afforded a source for dealers that were not company owned or fran-

chised by Wurlitzer, Baldwin, or Rhodes, 2/ that there is no credible 

evidence that complainant had lost any sales to respondents, 3/ and 

that complainant's sales and gross profits have increased over the 

years (especially the last 2 years). 4/ Respondents' attorney main-

tained that available data revealed that every domestic manufacturer 

of electronic pianos is prospering "in this large, relatively untapped, 

market" while, at the same time, sales of the imported electronic 

pianos have declined. 5/ 

Respondents (and their witnesses) contended at the hearing held 

January 30-31, 1973, that electronic pianos serve two principal markets--

the console market and the portable market--and that the console 

market (i.e., the market for electronic pianos used for teaching) is 

principally served by consoles produced by complainant, respondents, 

Baldwin, Musitronics, and Fender-Rhodes. 6/ It was pointed out that 

complainant's sales of electronic pianos of the console type to teachers 

or schools accounted for only about 32 percent of its total sales of 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, p. v. 
2/ T

• 

ranscript of the hearing, p. 198. 
3/ R

• 

espondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. v-vi. 
4/ I

• 

bid. 
5/ R

• 

espondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. v-vi. 
6/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 152-201. 
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electronic pianos, 1/ while respondents' sales of electronic pianos are 

confined almost exclusively to these purchasers. 2/ Therefore, it was 

argued by respondents' attorney, to the degree that imports do compete 

with complainant's electronic pianos, the imports could affect only a 

third of the total electronic piano sales made by complainant. 3/ 

Respondents' attorney elicited testimony from Mr. Neil Kjos, president, 

of Neil A. Kjos Music Co., Park Ridge, Ill., to the effect that an 

estimated potential institutional market of 1 1/2 million units exists 

for the electronic pianos in question. 4/ Mr. Kjos also gave the 

following testimony as to the effect of this large market on 

competition: 

It's as if the five makers of electronic pianos at this 
point are moving around on a vast ocean hardly in view 
of each other . . . an equation of a sale by one of the 
five makers as a loss of sales by another one of those 
makers is, I think, premature and perhaps absurd. It's 
our guess really that less than 1 percent of that $600 
million potential market was sold by one of the five 
[electronic] piano manufacturers last year. 5/ 

Respondents' attorney urged the Commission to consider the 

industry in question to be composed of the manufacturers of electronic-

piano-type keyboard instruments. 6/ 

1/ Ibid., pp. 134-135. 
2/ Ibid., pp. 152-155. and 173. It should be noted, however, that the 

bulk o

• 

f the Chicago Musical Instrument Co.'s sales took place at the 
retail level to individual purchasers. 

3/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973 (confidential attachment), 
p. 57. It is also indicated in this brief that respondent's imports of 
electronic pianos accounted for approximately 11 percent of apparent 
domestic consumption in 1972. 

4/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 158-166. 
5/ T

• 

ranscript of the hearing, p. 162. 
6/ R

• 

espondents' brief filed Apr. 20; 1973, p. 58. 
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Respondents' attorney elicited testimony at the hearing held 

January 30-31, 1973, to the effect that complainant's dealers had 

not (with one exception) even placed bids in those instances where 

complainant alleged it had lost sales to the allegedly infringing 

instruments. 1/ 

It was argued by respondents' attorney that in a situation where 

domestic producers' sales-of electronic pianos are up and their gross 

profits are up (particularly where potential market sales volume has 

not begun to approach its Maximum) the imports, whether infringing or 

not, cannot be said to have a tendency to destroy or substantially 

injure an efficiently and economically operated industry in the United 

States. 2/ He contended that between 1970 and 1971 complainant's 

electronic piano sales were up 82 percent in dollars and 91 percent 

in units, and that in 1972, after the imports had appeared on the 

market, complainant's sales were up from those in the preceding year 

by 54 percent in dollars and 63 percent in units. 2/ In contrast, 

respondents' sales of the imported electronic pianos were down 32 

percent in dollars and 42 percent in unit volume in 1972, 3/ owing 

largely to the increase in the cost of the imported product caused by 

currency realinements and increases in freight costs. 4/ 

Respondents' attorney also contended that complainant's witness 

had conceded that the apparent drop in complainant's net profit before 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 156-182. 
2/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 63-67. 
3/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 169. 
4/ Ibid., p. 186. 
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taxes over the past 2 years was primarily due to complainant's practice 

of including startup costs only in the year in which they were 

incurred. 1/ Under these circumstances, he argued, it could not be 

said that sales of electronic pianos by respondents contributed to the 

lowering of complainant's profits. 1/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, respondents' attorney 

alleged that imports of electronic pianos had decreased drastically 

in 1973 and would be negligible in 1974, 2/ that the prices of the 

imported pianos had increased to the point where they were no longer 

competitive, 2/ that Electrokey lost the Chicago Musical Instrument Co. 

in 1973 and thus no longer had a distributor in the retail trade, 3/ 

and that the lawsuit instituted by complainant against respondents had 

further discouraged sales. 4/ 

The Efficiency and Economy of the Domestic Industry 

On June 26, 1974, the Commission visited the Logan, Utah, facili-

ties of the complainant, where the electronic pianos in question are 

currently produced. The portion of the facilities devoted to the 

manufacture and assembly of electronic pianos (covering an area of 

approximately 11,500 square feet) appeared to be modern, up to date, 

and well managed. 

1/ Respondents' brief filed Apr. 20, 1973, pp. 	64-65. 
2/ Transcript of the hearing, p. 495. 
3/ Ibid., 	p. 	496. 
4/ Ibid., pp. 	496-497. 
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The evidence submitted by complainant to establish efficient and  
economic operation  

There was testimony at the hearing held January 30-31, 1973, to 

the effect that the manufacture of electronic pianos had now been 

consolidated at the new Logan, Utah, plant and that it was an "up to 

the minute" operation. 1/ There was also testimony to the effect that 

this plant was built for the very reason that complainant's facilities 

would thereby be more efficiently and economically operated. 2/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, Mr. Roy W. Carlson testi-

fied that complainant had brought in management consultants to improve 

the efficiency of its electronic-piano plant; he also maintained that 

complainant had instituted an incentive system for direct labor and 

noted that labor efficiency had improved considerably. 3/ 

The evidence submitted by respondents to negate the allegation of  
efficient and economic operation  

Respondents' attorney, in cross-examining Mr. Roy W. Carlson at 

the hearing on January 30, 1973, elicited the following testimony 

pertaining to the efficiency and economy of complainant's operations 

in 1971-72: 

. . . we were not efficient. We were starting out. We were 
aiming towards efficiency. 4/ 

At the hearing held on August 15, 1974, respondents' attorney 

offered no evidence relative to this issue. 

1/ Transcript of the hearing, pp. 18-19. 
2/ I

• 

bid., p. 101. 
3/ I

• 

bid., p. 424. 
4/ T

• 

ranscript of the hearing, p. 117. 
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APPENDIX A 
U.S. PATENT NO. 3,038,363 

(MIESSNER) 
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2 	• 
very comiderably chirp relative to the fundamental tone 
frequencies. This effect upsets the tone temper :iment of 
the scale. )'tether, in any given tone the higher the rela-
tive number of a hi‘ en partial of the complex tone spec-
trum of a sinehe string, the more sharp it is With respect 
to die fundamental or psi partial so that the Molter partials 
of a given string me pi ottressively more and more sharp. 

In the method of time piodoetion herein disclosed, n11 
of the partials of a given tone me in exact, integral rat-
tionehm among themselves, so that they are all in exact 
tune with one another, The partials illsove the funda-
mental are derived from such fun•ament:0 rather than 
from a string whose vibration characteristics cluinee with 
the frequency of individual partial. In this expect the 

) 5  tone prodneed by my apperatus is musically sure: ior to 
that of the conventional piano end similar in..truments. 

Aprrt from, or in edelition to, the :.Love stated feature 
of p /mtding by electronic means a tone musienlly superior 
to them 01 the conventional piano, thcrc exist the problems 

20  of producine. in all respects, a good, pianistic, musical tone 
contiolled by percussively nctuated piano keys, utilising 
completely thee conventional playing techniques used in 
the piano, and capable of faithfully rendering the avail- 
eble, eccumulated piano literature with which musicians 

25 	e 
Instruments hese been proposed having short, small-

diameter, low-tensioned Strines, with vibratory bridges, or 
other piano - like vibratory systems coupled tightly to a 
string system so as to obtain similar actions and !Tee. 

30  lions—with suitable mechanico-electro-acoustic translat-
ing systems. None of these have been fully satisfactory 
as to the production of the particular type of musical tone 
well-known and recognized by musicians as realistic piano 
tone. 

33 	A piano tone starts in a particular way with hammer 
impact and is influenced markedly by the weight, compli- 
ance and demping, characteristics of the exciting hammer 
during its very brief period of contact with the string. 
After the hammer leaves the strine., other factors markedly 

40 influence the tone quality and damping characteristics. 
Among these Pre the material, stiffness, size, length and 
tension of the string; the mass, stiffness and damping 
characteristics of the bridge and sound board at various 
positions; the vibrational characteristics of the piano case 

45  parts and their sound conductive and sound radiating cou- 
pling 10 the air; the shape and volume of the more or less 
confined air chambers which are inherent in the piano 
structure; the size and disposition of the sound board; etc. 
For example, the sound board in upright pianos is in a 

' 0  vertical plane where it itself is an acoustic baffle-board 
which retards the arrival, particularly of low frequency 
tones, at the listener's ears (in front of the piano) of the 
negative (air rarefaction) half cycle of a given tone wave 
from the hack side of the soundboard, so that it cancels 

5 ' only to a small decree the positive half cycle compression 
wave radiated fions the front side of the soundboard. In a 
grand piano the soundboard is disposed in a horizontal 
plane so that there is but little of this baffle action espe- 
cially for the lower frequency tones. Here, considerable 

10 neutralization for the lower frequency components occurs 
since the listener's ears are normally near to, or exactly in, 
the plane of the soundboard. where positive and negative 
helves of the saime \l'aVe cycle 1-C301 01e ears at practically 
the same instant and at practically equal amplitudes, 

Go especially if the top lid of the piano is in the open position. 
Another import:int factor in piano tone quality results 

from the use of two or more s:rinns for each note. While 
these multiple string notes employ identical strings as 
to size, leneth and tension, and are struck simultaneously 

7°  by the same hammer, their combined unison tones are 
never in fixed phase relation, especially with respect to 

1 
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This inVcntion relates to an eleeteolde musical inetru-
merit and mote paitieularly to a tinsel ”stein and tip-
per:1ms for producing ihe characteristic tones of a piano 
but is itliout the use of strings. 

Instruments such as the piano, eupie diord, harp and the 
Ube produce thinned tone vibrations oltich tones are 
d a ea lope d by striking, pit:Ling or otilcrsvi't te,t- 
slotted 	While the features of my invention 
applicable to any instruments of this class, the description 
sill be related to the rhino, because of its uni‘ersel 

In instruments of the impidsively-actuated, tensioned-
string family , steel or other strings are used as the vibra-
tory tone generators. The swings are maintnired under 
considerable tension and for ex•ctine nrisical reqniee-
ments the strings its t he tuned frequently to die fre-
quencies of the equitempered musical scale used by all 
int,truments. The frequency of these strings is affected by: 

(1) Minute, n,tadual elongation with time, especially 
during the initial period, that is, when the string is first 
placed under tension; 

(2) Temperature variations of the string and its sup-
potting string frame, and of the wood bridge, wood sound 
board, etc.; 

(3) Moisture content variations in the wood bridge, 
wood sound board, and other wood parts. 

Therefore, with changes in temparature and humidity, 
every tensioned-string instrument undergoes changes 
which shift the frequencies of the string vibrators and 
these shifts in the frequency of the individual strings are 
not necessarily uniform for all strines. 

Furthermore, the aggregate string tension may be so 
great that exceedingly heavy and massive iron or wood 
structures are required to withstand these forces. For 
example, in a piano having some 200 strings, cad) at about 
180 pounds tension, the aggregate string tension is ap-
proximately IS tons. Consequently, a grand piano ex-
vecds 1500 pounds in •eight and requires a length up to 
9 feet to accommodate the long strines required for the 
low freeplenCieS. E;:ell in small grand and console type 
pianos the weight may he 500 pue'sds or more and the 
height (or lengths) may be 36 to 40 inches. 

Theory discloses that the tensioned string, as a musical 
tone generator, never attains the theoretically ideal tone 
in which the overtones are all exactly integral multiples 
of the fundamental frequency. These overtones, in fact, 
have been proven to lie higher in frecptency than the true, 
integrally related Fourier partials of theory, and this 
heinhtening of frequency increases with the lower reInti‘e 
tension of it given suing. Actually, with the normal 
"beats" method of timing pianos wherein a first overtone 
(2nd partial) of a lower tone is used tri the fundamental 
frequency of the nen! upper octave, there results a settle 
of fiindamenta! frequencies which becomes progressively 
more sharp in the upper scale regions, • This is due to the 
slinbtly sharp frequency relationship between the 2nd 
partial and the fund.imental of :my such tensioned string 
tone. 

\Vhile in a riven tone the 2nd partial is only a little 
sharp relative to the fund mental, Or  1st paitiei, when this 
effect is canned through several 'octaves of mronessive 
tuning, the top treble tone fundamental frequencies are 
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their hiehet overtunes, so that these produce, amone 
themselves, a great many combinmion or I , nt cones of 
varying f reqncn:y due to summation and difference effects. 
on the asymmetric human CU. he combined tone, thCre• 
fore, shifts constantly in quality as it subsides in ampli• 
tilde. Even for sin•le strin•s the !one quality shifts con-
stantly as its roim'itude subsides due to the varioes damp, 
ine influences. Among these arc mechanical /0 steresis 
in the string, itself, air friction of the situ:eery string, me-
chanical hysteresis in the cot:pled bridge and soundte-e•;.d 
and sound !inflation loses from the sounkbertol. Also, 
the soundboard is not a flot•freqneney responsive device; 
it has broad reomance frequencies which vary :done the 
bridge from end to end so that it responds more or less 
to different frequency comma/:171s of a pis en suit'. Its 
action, in these respects, vat ies from point to point :done 
the entire bridge so that ditleiTm individual strikes (of the 
scale of string,) positioned along it and bearing down 
upon it are re .,ponded to is different manners, and the 
bridle rnd roundboard react back upon the individual 
Wines in varying manner to change their situational char-
acteristics. 

The lateral vibrations of piano strings cause modula-
tions of their downward pressure on the bridge. The 
soundl.coird is arched upwardly, with its edge restrained 
from leter•l expansion by iron plates plus a massive wood 
ewe tire - lion, so that the downwardly pressing strings 
and the upwardly arched soundboard form a normally ,  
•.darieed system of forces. When a string vibrates later-

ally, therefore, its varying tension causes a varying pres-
sure on the bridge and soundboard, and this then vibrates 
in a direction perpendicular to its plane. The strings, 
within their elastic limits, are almost perfect strings, 
whatever the direction of their lateral motion, vertical or 
horizontal planar, or constantly varying in orbital, conic-
seetion, curvilinear motion within the cycle. The sound-
board, however, may he compared to a very short, stiff 
spring whose force-displacement curve is non-linear, so 
that increasing, downward force-modulations cause less 
and less downward deflections but the upward force-
modulations cause more and more, nearly linear, displace-
ments. Thus, the bridge and soundboard constitute an 
asymmetri device which does not respond linearly to the 
modulations of the string pressure. The "bearing" of the 
string on the bridge refers to the small angle of the string 
axis as it paascs over the bridge and down to the hitch 
pin. For moderate, lateral amplitudes of string vibration 
this angle is never zero degrees so that whether the string 
moves up, down, or horizontally, the bides feels chiefly 
only a change of downward pressure. It, therefore, has 
is strong frequency-doubling action on the soundboard 
and on the string vibration as beard. 

For very large amplitudes of string vibration, however, 
the hearing angle may become zero, or even reversed, so 
that when the string is vibrating upwardly it will actually 
pull the soundboard upwardly. Lateral and downwardly 
directed string motions, however, continue to set up down-
ward motion of the soundboard, as :it the lower vibration 
amplitudes. For orbital string motions then, where the 
string motion direction is constantly chairing, the sound-
board response characteristic is also constantly changing 
and along with it the tone quality as the string amplitude 
subsides after excitation. 

The piano is. indeed, a complex instrument not even 
today fully understood and its peculiar characteristic tone 
is the result of this complex nature. 

The piano tone must, in general, have a character-
istically unique distribution of energy among its partial 
frequencies and this must vary in a characteristically 
unique manner as the tone subsides. Fur,  ther, these char-
acteristics vary in a particular manner through its scale 
of tones from low bass to high treble. The low bass is 
very licit in harmonic content due to the great length and 

relative flexibility of the strings, while the high treble is a 

relatively simple tone with but a few overtones. In the 

4 
extreme treble, at over 4,1S6 cycles per second, the first 
o'.eitnee is St,a71 cycles per s•saind, the second oserione 
is 12,:l5S cycle; per second and the third cr.ertone is 16,-
744 eagles pre• Cord, seil - C11 is Vi7;11;i1: .) at 1}1e apper hear• 

3 Mg limit of the human car. In addition these as crtonc 
frequencies hate but low energy doe to the shortness and 
relatise stiffness of the string. 

Piano ',trines also develop another system or series of 
it-rations entirely unrelated to the lateral vibrations 

In ordinarily considered. 	\Viten the hammer strikes the 
strine a loneinefinal impulse is set tip in the string which 
impulse travels to the near and far fixed cants 	which 
it is reflected 	to the 001,0Sitt, end where further 
reflection takes place. 	This hest,, :red for Ili longitudinal 
vibiation continues in the string until the energy of the 
si6ration is di•de:lied. It has a fundament:1 and liar-. 
fureric partials forming an eimentially Fourier series of 
tone components but this s`. stern of tone partials has only 
a fortuitous rehilion•hip with the lateral system of vibra- 

,, a  lions. It is also ranch hielier in iundruncotril frequency 
doe to the much higher speed of propagation in the steel 
wire for longitudinal than for the lateral displacement 
wave motion of the string. Both, however, arc translated 
into sound by the action of the bridge and the soundboard. 

• The longitudinal vibottion is heard by the car, especially 
in the lowsr pitched strings, as a ringing hind of tone 
stiperposed on the normal lateral, much lower pitched, 
vibration tone and can only by chance be harmonically 
related to it. At the middle and higher pitch registers this 

au longitudinal-vibration tone disappears insofnr. as ,the 
human car is concerned merely because its pitch rises 
beyond the range of audibility. 

Another entirely foreign part of piano tones is the 
broad continuous hand of frequencies comprising what is 

35 termed the piano hammer "thump" )1 -  "crack." This is 
most pronounced in the higher treblr tones, is of short 
duration and is, in effect, a transient. It adds no musical 
quality to the string tone !net, rather, produces only a 
disturbing impact noise which momentarily blankets the 

40 much weaker tone of the string. Since for these higher 
tone strings the hammer strikes them very near their fixed 
end, and since the strings are relatively very stiff, the 
hammer, in effect, strikes an extension of the bridge there-
by causing the charecteristic, rapidly damped, complex, 

45 noise vibration heard as the hammer "thump." This grows 
lower and lower in amplitude relative to the string tone 
as the strings become longer and longer. The longer 
strines are relatively more flexible at the striking point 
toward the hass end of the scale since the strikine point of 

Ott the hammer is further removed from the end of the string. 
Another characteristic of piano tones (in commcn with 

percussive tones generally) is that they are more complex 
at the higher amplitudes, that is, for stronger hammer 
blows the tone is not only louder but its overtone content 

no is relatively greater than at low loudness levels. At low 
levels the tone is "smooth," "soft," "round," "sonorous" 
in quality due to the relatively strong lower partials com-
pared to the weaker and fewer higher partials. At high 
levels, however, the upper partials increase both in num-
1 -,ee cad in amplitude relative to the fundamental so that 
the 10 .0e becomes somewhat "stiident," "wheezy" or 
"forceful." This is caused by the relatively linear trans-
lation of the mine vibration by the bridge and sound-
board fo: small amplitudes, and the relative asymmetric 

Gs translation at high amplitudes which causes doubling and 
higher order freniierley multiplication effects, as previously 
discussed. In !none colloquial English at low volume the 
tone "purrs" while at Melt volume it "snarls." These 
tonal effects arc tremendously useful in the expression of 

70 musical moods. They are completely absent in •se argan 
rind many other instruments whereby such instruments are 
not nearly as expressive as the piano. 

The tone decrement, that is, the rate at which the tone 

amplitude subsides. varies throughout the range of piano 
70 tones. For low frequency tones it is small while for high 
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(miring only small exciting devices ulicreby I :MI 
produce an instrument of small sizos and %, ...1giit and low 
cost. Vic reds v. ill retain their mass it'd compliance 
characteristic constant over long periods, of time climinat-
ing all considei :Mons of periodic or ...tibiequent tuning. 
Associated with each reed is a novel electrostatic magnetic 
or photoelectric pickup and electronic translating ar-
ratticment whereby My sir injcss piano producci tones of 
piano characteristic. 

10 	An object of this invention is the ,Irovi:.ion of a sit ins- 
l e ss, Glee onie piano capable of producing the character-
istic tones of a piano and 1:mploying similar playing tech- • 
!Mmes. 

An object of this invention is the provision of apparatus 
To: producing impulsively-excited string tones ssithout the 
os.: of strings. 

An object of this invention is the provision of apparatus 
'or p.odocing impulsively-excited string tones having a 

and ndjustoble Can:N of bar nonic content. 
An object of this insention is tke provision of electronic 

ripparattis for oroducing string like tones having, damping 
rates similar those of pianos and like instruments. 

n objec• of this invention is the provision of e/ec- 
,'Toaic apparatus for -producing string-like tones of the 

2;sag a alo.,: h,..oj i o: o e, type svith harmonic contents that 
vary wolf tiro. In i;lr, manners characteristic of the piano 
arol the like.. 

'ten object of this invenfion is the provision of a light 
weight, low cost, s mp le, electronic instrument of the 

3 piano lyre 	whheur use of tensioned strings. 
An object of this invention is the provision of appa-

ratus for productir tones of impulsively-excited, string-
like characteristics in ssnich the harmonic frequencies are 
troictly inteeral multiples of the fundamental frequency. 

Art object of this iovention is the provision of »lipid-
sively-excitod, aria: tones from the rocchanicoaeleetro-
acoustic translation of the vibrations of simpla, pendular 
mcdranical vibrators. 

sin .abject of this invention is the provision of a sim-

40 ple, inexpensive, mechanical vibrator giving essentially 
..fimple pendular vibrations. 

An object of this invention is the provision of 
mechanico-clectric translating apparatus capable of trans-
forming a simple, pendular mechanical vibration of a 
\ ;boiler into strongly peaked electrical vibrations or oseil- 

45  lotions: 
An object of thiS invention is the provision of electronic 

apparatus for transforming, strongly-p:aked electrical oscil-
lations Mon tones of adjustable harmonic coot at. 

An object 01' this inv•onioo is the provision of an dee-
00 0e r i s . fd)  1 aviri is with arrangements for p.oducing 
"loud" redo?, ;Ord "sostentito" pedal effects identical to 
six), effects available in the best., conventional pianos. 

ofn object of this invention is the provisioo of a vibra-
tory rec..; .iose of e,-:troupe siano incioding vibration 

`'iii dampers of sr.: eel 	 svherce,y termination of the 
reed vibratiar, 	r 	r, !- t..:(3 1 1 	ch;lufjc, in  the p itch 

frequency of tree get 

.An ckajeci of this mvention is the provision fq 7: novel 
riliserorri reed ofastit"efion 	strio g i ess  

oto  e et 	ti, ;,ilia 7  is 01C prON'ift 

for 	reed provileU Leith ;7' V j 	 c tuning 
whereby the T000ne, a:6 third vibration partials Too: :iris-
monic with the fonehooentai vibration. 

An object cif this invention is t!-,e provision of a vibra-
65 tory reed provided with a nomenergy-absorbing tuner that 

tunes the second frectuericy partial lc an exact, integral 
(retitle ney ratio sed:h ilia fundamental frequency without 
signifiefint loss of vibration amplitude. 

An objeC of this invention is the provision of a vibra-
tory Itec." providriO minis a tuning member that retirces 
the first arid .attend vii•ration i'requencies to an exactly 
integral soli& without signifies:oh increase in the normal 
damping rate of the reed and without. significant retuning 
Weer yowl ths h,gber frequency partials. 

73 	Ars object aT this invention is the pre)vislo l of e ,71  

5 
frequency tones it Is kupc. Furthermore. this rate of 
lane decay geileralls obeys the lora:it:41;c low. At 1101 
amplitudes of suing sibrat:on the damping ;noes •are 
h:;:t1cr than at low vibe, bon amplitudes. For this reasen 
a load piano tone det teases very rabidly at first and than 
more and more slowly as the tone continues. Conse-
quently, a weakly !AIWA snip:: e.)ntimics its vibration 
almost as long as a strongly strum one. 

Piano liter:time has all Iiv n compo•cd to suit these 
charaderisties of the piano. In reneral slower moving 
pasotties arc kept in the bass tonal range b,:eause these 
tones die down at a relatively sloes. rate. A quick succes-
sion of loSv tones seould hardly t , iloW recognition, by the 
car, of the individital cotes or tones of the series and the 
whole scries.ot dithreollypitched bass :ones and es ould be 
heard merely as a C::;s1,:n. tones. Consequfooly, 
the bass tones ate gen.:tally used for sustaining q u a lity to 

maintain a harmonious backgroond for the more rani,' 
and agile passages des otet! to the higher pitched tones. 
The fa -stest, mut generally the most agile, paoriocs of 
piano literature are reserved for the quick-acting, rrelde 
tones. :Elie middle reoions are devote to tbe moderately 
fast passages. Actually, the very low times may continue 
in audible vibration for 25-50 seconds white the highest 
tones may last only i or 2 i•,•conds: 

'fbc piano is ai•.i 	 h .lamoer (that is, pedal) 
controls which also al; , :r its per lormapce. The wit pedal 
in a Er :iriA piano ma; shift tile exciting hammers so that 
only one or two of the trio of insisert strings arc struck. 
This reduces both the amplitude and the complexity of the 
combination tons since thet c e oifly one Or two instead 
of three unison or near unison tones. In an upright piano, 
the length of the hammer strokes reduced so :'ha: a g ive n 

 force imparted to the playing kee will produce a weaker 
tone. 

The "sostenuto" pedal of the piano operates n cam 
mechanism which holds the damper pads away f-ont the 
strings for those keys sshich have been struck after the 
pedal is depressed. This allows such tones to rontinue 
free of the dampers while the hands are free to Lo on with 
other keys and tones. 

The 'loud" pedal removes all the dainpm from all 
damper•controlled strings leaving all strings free to vibrate 
instead of damping each string as soon as the playing 
key is released. Its use results in maximum loudness but 
also in much masking of she individual tones. For spe-
cific purposes, in the hands of an artist, the loud pedal 
has many valuable uses. For example, a given chord, or 
prop cssion of harmonically related tones is much erF-
fiiched in tonal value because such strings as are nor 
struck by the hammer are (ice to resonate with corn-
poisns of the struck-string vibrations. 

Among the desirable qualities of the highest tyoes oar 
musical instruments, not found in the piano, is variation 
of the overall quality of its tone. The organ •osscssee 
this quality to a high degree because of its use of many 
different types of tone preeircers. Electronic organs also 
possess this very valuable femme, even It' a degree neuter 
beyond that of a pipe organ. through controlled variations 
of the electrical circuits whereby the artist has available 
the entire gamut of musical tone color, each under easy 
control by a stop tab. Conventional pianos, however, base 
but one color of tone which must be used for all types of 
musical literature, irrespective of their moods. This one 
color tone may, it is true, he varied flout strong to weak, 
that is, from bright to dark, but only v,ith accompanying 

changes in loudness. It can never be chats led to another 
family of colors or to any one of many colors. 

As stated hereinabove, a tensioned string, as a musical 
lone generator, never attains the theoretically ideal tone 

in which the overtones are all exactly integral multiples 
of the fundamental frequency. The present invention 

makes use of fixed-free, cantile•er-beam, type of vibrators 
in the form of small, toned reeds of novel design and vi-

bration characteristics. These rceda are of small size. re- 

'in 
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plot.-up and vibratory reed arrangement 
where by e iketons of the reed ero.lece roymmetrieal mod-
ulations of the (ag,teif) bety.een the fuel and pied.- u p. 

A;. obje:, of this in- eition is the pros ision of a vite. , 

 too• reed and translating arraneensent taherelry vileations 
of the reed p: killer: a ir•n•laterl \vitae,: or current wave 

of inaimilitt stregne•s aril mit -int:1m rate of decay. 
An td:jeel of this k•ention is the provision of an dee- 

pi;:io in it hiCh a , l j . alliclitS 	 IC Ile 

volume :nest lore 	 ;:re (+hi: 10i by asia1 Mind 
1:11C1:11 :20j11!.11:1 ■::11S Of a vibratory reed relative to a suit-
able pick-up. 

Au object of this invention I,. the grovieion of a strin•-- 
less piano employine vib•attny reeds as tone generator , 
eapaeitive gi.:Loed cleatirttles rnsoeitted Ishii the reels 
and including tmeans seketively operable to vary the 
;menhir disposition of the pick-sip electrodes with re. 

sve:t to (I -.e reeds whereby the character of the capacity 
modolatione bets:e-en the reeds and pick-up electrodes 
may he altered at will. 

An objer I or this invention is the provision of a %tibia-
tot y reed acrd magnetic pick-up arrangement for produc-
ing hi•hly-peaked, asymmetrical voltage pulses in re- 

t,, reed vibration. 

Art 	 o•s invention is the provision of an elec- 
croak: piano litistsying tuned vibrators as tone producers 
and photeelectric apparatus for translating vibrations of 
the tutted vikertor into electrical: oscillations. 

An object of this invention is the provision of an elec-
tron:re piano having toned vibrators as tone producers 
and includiat; a key-operated plucker for exciting the 
tuned vibrators. 

These and other objects and advantages will become 
apparent front the following description when taken with 
the accompanying drawines illustrating several embodi-
ments of the invention. The drawings arc for purposes 
of description aid are not intended to define the scope 
or limits of the invention, reference being lied for the 
latter purpose to the ;Trended claims. 

In the drawings wherein like reference characters de-
note Eke N in lite several views: 

FIGURE 1 is a general, side view, with parts in cross-
section, shoe. ,ing the internal arrangement of the parts in 
art electronic piano made in accordance with this in-
vention; 

FIGURE 2 is a fragmentary end view showing the 
action of the reed vibration dampers in response to de-
pression of the playing keys and an arrangement for 
producing a - lone pedal effect; ' 

FIGURES 3 and 4 are fragmentary plan views illus-
trating an arrangement for producing the "sostenuto" 
effect; 

FIGURE 5 is a side view of three representative reeds 
each provided with e viseo-elastic tarter-damper; 

FIGURE 6 is a plan view of the low frequency reed 
shown in FIGURE 5; 

FIGURE 7 is an isometric view of a reed of different 
cons(' action; 

FIGURE 8 is a side view of another type of reed 
construction; 

IrRiURE 9 is a composite and exploded view in iso-
metric, of a On ee-pieee teed constrection; 

FIGURE 10 is a ccatral, Ion titudiend. cross-sectional 
view of another reed construction and showing also a 
tend for seeming the reed leg to the recd bise; • 

FIGURE, I t is a side view of a reed with a non-damp-
in type of sintri.1110:111111if thereon; 

1-IGURE 12 is a transverse, crow sectional vi ew  t a k en 

 alone the line A—A of FIGURE II; 

1 . IGURI: 13 is similar to FICURE 12 but shoving a 
noattlampine tuner of another Inim; 

FIGUR': 14 is a plan view of a vibratory reed and 

eleet10•1;itic pick-up; 
1 IGURE, 15 is an elevation slier.: of the FIGURE 14 

seed and pick-up.  

8 
FIGURES 16 and 17 are similJr to FIGURE 15 but 

shouThe other fermi of Iht: 

FIGURE Its is an ;se:lie:tic yiew thowing an rosernhly 
of teed, of •different pitch cooperating with a single elec-
trostatie k-up. 

FlGtheliS 19 to 21 are longitudinal, cross-sectional 
views tal.en alone; the lines A---A, It—It and re-
seeetively, of i IGUE F. IS to show the progressive change 
itt the am le be:sae:en the various reeds and the face of 

tl:e piekom: 
FIGURES 22 to 24 are side views of a reed and elec-

trostatic kick-up and showing various N•itions of 11w 
;di icve:t to ilte reed end, all prsitions of the 

pickmp beina surd .. (hat the face of the pick-up remains 
normel to the reed axis; 

ttGiek,E, 25 iitrEtiates it tetonnded shield employed in 

conjunction v ith the pick-up to increase the abruptness 
of the capacity ch.toges between the reed and pick-up as 
the reed vibrates; 

FIGURE 26 illustrates a single, pick-up having tooth-
like projections cooperating veith the individual reeds; 

FIGURE 27 ilhotrates the longitudinal adjustability of 
the reed lel:dive to the pick-up tooth: 

FIGURE 23 ilimstrates the lateral adjustability of the 
reed relative to the pick-tip tooth; 

FIGURE 29 is a curve showing an asymmetrical wave 
having both odd and even numbered components; 

FIGURES 3(1 aud 31 illustrate symmetrical waves hav-
ing only odd numheted components; 

FIGURE 32 illustrates the variation in capacity, due 
to reed vibration, between the reed and pick-up arrange-
ment such as that shown in FIGURE 22; 

FIGURE 33 illustrates the relative amplitudes of the 
Fourier series partials obtained from three different reeds 
with individual pick-ups arranged in accordance with this 
invention, and as obtained from the test set-up as shown 
in FIGURE 34; 

FIGURE 34 illustrates a test set-up for analysing the 
vibration characteristics of a reed in terms of capacity 
modulations bat ween the teed and a pick-up; 

FIGURES 35 to 39 are isometric views showing other 
specific forms of the electro-static pick-up; 

FIGURE 40 is a side view showing a simple arrange-
ment for adjusting the spacing betr.een the pick-up and 
the end of the reed; 

FIGURE 41 is a side view shoving a vibratory reed 
associated vith a bridge type of pick-up; 

FIGURE 42 is a front view of the dual pick-up arrange-
ment shown in FIGURE 41; 

FIGURE 43 is an eke:tilt:al bridee circuit useful for 
increasing the translating efficiency of the capacitive pick-
up arreneemente 

FIGURE 44 is a wiring diagram of a representative 
der-Atonic translating system for tronsducing the modu-
lations in capacity between the vibratory reed and pick-up; 

FIGURE, •5 is a ft:lentil:m:1o% plan view of an arrange-
ment whereby the performer [nay alter the angular dis-
position bet•reen the reed and the pick-tip to thereby alter 
tone quality; 

FIGURE 46 is is cross-sectional view taken along the 
lire A--A of FIGURE 45 and showing the face of the 
pick-up eleeirode lying in a plane normal to that of the 
reed; 

FIGURES •7 and 48 are similar to FIGURE 46 but 
showing other :menhir dispositions of the pick-up elec-
trode with respect to the reed; 

FIGURE 49 is an isometric view of a vibratory reed 
and a magnetic type of pick-up having a polarizing 

mamet; 

FIGURE 50 is an isometric view cf a magnetic reed 
and electromagnetic pickne); 

FIGtip,E Si is somewhat sir,tilar to FIGURE 50 but 

showing a tri-polar magnetic pick-up; 

FIGURE 52 illustrates a magnetic pick-up and reed 
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arrangement stiller, in the reed is made of magnetic ma-
to;:d and roaant.tiaed longitudinally; 

	

FIGURE 53 Wu•ay- a:es 	maarctic pick-up arrange- 
ment wherein the core caminp the electrical pick-up coil 

has a plurality of dissrete poles alined %%WI individual 
reeds. 

FIGURE 54 Wits:rates a matmetie pick-up arrange-
ment s- hcrein a plurality of series-connected, el•etri,a1 
pick-up coils and iudisidual cores arc disposed between 
adpieent l reds; 

FIGURE 55 'Nos:late", a Caolocleetrie arrangement for 
translating reed vihrmions and in labia the optical sys-
tem pros ales a parallel-ray beam of Nato; 

1-1(.1aP.Ii 56 illiaaratca a phomalaattic arrangement 
sslaaein the light rays are INIolpiht to a foam at the edge 
of the iced; 

FIGURE 57 illustrates a photoelectric arraneement 
wherein a parallel beam of halm-rays is rancied from 
the surface of the reed; 

FIGURE 53 is also a reflected light system but in this 
case the beam of light rays is brought to a focus on the 
reed surface; 

FIGURE 59 is similar to FIGURE 54 but in this ar- 
rangement thelie litb:ma aaitt to a foeos on the 
cathode of the photo..sell; 

FIGURE 60 is a wiring diagram illustrative of a form-
ant circuit useful for controlling the output lone quality 
o f my instrument; 

FIGURE 61 illustrates a resi.:tance-capacitance arrange-

ment for regulating the band v.iddi of the mean frequency 
perforated in a magnetic type pick-up; 

FIGURE 62 is a circuit representation to illustrate 
various, shunting arrangements of resistor; and condensers 
that may be used to alter the character of the output torte; 

FIGURE 63 is similar to FIGURE I but showing a 
kcy-operated pluclier arrangement for setting the tuned 
reeds into vibration; 

FIGURE t is a cross-sectional view taken along line 
A---A of I"GUR E. 63 to illustrate the mechanical linkage 
between the playing key and the vibration damper; 

FIGURES 65 to 63 are cross-sectional views taken 
along the line 13-13 of FIGURE 63 and showing the 
plucker device in various positions relative to the reed; 

FIGURE 69 is a fragmentary view showing a mechan-
ical at - rattai - icht for providing a "loud" pedal effect in the 
plucker arianaement shown in FIGURE 63; 

FIGURE 70 is a side view illustrating another type of 
plucl:cr device for exciting the vibratory reed; and 

FIGURE 71 is a cross-sectional view taken along the 
line A—A of FIGURE 70. 

Referring new to FIGURE 1 , my instrument may be 
housed in a cabinet comprising a base 20, a back 21 and a 
lid 22 that is pivotally attached to the back by a hinge 23. 

The cabinet is substantially closed by a slid:Italy-remova-
ble front board 24 having a felt strip 25 cemented, or 
otherwise secured, along the lower edge, as is common 
in piano construction. Inacrotth as my instrument does 
not employ tensioned strings the cabinet can be much 
stir tier and lighter than conventional piano cabinets. In 
fact, as shown in the lea sin_ the entire devise is portable 

and may be placed Lpon a table, rubber feet 26 being 
provided for this purpose. 1 he vibrator) reeds 27 are 
individually secured to a metal reed base 23 that is 
fastened to the inner surface of the lid by the screws 29, 
each reed being held in contact %snit the said reed base by 
a cap seiew 30 and associated washer 31. It may here 
be stated that the individual reeds have an end formed in 
a closed loop 32 which, in combMation with the cap 
screw and washer, provides Let only a coavenient means 
for 111011.10111: the reed but also affords a means for adjust-
ing the angular position of the reed and its spacing front 
the eleetro•tatic pick-up cicetroda 33. Fad) reed ear-ins 
a tuning-damper 34. A mote detailed description 1.4 the 
reed comuloction and the function of tile tuning damper 

will be given hereinbelow. The pick-up eketiode 33 (of 

• 10 
which there is one associated with each reed) is secured 

to an itamt:Itim: bar i5 by a screw 36, said bar being 

secured to the reed base 23 by sews s 37. A shim 33, of 

tail or cf shape, tr a y he pros isle(' (if neees...ary) to 

5 Lsliml Coe roaition of the pick-up electrode With respect 

to the free end of the reed. It will 1.)-e toted that the reeds 

and piek-ap elcetrodas are mechaoically.attached to the 
reed base and, therefen - e, the exile assembly is readily 

accessibie for tisrurstirient, i n. or replacement of 

10 elements by ;irately raising the hinged lid 22. -lyre elec-

trical chant( for translating the viormion of the reed 
into eke:lie:0 v. tntIicnc sr - ill be 04-scribed in detail below. 

The 1:c)Isomd of ray instrument is idefiliCal to that of 
the con•entional piano (eacept that all keys are straight), 

IS each Ley 40 being pis otallat retained in position by a pivot 
pin 41 extending ,upwardly front the cabinet base. and 
pas.,ing throngh a tapered hole in the Ley. Smooth rock-
ing rnotiou of the key, in response to finger pressure ap-
plied to the outer end. is provided by the curved, pivot rail 

20 42 spaced flour tile key by a resilient washer 43. Ex-
cessive lateral motion of the key is prevented by the key 
guide pin 45 that is secured to the cabinet base and extends 

into a lao:•.e 	key, a resilient stop pad 46 serving to 
but t is•. ai a 	n; ,;ion and to deaden the contact noise 

25 schen the key is depiraaed vigorously. A wood strip 47 

secured :0 (hr.. by screws 43 prevents the entrance of 
foreiam objects between the base and the key and also 
enhances !be general appearance of the instrument. 

The i u, - r eht of the key 40 carries a capstan screw 50 
30 adapted to strike the visco-clastic anti-rebound pad 51 

secured to the hammer stem 52 that is pivotally attached 
to the liaminer flange 53 by a pin 54, said flange being 

• secured to tlre cabinet back 21 by the screw 55. Alterna-

tively, the pad 51 may be mooniest on the head of the 
35 capstan screw 50, or in an axial recess provided in the 

head for this purpose. A hammer head 56, made of 

suitable material, and carried by the free end of the 
hammer stern, is adapted to excite the reed by striking the 
tuning damper 34. It will be apparent that when the 

40 outer end of the key is depressed, energy imparted to the 

hammer stem will cause the hammer head 56 to strike the 

tuning damper 3-I of the reed due to its momentum even 
thOugh the angular motion of the inner cntl of the key 

is limited 10 a predetermined, minimu m value. Cense- 
45  qucntly, the hammer head remains in contact with the 

tuning damper for a brief instant ooly after which it re-

turns, by gravity action, and by the spring action of the 
reed, to the position shown in the drawing. Upon re-
moval of the finger pressure front the key it will rotate 

50 in a counter-clockwise direction by reason of the kcy 
balance sleights 53, of lead, inserted therein. Return of 

the !:ey to its normal position results in the hammer head 
56 coming to rest on the down stop pad 59. The key stop 

pad 60 cushions the contact between the key and the 
55  base 20. I prefer to make the various pads of a vkeo-

elastic material of soft, yieldable composition whose de-
formation requires energy expenditure and which remains 

constant over \cit./0 chances of temperature and humidity. 

Stich materials as Vinylite, or butyl rubber in soft grades, 

Go are satisfactory. These are disclosed in more detail in 
my United States Patent 42,271,460,. issued January 27, 

1912, 
To terminate the vibrations of the reed I provide a 

simple and et:di:lent damper consistine of a thin, bent wire 

G3  63 carried by a damper tail 66 that is secured in relatively 

IPted position with respect to the instrument as a whole. 

The free end of the siire 1101111311Y contacts the side of the 

recd 27. The loop portion of the wire extends slightly 

below the surface of a felt pad 67 affixed to the rail 66 

70 and is tahipted to be contacted by the head of a Unthread 

screw 68 carried by the key 40. 

The action of the damper mechanism is better illustrated 

in FIGURE 2, ss high shows a series of three reeds, damp- 

en and keys, c•s seen from the inner end of the keys. 

7.1  he keys 40, -10 -  are shown in the normal (inner end 
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down) position \slid e in the fholie:.d sere \vs 6•, 63" are 

spaced from the dotp.r mires, 65, (3" and, conseitrenb 
ly, the v.ires 65, 65" will n•un:Illy lr i-, contact Neill the 

side of iLc resrectively assoih.lcd reids 27, 27". When 

the r1'' in„ key is depressed the imor cod of the key rises, 
as shown by the Icy 40', causing the flathead sele• 65' 

to.strikc the bent ;notion of the ihauper site 65'. As 
the filed end of the +Aile is disc:•ced later. Hy With re-

sped 10 the P oint of contact 1-0,\ cell the \.ite and the 

screw head, the \kite is twisted out of contact with the 

assoctaled iced 27'. 'I he adju• intent of the reed exciter 

mcf.hoo'on is sach that the 11,11  anal set en. 61i' removes 

the fhanper site from contact \kith the reed just prior 
to the moment of impact letneen the hot meohead rind 
the tuning damper. Therefore, the reed is set into free 
vibration and will continne vihrming until the playing: 
key rele.ved. Upon release. of lite t-htin g  key the flat-

bead screw 6S falls away from the Wire loop and the 

damper mite commis the cdoe of the teed thereby ter-

minating the vibrations by sliding•hiction of the reed on 

the damper wire.. This type of damper v. ire, which may 
be a wile or a strip, does ne.t ch.mre the vibration fre- 
que n cy of the 	 decay time de- 

pends upon the pressure excited 	the damper wire 
against the arc of the vihiotor. 'Th.: decay time is not 

constant for all reeds and it will be apparent that the 
dampers associated with the low frequency, bass reeds 

should be stiffer than those for the higher -frequency, 
treble reeds. By proper bending of the individual clomp-
crs associated with spe.:ific reeds, the decay time, or damp-
ing characteristics, of my instrument can be made equiv-

alent to the same characteri s tic in a conventional, ten-
sioned-string piano. 

An effect corresponding to—that obtained when the 

"loud" pedal of a piano is depressed, is achieved, in sny 
device, by moving the damper rail 66 as a whole, so that 

the damper wires, w hile in their Normal positions, are 

spaced from their associated reeds. Mechanisms lot ac-
complishing this are quite ttppareil. Its those •skiiled in 

the art and, therefore, one such ink ehanism is shown dia-
grammatically in the drawing, wherein depression of a 
foot-pedal 70 causes it movement of the damper.rail to 
the tight. Release of the foot-pedal results in a.move-
ment of the dan-,per rail to the left in response to the 

action of the spring 71. A ledre 72 in the damper rail 
serves as a stop against the fixed member 73 to thereby 
assure a return of the individual damper wires to a.pre-
set, operative position with respect to the individual reeds. 
The other end of the damper rail slides \\ ithin  the fixed 
member 74 thereby assuring proper alinement of the 

rail with respect to the heads of 111.2 screws 68 .:„ 68', 68", 

for all lateral positions of the rail. As in a conventional 

piano, operation of the "loud" pedal. permi:. :free,oun-
damped vibration of all reeds struck while the pedal is 
depressed as well as resonant vibration of all other reeds. 

A "sostenuto".arrangement may also be provided. For 
this, all dampers whose keys, are depressed before the 
"sostenuto" pedal is depressed will be coneht ond held 
away from their reeds until the pedal is released, while 

all other d.00pars will react norinally. 
Reference is now made to FIGURFS 3 ond•4 which are 

fragmentary, pl in views of ah ranrement for providing 

a "sostentuo" effect in my vibratory reed piano. The 
shaminns are rather diayraironatie to facilitate an under-

standing of the mechanism for ;Thieving this effect. As 

shown in FIGURE 3, the two reels 27, 27' are of the 
type shown in, FIGURE 1 being secured to the reed base 
by the screws 30 passing tlooffolt the loop formed in the 
reed crild (see FIGURE 1). Each reed is provided with 

a tuning damper 34. The stamper Mites 65, 65' are piv-
otally carried by the dantoer rail 66 and notamlly.engage 
tir.cdoe of the assaciated teed. as shown. Disposed over 
the top of the damper tail is a slidalle snip 75 that con-
stitute* the winking clement of Ow ":.ustenuto" mech-

anism: This strip Melt des a sct of fingers 76,. 7 6' and 

12 
trans \ erscly cut notches 77, the latter cooperating s,,ith 
the indi \.idth.1 rios. 78, that extend upteatdlY front the 
damper roil, to ;0 sure sliding, linear motion of the strip. 
A set of sptinrs 79 each having one end seemed to the 
slidable strip 75 and the other end seemed to fixed 
mends:is SO n011111). bias the slidahle stain arainst llte 
fixed stops 81. In tho ifoonal oo,ition of the slidable 
strip the fingers 7(.. 76' lie spaced Iron the. damper wires 
65, 65' to that these damper v,ires are !tee to move in 

10 response to the motion of the individual depicts screws 
61, 68' (se.: id•o FIGURES 1 and 2), is es.plained here-
in-hove. If, however, the sliOalde strip 75 is moved for-
ward, in the direction iniieated,by the arfir,s' a, in re-
!,pon ,.c to depression of the "sostemito" pedal (not shown 

to in the drawing) while one or more playing keys are rc-
( cdned in the depressed pos ition, the fingers 76, 76' are 
brohi;ht rot ward into the path of Uawcl of the dunper 
wires 65, 65'. 

The operative .position of the "sostcnuto" mechant:m 
to is shown in FIGURE 4, In this figure the slidahle strip 

75 has been brought forward after the playing key has 
raised the capstan screw 68' associated with the reed 27'. 
Csun.equently, the damper wire 65' is caught behH1 tit 

finger 76' of the slidable snip 75 and, therefore, the damp_ 
23 er wire is prevented from returning to its initial position 

against the edge of the reed 27'. This reed (and all oth-
ers that• may have been activated by depression of the 
playing keys prior to depression of the "sostenuto" pedal) 
will vibrate freely. Release of the "sostcntoo" pedal per- 

30 nits the slidable strip 75 to move in the direction of the 
arrows it to its normal, inactive position, as shown in 

FIGURE 3 thus freeing the damper tires for return 
• to their. normal position in contact with the associated 

reed edge. It will be noted that when the slidable strip 
35 75 is moved .forward before the playing key has been 

depressed the damper wires arc free to act in the normal 
manner. this is shown in connection with the reed 27, 
FIGURE 4, \therein the finger 76,. while extending into 
the path of travel of the damper wire 65, rind Useless, 

40 permits free movement of this damper •nire between the 
limits defined by the reed edge and the adjacent edge of 
the said finger. -Thus, when the caNtan. screw 68 is 
raised, in response to depression of the playing key, the 
damper wire 65 occupies the position shown in FIGURE 

17 4, that is, the free „end of the damper wire is moved out 
of .contact with the reed edge whereby the reed may he 

set into normal vibration. Upon release of the playing 
key the damper. wire returns into contact with the reed 
edge ter minoring the vibrations. 

LO 	It will now be apparent both reeds 27 and 27' may 

be re-excited by their respective hammers irrespective of 
whether the "sostenuto" pedal is or is not depressed. 
Furthermore, the "loud" pedal may also be used in either 

Case to hold all of the damper wires out of the reed- 
55  damping position. I, .therefore, provide in my novel 

piano. means for providing. artistic rendition of piano 

music in a manner du p licating that available in the Con-
ventional, tension-string piano. 
. As stated above, and shown in the drav,inrs, my in- 

00 vention mokes use of fixed-free, cantilever-beam type 

vibrators in the form of small reeds that. are tuned to 
provide the entire tonal roni,e of the particular instru-
ment. These reeds are,securely anchored at one enthand 

arc free for unrestricted vibration between the fixed. and 
4 ;5 free end. Their frequency is determined primarily by 

the length, mass per unit of length, thickness in the di-
rection parallel to the direction of vibration and the.ma-

terial of which -  they : ore mode. To raise the pitch of a 
reed, mass may he removed front- the free end and, for 

70 lowering the pitch, the complierce may be increased by  
grinding the iced thinner cross-sectional area at the 
fixed end. The material per se, the reed area. normal 
to the direction. of vibration, heat treatment and other 
factors relating to the internal strttetore, delerloines very 

75 largely the damping 1 -:ate of the vibrations after excitation. 
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These reeds may 1..,.: formed into a musical se:de by varia- 	for the direct prodiktion of ',mind or for the predoction 

lion of the leneih ss ith fixed Ihi.:t.nass,, by a al i:itioa of 	of good mesical tones, by tic cf customary methods of 

thiel manes willi fixed length, he satiation of Ihieleress from 	translating its motion, i.e., rlsk-ups placed on one side 

end irr end. by variation of width from end to end, by 	or the other of the reed fate. 'I his is partieularly true 

sariation of loading at or near the flee end, or by cool- 5 when per, ussive excitation is e mployed. 

binations of these sari:doles. • For ninposes of simplicity 	No tension siting ever attains the ideal called for by 

the description will he restricted to reed scale' in which 	classieal theory ssbieh demands a perfectly (lcNible'idrand, -  

discrete pitches are produced by variation of only the 	Actual piano strings would come much closer to the 

kneth of the recd. 	 ideal string were they 50 or 100 feet long, in the base 

- Since reeds require, for best results. aueehinent to a 10 I ection and entirely unloaded. In the 0i-smells:ally ideal 

relstisely massive support, I prefer to male the reads of 	string the parth.1 tone components are all, op to the 

relatively small size. 	As the reeds vibrate, they exert 	Wiliest number, exactly inteetally related in frequency 

torsion forces on their suppo: t and Ohs: torsion forces 	to the fundamentel and tamw precisely the mai hemati- 

tend to sit -IA.61y rotate the suepoit. Such worn' vi• 	cal relationships set down by l'ourier. 

hration may be commonic:Acd to the air :as sound waxes, )5 	In practice, howncr, the strioes. of even the is 

or IA the melting eahinet whose vibration %sill set up 	concert grand piano, never attain this ideal because they 

sound was es, both of these effects w,ulting in the ilv.si - 	 are not perfectly flexible. 	This inherent stillness, as 

potion of evergy from the reeds, and thus increasing iheir 	shown by Seebeck and as proven by Sebuck, Young and 

damping rate. Such vibration may also be communicated 	others, sharpens the pitch of each partial component 

to other reeds having one or mute partiel ton's in lure 20 somewhat more or less (depending on the string design) 

with the excited reed. Such oilier reeds will he excited 	and progressively more so as the partiel number increases 

I esrans:oly thtotiel. t ha sibration coupling, extracting. 	in numerical value. For example, in a typ i cal F3 piano 
string the second partial is 0.7 cent sharp (a cent being 
1/100 of a semi-tone) while the thirteenth partial is 40.3 

25 cents, or neatly Va of a semi-tone, sharp. Furthermore, 
subjective fundamentals derived from neighboring partials 
have been shown to be as much as 1.4 cents sharp for 
the first partial and as much as 112.2 cents, or over one 
semi-tone, sharp for the twelfth partial. 

30 	in reed type vibrators, however, none of the partial 
frequencies arc harmonically related and, in addition, 
there are large gaps in the series of partial tones. If we 
use Roman numerals to designate the partial number and 
Arabic numerals to designate the frequency ratios, we 

35 may compare the partial frequencies of idealized strings 
with those of fixed-face vibrato's such as reeds. 

Partial Number I !I III IV V VI 

Relative 	Ideal 	String 	Fre- 

i
^^ 2 3 4 5 6 

It c)1.1:t TveY  11 re d Frequency 	 0.27 !7.5 34.4  Th. 9 85 

It is seen that no two partials of the reed have integrally 

45  related partial frequencies, which is a requirement for 
perfect harmony. Further, the partials of the reed are 
very far apart in frequency at the lover end of the series, 
and decreasingly so as the partial numbers increase in 
value. It is obvious, therefore, that when all of the 

. partials of a reed type vibrator are reproduced, either 
50 directly or by electronic techniques, the resultant tone is 

a mixture of ','holly inhannonic components. Such vibra-
tors with pick-ups placed at one side of the reed may 
serve fairly well for tones typical of bells or chimes, in 

which inharmonic partials are characteristic, but such 
r" vibrator is entirely unsuited for use in the production of 

piano tones by previously known methods. Another rea-
son for this is that, as in a piano and other types of 
vibrators, the fundamental is always the strongest com-

edies. Also, for certain types of electrostatic pick-ups, portent (in amplitude) and the higher and higher num-
the ,reds !nay consist of a mated: I having good dielectric 60  beret partials (Roman numerals) decrease progressively 
properties whe-eby precision phone molding techniques 	in amplituale,Tenerally in inverse relation to the absr:late 
may be use..1 for their •manuf:eture. Such molded reeds 	frequency, The second partial 11 of a recd, which has 
arc sufficiently aecurate without further tuning adjust- 	a frequency of 6.27 times the fundamentals therefore, has 
ments and they III.ty 	molded in groups of maw, such 	an amplitude of vibration of about Vs to lie that of the 
reeds having specific, individual pitches, as in all-plastic C 3  fundamental I, while the third partial Ill may have a 
harmonicas and accordions. 	 vibration amplitude of only 'As, to Vs° of the fundamental 

	

I have found that I•tyllinm copper particularly, and 	partial I. 
also bronze alloys in spring tempered hardness, are saris- 	For my stringless pianc I have devised mc.hods for 
factory in till listed fernors and some types csf hard silver 	use of vibratory reeds without the introduction of the in- 
and nickel-silver alloys are :also fairly 'acceptable. 	 70 harmonic pertials inherently characteristic of the recd. I 

	

For pitch scales of 4 to 5 octaves, variati•;ns cf reed 	provide combined loading and damping devices in the 
length alone is sufficient for practical musical sale de- 	form of more or less visco-clastic masses, attached by 

	

• sign. For a ranne of 7 to 8 rs.staves it is. generally, de- 	cementing or otherwise, around the reed at critical posi- 
sirable to vary other factors of pitch control. 	 tions along the axis thereof. This, I have found, effee- 

Reeds of the type under discussion are poorly suited 75 tively eliminates, or reduces to inconsequential magni- 

energy flow the escited recd. liven v.1111 dampers op-

mdive on these other reeds they will tend to vibrate 

resonantly and while the vibration will be absorbed by 
the dampers and dissipated as heat, the effect, neverthe-
less, is still extraction of energy from the excited reed. 

I, therefore, prefer to use reeds of small mass and 
stiffness so that the mass and moment.of inertia (about 

the point of attach-.rent to the mounting support) may be 
reduced to a minimum consistent with the desired degree 
of damping of the reeds. This decree cs damping should 
fall within the &gee of damping range of acceptably 

good or excellent piano tones. On the other hand, the 
damping ranee may, in response to artistic demands, he 
made smaller or greater, as desired. The exciting devices 
may also be of small size, weight and space require-
ments made possible by the small amount of excitation 
energy required by the very small reeds. Furthermore, 
such small size reeds will radiate a minimum of direct 
acoustic sound because of their small area of coupling to 
the air, and because of the Very much smaller vibration 
of the reed support which, relatively, has considerable 
air-coupling surface area. Small reeds, therefore, redu:a, 
in general, all essential requirements of snace, weight and 
exciting energy required and thus operate to keep the 
instrument small, low in weight, inexpensive, and having 
a very low direct sound output. 

The reed material should be one that has a low inter- 
nal hysteresis for vibration; is free from crystallization 
under continued vibration; has resistance to oxidation in 
salt air, and other deteriorating inf:uenees; can resdily 
be fumed in manufacture; and has ability to withstand 

bending adjustments without bra:I:nage. Preferably, 
the reed should be electrically condo-live so that it may 
be used as a capacitive electrode for a pick-up device. 
I lusvcver, for electromajmeiie types of pick-up devices the 
reeds may be made of a mated:II having magnetic prop- 

-10 
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15 
bah, the amplitude of all rmli:os abuse IIi. At the same 
time the partials I, II and III are returned so that these 
arc brought into harmonic relationship with one an-
other, and, further, the phials II and III are consider-
ably reduced in amplitude. These damper-load devices, 
velmich I !hall term tuning-dumpers, proeress in size, 
length and position, from treble to bass, being shorter 
and neater to the reed's fixed end in the treble ranee. In 
the %minter treble regions sshere the partials II and III rise 
toward the Upper limit of audmImilita, such taming da m p ers 

 arc not required. 
FIGURF 5 illustrates Chtee tepresentative reeds of rela-

tively low, iredium an.1 Imi;,11 vibration frequencies, with 
the tuning dampers 34 attached thereto. With the tun-
ing darneer attached, the reed acts of as a vibra-
tor of preponder a ntly one frequency, namely, the funda-
mental. 'Ile second partial 1b is much weaker than nor-
mal (without the damper) and the third 111 paiti'd is 
very much weaker anl IldIY discernable, but both par-
tials arc harnmonious with the fundamental, as shown in 
the follo•ing table. • 

The higher partials above IiI are so weak that they arc 
not heard. 

What is desired here is a vibrator having bat one fre-
quency, and which is small, light in weight, inexpensive 
to manufacture and which is capable of large vibration 
amplitude, for reasons hereinafter explained. In pract'ce 
I have found that reeds from I to 4 inches in length, .016 
inch thick and .06 inch in width are entirely satisfactory 
for a five octave scale extending in pitch range from 
17 .— 43.65 to F-: 1396.9 cycles per second. While the 
width of the reed does not affect the frequency of vibra-
tion, I prefer to make the width an exact multiple of the 
thickness, and only wide enough to insure vibration in 
only one direction. 

The positions, lengths and weights of the tuner-dampers 
has been found empirically so that no detailed inforMation 
can be given for predetermination o: these factors. Their 
adjustment is found by "cut and try" methods with fre-
quent auditory tests to indicate when the correct adjust-
ment has been achieved for a giVen reed. The criterion 
for this collect adjustment is a good musical chord of 
two tones (partials I and 11) when the reed is struck 
very close to its fixed end with a hard, sharp-edged, 
wooden hammer. This two tone chord is that, for exam-
ple, hetweer a given C tone and an approximate E acne 
21/4 octaves above the C tone, except that the harmony 
is bet'er. 

FiGURE 6 is a plan view of the low frequency reed 
shown FiGURE 5 and illustrates the construction of 
the reeds involving the me of round rod material which 
is formed into an eye S3 at one cad and which is pressed 
flat for the vibratory portion SI. The eye end of the 
reed is the full wire di muter whereas the vibratory por-
tion is pres:ed to the I ecHred width and thickness. The 
knell) is obtained by (-ulnae, grinding or etc. As shown 
in FIGURE I, the inside diameter of the eye is made to 
have !, 0111e clearance, say ltaa", all around the clamping 
screw 30 Out secures the reed to the reed base 23. Also. 
the clampiea screw should have either a brute head to 
over-reech the eve outsideoliameter, or a suitable washer 
31 shookd be employed, to 'assure very secure clamping 
for all parts of the eye to the reed base. The runnel form 
of the eye cross-section (wire or red) aids in establishing 
intimate contact with the reed b a se, as the e ye will mitten 
sliehtly when comple•sed if the Red base material is 
balder than the iced material, or in the event the reed 

I3 
is of sorer material, such material will l'e indented 

he the eye. I prefer a softer mairtial for the eye than 
It e lemse sine: the eye, for certain adjustment reasons, 
most seat securely in various positions, its gill be  ex- 

3 planted in more detail Immtreinhelow• Reeds of the tyN 
described are easily re1110% title and readily adjustable 
aneularly and radielly with respect to the elampine screw. 

In general, for minimum demeirg, the reed must ter-
minete in a fixed end of relatively haate cross-sectional 

10 area and muss .311j this end must be very scemely 
clamped for intimate, microseopically-stibralion-free con-
tact with the Red base %%hid) itself should be relatively 
massive. Tile r od type reed just described serves very 
well in these respects. 

15 	Aiusther type of reed construction is shown in FIG- 
URE 7 when:hi the vil, ratory portion SS is obtained by 
minim; or grinding a rel.:lively thick, flat bar of metal 
!caviar, the hie portion 87 of original thickness and pro-
victim: a mounting lithe 88 therein. The face of the lug 

20 that is to contact the reed base may be serrated to provide 
teeth 89 for assuring intimate, nonrocking contact there-
%sill). A F . c. cit of this construction may al o be made by 
cat thte c.; It is preferable to have the grain, if 
such exists, extending along the reed axis. 

25 	AiltAll 1.  type of reed may have a log of cone-shaped 
or tapered forums as shown in FIGURE 8. licre the tapered 
lug 90 terminates in a threaded end and the reed is 
clamped securely within a tapered Isole its the reed base 
91 by Means of a nut 92 and washer 93. 

30 	Time terminal, or lug, end of the reed may be made of 
two pieces as shown in FIGURE 9. In such design the 
reed 94 is punched from flat-stock beryllium coeper with 
the wide end crimped by a pressing or forming operation. 
The opposing faces of the thicker, face plates 95, 96, have 

15 pressed into them corresponding corrugations so that the 
three pieces fit together snugly. Then the three pieces 
arc spot-sselded together at the extreme ends so that no 
microscopic slippage can occur between the reed faces 
and the. face plates when the reed is in vibration and, 

•10  therefore, no energy dissipation will occur in the reed 
termination. 

Still another type of reed construction and mounting 
is illustrated in FIGURE 10 .wherein the lug portion 98 
is of circular cross-section and is fitted into a bore in 

15 the reed base 99. A very tight fitting engagement between 
the lug and the teed base may be obtained by making the 
bore in the reed base slightly undersize, heating the reed 
base and cooling the lime, and then pressing the lug into 
the bore. Upon return to normal temperature, the bore 

eo contracts and the lug expands thereby providing intimate 
and firm contact between the lug and reed base. Alter-
natively, the lime may be secured by squeezing the reed 
base material lightly arottod the lug by means of impact 
force exerted upon a hollow, tapered, cylindrical tool 100 

55 having a sharp, cylindrizal outer (lite similar to a round 
hole. punch. 

Other methods for constructing the reed may be em-
ployed, suet, as. forging, high-pressure forming, precision 
casting, drawine, extrusion, rolling, clectrodeposition, 

en vaporized sprayine.. etc. it is important that the reed 
terminate in a suitable, vibration-free, relatively heavy 
end sectica. l his is essential not only to prevent chatter-
ing (even of microscopic degree) of the reed end relative 
to the base (sshich would be communicated to the free 

C,5 end of the iced) hit also to insure a minimutn thumping 
for the reed's vibration. 

tiy providing vibrators having an essentially sinusoidal 
vibration ssithact inharmonic partials I have the first es-
sential recptironent for the production of characteristic 
pieoo tones by eleetronic means. It may berg be stated 
that 1 then convert the sinusoidal vibrations of the reed 
into asymmetrical, highly-peaked electrical waves 
proper design and lozetion of the electrical pick-up elec-
trode with respect to the reed. These electrical, peaked 

75 waves are, in turn, clectronicaliy treated to produce au- 
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The above frequencies were measured R. an accuracy 
of approximately I by means of a "beats" method \kith.  

an audio frequency oscillator. Foe the exactly iateeral 
frecineney relationshins between the partials I and II a 
steady state v...ye pattern was observed on en oecilloseope 
when the critical position ecljte .iitment of the load on the 
reed was achieved. - 

As di.elosed in my United States Patent No. 2,113•062, 
• issued December 26. 1946, there is no notlil point for 
the painia's I, Il, III, IV, and V within a distance of 
(one-cen ter) of the reed length fa cm its fixed end. Thus, 
rill of these pal tials 	undergo a lowering of freauency 
when the load is applied within that limit as to position. 
The greatest relative frequency shift is produced in that 
partial vchich has an wino& of vibr a tion at this point 
where the load is ath.che•, -...hcreas no frequency shift 
would I e produced for any piutial hat. ing a no;i11 point 
at the load-po‘ition point. All pat tiaie having a vibration 
amplitude greater than zero et the load-position point 
will, therefore, tindu. ;:,o a chan.,:c in fieqe • raCy l'. Len the 
load is applied. Since partial Ill is normally 17.5 times 
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ions or ,d,clively variable quality, as %%01 he de-

scribed here:rt.:low. 
As explained hereinabos 	reeds provided with the 

tinier-damper 24 act c7.etively as vitriito - s of p-epoeder-
antly one frequency. 1 he scetual 11 timl third Ill r  urea l5 

are harincinious with the fn.:dam:in:el but N .. c:J;, 

on,,t the Li,htcr it . utiats ( lute III) are so tarsal. that they 
cannot be heard. V here it is 1,0 ili;:t:t n '.? 1710 , :p 

of 111c hitter ilA.:111110:1iC 	 to shier present 
in conventional piano shine tones and caused by lenei-
tudinal, molecidar via ration,. of the tine.;:) I rrovi.te a 
timine-load device Ishich hes but littie or no dtarieine 
char acts is:ie. 

FI(;UR liS 11 and 12 show one form of such non-
damping turdni..-lota.1 member 101 attasli.id to ih: sana-
tory reed 101. 'I he member 101 may be t aut: from a 
square or heste•onel-shaped stile rod of spiiite 
such as bcryllium copper, and it may he tinned so that 
after critical adjustment of its position along the iced it 
may be soldered to the reed without chancing its mass 
or position. As shown, the tonieedoad member is s .i.ru-
metrical about the reed center line so that it does not 
t u r j o-,Inec a tin:di:Tel towards torsional v•illaiieis of the 
reed. The sr;:c;n :.; betwom the inner faces of this Citiefo-
bell-shaped member may be somewhat mealier than the 
recd thickness so that the thicker reed w•ill spring apart 
these faces When the member is slidably forced on the 
reed loneitudinaliy. The square, or hexat•one! shined 
rod is used to provide a flat, yet very short, contact St'ff;iCe 

between the tuner-load member and the reed, axially of 
the reed length. 

For a typical steel reed having a fundamental frcqueacy 
I---=142 cycles per second, a length I it inches, a Width 

of .096 inch and a thickness of .016 inch, I have found 
that it load of this general type may be made of a piece 
of brass %vire 1•ft inch long and .092 inch in di:ant:ter. The 
following tabulated data shows how the pastials I and 
II of this particular reed ate affected in frequency by 
critically-adjusted positions of such a Inniite-t-load along 
the reed length, measured from the fixed end of the reed. 

18 	 • 	 • 
iviti:d I in frequency, end since partial IV is 34.4 times 
partial I in freetieney, these partials are so hi1,11 in fre-
quency derneing rate, ar-s1 so low in energy, relative 
to the partial I, that they (even V•itert *educed as much 

5  as VI in  f:ctIticneY  by the 0)110n:dot•l device) are heard 
only as 0 transient at the beeinning of high 

:amplitude reed vibrations.  
If, Iron ever, the boat be so filtISSIVC, or pi:reed 'o far 

from the fixed end, that partial 11 is lowered to, say, 4 
10 times partial I in frequency. then these higher partials 

are reduced in flop:el -icy to values where they (particu-
larly III) become sliehdy di-entree:dile in com-
bination ...lir the Fourier serial partials eencritted by the 
pick-up electrode, resulting' in a transient, 1( .1110 or rasp- 

l5 ine sound at nigh reed excitation amplitudes. The pick-
up arraneements useful in conjanction v.iith my novel, 
inseil viliretw s will be explained in detail hcreinbelow. 

I, therefore, prefer to tune partial II to either 5 or 6 
times partial 1 in frequency, cc hereby the effect of partials 

20 III, IV (and hielter recd partials) is strikingly similar 
to the "ringing" inharmonie transients of the lower pitched 
tones of piano strings. 

Since retuned partial II is, thus, of exactly the same 
frequency as partials 5 or 6 of the Fourier series of inte- 

25 really related partials generated by the pick-up, it can 
Cause neither discordance nor amplitude modulation by 
beats with it. Contrasted with the visco-elastic type of 
tuner-damper which strongly clamps all partials above the 
fundamental I (and even damps partial I somewhat), 

30 this non-absorptive tuning load 101 leaves all partials 
undamped, eecept for internal hysteresis, air damping and 
other damping factors associated with the reed cr its 
support. The fact that partial Iundamped by the 
loading member insures an output tone of maximum 

35 duration, of minimum rate of decay. 
My primary purpose is to secure an essentially pendu-

lar reed vibration, to retune partial II to an exact integral 
frequency ratio with partial I, to reduce the amplitude 
of partial end to wipe out the higher numbered par- 

40 tials. With this type of vibrator and pick-up electrode 
arrangements to be described, the output tone consists 
wholly of Fourier-related partials uncontaminated by 
discordant transient components. Since, however, a 
group of inharmonie transient components is present in 

45 conventional piano tones of the most acceptable type, and 
since this concept of a good piano tone is firmly estab-
lished in the minds of musicians, it may he considered 
preferable to include such transient, dissonant components 
in my reed vibration in order to reproduce 'them in the 

50 ou1put tone and, therefore, satisfy the generally accepted 
concept of conventional piano tone. Their inclusion does 
afford a wider change in output tone quality than is obtain-
able without them since, for low amplitude reed vibration 
they are very weal; and the output tone is soft and sono- 

55 runs while at Iteiler and higher reed vibration amplitudes 
they become more and more strident, thus changing the 
mood of the tone to a more and more "snarling" type, 
characteristic of the best pianos. the quality and touch   
responsiveness of the instrument is thus much e wideeed 

co by a brightening of its quality change with its increase in 
• loudness. 

'FIGURE 13 is a transverse, cross-sectional view sim-
ilar to FIGURE 12 but showing a tuning-load member 
103 of different form. I fere the load flaunter 103 corn- 

C5 Pikes a U-shaped piece of square or hexagonal-shaped 
- wire of spring material. The distance between the inside 

faces of the legs of the U is somewhat smaller than the 
width of the reel 102 su that the member 103 will not 
move relative to the reed when the latter is vibra:ed dur- 

70 ins.; the adjusting procedure. 'Ile inside surfaces cf the 
legs may be tinned so that after the critical adjustment 
of the. load member along the reed it may be. soldered to 
the reed svithout changing its mass or position. 
- Vibratory reeds of the Ore dewrihed hereinabovc, and 

75 which are useful in the practice of my invention, may be 
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	 tcrial may eat:,e a roottliag of tli: reed es the damper comes into vibration by one of zeverel excitation means, 
namely, 	 into contact merest ite. 	I, therefore, prefer the. entirely 

Heratyrc 	c'..Itnrci . 	discussed hcreinaltosi•e and thowo'n 
b. 
a, Hammer action, 

in FIGURES I and 2. Suchdampers rite of sitriple eon- Plecti um action, 
strliction, rtieeed end. ir.:xpensive and they serve to damp C. Fleetrornapnet'e ettr action or repulsion, 

el. Pecite.r.1..lic 	 out the viturdiotis es tepidly as lair cool v•ithut changing 
the 	!agate.:} of the recd. Thetc damper wires In general, the hammer tsp.:. of ronoichanic.11 exciter is 
65, lolGUI: L; }earl 	shotild be mad: of sled, such as preferred with reeds having damper toners, as alcove (ie- 
mosic csite, or flat 	material, and, additionally, t..tly beeause !eels action is essentially a bi..nis tie type  

familiar in attic•and feel to all pianists. 	Also; !rich )0  :b.: coaled. :,c by plarong. v.ith a very hard material such as 
action yields better op:I:olio:I for variation of exeitation 	chromium foto abrasicoo re•i•temc, protection from oxida.- 

tion, etc. 1 ;icy arc preferattly of softer material than the amplitude. in teio ponsco 	varialde•sail•iooity 	lety oepro. 
reeds so that !Ley and not the tuned reed , 	sailer vrhat. Lion. For sush actioes I pref, r 	comtloy the meat [• 

nisms disclosed in my prior patents, eot 092,43S ;c•ned 	c:ver ,  e,Ir may osicur, 
February 26, 1915; 	 ne,1 Janoi•or• 27, 1932, 	Conventionel Is:el.-up electrodes as p r ese ntly used w ith 
and ::2,•169,5 6 S issued May 10, 1949. These bey and z ' 	 vihretors are wholly unsatisfactory for the 

purposes herein clessril•ed. 	Such pied:-arts are located to hammer • actions offal -  very 	simplified rneehi 
to ke 	 lo 	on: side of and in the 1-0,one of the vibrators vibration and yooperated, hammer 	atoll su ,icL1 	 w Id- 

will faithfully translate the mechanical vibration,   without ;relic encrey toequitern ents 	theoe diminutive reed vibra- 
tors, and afford VrirleMs k!ovre•c o r 	of perform- e0  distortion end without the addition of other vibrations not 
:Ince, It is clesirable for such hammer actions that the 	present o in the vibrator. This has been the object of all 
hantmers fall in a striolooltt line so that the reeds and the 	sues prior vibr, to -tr. pick-ups an•l every possible distortion 

factor has hccn most carefully avoided. For my purposes, base must, therefore, lie so desiened that the correct 
however, such prior arraneements arc quite useless. The striking points osa 	reecho..also be :+ sotraielit ?ire, 

this ptorteie.e 	 sen d s, 	tz the
"

reason for this is that such arraneerrents will translate 
ends, fall in suitable cur ces to conform to this cond7tion, 	practically only the fundamental partial 1 of the reed since 

this is 5 to 10 times partial Ii in amplitude, and 15 to 20 In certain desieros, however, 11;c free ends of the Ceti ,. may 
also desirably fall in a straight line: so that :la: pickup elec 	times partial 111 in amplitude. 
trodes employed to translate the reed vibrations into cite- An electronic, instrument employing plucked reeds has 
trical oscillations may ext.:ind in a i..ti:•ieoot line. 	In such 30  been disclos.al by t1te prior art. 	This instrument can pro- 
case the base endsof the reeds fore: a more pronounced 	duce only dull, simpie tones, similar to that of tuning 
curve. 	 forks, having mast of its encrust in only one component, 

i.e. partial 1, NVIudever amplitude of partials 11 and III I have. found that li:j.ht tosoeitthit, 	veloeity hammers 
arc reproduced by the translating appariolus will be rata- arc superior to heavy, low velocity ha TnInCtS for 0:citation 
lively weak and stronely inharmonie since partial H is of the vibratory reeds. The trrovel d'stance of such high 35 

velocity hammers must be large rehibee to the teed vibra- 	6.27 times partial I and since partial Ill is )7.5 times 
partial 1, in ft _softly e. These, toes:Ills are obtained with lion innplitude 	,he striking point. o'.;so, such hammers 

o:I:coo! tact :r the free erid of the reed. 	If the deliver an equal amount of kinetic coecittotion enerey 	the pick-up loc  
the reed in a much shorter time ICI":! , C1 	there.foie, the 	pi.elt-tip be p•iced ci.ecr to end adjacent to the fixed end 
hammer remains in contact with tile recd for only a very 40  of the reed the par:ieir .iltove I will be :eiatively sloroneer 
short period of time. This reduces ,iie damping effect 	bat, since these pia11.1S :.re badly inborn:ionic with I, the 
upon the reed Niieration which 	directly with the 	reproduced tone is c•ca worse than before. 
time period during which there is plr, steal contact between 	"3.-isct use of .electriors exertatiem means with prior de- 
the reed and the hammer. It sviii he apparent the 	vices tends to reduce the prediction of partial comp°. 
longer path of travel of a high veleriiv iiaramer also 	;teats above. the fuorioarisental 1, especially for those reeds 
reduces the antirebound requirerneoios of the hammer 45 o r  lower pitch whien are loaded. Consequently, such 
mechanism after the Iiarmner has reteteed toils imnelling 	recd cones, while no: root cu by inharmonic overtones, 
device which is moved by the. playine Sey. It also per- 	are nevertheless cirrif end uninteresting musically. When 
mils of bettor adjustment for ins:nine. hammer contact 	such reeds are percussively excited by hammers the pro- 
•.•ith.the reed for steak key blocs. Wede the FIGUR 1 

	

	diction of partials is much more des eloped, with the 
, (WOOXIOLIS 	:11.',C,Ve eh :scribed. 	'ibis is particularly cprese»tation is not intended to show the numerous com- 

the case  when an already vibrating reed is restruck by Ponenls drawn to' an exact scale, it Seth Ise noted that the 
its hammer ttt the inoment the reed is mosoirg toward the exciter mechanism comprisine the hammer stem 52 and 

the hammer head : 7 6 are substantintly smaller than those 	hammer. In. thioo :so-se, the free cad of toe reed eon- 

of a conventional piano. tinucs in its •ibratirn direction, which is oppositos to 
35 t. A: t h e di rection of that portion of the reed which receives In an electronic iosusical instsurreot ^loce translatine! sys- 

the hanteter blow. 	Short duration tralV•icints of other tens is active at all times and. terser :aril', some. rnetons 
must be provtdoel  'a  terminate the rr,s7 vi•ratioas es:ceei 	frconteneiris ere proodrced until the reed has resumed its 

own 0:Intro! ;.t. de se, toile ,,tion. 717,seset  transicr,tc produce in such instances: where the rirtit 	tly &odor s. .tot.o. 
verso sormitisi:eol seimds. 	Such 	 excitation, tatted tones to continue aft:; 	 1 	re:I;i-ned 

to the initial eico itiero. 	 of the 't it  ilicref‘otre, for cent en'ioriil reeds with conventional trans- os 
Iatina devices, comm.! be used where there is even a 'nod- IYPe used on conventional pianos, a • c_ -r '  rem ;t
erste requirement f000r 	COOd mOsical tone. 1 omit refer- struments, may tree With 	 reeds Cooese, in 
clic: heretro te.:11 type tortes which arcs characterized by general, are not entirely 	at:sof:n:1mo o• 'tees:nig. they alter 

jumble of mostly irdtarmonic partiitls unless their vi- the piteh of the reed lone as they are rpplied. Upon. FC- 
lea 	 g h 	aid se of the playing 	;old the 	e ir!iret (Limper action too -) orators are specially cicsige.cd to make at least two (or  

more) cif the partials harmonic'. with one :mother. 11(.11 the tone changes slightl), but cobj,:ereoriUy, in pit ch a s 
tones, eenerelly, are not considered good musical tones. the tone dies cat. Furtherinore. sitrii dampeas are made Some relief, at least as to partials 11 and Ill may be 

of soft, yieldaltle, low-loss material iiel, as felt. 	Such 	obtained from suet, percussively-excited reeds if the 
material sheds  litres  in  use  :11111  these thewmay interfere  70 hammer be made 	strihe the reed at a nodal paint for 
with the Operation of the ree,is or tticei associated pick-up 	one of the partitils and the pick-up be pl iced opposite 
electrodes. Also, for relatively compliant vibrators as the 	to the nodal point of the other partial. When such 
small reeds employed in my device, 7 'oic: felt damn-ers are 	critical adjostnsents arc nuide partials II and 111 disap- 
slow acting in damper action when the material is too 	pear because one of then; is not excited in the reed 
soft and, on the other hand, harder grade's of damper ma- fro due to the hammer striking paint, and the other, while 
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excited in the teed still not he translated by the pick-.:r. 
Also, reversely pleoaal pick-taps may lie used to c.,necl 
out 'In unstained partial. llswever, when (as altose de-
t•eribed) the normal mode of vibration of the reed is com-
pletely (hanged I y re•eseitation of a situ:dine reed at 

when the di:cell:in of motion is opposite 
to that of the hammer then the aforesaid transient vibra-
tions are produced and the tone is riii•tcd. This is par-
real:lily lisle at hie) vibration amplitude. Such ac-
tion may 0:eur rely notice:11-4 in one Out of S  or 10 

such re-ta citations, as in rt reatine a rivs it tone hi short 
inter ads, hat this is ennueli to tender unsatiefactoty the 
entire method of tone istoduefion, as I haVe learned by 
experiment. 

Conventional piel•up momeements, therefore, cannot 
be used with reed vil•eators fist the prodeetion of piano 
tunes, nor, for that matter, for producing any other 
type of tone with inteemlly related Is falling in 
a Fonder scaies. if, however, the reeds are provided 
with damping and londine devices such as the tuner 
damper 34, desclid•ed with reference to FIGURE 1, 
:above, and if the percussive excitation be applied to the 
reed are inst or near tam r deiaper, then the above 
des:HI-et] ed;:.tioma a a rai, . r‘ ‘  I be proda.eal am, 
cohventionally Meeted p:,.1,-ups may be wed. Pal 

11 and III Wilt be reduced considerably in amplitude 
bus they will be harmonic with each other and with par-
tial I so that the electronically reproduced tone (as well 
as the direct tone if the v:! rator be large enough to 
produce it in useable amplitude) will have some musical 
value. Since pa r tials Ill and above arc very strongly 
attenuated by the damping action of the tuner-damper 
34 these tones will hese oilly nartials, i.e. 1, H, and 
111, of which 7 is quite stroag and it and III are progres-
sively much weaker. Such tones schile considerably 
better than those hevine but Of12 partial, and very much 
better than those v.iat inharmonie partials, are still not 
sufficiently good for use a; piano tones. They may serve 
useful put poses where relatively dull tones are desired 
and I wish to make it clear that I may employ conven-
tionally placed pick.-nits \sift-, ray damper loaded reeds 
for the production of tones of this tyre, which tones, 
while not entirely comparable to the characteristic tones 
of a piano are, neverilieless, better in this respect than 
tones produced by Friar ,devices. 

To produce electronically the characteristic tones of a 
piano by means of mechanical vibrators I start by mak-
ing the vibrator such that it produce.; a sinusoidal vibra-
tion that is free of unwanted harmonics and then con-
vert these vibrations into asymmetrical electrical waves 
having sharp peaks which, in turn, arc electrically treated 
to give the desired audible tones. To accompliah this 
I provide a liew and highly useful type of pi:el:alp elec-
trode used in conjimetion with the damper-loaded reeds 
cicsetibed hereinabove. These pick-ups, instead of being 
;laced at the side of the s•b:story reed, are positioned 
approximately opposite the reed lip, that is, the free 
end. They may take many specific shapes for various 
tone qualities arid they may be placed :d Various posl.- 
lions along or near the are of travel of the reed tip. I 
choose these position ,: for various reasons, not the least of 
which is that here the desired fundamental rartial I is 
strongest compared to other partials in which I am not 
inter es t ed for t he pioduction of piano tones. In refl.- 
tral, the pick-ups ate very close to the arc of travel of 
the associated teed tip, say 1 to 10 roils separation. In 
this position it is never possible for the iced to str,ke the 
pick-up, as may occur with r , :k-ups placed over one side 
of the reed, in the plane of its vilsration. I prefer to 
so locate the pielaup with sespect to the reed that any 
vibration of the reed other t h an in the plane of its flat 
side will have little or no effect upon the translation 
system. Percussively excited reeds pch•rally vibrate only 
in the dileetion of ma hanama til•w sslach :nay he imitle 
normal to the flat side. I lottever, as an added precau-
tionary measure, in ease the Is some seta:! component 

22 
of vibration Dolma! to the side eke of the reed, I pre-
fer to make such transverse s iht alien harmonic with ffic 
normal vibration by making the reed stidth al exactly . 

 integral frontier of times its thicknees. With reeds so 
', wpm Maned, the retie:led position of tile pees:-up is 
opposite the tip or free end of the recd. 

As simian in liGuole 	„Jed, i s a p l an v i ew of a  

mounted reed :Ind rich-tip, the reed 105 is mounted 
firmly on the reed base I56 by the screw 107. "Ilse Pick- 

lc, up electrode 105 is :dined still' and spaced f10111 1 11c free 
end of the reed, it being noted that the pick-up electrode 
is wider than the reed. In such arrangement the pick-up 
will not translate any lateral components, or any torsional 

components that may be pre , cot in the reed due to off- 
15 not raal excitation direction, non-homoreneous reed ma-

terial non-planar fiat sides, or other effects. "lhus, the 
requirement kr exact, integral, dimension relationship 
between width and thickness of the reed is not critical. 
Any small lateral vibrations of the reed tip change neither 

20 the effective dioanee between the reed and pick-up nor 
the effective area of the electro-static field bctsvccn them, 
to that no translation occurs. 

Althouel: the pick-up may present a flat surface to the 
iced tip, as shown in FIGURT: 15, which is a side view 

25 of the l• 1G U E 14 arrangement, I have found that a 
blunt, wedge-shared pick-up is preferable for pianistic 
tones, see FIGURE 16. For some regions of the musical 
scale the top edge of the pick-up may be rounded in the 
region of the at-rest position of the reed, as shown in 

35 FIGURE 17. 
The shape of the pick-up on the side facing the reed tip 

impottantly affects the quality of the reproduced tone, 
and it sets differently in different parts of the scale of 
reeds, printipally because the amplitude of these various 

35 reeds varies from bass to treble. For example, a 31/2 
inch long, Fee43.65 cycles per second iced may vibrate 
a maximum of one (1) inch overall, while a inch long, 
F'sr- 1396.9 cycles pee second reed may vibrate only a 
maximum of 1::a inch. The shapes of the individual pick- 

40 up electrodes may be varied progressively, if desired, from 
lowest base to highest treble, in order to secure tone 
qualities of uniformly pianistic types along the scale, or 
they may be varied in shape where othet than pianistic 
tone canditics arc desired at portions of the :sale. 

It rs not necessary that the pick-ups be made of solid 
4 5  metal blocks since only the side facing the reed tip is 

predominantly effect:se as a pick-up electrode. They may 
he constructed of conductive strips having the flat side 
facing the reed end, or indeed, of a simile strip for all 
the reeds where independent adjustability of position rela- 

50 live to each reed tip is not required, as where the adjust-
ments are made in the reed itself. \Viten a progressive 
shifting, along the. scale of reeds, for the angle U between 
the face of the reed and the face of the pick-up electrode, 
see FIGURE 15, is desired, the single pick-up strip may 

55 be attached to the block that has a face cut at a varying 
angle to its base, as shown in FIGURES 18 to 21. 

As shown in FIGURE IS, the individual reeds 110 are 
seemed to the reed base 111 by the screws 112, said reed 
hose being secured to a base plate 113. The reed base 

130 111 is angularly dispased with respect to the insulating 
block 114, also seemed firmly to the base plate 113 and 
which has secured to one face the metal plate or strip 
115, as by screws 116, that constitutes a common pick-up 
electrode for all the reeds. Such arran•ement results 

65 in the ace, tips of the varying-length reeds falling along 
a straight line. The face of the insulating block 114 

• varies progressively from a vertical position at one end 
thereof wher,•by the pick - up plate 115 presents a vary-
ing-spaced surface to the shorter length reeds. This con- 

iU 	is letter illastratcd in the cross-sectional views 
sltown in FIGURES 19 to 21. FIGURE 19 is a loneitu- 

sectional view ihrmieh the low frequency or bass 
reed (line A---A of FIGURE 18) and it will be noted 
the 5111 facc of the pielemp plate 115 is normal to the 

7.; plane of the teed. In. 1 , 16URE 20, which is a cross- 
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2 
.ec:ioard rim or a 	 iliterrP:d;;Jc. Nci tic nay reed 
(line 11---11 of FICittitl: IN) it will be noted that the 
an•le betwe:n the recd rot.1 the plate 115 is in - reased. 
In FIGURE 21 (taken ;loan ti c li ie C--C of FIGURE 
13), the hilt: treble reed, shs w; .,ill further 
incret.se in tine annle : -..2tv.tseri the recd and the plate 115. 

11 is imporrint that the telottp (or glekuips) be ri•-
idly secured so that it cannot vibrate relative to the 
ree.1 tip a; any --rioh ibration sf ill he tran•hitt.d by the 
electionie circuit Lulu-du:inn sparious ton-:s or tiatni c nts 
into I1 c lest rat I,v c. F,,r the same let son both the 

recd 	and the pi.' -up sup; sit 	Inc inciliffied on 
a common, v..ry riri,l brie plate, as shown in F,GURE 
1. 	Should Ilan ,: parts Is- min tie:! (ulna wi , e, any slinlit 
trtmional or 	viht atiot of Ilse reed or pick-np rp,”tal- 
ir,rs wo ■ dtt :tiler th: 	 het•,..-en the reed 	and 
rite pick-up 0.1,1 at -, in t pfuions vibrations 'sill 	irdro- 
duccd into 	 lain the d:sitcd tone. Such obj..-crional 
effects nay 	he introduced when the pla)ing keys 
arc struck. Other olt'inctionable effects s: eh ns acoustic 
fesulbsub . 	•., 	IndG1 loud speaker may also be 

His type of vibration all pi..;:-ups 
are influenced strmiltancI-nniy, an d ii.  aiding  phase, th 
requirement fur fiN •aeinn between the reeds and the 
pick-ups is very imperiani. Only such v;:ii; ■ tio.ns in spac-
ing, as occur v‘''.1 h ploper reel vibration are dCt , irCti. By 
mounting tl;e 	 pickup and pick-up sup- •

Fort an a COr.1.11011, 	 bare plate, any cx- 
trangons •dbratiota will not result in a relative vibration 
between the recd sips and the associated pick-ups. N'illeres 
large s, . Lncr•ies mc radiated or conducted to the 
tease plate, as by a mud speaker contained in the same 
cabinet, the pl.ate tn:iy be vibrationally insulated 
from tbe cabitiet by well ?mown means. 

While the distar.cc bctwecn the recd. lip and the pick-
up del:Amines the desire of translation efficiency, it also 
controls to a considerable (1,•Lttee the quality of the out-
put tone since the spacing influences the shape of the 
capacity-vmiation crave as the rt.ad vibrates. This spac-
ing initst citlan-  be determined in advance foe each tone 
for in desired lone quality or amplitude, or the individual, 
spacings must he capable of adjustment either by adjust-
ing the pick-up or the reed. 1 here found that such 
adjustment of tile reed is preferable because it is sim-
pler and less esp..m.ive. Re-2 ,2s, such as shown in riG-
UNES 5 and 6, having. clearance between the reed inn 
and the clamping sereve (see FIGURE 1) are well suited 
to this type of adjlistment. Other simple methods for 
adjustinn a reed axially will be known to those skilled in 
this art. 

Another very import tot factor which determines not 
only the output tone quality, but also the decrement of 
the output tone, is the position of the top side or edge 
of the pie?:-up with t -ct;i'ect to the nolina), at-rest, posi-
tioa of the teed lip, i.e. lice sfeeine ire:a[ic-n of the pick-
up :Joint ibe are of It avel of the reed lip. "phis ,feats 
the r-o;itt, the vihration cycle, at which tine capac-
ity hetsscen tine recd and the pick-up becomes a maxi-
rrm n i, 11 affe cts th.,- v.ith which the c:Tacity 
t*,c-, and 	 o; h 	the reed tip, or 

ore accv;a;sly', V cell the top edl.e of the pick-up bi-
sects the end stuLtce of the reed ccIp-it the latter is in 
the at-t . ..•A pnrslue n. rtes tc.2.1 lip tr.tvels past this (nine 
at maximum velocity and ❑ 104 - tt or less tannent to the 
reed trove] cite. tiis ailair,Thwnt is shown in FIGUR!? 
22, wherein. as in otter sit,ti1ar 	the 	hc- 
tween the reed at , ,1 	 enrtrr,:d for the 
sake 	ity. The capacity-variation ride her(' is con- 
sequently tr.asimino for a given s•sein:y. he tkvt-cn Th e  tee d 

tip and the pick-up. This, in torn, results in a trans-
l•ted vohafas or current wave of maximum steepness 
;Aid a tone quality of unasiiimin complexity, as esphiiand 

lt al." at this point whese the decre-
ment of the tenrodin- ed ton e  is the Itiwesh here the 
translation of the reed `rib! “ , fltilities down to v.5- 

Iremdy low viinatiott ani•litud•s of the teed and the 

24 	• 

capacity betsseen the rec.! :aid die pi.21.•tip continues to 
Ise modulated the•.e minute vibrations. a result 

of :Irk type  of placement. and set) ,  smar spaGng Iset••seen 
the toed and pielottp, this arrcti•ement 1-reduces long- 

5 	0-, : •,: mt i tilt 	 t- cs  font: cr 10!1':er tlt:ut like pitch: d 
ph,00 lane's. 	Such lonf•-continttin;; tones ate utterly 'm- 
obs:dr:able 	convenitional pi,ntap as - ringements. 

With Inc position of the pick-up electrode as shown 
in FIGURE :2 sslictein the lop edne of the piel.-ttp bitects 

1u tl:e end salifaec of bite r eed, ::11,1 the reed vibration is 
;Cid Oil each t.1,IC of its at-rest po•dlion, the fond:I-

melda) frestbency of the ttanO:Ited sdoration viii have 
a component double th:tt of lice reed fundamental fre- 
quency. 	It, therefore, results in a maximum Fonricr 

)5 series of pniti•ds and a rt , r,iintim d.-int - int!, rate. 	How- 
, ever, if the pick.-tilt is so placed that its top edge is slightly 

top still:ice of the reed (as shown in FIGURE 
23) or below the bottom surface of the reed (as shown 
in FIGURE 2.1) the character of the capacity variation 

.fit) ben.ecen the. reed and pick-up and the decrement of the 
reproduced tone, will he altered. Since, as explained in 
more detail liereinbelo\v, this type of pick-up arrange-
ment produces it bill complement of exactly integrally 
related partial frequencies, the adjastmen, just described 

25 is extremely valuable in adjusting the output tone quality 
as well as the damping role of this tone. Since these ad-
justments need only be of small degree to obtain the 
desired tone quality variations, they may be made by 
slight bending adjustments of the reed rather than din- 

:In placement of the pick-up. For this reason it is desirable 
to use for the reeds a material such as beryllium copper 
xshish will undergo these small bending adjustments ss-ith-
out breakage. To farther increase the abruptness of 
capacity cbtannes between the reed and the pick-up, a 

35 crour.:!;,1 shield 116 may he employed vtith the pick-up, 
as shown in FIGURE 25. The pick-tip 115 and the 
grounded shield 116 may be mounted upon an insalating 
sari-art 117, 

A third type of adjustment is also desirable, namely, 
-10 an adjustment for output tone volume alone. Since the 

sound output of nottnd reproducers, such as a loud speak-
er, is never uniform v.ith varying frequency and con-
stant energy of its electrical input, and since it is very 
desirable to obtain a uniform loudness for all tones, or 
a smooth linear shift of loudness from bass (where it 

45  is loudc:d) to treble (where it is weakest) as in a piano, 
an adjustment of this character is essential. -Otherwise 
the tone loudness front note to note would vary con-
siderably and uncontrollably. 

For the immediately above stated adjustment 1 vary 
ZiO the effective area of the immediately opposite portions 

of the teed and pick-up by a lateral adjustment of one 
relative to the other. This is most effectively and easily 
obtained if the p;c1.-up contprit,::s a comh-lihe member 
v.hose teeth have widths substantially equal to that of the 
associatcd reeds. Such an arrannement is illustrated 
In ric.ugE 26. 

111 FIGURE 26, whieh illustrates three representative 
reeds 123, 121 and 122 of different widths, the single 
pick-up electrode 123 is piovided with intenral teeth 

(13 

12.1. 'roes: teeth base V,  idthi cOrre - sponding substantiaily 
to the width of the reed %vitt) which the particular tooth 
is associated. 'Ile .mounting hole 125 passing through 
t ine lug of each teed is sornewhat larger than the mount-
ing serene used to secure the teed to the reed base. Such 
oversize ch :trance holes permit axial -movement of the 
individual iced to adjust the spacing of the reed tip from 
the tooth of the pick-up electrode as shown on an exag-
gerated scale in FIGURE 27 and later:d alinement of 

the reed with respect to the associated electrode tooth, 
as 'shown in FIGUTtE 28, "I he axial ajustmcnt effLcts 
tone (nudity and solume, and the lateral adjustment af-
fords a means for matching the volume of individual 
reeds. Since there are 61 to $8 reeds and pickups in a 

75 piano, the capacity between a singIct•reed and associated 
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r:c1:-., r, is t. ■ It a •,rn:,t1 p.ut ..1 the total capacit;,: of the 
en:ire sy.t. in. 	1 ateraI adjustment of the ict•.1, before 
ch ayi n;•  the le':.] 	its se c.a., for. lie capacity varia- 
tion prod:iced by 	 vitiation 	n :oat ter that of 

the other reeds. 	.1 	 of huh% 	reed-ino- 

dtr"d 1 ° 0 :s nt. , Y. 	fore, I - 0 at rj11).:C.1.1 for all Leeds, 

grea'e• 	loudness 1):/11 ..) ul 1): : !1..)•1 1%11)1 11) .01)1)W1)1 

and exact  alinement of the I C:)1 v.ith 1)1: pielattp. 	Re- 

du.ad voltinle is rill :jinni by lateral raijo..tin,nt of the 
reed to one side or rae eilar of the t:11,: 	po,;tion. 

	

It v.111 r.o.,1/4• IN ., 1;11 	 rid 	Ilse 1 1.1 , 02 11;..) ;.(jjost- 

MC111‘. 	volume, 1»)),) )10,t))))) :1))ti 1011:: (1:0,11)))1)% :'1 ) C 
all ii 1.!111)§1 , 1).! 	 ;0)d I ■ ) 	\j': ,, )V 1CIY 1y ;1,1jil!,1- 
iilcil of !Le iced ;)SiAly. ;!11.1 1 4ir 1,:1,1::1.) .  on its monnting 
;Jl by berulinn. the reed slislaly up or Oman in the plane 

of its vilnation. these I.:1notinents have ia - sm rn; .le 
corieeily, as, determined by the ehr or by imardinental 

tests, the clamr serects may Inc tinl.ten:d tind siren 
torad quality and cli;;;;tc:cii ■ Cis remain constrain there-
after, hatring accidental dormice to any of the fanctional 
parts. 

The have 	 n-mitt 	 pinnistic 
Iran 	 Isas 	la 	; 	 1 • - h- 	tune 
quality and decrement. 1 here ;,:e 

, 

f.“.71(.1s of 
nuisic..1 tones. Oilier factors present in imperfect tones, 
such as. -hammer crack," spurious v-ihratio n s occasioned 

by lonaitudinal odes of eonsenriunal piano strinf.r„ etc., 

may well he forgotten; they are pres•nt in im;v2riect tones 

only because it has heretofore been impossible to remove 
them., 

Hiving described a method of pro•.h.ling an ca-sentially 
pendular v.ibrnku havirrz only ii;17/11));))01S pal tiais and 
electrosta.tie pick-up elceir odes associated therotith I shall 
DOW explain the them) ,  underlyinr, the trnnslation of the 
esseutially 	 flu:dam:mid vil.i a:ion fr....ph:my of 
the teed into a maxim-until rwificr 	Spell 1 . 1)111 com- 
ponents. 

It can lee shown by mathematical analysis, or synthesis, 

that steep wave front pulses generate various harmonic 

series according to the shape of the poise or its time 

laic csf chant c. For example, a wove of the type. shown 

in I1GURF, 29 resins front the compounding of 30 terms 
of the series, 

y=-.2(sin (x 1-90°)VA sin (2x-1-90') 

V/3 sin (3x-1-90) . • • 

COD ). ers,ly, a pulse shape of this type contains 30 com-
ponents, even and off, of the Fourier series. 

A wave of the type shots n iii FIGUIsii 30 is obtained 

by compounding, 15 terms of the series, 

	

x 	sin 3x.-1-;4 sin 5x . .. 

Conversely, a .wave of this :hope contains 15 components:, 

all odd, of the Fourier series. 

A wave of the shape shown in FIGURE 31 is also 

obtained by compounding, 15 terms of the series, 

3 . ..a.2fsin.r-1-V.3 sin (3x 1-I 80°) +1/4 sin Sr 

+V sin (7x-1-180°) .. . ) 
or 

21sin x--1/2 sin 3x-1-14i sin 5x---. 1/.; sin 7.E-1- . . . ) 

]'ere the phasci of alternate terms of the cddierm series 
ate cli::ni'cd by 180°. 
• While Curves 30 and 31 apr•ar very diff:rimt, both 

are symmetric:11 about the axis of vari.diota (loth, there-

fore, cont:tin only Odd numbered lnamonics or com-
ponents, and, haeriuse plane relations ant r al the: (- 01 ,1- 

f-one:Its have little Or 110 heating on the output tone 
quality as heard by the ear, they will sound :dike. 

	

'I he picitat.; 1: 29 N.':11.'C !'))1 ■ 111 . ', 	 raaam- 

melt y, contains both even and odd tar,, of the Fourier 

series. 	'This is the t ■ ne of rap-city variat:on de sited 
for a road musical tone of -the piano class. Tic 1 .10- 
URFS 3l1 an •I 31 waves Cl,o .  anirie 	od.1.1atiol..ered 

tials will have a (.11:11acteri , tie - hollow" type of soand, 

26 
suitahle for <mine musical purposes but not characteristic 

of piano toner.. 
Piano tones conta:n 	 even harmonies. Ifence, 

iu ro,1 , ;,:c fc , -.cs of ri::r,o 	it is necessary Io ycn- 

C ,  ■ ICn -‘k 	C hoc ilLe Ilot shoan in 1-1(....URF 29. 	In 
o r ,r.s , to %eon( the max:morn of Fourier partials it is 

dcvid - p 	 satirtions of capacity 
so that that 	cleetrode must be desianc.1 to produce 
very rapid ehm ;-es of eupacity as the reed vihrates past 

10 it. 	latoh•ermore, its action •hnahl be as> onnetrical so 
that both 	und.even p....tuhs will be modiieed. Still 

fin then, the harmonic sp:earn should incr•use in rich- 

ness pith inerea•ina amplitmles of teed s iblarion, and 

sliould 	 simpler \kith lox amplitude vihration. 

15 piclaup sensitive to very small ampli-

tithe.. of reed vi1 ration in order list the translated tone 
may has I: 1,av decrement. A dill further desired effect 

is a gradtmlly inctea .-ing decrement and a nradually de-

cretisina harmonic conu•t ..vith increase in the funda- 
20 menial tone pitch from has 10 trehle. 

All of these desirable characterislies are provided by 

toy electrostatic transdneer. As staled above, I start out 

with a vihnitoiy iced having an essentially sinusoidal 
vibration in %aid ,  the rrcater part of its own inharmonic 

25 pr.rtials are ent..ely eliminated and those remaining (par-

tials II and III; ate brou g ht into harmony with the funda-
mental frecnency. As:ociated with such reed is a novel 

arrangement of the pickup electrode whereby sharply-
p•aked, asymnaarical ') .,*;)Ve forms are obtained yielding 

30 a max imum of ri)I,1 - i ,T series spectrum components from 

the sinlre, fundamental frequency. 

FIGURE. 32 illustrates the variation of capacity be-
tWeell the reed 110 and the peak-up 115 arranged as shown 
in FIGUIZE 22. The curve X represents one cycle of 

iced s ihilion h:wing an amplitude e. As the reed moves 

ard the capncity, curve V. drops sharply to a mini-

nnrnt A); the teed returns to the initial, at rest, 

position the capacity increases and reaches a maximum 

valve when the Iced passes jet bedew the at-rest position, 

40 after which it again dcc:eases. It will be apparent that 

v..ith the pick-up arranged as in FIGURE 22 (upper edge 

of the pick-tip hifteling, the edge of toe reed), even 

mint,te amplitude vibrations of the reed will produce sharp 
capacity variations. Such asymmetrical, highly peaked 

43 oscillations produce loth odd and even components or 

Fourier partials. 

FIGURE 33 illustrates the relative amplitudes of the 

Fourier series partials for three tones, namely, the low 

piano tone of 50 c.p.s., a middle piano tone of 1,000 c.p.s., 

50 and the top piano tone of 4,200 c.p.s. These spectro-
grams of my reed tones were 01))3111Ca by regenerative, 

electromagnetic. feed back for maintaining the reed vibra-
tions at co:1st:nit itinplitodc, as shown in FIGURE 34. 

This amplitude does not T0i):CS):!Ilt lire peak, hammer- 

53 excited amplitude, but one of moderate value, which, for 
each f the Fnce tomes, produced a moderately complex 

tone quality. coiotant - ionp!itude vibration mode 

was arrameed to cibt nin a steady indi -union on the cathode 

1::y tube of the panoramic, sonic anal‘aser. The exactly- 

60 integrally-related, pcifectl y  harmonic partials were gen-

erated by the tramlated capacity modulations with the 

pickup electrode 115 spaced about .005 inch from the 

recd 110 and the reed vit, ratiiv,t alqint 8 times its thickness 

in amplitude. 

65 	As slated above, an ta;ymmetrieal, highly-peaked capac- 

ity modulation produces a foil complement of odd and 

even Fourier series pnrtials making for a rich, full tone 

such is is charaeteristie of the piano. 1 -1 -1e complexity, or 

quality, of the tone is a fun,:lion of the wave. shape which, 

70 in turn, is determined by the shape and location of the 

pick - up relative to the reed. 

There is considerable latitude in the design and eon- 

sit nation of the sp.:cifie clectro,tatic pick-up employed to 

11“: pendular vibration of the reed into highly- 

pe;tked, asymmetrical wave lot ins to provide the desired 
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Fouricr series spectrum for 11 .te clectrool.: roinction of 	tents are 	 is ccoderecr 	 pt .actice 
phinistic tonc, 	la: piel,•up co:1st:min:qv.., above de- 	t.nd oi•eil not 1 e tor - 111er discuvicd herein. 

	

0)01, seise admirably for this porpt...e as they ptoside 	.1 he capacity 	 •e..v..e : n the 	an.1 pick- 

	

as} ramctrical s‘iive forms }riving •oth odd' and etY..n 	op '11;0 	(.:1111!•.7.1,',1 s t ele R.r, amplitirdz. modulation- 

partials. 	 r 	a traml•tion sy ,.itcoi. 	In rises the modulate.] i•LJ,-1!)) ca- 

	

Other specific foams (Or the cle...ho , tatic 1)k-1-up, tici 	paste)' is utilized as a sal ;Aldo ril'snot...ct in a circoh c..rry- 
in g  r;,110 frec,Oerli'y 	 I.,)0V.n in my P..tent No. provide ,i's ,..nitinorical w..sc 	 in the 

isometric drov.aiis of l'It7rl..11'.1.:ti 35 to 38 	h is 	2,149,11e5, i••ioc.1 1)..ccather 	193S. V.'ith such a sys.- 
rire •;:11. •1:6;h:111. 	In 1-1GUI(P. 3i the picI.tip 	tern Ons ccot•ioed 	e a p a cifi : s fo r all Tce d s  may 

strip has the smoc cuisature as the ateirde vibration pail' in  be 	 as .1;1 clement in a radio Ir•quem.y hridg 
of the ic•d 	this curved stuface having its ecait:r of 	circuit 	 sl Mg, ejects Of near-sibiating teed 

are pr....oly 	 balancing adjust- 
•t 	

r ricar the .fised coil of the rcrd. 
'news an•1 tite 	 etas- n.1,4 of the s'ibratiol reeds is The speeitiz shape of ilic cleetro , taiic 	;mil its 

posnion with ic:•peet to the iced tip dt:tcitriitt...s 	tr - 	 Itre;:tly imrc.:sed. 	5'...tc.11 a bridge arram!Lottent is illus- 

vi:ter :ltd comple ■cit• o f 	!:e 	 fowl . 	 ! ra t e d i;1 	 the. eapaeitonee. 162 rep- 
noted tot:.1 	 (4 the entire series of .  reeds !Ind :In 	inu'ii.lriCA 	 reed 

a•aio,..iated pick-urs. 	lic c..parity valttes of the. 01.:ier live to Ilk 	or ..Irc,:tive, peofmoi of the pieh.up i s  

bridge tarns an 	 subrantially equal to that of required to produce hith odd and even partials necessary 

	

for the prosluction Of pianisti• tones. llosvever, it a dif.. 	cap:wit:me t: 162 and one or all of thci• eapocities ma) ,  be 
f u rent type of output tone is desired this can 1 c acItieved a 0  taljusta:ble to obtain a Ixridge balance \then all reeds are 

	

by a different location of the pick-up relative to :11c reed. 	in the at-rest position. 
'1113 Ino.,111 1..oioits of the recd-to-pick-up caryieity may For 	to.a:e:, conventionally placed screws, plates, sic:, 

;. :Iso be tr.:ltd.:Ted by a R.P. phase modulation system may cc 	,ties-- the pick-up elec.trode, such eleeti•odes being 
a s 	 U,litad States Patent No. 2,321,370 is',Iled• disposed adjacent tO one or both flat sides cf the reed. 

	

For other types of tones the pick-up may comp r ise a strip 	Jun: 8, 19.13, to Willi:on I) d riller in connection with a 
condern.....r Miet . ..Tlione for healing aid apparatus. of metal having an edge being, the reed end, 	.shown in,  

The rcsd-to-rick-up etipacity modulations stay he trans- FIGUItli 39. This arram , ernent produces abrupt eapacity 

	

ItOcrtby 	R.F. freTiency modulation translation systolechariftes hut the output vionte. form is symmetrical about' 
of the 	cli.Caieci in my United States P.itent 1'o. its time a,xis 	consequerth, the 	 includ.... only 

30  2,273,975 ii•stted relquaiy 24, 19.12. In this patent I dis- odd numbered p;iitials such as I. HI, V, etc, 
close the pr'.11::ple ,. of freciacneyoundulation, inechanicc- FIGUR'll 	illustn.les a mounting arrangement that 
electric trrochoior. systems for strings, reeds, etc. 	In facirtidcs ad'itistment of the spacing bctweert the reed arid 

a 

	

the pick-tip. Vie reed 130, carrying the tuber-damper 	my Ira ent NO. 2,319,622, issued M y 18, 1943; I show  
such a systermfor m.e with a capacity modulating phono- 34, is  s e c- w ed to  th e  ic e d ba se  131 1,cbelf, i n  tran s  is 

mounted on the base plan.: 132. 	pick-up electrode 	gra:'11 picloup. Transit t:ng systems of this typz. are pre- 
133 	fair the el.'..tra.statie 11 . 21:-vies 	apphed to my 113 is soldered or brazed to a nietal, reef-sprit:' 134 Ittiv 

snims.lass 	 vibratory reeds. The reason ing an cod secured to the vii;s,rt 	'ey tie screw 135, 

	

said support beim.: mounted cot the base plate 132. 1n 	for this, reference is lite SyStetT • S eNCe,dini;ly high trans- 
latir ..n din:le:Icy, its low Ai'. impedance, 	simplicity, and this case the leaf spring is rchithely thick and exerts 
its Ims' cost. A sioLle triocle vacut»n tube, or a double good ptcscure agitinst the tip of toe adjusting screw 137 40 
triode 	With ooe triodes  ection itClillf!, as the oscillator- whereby the spacing histwcen the reed and etas pick-up 
detector r.nd time other serving as an audio amplifier, will may be set to a desired ■ altic... by merely turning the 

screw, 	 deliver Very ionple punt power for operation of head 

	

FIGURPS 41 and 42 illustrate a bridge type pick-up 	 reprodticeis v.hich may be used with 

which can be tit..ed with a 	 reed if the rip -  be- 	slrin'i:lc's Piano rot  Pr:'crh:e purposes.  A following 
one star,- !:over amplifier is ample for ordinary loud tween the pic1.-up pl.1tes 150, 151 is small compared to 

	

the Iltichicss of the recd. 1 ha pt acs 1 - 50, 1St are carried'. 	1.):" , ',1-:er r“I' } irehlents• 

	

by an insulating strip 152 that is secured to the support 	FlGURli 44 illustrates, by svay of example, a wiring 
diagram for a 1r:qui:nay modtilated electronic systeM sat ,' 153 by the screw 15.1.. A wile 155 is soldered betvacen 

the plate 150 and a soldering tea minal 1 5 , while a \sire 3d isfactury for convoilins c aiY:::ity Modulations between the- 
reed and piel.-Up into rousi:';,1 tones. The oscillator sir- 157 is soldered lick:T.:a the phate 151 and a soldering. 

	

tci ntir:d 158 that is sccup-d to the support by a screw 	Cult comprises a three Comet• 	oscillator tube  163, an 

	

159. The reed 160, or entire scoops of such reeds, may 	iralticttmce coil 161 connected in the output circuit of the 
tube caret! variably conpled to a coil 165, a source 166 Of - be made by 	precit.ion plastic rnolding process, as (.1e- 

s.e l o pid i n  the mouth 011• . ari art, with sufficient a.teur;:cy JS plate potential included in the output circuit, and a -  grid' 
bias rc , istauce 167 common to the input and output cir. to obs - Otte further tuning, thercof. In an arr:onzemcnt - nt 
cults. The total capacity which, with the coil 165, formS this 1spe 	dielectric recd may vibrate is an elcetio- 
the Rent: ". circuit of the oscillator includes the variable statee field b i,ockeen tic h ■ co si....o2ions of the rs:,-..; . np d ec .. 

coacicris.:r 1'33shouted across that coil the variable con- trocle 	shocsn in Illy 	Stied St:ites 1) ..tnt 2,027,074 

	

Jantrii y 7, 1936. Sae!' 	ic 	 raids nu dcris ,:r 10 connected between th.2 condenser 163 and the 
Piz-1,-LT 115, and thecap•xity b...tWeen the. teed 110' -and may alto he to -de conducting by coating the sillf:;cc with 
the pielcoap 115, \Vint the ecinaliaf, of the coil 164 to a metal 01 . 	 t! ..—,lo! it is ji scieli.knoc,h in  'ti c ar t .  
165 suitably a;!jtisted 	plia ,e and th-2.rce, the circuit will For translatiog the capacity vat iations between. the 
oscillate at an average frequency tic...a -mined by the ea- vibratory reedS :oat the pi.'!.-tip; I May utilize various 

inci l iks ..) f-  mechanic() electric fr:inshtiori 	 p:kity 	 cis‘i•ral condensers and the capacity 
Uetwecn the read - and picic-110. Upon yibration of the which cncrpiz.cts suitable amplifiers 	Wand reproducing 

 reed the oscillatory variation's of the reed tb pick-up ca- 

	

 
Tile Tile capacity modulation piste-up; may be used w ith • 	pacity 	 cncillatorhy the total tuning capacity of 

systeins by cipp1cing 	Constant electrical 	the orcill.:tor aad hence the frequency of its oscillations. , 	_ 
charge acmes the •sti 	p-up tip and cot:pi:o r, the pick-70 / .le ;.m .pnmttes tfeytencies, and wave forms of the swingt 

of the Oscillator. frc ,.pu.ney will be clitcetly responsir.s. 

	

tip capacity to the Ai'. s,.stent throm2,11 a sudablc high 	to 
the. ampfinides., frequencies and NV.Ive for 	of the reed resistance. 'this arrangement, due to slOW leakage, 

	

quires It connection to -a sinurce of c.xostant '1).C. voltage. 	Vibrat:ons as seen by the pit- h - ttp systeM. As. explaim!d. 

	

or intnit lie made ylf-itipleMshing by the phenomena of 	hciluabo.v, the vibratior,  of the reed is essentially- sine- 
separ.ition ss••ll-knower in , ele-ctrostaliCt. Such sys• 7:4 soidal but the capi.:ity niodulations between the reed. and 



29 
the pick-up are asymmetrical and sharply-peaked, result-
ing in a Eoutier !cries of frequency variations is the 
theillator circuit. The , e frequency-inoWd.,..cd oscilla-
tions of the oscillator cir cuit arc 111:1 ,le .e.'..miLbTe 10 'A limited 

311ipliner by 0,C coil 170 cowl led to the coil 165 (or 5 
coil 151 if desired). 	The 1.{:. ampliar is follov.:.d in 
case.id• by .1 detector for demo:Id:der), an Al.I am-
[Lifter, and a loud speaker or other ele.:tio•acoustic trans-
lating device. 

A moic 	de-;r:p!ion of the ded:, , pic tfarv,:. r- 
ing system v.ill be fined in my dmited States P.it,.."1: No. 
2,173,075, is..ued lebrualy 24, 19•12. The des..ii, , tion 
risen above is sufficient for an understanding of the reed-
pick-up altangements for ,onveiting mechanical vibra-
tions of the re...ds into rs.lsical tones. 15 

I'l ( ;( ) KI: IS 	a f'af: 1 ;: ,mlat) Plan view shooing a 
mcdtanical arrangemeut vh.:reby lone quality rm ..). be 
altered by the pet foimer. Igoe I show three feeds 1., M, 
and II (representative of low, medium and high frequency 
tones), said reeds carrying the iimer.danycr 34. Spaced 20 
item the reed 	is a pid.-up 	17!. 	 . 
vol ling rail 172, !II: 	; he.,  •z 	ler rot;:lion 
an axis folln ,.(1 1 .) .  Th.: pointed bearing screws 173 threaded 
into stationary members X. A pulley I', rigidly secured 
to the supporting rail 171, is mechanically coupled to ;lie 
pulley 	as by a flexible ineinLer F, said pulley P' being 
seemed to a shaft S journalcd between the hearing blocks 
Il l  ' -he outer end of the shaft S carries a knob K. Al-
though the drawing is of a fragmentary character intended 
to convey an enderstanding of the principle involved ao 
rather than detailed mechanical structure, it v,ill 	ap- 
parent. turning of the knob K will alter tire angle between 
the plane of the reeds and the face of the pick-up strip. 

FIGURE •16 is a cro:Asectional vies.: taken along the 
line A---A of FIGURE 14 and shows tire face of the pick- OJ 

up strip 171 normal to the plane of the reed H. FIG-
URES 47 and •1?, illustrate other angular dispositions be-
tween the reed and pick-up as established by rotaCon of 
the knob K in one direction or the other. It is pointed 
out that the pivot axis formed by the screws 173, FIG-
URE 45, coincides with the top edge of the strip 171 ad-
jacent to the reed. Thus, the initial spacing between the 
reed and the piek-up (when the reed is in the at-rest 
positio)) will remain constant for all relative positions 
of the pick-up strip but the curve of the capacity mi -kfula- 43 
lions (v.hen the reed is vibrating) will vary widely from 
position to position. It is also pointed out that the limits 
of the angular rotation of the suppo'rting rail 172 and 
pick-up ship 171 are set so that in no cave Will the strip 
or rail extend into the. teigon defined by the are along 
which the reed tip vibrates. 

Other translating systems, than those t;rcsented above, 
for use with the electrostatic pick-up arrangements, will 
suI!Scst themselves In  those skilled in this art. Ilowever, 
it is not to be assuid that my so i.u .- less piano is limited 3 5 
to such pick-tip arriiillienients as other tr:mslating 	stems 
for the sinusoidal recd vIi)r::lion tatty 	with good 
results. 

In fact an eicetrcm:qinetic I ■ pe of pick-up may he used 
but such pick-up requires a special design if the full pas- 00 
sibilities of my instrument ale to be realized. The eke-
Irom31:0etiC girt:-u, offers aiheanl.a;:es in that its volt•ne 
output is :el:disciy but it is to 111311 - 
111.301.1(C, These pick-ups employ iniiinctic reed ,., or at 
lea-4 reeds with rnicrinetic tips, and they are subject to 05 
difficulties resliiiin 	(tom the attraet'on or ;0•ttd chips 
and filings to me litametie helm:. 	 and im- 
portantly, there 11M3y 	3 shifting of the fietticney of 
the reeds at low amplitudes of vihrtdion time to thc inar! ,- 
nelie attraction between Me reeu and pick - up slit's:tote 
if this be hi.;;It in value. this hey.  eiwy shift may he 
minimized by use of a very small ammint of magnetic 
material at the reed tip o: by reducing tire matinetie bias 
between the pole lips of the pick-up to a !ow ina:;nitudei 
'this effect may be substantially eliminated if the pick- 75 
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up is placed adjacent to the face of Poe reed in the plane 
of the. feed's vibr.ition. Such come:16011:d 10;11;f1 ;_ri c 
pi - l.-ups phieed in such consentioni,l loo lion svith r e-
spect to the reed m iy he used v.h•re seiy dull types of 
tones may be "I he reas...n wi ry the conventional 
art:in:Tr:cm of ma; netic pick-up and reed produces Jell 
ton..s is clue to the f - ct th.it line pi.1 ..-;:p mast he spac e d 
far enough from the surface of the reed so that the 
reed e:lillif t contact ;lie 	:d the stron.,•esi vibration 
areplitude. 	The pink-tap, 111:tel•te i  re'pon-ls fdr13: well 
to the losse‘t per tial. I, of the rich sibt.ition but prac-
tically not .it all to the p::rtials II z.nd Ill silt•-:t are 
pr,, ent to a much weaker 

Eor clrective t•e in 11:c 	v.:torment of the new series 
of Fourier series 	t:bove dc..elibed, a magnetic 
1 sett up mutt not. cal; I c pl.teed at the reed lip (or at 
the reed c:he ve:y m:ar the reel tip) and pnovidcd with 
a cook magnetic bias hot, rind very impoit;:ntly, i• roust 
develop very steep, voltage pal,es as the reed lip sweeps 
past it. l'or this purpose I have clevired maga•tic pick-
ups ‘...ith s.tal. p,o‘ariiing magnets zud very chscly spaced 
PLile 

One smelt arrangement is shOwn in FIGURE 49, where-
in the plek-up comprises a rel;:tively weirk, permanent 
magnet 175 having laminated or powdered iron pole 
pieces 176 secured thereto, the assembly being mounted 
Eron in..tilatine block 177 which, in turn, i, mounted 
upon a rigid bz.se 175. A pick-up coil 179 surrounds 
one of the pale piece's. The vibratory reed ISO may be 
made of magnetic material or, alternatively, the reed may 
be of non.-im.gnetic material having a soft-iron tip 
131 pro% ',fed thereon, said teed being secured to the reed 
base I.S2 by a mounting screw 153. It will he noted that 
the magnetic flux-field is of small sire and very concen-
trated. When the reed vibratos verydose to the pole 
pieces the flux slid:le -0'y rise; and falls through the coil 
carrying member thereby generating strongly peaked 
volta22e caves in the coil. The magnetic all; action of 
the magnet poles for the read, or iced tip is of a very 
low order to prevent und:sired modulation of the reed's 
vibration frequency. This, of course, reduces the am-
pl:ttide Of the voltage wave, compared to that which 
would he obtained Y . ith a stronger magnetic field, so 
that the design results in a compromise between frequen-
cy shift and output voltage. The mast important aspect 
of the rid.-up design, other than that stated, is that the 
cxteinal flux-lield adjacent to the reed tip is highly con-
trated clo s e to the pole tips. 

An alter native design utilizes a non-magnetic:illy biased 
pick-up construction in svhich the entire core and pole 
piece structutc is made of Isi .2.11 quality magnetic material 
such as "Permalloy" 11,..ving a very high initial permea-
bility. Such matetial ssill develop very high magnetic 
flux concentration in the core and thus relatively high out-
put voltages in tie pi.:k-up coil. If the core material 
solar, its 1C:idlly With how intensity maenetoinotive forces 
applied to so 11111:11 the better, since this will 
accentuate the steer ness and abruptness of the flux 
changes as the reed vi .or. -des. Eor a tnick-up of this type 
tire magnetomotive force must be piovided by the reed 
or fum e  other source close by whore magnetic inflocdce 
on the pith-up will be mocliried al . raptly by 11•: passage 
of the reed lip a:ross the pule tip's non - ma,metic r3p. 
As shown in :•:Gt:Ri7. 50, the pole piece and core struc-
ture may he built nomma:melie in aerial 185, 
such as a pf,is ■ ie, %illicit also tills the ,t.tiip between the 
pole pieces. Such consiiiietion serves to prevent any pos-
sible vibretion of the p:ck-tip poles and, at the same time, 
prevents accumulation of foteigo particles in the gap. In 

7U the illt. -.tiated construction, the reed is made of n,a,g-
relic matelial ma•netized eq the tip across the fill sur-
faces to provide a diminutive magnet having a length 
eq nil to Ow ..-eed thiekric,s and a .witIth equal to the 
reed width. The c \ternal field sf such a magnet 1611 be. 
highly,  con:Tim...led across and around Ow reed lip end 
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,7)1 	 • 

;,n.t 	 • 	 1'1111,1)1i: 	11:•!It 	f••1> 	; ■ t:.111 	 TrCd 	:0 	a 

In 1! 	 1. 	. 	 .:011: .,•C ,rti!•...s in 	sin •:e, siii.111 	r2.,-coiccll, or ir 	small arca 

	

1:...y 	1:d 	 :ihoit-iisHk for ca ell 	rend; 
coc. t. „,„. 	 .. r , 	 ,..•sIH..ry 	car- 	( ..t; A sii)ta'Ac 	 rr.rlificr nod sot:nd 	- 
sou -tr.'', 	 1:11:11t.,I, iJ f'4.•11 diode (011111C 	5 	rcrro.bizcr. 

1Z,F. 55 ili,,s'r.•!cs n.'.. (!i,41.1 s,t, e; 	*Iirm:,11 
cod 	 0")::r ll.,nii..,;:mt.`c 	 vl,crcin 	 20 ,1 	 fin; 201 •rovidc a 

for co..: 	 ra, 	, f 	111 I! .t sti.I.cs 	c.,11,de C of 

	

II): te.:(1 	 2..2. 	T.1,..io.:01 	coimr..cte,1 	to a. 
111.:1• hr 11 ■ :,:c 	u•3 .1 .W; 11.1.;.ilet 	at- 	 onii .O.f. ar 	2' ' 	 Pir 7 .1 	 laud 

teen 1 , t(Ter 	 • r 	2 ° 4 - 	1  IL' 	recd 2 05,  '•- •.; , )ifil! 	tut:r- 
im!. etc. 	 .14 i•; 	

• 

vv.! 	iotcr- 	• 
vic urIF 	 ;, 	 i ,.• 	 c:apts 	 t1, •t1'  piii;.\-1:‘.1 across 

	

col is 	 i u 	1/1:: 

Cel,t171 IC,' of 01; 	 Ar.) 	 is 	t tf 111C 	 n 
by IL: rimer lc ;:s ci 	co),: 	11,c. 	 csn• 	in 1 R.!. 	!--f• 	.• ■ ?lc lies is • 	 tliat 
kr :ay. ar,r 	 of tlic 	r,is's•ate 	 focus al 	 recd 

from 	 c c,01-1.0tocc11. 
A 	 111:1)' :0 , 0 	CTII; , %) YCCI /111:10 , 1:1:! 1•( , f11 	c 1.1 cs,•1 r..!itidls, 	1 , ccn already 

20  as sho-,s• in lc 	57 an'.1.5•. 	To 	 57 the 
52 	 another 	, c 	 rick- 

	

!) , :e!1) 1170\ 	rara",c1 1 ,ca m of 1,11 , 1 that is re- p . 
rod 151 is n d of 	 11:41c:I lo 	 • , •H 	 tiy the rccii sutfdce 

ssi , ...rc,:s 	 the 	ra; s 	focused tc a 	• :n• 	 ; 	.; 	;;;, 	l's 
1!;;.: ;;;:ro.ar la;a:).h;;, 	, 	:; , 	;;;cd 	refit c ❑ 	 ! . •cc 	then 	

▪  

ft..] to the photo.- 

1 ,-4--c 191, h r ^ 1.1 :c1')'• 	;!-7; c ;.;:c 191 C.11"; - y- 

19.t, 	mad ,: of 	 ;nate- 

	

In 11:c 1 - 1(.24_14:3 	.tiranr•c , nent 	source 200' 
r ,"1••'cl. 	 I;.0t is n coscd 	in ,.."'!udcs 	 f..---.7a1 lc:IL:1h such 

tliat 	bcam 	 ate focnscd. Cron 	sulf;Ice CNC;:j. 	::.1" 171: 	 ; 	' 

	

th.:1-1'rait...: 	f".' of- ,.ft!c photi -sc- ,2:1 202' aficr f.aid 

	

ryi 	 reel 
„:01,11, 	 39 	r a.y.„ have 	C(C.d r:On.'111C rriwz of thc rccd. 

In any of ri':c 	; - :17'.•cnIcnts 	ILscra;,,e maycan 	rn :-!c 'by ch.i 	;11; 	 rcalis. e to 
Lc 	 m 	 oq-.us 	 tisei lo ircrc-oo 	7:ccif, of ;notion of the light 

viou;
( 	 fo-  

;IS it s'.!rics 	 fai.,n,-.; or, thecconiyo'!cs. 	 52: 	 rilio.tiple teed 
Ode v•Itli reed 	 c ■ rical syY,4...ris may 1)::". ric1.•rp. that k, 	tirM..iy 	 havin,.; dis• 

crctc role r .ccc!, 	 t:1,2 	 reeds. 33 used  tO 	 •.--7qt:ira.mcntr., to irr.provc, the li ht 
eihcienr.-y, and. to prc• ;,;(.; 11 , c rie.::c•smy 	1.-.7arn nto:!.;t- Th e (0 ,- 0 	% ,,-; ;J„-1 4 	 :),44 1.1  
latkm f& r !:(110.1i Th of ti .,c cntira 

	

th; r.';ht 	 in a capillar';, 

	

apl. 	111: 
p(),;! ricet.s 	 v.ith ;;r1 	 recd. 	A 	or .tarc;;I 	 to r.rovi...1c. 	width. 

ph-1!" 	is 	 ;h.,: core. 	 iln;:ortrInt.1', a nor.1.,,icro- 
phonic 	 c.onccalr0tion of 1 . (1 i.1ds 11):1y tran'.vcis..-ly 

Olf! rhOlCiC11 au r ora11' 1 ■ 7'. 	f..),:e 	;nore 	rc;-..ds produccs 
variations in rc ,-) i'T"•: -‘ "o on•off modul; C:o7, 	thc light hrupt 	clot core and Corfe. 

p lsrs 	 197. 	 brain and providi". 	• -rr•ail ssidth r-o•it.iired for good u  
5 . 	 roy"H::.'c arranr,...mcut 	focil:Jng bY ti-;;;:! 	-:;; 	!Y;;;;! ,:nn: :;!!s cord...-asied %kith a 

cicctrical v..1,:• - I! !Ix ,.,".••ttical coils 1S7 
corr: ,. s 	 cure lying 	dischal . 	 tulle provi,fcr, Treat 

	

inacoic- 	c!lanic"11 	 fr:' ,..orn from vibra- 
tHcd 	 I.■ s• 	 ;4' 	S. 	"!'k' 	015 0)09o10tH•s of the light 

beam s;ril..Ing 	;•-! 	Additl4.-;nally, the Elo_cs OH 
59 erlyclorc.... 	 !;.)r-r.ineseent di::c.harve »lay s;i1 -, tat":on ^...rti.ds 617 	recd are transla:;.:d into a corrc- 

s;)t.w..lin;; 	 of 	stt. 11'ale;!1) ,  Idacl; I 	• 	a 	 kns, as y 
1 1 ),• 	

• 	

sibt2ifons of 	• 	M?%-lin'.". 0 7: cxtf;;',10: -!:".'2,.= 	 59) for focp s iri g.  

ary 	I I 	 - 	thin 	 etc ;',;ally 	the photo- 
or 	 ccil: 	 t11,- 	 ruay cxtcnd the 

	

1 ! -,7 	 f:C/ 111:4I but 011C lam p and 
• 1 „ 1t,s ;'!;:.;;:occl! acre I 	r. • 	; 

	

ard sys- 	 n)0.-!.. ■ !.-Ond.nt audio 
Iri.

r.  
; ■1 I ■ liS 	. 	

• 

a c, it it t , loud 
in 	10 1".lo. ;,rid 	' 1 " 10 	 rhino. 	Com•cciticntly, 

-.,,• 	

• 	

have dc- co 	1, 1:0P iv.ust 	c,:". 	ciCler from 	1).C. source or 
t.•R77 ,..1 	 ,ss:eins for Ilse 	 .an ,..C„;oal(c 	 frimicncy, saN' 

1 ,- 	 r;ilornwce 	2) P61 	it 	f 	 1.3(:'111 	larnp oral 
the 	 mip.^.. 	J 	110.,11)1C,1 r;:,..:1 1.1Y to the rectl- 

i 	 i ,.70,!;II:ition of 
1:1,.•. 	1 , ..‘;111 	;J + .:! 	 tdian Illat•clue s .■,;,te;o ;or'. 

(i I A 	vi:r• n7irro‘v 	 (or 	 to  
of fbc-os of tItc 	rays, 0c 1 1 f ,,mi". for vial: 	 rec.!) of 	 . 

:;;11,n;a:v. 	 r!osiclin:• a 1 , .....tra 	light rays hnv- 	ar"I 	 I h ' 1 """P :!nj/or 	 ith re- 
l • : . a ‘4.- -; ,10., 	 COilipara:de 	that c i f the tcc,isrcct (0 11 , e ;oils, -  s`1:' 	 to 	Il.c 
tc•I"eim.tis:1...•, 	siaf•Ic 	solcica 	'Y 	(1‘idc a thin 	70  or coiril , .csity or 	 as ilesciil , ed Iii•icinalooN'e with 
Ixt'S 	:c:11( ray% 	 (LC 	di,cciion of 	 1011'.; 	 ric)4-13 :irran:xincnts. 	Also, 

acijusinii:P:s of Ili.: 	 :eels as to Iatcral, vertical Ti.t 	asas and 1,:o'in; -. 	..pan 	oki,..nlis a cr oss 	: 
ol the 	of 1,.cds); 	 or a -si:n1 po,:tions in 	bc.madc, to eftect 

ilis.,, n) ;: n ts for rc ,, -nod.:ccd tone_ quality. lonsIni.'ss and (•,`) A 10 	 • s.• 	 I. - a:11.1 of 
the ::,:•111.4y of 	 luai 	a.- 	airs for 
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It w'iC he ::ppiaent 	at v. i!h a li;ht source and ph•to- 

CCII. ax :0 ,t:Ve tit's...10 cc, the yht 00.CICCII1C rce 	ail'1; ■■ 70 :1 
translating apparatus offer, a VC! y 	a;1.1 elf.:etivc 
5) stem. 

,Ndjustments of the opth..11 system may be n.cd to alter' 
the tsiditt of the flat field beam modrilmed by the teci•, 
or the lot ;dicta of the learn \kith re p.!4. t. 1 , 1 the reed 
modulation point alone. Or 1..tetal to, the reed-ss.ine.arc, 
or the cross••ectimial shape of the beam. Those ardinst-
mem.. v. ill '.any' the rcpredeted tone rinality. When the 
heron is tiOnne t the li:1.1 im.rruptioo :till 14' 	t 
:did till rcsult in a 1min:turn- Ay-rich toms Abn, •trth 
a thin li ; -lit beam mt.:need so that one half of Ow Lam 
is oi; by the iced semen it is in the :•;-te.4 
the tone decrement still be !toted. V.1.en a thict.er !HA 
lea n t i, ILA the hat,non:c content of the tore %till 	I.ss 
and the tone deer:them st ill Ice iclAti“ 	l:/:1•.:r. 
1113e toicIn.,: may he aceolarlished by di .pl..ein7, tlic light 
beam laterally so that a smaller portion erf the total li ght 
beam sill de modnlated by the reed. 

Since the outputs of the pick•ups (e':eacitive, maenetie 
are rich in halt: tr , •!•;:!•1 , 1 I 

etierio: the otopm tone , : , (.!:t; ,,-ee:m b. 
em1• 05ine.one or Inure fornuint cireeirs of erthei low 
pa s s, band pa ss, band suppres,ion or hieh paes types, with 
Or without tre;7eneretion or deeeneralion in the amplifier 
circuits. Formant cireuhs in ef•,-0 1 ,-•ni c nint i ca i  inslni- 

nicnts have 1?ccn (1111:10rt .: d 	 CA; C011; 

f1111J:0/1 to introduce into each successive fundamental 
cycle of the oscillations passed throne!) them a train of 
&sniped 0s:ill:Mons, sshielt train is re-inithee -1 with each 
tow fue•amental eyele; the train in tic previous cycle 
having either been substantially entirely damped out or 
being terminated by the initiation of the new train, The, 
frequency or frequencies of these deiep e d t i e rllations arc 
normally hieher than the fund:nu:fatal fretImmeey of  the 
oscillations passed thioueh the circuit, hue ha‘e no nec-
essary harmonic relationship to those fundamcntal oscil-
lations; nevertheless, since their effect on the oscillations 
is a strictly recurring one with each fund:, 111CnIal oscil-
lation cycle, the composite output oscillations from the 
formant circuit may still be resolved wholly into a se-
ries of strictly harmonically related components and 
thus remain a good musical tone. Formant circuits 
operate electrically in the same manner as ,various r e-
culi:triCcs in the confieuration of, and vario a resonance 
cavities in, the air columns of acoustic instiuments. 
IJov.'cver, in acoustic instruments the air cavity charac-
leti•rics arc fixed whereas the consiants of the torment 
circuits may be varied at will to peodnee desired effects. 

A typical such circuit is shown in FIGURE 60. In 
this circuit the pick-en tone sienals are fed to the audio 
frequency transformer 215, to the forn•nt circuit F 
(comprising tree inductance 2IC., variable resistor 217 and 
the variable condenser 218) to the grid of the tube 219. 
Variably coupled to the inductance coil 216 is another 
audio frequency coil 220 arranged for - varying the in-
ductance between the coils 216 and 220 and, preferably, 
with provision for reversal of phase from reecnerative 
to degenerative ph; sr as follows."rhe coil 2.10 ba s  a 
mid-tap and a potenCometer 221 connected across the 
ends. 7lie potentiometer slider permits use of any 
amount of coil 221 from ICTO to maximum in either 
Phit•e, and thus pet •its any amount of reeenerative or 
td.'eenerative cenobite between the plate and grid circuits 
of the tube. 

For reeenerative adjustment a band of frequencies 
whose V. hIt is determint d chiefly by the resistor 217 and 
whore ocean frequency is determined by the values of 
coil 216 end condenser 218, ere reecherativ•ly Merensed 
in amplitude \snit a damping r.•te controPcd by resistor 
217 and v.ith amplitude controlled •v the potentiometer 
221. For deeenerative operation, a band of fie..looneles 

frequency ie set by coil 216 and 
218, whose decrement and width arc set by resistor 217, 
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and whose am;slitude sup;aes•ion is set by potentiometer 
221, are siip; , ;es , ,cd. Wrh the ratentionieler set at the 
mid.poine and resistor 217 set at a hick value, but little 
or no reieneratite or degenerative anion is obtained so 

5 ihat this airair:ement atimi4 a wide variation of these 
form:int eflects. 

\VIlere desired two or more of such formant-control 
circuits may be included and opeiatise in differcur fre-
quency bands to obt.,in further tone quality con- 

lip not throueli an extended frequency ranee of audio fre-
q.leney tone 

For obthinine further distortion of the simple pendu- 
lar. sine NV.IVC motion 	Ihe real, as devcloped in the 
PiA•tip 	i:e, each of the pick-u•s such as, for exam- 

15 isle, the omenetie types hereinabove described. may have 
connected to it a rectifier device, such as germanium, 
silicon or other cry,tak, provided with contact electrodes. 
Such a rcethier device connected in one phase will allow 
say peaks of the pick-tip  to Pass will  bet 

.r:t little :eduction in amplitude while the negative peaks will 
he premly reduced. If connected in the reverse phase, 
the pn•iti•e peeks will he depressed while the negative 
peM,s sill pass relath ely unimpeded. These rectifiers 
should be coneected across or in series with each indi-
vidual piek-up for individual tones of the scale to avoid 
cross-modulation effects in chordal playing, as would be 
the case if the rectifier. is connected across two or more 
pick-ups. 

Another type of tone control is obtained by use of 
30 individual condensers across the individual pick-ups for 

tuning the pick-up inductance coil to a particular form-
ant fecqueney. A variable, S':Fics resistance for regulat-
ing the band width of the mean frequency may also be 
desirable, as shown in FIGUP.E 61. ' 

;15 	Various arraneements and combinations of these 
thuntMg circuits can he employed with individual pick-
ups, as shown in FIGURE. 62 wherein is shown The pick-
up coils 220, to 223 of the indivicitial magnetic pick:-ups 
associated with reeds corresponding to the notes C, 

40 13, D1 a id E respectively. 
Furinermore, if desired, simple resistors may be UFA 

across single pick-ups, or groups of pick-ups, to regulate 
their tone voltage amplitudes as for amplitude voicing 
and the like. 

45 	Thus far I have described in detail a stringless piano 
employing hammer excitation of the vibratory reeds. 
While this type of excitation. is preferred I have also 
developed a simple plucker excitation mechanism that is 
responsive to key-tour- lied, that is, velocity of key de-
pression. 

FIGURE 63, v.hich is similar to FIGURE 1, illus-
trates art inertia and momentum type of plucker. In 
this case the pivoted hammer stem 230 carries the plucker 
device 231 inste.td of the above described hammer head. 

53  A visco-elastic damper 232 normally lies in contact with 
the face of the reed 27, said damper being carried by a 
relatively weak, leaf spline 233 that is secured to the 
reed. -base 234 by the screw 235. A vertical rod 236 
having an end threaded into the playing key 237 and the 

co  opposite end slightly spaced from the leaf spring 233 
passes through an aperture 233 in the hammer stem. 
Thus, when the outer end of the playing be is depressed 
in playing •  the rod raises the dmmer'232 so that the reed 
is free to vibrate. FIGURE 64, which is a cross- 

05  sectional view taken along the line A—A. of FIGURE 
63, illustrates the Qfr-set in the rod 236 to clear the 
reed 27. 

Reference is now made 10 FIGURES 65 to 68 "or 
description of the plucker action, said figures being 

70  cross-sectional views taken along the line B----11 of FIG-
URE 63. The plucker comprises a thin, U-shaped, me- 

_ tunic spring 240 secured to the hammer stem 230 by 
the holt 241 and nut 242. A pair of rubber, !other or 
etc.., pluckers 243 are carried by the ends of the spring 

75 240 being secured thereto by cement or other suitable 
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mean;. A thin tape 24-1, made of flexible material si,ch 
as N'inlitc, is averred 	poims :me:mediate the vial, of 
the spring 240 as by the tivets 2.15 said tare having a 

W secured there'.o as by the screw 247, substan-
tially as shov, n. 

1-IGUIZE 	the telatii.e dispo.ition of the pluck- 
er components ratan the kniimer stem is in the normal 
po,ition 	li.ow ❑ 	 63. 	it still IT not e d that 

imwccr the faaitin tips of the rubber fin•iins 
or pluckers 243 is 	!Icahn than the vidth ref the 
associated reed 27. 	if the playinn I.xy 	depiessed 
slowly these phi,kcis v.ill Lkar the iced and the reed will 
not he sat into sibration. this 	Colic:Tor:Ids to that 
of a convention:II 	Now, if the playing key is dc- 
pies.,ed wish crates cd scloaity, suit sclocity is imparted 
to the plucker device throinli the hainmer stein 230. As 
the plucker dei.iee move ,. the: \V icsi•,ts 
upward acceleration, that is, u„  ends to remain stationary, 
thereby catv,inn the arms of the U shaped sprit to move 
inward towaid each other as showin in FIG1.11:1i 66. 
Consequently. the rubber ftrii:ers 243 impart a sdi*t up-
xi,i 4 id deft Ilia shown in 1 IGLI1:11. 67. 

. the alms of the U 
shaped :Trion 240 expand such that when the xeloi.ity of 
the AVeiLlit, ennsi:s that of Ili: hammer stein 230 the arms 
will :Tain occupy the 11:::(111iil position, whereby the pluck-
ers 243 clear the sides of the teed. Inasmuch as the reed 
has been deft ,.: ::d lip': fore being released by the 
pluckers 243, the iced is set into vibration. When the 
hammer stem reaches its ex'rerne upward position by 
strikinn the pad 25 (1-1Gl'1lE. 63) carried by the piano 
front board :A, .,onunucs upward 
periniltin : t the. side acres of the U shaped spring to spread 
further tip.nt. As the hammer stem n-“,ves to its initial 
position, ., .ir the playing key is released, the arms of the 
U shaped • ing have had time to co•ract to their nor-
mal position and the pluckers 243 clear the reed as the 
plucker device inovn do•,Ym.vard. Bouncing of the hem-
mer stein is prevented by the pad 251 carried by the play-
ing key, as shown in l•lCUP.F. 63. 

It will now be apparent that as the plucker device 
moves upward, in response he operation of the playing 
key, the 1 d fart -ems first move toward each other to 
posh the reed urnvard end then expand with more than 
normal clearance. At this pa,:nt (,,hen the fury cos 243 are 
spaced furthest berm the reed) the reed is at maximum 

amplitude. it will also be apparent that with 
playing lacy ‘clocilY 	On: Pressure of the plucker 
fm.ers 	the iced also inercai es thus increasing the 
vi1ration irnplittide of the recd. 	Likewise, With such 

vilnation amplitude of the teed, the fingers 243 
spread further apart, followine release of the reed, due 
to the increased upward in.inientoin of the weight \V, this 
assuring po,itive clearance of the iced ;.:s the plucker 
device move:, downward to its initial position. The Vinyl-
ite, or other viseo.cla ,i,ic 2•..4, in which the W 

strongly rei,ist, any tensl.incy toward o,cilhdion 
of the ;•t ms of the U 	sp, - Mn 240 as such material 
has 	vi..co-elasticity to liendMn defolinatnms. 

the Phich ,:r des ice Inoluitcd on a flat, pivoted le ,  et 
arm (hammer stern 230, 1i:tit:I.:I: 63) v.hhh 0;iels three 
advanta•c••: 

(1) 'I -he plucker daviec is kept alined with the teed so 
th a t the pluck e r fm : •n is exert enical pressure 	the 
iced .ides thereby assuriini, a silk-41y rectilinear, vertical, 
vibrator}' moti o n of 11: e  reed with no torsional vibration. 

(2) The p;voted lever at arn-ement Mei eascs the pluck-
er xcl o,-ity width 	inercases the reliability of the 
action and decreases its senriCn.ity to slight misadjast-
mcnts. 

(3) increased motion of the plucker i•ivicc sub- 
stantially ille:C;1‘.1:s the 	 between the 
Plucker fimiers and Ow tC ii for the up and down plucker 
po••itionii, so that but 	in.nlibides of iced vibrations can 
be used with nu duet 	damping contact between the 
teed and the pads. 

36 
lhe 	or the U 	spring 240 mt:st lie long 

enonish so th:.t in the tap position of the plucker there is 
no 	 of the reed cont:ict;ng the wei: ...ht W for 

innim selo‘ity of icy depression. 
3 	Whit: the IiRitAZI: 63 device is snlfieiently small so 

111,:t it cat, lie pl.,cied upon any flat sin face, such 	a 
labile, it is a•pinent it can be housed in a consentitnal 
piano cabinet, either uprielit or !nand. In such cast foot- 
oper:dcd pcdals may lie provided. One  such pedal can 

10 be the - loud” rcd.d silo Ii permits lice, undamped vibra-
tions of the leads. 	;-inch atran•ienient 	provided 
v.ith 	 SLOV.11 SOMCV•Init 
Mitt:C.:1:y in J•IGURI: 69. 	the p,:d11 is repre•.cnted by 
the Pivoted 	253 11:,vinn a rod 2:6 pivotally secured 

15 to one end. The oth e r e nd of the [ ( id 2.56 is pivotally  at- 
t.'.c:ied to a U 	Inn 257 that has i , s side arms pivotal- 
ly secured to a 	25S. -1 lie bracket 256 may be s_. 
cured tiridly to the reed base 234, or to any other used 
suifaae of the i.o.:rumcint. When the pedal 255 is de-
rucsied ilia h.it 257 raises all the dampers 232, thereby 
permitting und impad vibration of reeds set into vibra-
tion, by the playinn keys. 

70 and 71 show a somewhat simpler pluck-
er arriiini,:e:iient wherein contact with the reed is estab- 

05 fished iolly on one edge. The plucker device comprises a 
thin, flit spring 260 secured to the side of the playing key 
261 by the 262.. An Ls:I:aped, rigid member 263 
is fastened to the free end of the flat spring, as by the 
rivets 264, or '.ordering, brazing, or etc., said member 

30 having a 1:tp,!1 CL; ribb r plucker 265 affixed to one crud 
and a weiflit 265 carried by the olfset section, as shown. 

thc playirn key is in the normal, at-rest position 
the plucker device is so disposed that the lip of the rubber 
finner 265 is spaced Liter;dly from the side edgx of the 

35 reed 27, es shov.n 	 71. When the playing key 
is struck 	r rear end thereof Pics upward and the inertia 
of the weii:•!•• 266 caurcs 	spling 260 to band in a clock- 
wise direction sinh that the ru•bee stover 265 engages the 
edge of the iced. Further t,pnitd motion of the plucker 

40 flexes  the reed velocity of the. weight 
266 egnals that of the playing key whereupon the :Trine 
260 bends in a counter-clockwise direction thereby free-
ing the read suddenly. Dm ir.r; the downv.iard, n mo-
tion of the playinn key and phirker device as a whole, the 
plucker pad 265 stoves clear f the now vibrating recd. 

-35 It Will be can; ::rent this device is also touch-respcnsi•e in 
that the grcater the. acceleration imparted to the playing 
key the fa cat:r the bending moment applied to vertical 
spring, and conienueutly, the greater will be the vibration 
amplitiide of the recd. "Ihe sct screw 267 permits ready 

50 adjustment of the initial, lateral clearance between the 
rablier pad 265 and the edge of the reed. 

In inertia types of touch-responsive, plucker-exciter 
vices it is apparent that not only do the pdoeker fingers con-
tract (toward ai.d under the reed eWe) more and more 

55 with increase key-depression velocities to produce large: 
and lamer reed \ il.ration amplitudes, but that they also 
expand ontwaidly away from tic reed cdies more and 
runic \stilt inerei•sion dovni,wnd selci.ity of the released 
key, In the latter case (key release) the weinhts NV 

60 (1`IGI. 1 ;:liti 65 to 66) and 266 (I - 1GL'RES 70 and 71) 
resist dov..nv.aril acceleration and, consequently, they lag 
son:cc:hat behind the kcy motion thereby c aus i ng  th e  re-
spective liners of the pluckers to move away from the 
reed cdnas or edge. 

e,: s c l ibc d my invention in detail the many 
advai•,ta.iies of my strinnhics piano, as compared to the 
comentional, tensioned NICOLL; piano, may be summarized 
as follows. 

70 	(I) A very substantial reduction in the size of the tone- 
produchin assembly. 

(2) A very substantial !eduction in the weight of in-
strument. 

(3) A substatitial teduclior, in the cost of producing 
73 the instrument. 
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(4) sd,-,ti,e 	 of ton.: quality as by ad• 
justment of the reed 	 relative to cash other. 

(5) to.•,y o dj u sr e t,ihr)•„ 	 and replace:nod of 
inditidual lone or educing elements. 

(6) Luny, peon:men:1) timed 	of the tone eenerarors 
as by risiplsoims bios ilium topper tihrators. 

(7) hoist:tenon of a pet fect ton: comprising, odd and 
even numbered psirtiatt. 

(S) 	nnA 	 day.)rcrs 
tthich ptodu:se no 	ear distortion of the tone and 
which well no lint. 

(9) A simple arranet mem for producing the "loud" 
pedal and 'Omit-rano" (-fleets. 

(10) PI °vision of it low-mass., hieluvelocity hammer 
action txlivrein the lormince rebounds from tie teed in-
stantly. 

( 	) Intomuch as 11:r: f u rrier series par liels introduced 
in tire pick - ups atc exattly inteerally related, the original 
tuning of the reeds liy the customary "beats" method does 
not result in octave sOctelling ;is is the case with tensioned 
strin e s. 

(12) '1 tie Irointre: reitput of the tones lucre.. :s pro-
g ressively with vibration amplitude. 

(13) 'lire harmonic content as produced and as heard 
by the car, is progressive)) ,  }:realer with change of pirelt 
frequency from Idyl:est treble to lowest bass, tors to the 
creater 	oreolitade of losior pitched rc.."d -, and to 
the JimitMions of the car :11 high audio frequencies. 

(14) The tone ouillity is ideal as it is totally devoid of 
spurious character ;.:its such as is occasioned. by longi-
tdinal modes of 	vihr-tions, and excl.ssive "hammer 
cracb," till more impor.amly, lie amplitudes of the par-
tials fall off with 	••re:lie in the partial mother, yielding 
a smooth, beautiful •one. is which the fundamental is 
strongest. 

WO The direct acomtie tone °Moot of the reeds is 
inaudible due to their small area, low mass and low stiff-
ness. Tlie reeds radiate no perceptible sound thrnoelves 
and the vibrations of the reed base, and the cabinet 
(Ithich hits a roust, laryer air coupling area), are so low 
in nmpli(11;1; that they do not radiate sound peteeptibly. 

(16) 1 he freedom front sound radiating effects is re-
versible so :bat the reeds are also free of any appreciable 
reception of swirl's) radiated by other sotirces, such as a 
s e lf.tontairo-d loud spezdser, thereby eliminating for prac• 
kcal puiposes acoustic feed-back. 

(17) The absence Of direct•radiated reed tones mahes 
the inso oments operation inaudible unless the ampiiiier 
and sp:.ilser are placed into operation. Con ,cquerdly, 
the performer. by using head phones, can practice without 
distor 	others. 

(IS) 	loud speakers arc used the inatulible, direct 
sound output insures complete control of the instrument 
tone sioce the (lettrical output is completely controllable 
es to crudity and volume. 

(19) tone quality of my instrument clt.tnees 
smoothly (torn bass to treble pettine less complex in the 
hieber freipleocies. 

(20) 'roe tone quality decreases in complexity with re-
duction in reed vibration runt -din:de. 

(21) . 1lie toiie 	 increasos snsoorlrly 1;0!,1 a 
 vet y low laic in the bass to a hie!: re:,  in the upper tosb:e. 

Ilovsever, the deerteront in the treble is not so h.i•It as 
that in comet:600;d 	v.Itielt is a very desirable, 
feature lone souplo route 	}?tans manufacturers. 

(22) With cut speaker opso :trio.' any desired hood of 
Inc.s 	lo• i. er may  to  prostoced depending only on the am- 
plifier and speaker power. Thus., .the volume ranee is 
from complete irandibility to that tt hieh is raimy, many 
times that of a conventional t•tring piano. 

(23) Tone quality is r!djtc.MI'le 	the per 	dor- 
ine aortal ril.oine of the instrument. 

(2)) '1 he swop] .  le: oducer coot be locatee. remote from 
the reed and bdip assembly sinter the 1...;,1 oscillator 
output can Inc radio led or : ■ldliCeil into a di s r, o rt d emod o . 

38 
amplifier and hold spea':er. Alter natively.'the 

output of the *starislisto. -  s).4ent (lsizated in the 
cabirsct) can be carried tia a totIele t,, a reprodooer ap-
paratus. 

9 	( 25) If ( 0 eNh cd, 	r.7,c, •  tr t dpdtd,rr tube may be 
pots cued by batteries to make a truly pourable instruincnt. 

(26)1f the fiequency ccf the FM. oscillator translator 
be chosen in th F.IX1. broadcast hand, a home type Elxf. 
reenter may he teed to receive, deloodolate, 
:1(1,1 1 l'ill, 7 4111C: the reed vih..ations 	ith or NN it;1011t. con- 
ncotirie vines. Illus. for practice purposes. Ore performer 
stay listen will) his headphones alone, in which case he 
mi,teds Iiis oscillator ft equency above or below the F.M. 
band of Ins home receiver so that the receiver is available 

15 for normal reception of ltroadea!,1 pror!rams. Then, if 
the pet former ssishcs to dispense nosh the head-phones, 
or if other, wain to hear he can rotors his 
Ii anslator ossillator to some ft.:emetic) ,  in the F.M. band 
but tshiell is not occupied by a Isroade;.ist station, set his 
receiver to this frequency, and then listen to his music on 
lie head-phones or throneh the speaker of the receiver. 

(27) l'or reeordirut or broadcast purposes cither the 
F.M. radio frequency signal or the A.M. output of the reed 
translator may be fed (the former by radiation, induction 
or conduetion nots1 the hitter by co:Auction or induction) 
diret:ily to 1112 appropriete channel of the recording or 
broadcast apparatus, without the intervention of sound-
reproducing apparatus such as loud speakers. This re-
stores overall distortions for such 'Ise. 

:in 	(29) For restr icted key'otird models my piano may be 
inadc pertable so that 	can he carried or hung from 
shotilder straps. In such case the instillment is provided 
w's ilt a hatter - )•-operated translating F.M. radio frequency 
system, and the 	receiver may be located anywhere 

95 in the room. A capacity type microphone may be in-
cluded for voice superimper.ition upon the music. 

(29) Since the reed:; arc. low in cost, two reeds per note 
can be proviieds 'I hese needs may he tuned slightly off 
unison to lice a chorus of taco unison tones. Additional 

40 reeds. tuned 7 cycles per second from the true frequencies 
may else) be provided to provide tremolo effects. 

the rrincip:es involved in the present invention are 
unique in that they utilize for mechanical reasons of 
space. weight, excitation requirements and complete free- 

t:, diem from periodic tuning adjustments a type of vi'orotor 
win eh luo,  heretofore hero considered absolutely worth-
less for impulse excitation. Also, because the greeter 
part of die needs own inharmonic frequency components 
have been entirely eliminated by the tuner-damper, and 

;,0 the remainine components ate bomelit into harmony with 
the fondamental and at reduced amplitude, these harmonic 
reed vibrations tree converted into entirely new, musically 
perfect tones 'oy tine s•.:p; trod disposition of the pick -up 
electrode. Ail of this has been accomolished with an ap- 

Si so small, simple, rtn,:d and inexpensive. as to 
exceed One fondest expectation of men skillet, in this field. 
\'re!l tio:diree t a n d"on/ m s:e t mi!sici,als have pionotinced 
the tones produced E• strinc'ess l ie Fie! not only equal 
to had actually super :or to pi.ieso tones of the best types, 

co when jeslee..1 by a side-ht . -side comparison. Such musi-
ciaris tecireci -se tiro tone super:miry but rarely know \thy 
thee: tunes ete better since' tit-:!y tinacquaimed with the 
plosiesd •rineiplts of tones or tone production. 

Aconstieal 	N:CiStS, ho','. - ever, II:s ell not even hear these 
tones to pronounce them .!0 ■ •:rit.)1 -  since mere tinowled;ac of 
the method!: at‘ad in their r:oduction with indicate at once 
the exactly-Mic•li!) fierpteney rel. tionships, the ah,ence 
of sputious vibration modes, the ast.nee of spurious noise 
transients, the charters in halo -tonic contort from bass to 

T o  Retie, ;Ind the SP100111 	e:1` e im acrplitudc from low 
orrinhered to high numbered 	 characteristics 
ale confirmed 1)y ilistrimiental ntea!airemenr data such as 
spe:tral analysis of the tone pat tial systems throughout 
the pitch ranee, by means of a sonic rmalyser. Oscillo- 

75 perms of the complete tones front 14.o:inning to end show 
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iii,. '1'0)1'in rates (1 , 1- 1' , ;. ` 1., :itl 10 11101,1 1:11313cics - i•tic OF 	two dirsztions in Ishicli l'o. reed :,kli•s away from its 
pi a i.,, Reie• tbi oml.out the scale, 	 11t/110:11 re7‘;;11011, 111.::3', (Or 1.! ■ .U1•illg 31 Of ..,,lid multi- 

In 11/11111)31Y, my chinks piano prodnees tones Of 	pliCily Of P:01• to a unifoini pat.:mi.:I v.iat , :sis•et to said 
piano charasneu decause: 	 riel.•up coildnetor, :0,..1 clectro•ic lone , iinal means co- 

( I ) It yield , tones having a ltaimoti .:,: coolant lilac that 	5 actin; s+, itb said pie).-tap conductor to pri_sduce tone sig. 
of a 1 , 1:r:oiling; 	 nal. controlled 1 , •r the cumulative capacitance be:ski:en said 

(2) 'I he ltaiinonic .content chan,:a:s %silk tone amid:- 	Ic.ai ii l,110c1( i .ind said imiltip!icity of reeds coaeting th 
ra 	

ere- 
d 	d e as does that of a piano; 	

l. 
. 	. 

(3) The decrement of the tone (redtiction. of ampli. 	
• 
	5. An chi:Ironic piano eornisii.ing a plurality of elec. 

tilde vista time) is like that of a piatio thioughout its pitch Jo trieally co thictivc reeds (lispo.ed in side by side co- 
! ..,iii:e; 	 rho:: r let...t:an 10 each other and being of progreydvely 

(4) It is. l.is tonal dynainies And quality in accordance 	%air ■ in .„; len::.), each of s..id reeds tssing, f,s , dly mounted 
,-. ill; a loin.:- responsive (.. o o irol of vibrator ranpiitilde 	at One Cr, ..1 .1111.1 free 3.1 its other cnd, a plurality of ham- 
rt: ou:.lt a 1,11 , o:it,' hamincmedian. 	 mere 01111 for each iced selectively operable for impul- 

Additionally, the lone of my s:ringless piano is music: Ily )5 siva:1y •sLiting. the reeds into decadent flee vibration, 
• :.1,21k,r to td...,1 of a it nsioned shins; tone because all of 	uy s  (01  oi ,,,ratinp the hal -mi)ers, an electrostatic. pickup 
,..., pal ti 	:::c in exact tone 1,,,m o ny :with one ,,nott, c r. 	com p r isi ng  ,, id,,:ality of pie,.-up portions disposed i:s side 

I lavin;:. flax: described in detail iny dasie im•ention and 	by side co•lan tr disposition to each other t.nd in a .  pres:si- 
nou:ions embodiments of the individual component.- as 	mate,eleor ;catty capa....itive relation to the projecting pore 
s ,.(1) as frinet'annal associations theichs.tv.een. variations .!,0 110115 of s;dd r . cpective reeds, said respective pick-up 
in the. components and arram:einents thereof will sigi..est 	portions being substantially flush with the norm:i1 positions 
theov el \ es to those skilled in this mt. It is intended th:a 	of the respective reeds and cxtending along the swing of 
• tit 11 earl t ic.;.. shall fall v. ;th':: 	''.,.... ...•: 	and !•:ise of 	the 1.,-eds in only onc direction of recd movement away 
the Mvcirtio .,} ..s setfe.H. ,n 	1, :,-, . ::•-.T. ; . lairns. 	 from :die normal pos .dions of the reeds, thc . c.stent of each 

The invention is claimed as fonov.s: 	 .2.5 pickam t\orthm in said one .lirection covering substantially 
1. In an cicctrieril ruirsical in•Umnent, the combination 	the full excursion of the enacting reed in said one diree- 

of a frc•d-frce vibratory recd and nicans in spaced rela, 	tion, 111C311S for ch•r;ing said pick-up to 0 substantial 
flan to a vibratablc portioa of d'ad reed for translating 	electrical potential relative to the caacting, reeds, and 
cleCilie 1./;'111:itil..1115 fio:n its ... d-:,,tions, said teed liavinz a 	electrorie. toae signal means concling with. said pick-up 
normally nondlitc;ral ratio between the frequencies of 30 and said. reeds to produce tianc si,mals controlled by the 
its second-:p7atial andr fundamental vikfations,,and wei;ht 	electrical capacitance betv..cen said pied'-up and said reeds. 
means, canted by said recd and ctfectiv•ly centered at 	6. In 311 electronic piano, the combination comprising- 
:( lon;itindina! point therealo: -. ; at hast •ubstantially with- 	a pluifdity of jtodapo...-ed tuned reeds cacti of which canti- 
in the first quarter of the length of said reed from its 	levers f rom a.  suppor t f... cl rid thereof to a free end thereof, 
fixed s. ,dreinity, for reducing said:noir-integral ratio to a ;f5 key coatioll,1 sdihing inc:tns for inn.mIsively exciting said 
Iiiv,.er, iii- - ; al one. 	 respective reeds for vibration, a pick-up for elect Fos:fain:al- 

7. "11,..• invention accoidim; fo claim .  1, v..herein sari, 	ly SC/1S11)^ Vibrations of said reeds, said pick-up including 
v.ei!lit /11C3I1S comprises a vi.co-cdastic material., r.lp_reby 	a 1111131:1,y of electrically conductive portions thereof dis- 
the ,..cone incans both reduce:: said ratio and damps vibra- 	posed aloncside the vilnatoi y paths Of said respective 
tiona of said vibrator. 	 40 reeds in proximate relation to the normal positions of 

3. In ;,n electronic piano, the combination co:nprising 	the respective reeds, .to provide el.:ctrical capacitance be- 
a pliii0lity of jusd:Tosed tu:d....d reeds eae'r of which, ( - anti- 	hyeen s;tid pied:-top element and each reed svhiehi is varied 
levels iron, a supported end thereof to rig frec end thereof, 	by imptil.-:e induced viination of the reed :  relative to the 
dry contro'dcd hammer means for impulsis.cly exciting 	pick-up elernent,,ineans for appl .,:i2 ,; an electric potential 
said k,-.pective I eeds for vibration, a single pick-up de-. •5 between said pick-up and said reeds to charge said reeds :  
ment for eh:etrostatic...illy sensing, vibrations of a multi- 	to a sot A:-intial volta.,;.e •si;II 1 - CSpect to said •coricr oily 
v iii.-ily of s,..d reeds, said pic•-up element lravin.! a phi- 	conductive portion.; of said pick-up, and electr .snie tone 
I ality of edee. , tieally coraluetive portions thereof disposed 	si;nal : means cot..cting with said pick-up andcf 

ts.sz:ridthreeeins- :1 1  1)/os:int.:de. r elation to the free crals of said respective 	to produce electroni: tone signals controlle 
reeds of said multiplicity to provides eleetrical capacitance 50 sbantancous capacitance between .  said pick.-up and, said 
between said Pick-up clement and each reed sshich is 	rends coactio:f., theressith. 
vaned by impulse induced vibration of the rccd relative . 	7. AN electronic piano as defir.ed, in claim 6, in which 
to the . pick•up clement, means for applying rs. direct cur- 	each of said electrically cc nductis*c portions of said pic1.7., 	• 
rs.et potemial Ili:iv:L.(r said pick-tm clement and  all of . tip element traverses the free end of the coasting reed .  
.. , ':;i3 1,11.1,jirlijiy Of reeds to cliarl:e. said rec.:J:110 a uniform .55 and 113S3 s!: .“31!) V.'11i1 respect to the reed, which sill ■sttin-
voltaye v.ith respect to s.:61 ph.kadits clement, and dee- tinily exceeds the corresponding transverse ss'idllt:mf the 
'omit. tone si:mal means co:me:led to said Pic-IT cle- 	co0cling reed. 
lit• 	to !nodose elLevonic too , . sirnals colzesponding 	S. In :in electrtmic, piano, the combination coi»oisirta :  

io lhe cl , afrl'iug cumakitive capacitance betsvecn said • 	a mtiltiplicity of juNtapwed timed reeds each of which 
pick • 

 
on eh:II:COI :.1110. said 11111/1111!ii . ilY. Of reads co0cling. CO cantilevers froin a str,'pott ,:0 end thereof to a free end 

1 'act eivilii• 	 thereof, key controlled stiikin: .̂  means for inspuisi•ely 
4. In :in electronic piano, the combination comprising 	cx .z iqng s -,,:,d 1 - c , ,p,:ctiVe. reids lor vi•ratioll, an inte;;ral 

a inuitiplicity of tuned reeds inotinted along , i,le each other electrically conductive- ph:kw') pkite extending across the :  in a manner .•.l'i..! ■ lb it each recd CI111111:V:r; io111 3 sup, free ends cit said reeds for electrost: -..tic:illy sensing vibra- 0 ty.1 end thereof to a ffii Ci:(1 rc■ CfC1 1 1., ... ,...s .  contioti....d. (35  
lions :  of the. reeds; said pick-up i?late having 3 plurality. • nd im. iiicsas co:Jelin; with eaeli of fai.1 icspeetive reeds 
of electrically.  cond.:a:lb ,: poitions: thereof disposed in to Milodds elv excite the reed to vibrate freely in a Man- , 
mo;simate, electric:0.y capacitive relation to the normal net is bieh 	the free end of the tend 	ouw.ito 
pojrions of said re,, ,■ -cetive reeds to provide electrical :. t 	f o sition thereof. 	simdc .0ectrostatie pick-up 

h t , \:;„. portials  th",•„I ( 1,;‘ i s,,,,,, ,t to ,dj acrn ; 70  capacitance between said pk1.--un plate and each, reed .  
!clarion to the free ends of said• p , dive reeds, 	: 	which is varied by impulse induced sibrations Of the . 

—1 said pied.-up conductor pmtions 	i'isterM• with the 	reeds relative to the pink tip. plate; means for applyins.. 
normal p. ,sitlon of the coacting iced and 	 and 	a substantial electrical voltage bet\secn said pick-up plate 
o itonsil to cs.tend : assay f l u:ma po.itroa of afghnrmt 	tmd r said reeds, and elcet,onic tone signal means corn:ling 

"'Ih the r.'""1"1 pirilion  of the ".-`1 in  "ffiY "le of tit, 	'15 ‘vilh 	Pi ,;LO.P.Plate, and 	reeds to produce. tone- 
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41 	 42 
signals controlled by the irdmilalive capacitance between 	to said 1 ., ,k,t!p, and electronic :one signal nicans coactin3 

said p:ek-up 	aunt said reeds. 	 stilh said p;c1.•up and said recd, to produce tone signals 

9. In an cIec;roarc piano the combination compr•ing 

	

	controlled by the cumulative capacitance bet‘veen said 

phon and said 10:t3i, 
a 1111,11 iPlICilY 	1 11 % ., (1  c'.:ctrically conductive rLeds 

mourned alonasi•e erica ether in a inanr.er A.11 tld.t 5 • 	12. In an elect:mi .,: rive), the owl:in:Ilion of a hod- 

each reed canlilc ..ers from .: supped:CI Old thereof to 	tonial bank of bur:lomat teed. tarvint•d alongside each 

a free end tbercof, 1.e/ ton:tolled ..e.riking, rucans coact- 	other in a manner such ,brit each reed cantiLvers for- 

int" v.i:11 each of s..id respzetise reeds to impokkely •Y. 	• v.:1101,y in relation to the piano from a supported end - of 

cite the reed to sibr;,le freely in a manner which swings 	the reed to :t free cud ili.oct.f, a horizontal bank of piano 

the frce er..1 	recd to oppt•.ire sides of a tor post- lo 1.0.3 tlha, - oied iu unrIn inc. relation lo said reeds, a hnri- 

linn 	:in .I:etrcstalle pich-up Melt:ding cordlmtor 	""1.11 cries of ver;', i 0 Pi sv.int:dble reed striking 

diisused 	adjacerd 	 cap:„:itive Lela- 	weir. pi ■ - otally motored between said reeds and said 

lieu to the fi cc tc !: of 	 reed., ereh of 	 keys and pie:reefing forwardly in underlying ,+•L11011 10 

	

0,;),;fteit't p1):11c11% 1`.:111: ".111.',11:;11i :11 nosh with 	said reeds towald the free ends thereof, means operated 

caw ton iur,lin.J ,ide 	 recd 	the latter 15 by said keys and coacher: with said respective hdonners 

i. is its normal I- 	each 	condioetor poltdan 	to swim: the )::glee tur.i.arally to strike said reeds, a phi- 

beiag 	aral podtior.ed to extend ;dont; the :,.ring, 	rality of 	 re.0 damp,' s pivotally mounted for 

of the coacting 	in only one direction of iced move- 	rnovem•nt abodt horitmv.:11 tiocs and normally engaging 

111C111 from Me 710::1)al position of 111e reed, the ()fie -v.:114m 	the sides of said respective reeds intermediate the ends 

of each reed in 	co.:cling pick-up conductor coition 20 thereof, damper delea , e means as-cyciatcd with said rc- 

hciriLl such titan 	 capaeitive spa .Ing between 	spetive keys and co:daing with said icsocetive dampers 

to disengage the purer from said reeds upon operatiol sego and 	concit.etor puttee prozressively in- 
of the keys, an electrostatic trick-up coacting with the for- 

in 	

;i> 	re..I s.. ,.ovzs away from its normal position 
ward ends of said reeds and including conductor portions in said one direcrion of reed movement, ;titans for charg- 

ing said pick-up to a substantial electrical potential rein- 25 thereof. disposed in proximate relation to the normal 

live to s::id recta, and electronic tone signal means co- 	pot•tions of said respective reeds 10 provide electrical 

capacitar.ce between the pick-up rind each reed which is acting with said piek-rip and said reeds to produce lone 

signals controlled by the capacitance between said pick- varied by vilaation of the reed relative to the pick-up, 

up and said reeds. means for charging said reeds to a substantial potential 
10. In e l cctrin i pion„, the  combination; o f a 	no reit- dive to said pid-up, and electronic lone sinnal means 

zontal series of ire:rolled toned reeds supported in side by 	coating with s.del reeds and said pick-up to produce tone. 

signals controlled by the capacitance between said pick- slide relajon to each other in a manner such tarot each 
red c;mtdevers forwardly in rch.tion to the piano from 	up and said reeds. 

13. In an electronic piano, the combination of a a supported end of the reed to a free earl thereof, a hers_ 	13. 

 horizontal bank of generally horizontal reeds mounted zontal series of horizontal keys corresponding to said re- 
alongside each oilier in a manner such that each reed srective reeds rind mounted in underlying pew:rally par- 
cantileve;s forv:ardly in relaticat to the piano from a sup- :111.1 tehoion to said reeds, a hori.fontal series of Vel;ie;ilty 

swin , !able reed sit stain: hammers pivotally newel 	 ported end of the reed to a free end thereof, a horizontal  
hank of piano keys dispo,ed in underlying relation to said lween said reeds and said keys and projecting forwardly 

in 1 1110,:r:Yine rel.dion to the reeds toward the free ends 0 reeds, a horizontal SX11 ■:s of vertically swingable reed strik-

ing hammers pivotally mounted between said reeds and thereof, means coi1;1Cliiig Said 1:Cys to swing said respee- 
said keys and projectin'2, forwardly in underlying relation live hammers upwardly to strike said respective reeds; 
to said reeds toward the free ends thereof, means an trite sal electrosta , ic vibration rcnsing plate extending 

across the free cads of said reeds and including a p'.u - 	
operated by said keys and enacting with said respective 
hal-milers to swing the latter upwardly to strike said reeds, rainy of electrical conductor poi ;ions disposed in ,talja= 
an electrostat cent, eleettically capacitive relatioa to the free ends of 	 is pick-up at the forward ends of said reeds  
and including rick:-up conductor portions thereof disposed said re.Teetive reeds: each pick-up conductor portion leg- 
aloneside the vibrator y paths of said respective reeds in isteting with the normal position of the enacting reed 

and being shaped and positioned to extend away from 	proximate relation to the normal positions of said r•sspee- 

live resets to provide electrical capacitance between the, a posit;: a of alignment with the normal position of the. a0•  , 
pic ■ ..-up and each reed which is varied by vibration of the reed in ,aily one of the two directions in which the recta 
reed relative to the 	 means for charging said reeds sv.in•s away Iron) its DOI Mai position, means for charging 
to a substantial potential relative to said pick-up, and elec- all of said reeds :o a sub:ad/ilia] elechical potential with 
Ironic tone signal means coating with said reeds and said respect to said pielt-up plate. and electronic tone sienna 
pick-up to pro..111Ce tone signals controlled by the unc:..nc coacher. st snit said piCk-iip plate and said 1,...eds to 
capacitance between said piclt-up arid said reeds. produce tone siga . 	contioIded by the cumulative cap:lei- 

1.1. In an electronic piano, the combination of a im,cc between said plate aml said rec6. 
hOri7.0111;:l batik Of oencrally hori7ontal reeds mounted 

11. It 	clecirenie 	1,14: combination of a hori- 	
alongside each other in a rn" ..nner such that cacti reed 

2ontal series of parallel !tined reeds sup ported in side 	
cantilevers tory:ruddy in relation to the piano front a by side eel Minn b.) c;..i..11 0:11,7 111 a manner such  that casts 

nO supported cent of the rec.1 to a free cml thereof, a horizon- 
1,,ed eanlite.,.ers fat wardly in relation to the piano from 	

tat bank of horiaontal keys tlispoed in underlying rela- 
a rat/sported end of the iced to a (sec end thereof, a hori- 	

lion to said reeds, a liorr.'ontal series of vertIcally swing- 
zondif :series of h nriontal keys cotIcsponcting to said re- 	he reed striking beer ers pivotally mounted between 
srective tveds 	1:11.r.1:1 4- ,1 in underling generally p:rr- 	said reeds and said keys and irojecting forwardly in 
al!-1 rd.:Iloa It) said rie,N, a horizontal series of vertically 65 underlying relation to said reeds toward the free ends 
ra,king..11.de iced >I: 	hammers pivotally nitionted be- 	thereof, means ore said keys for wrin g ing said respectivev.■ • ■..en 	reeds 	 1.:lys and 1 , 71)3,!elio:: forwardly 	

hammers opwardiy to !alike said reeds, a plurality of reed 

	

in.derly ...1:., ti!"......, 011 10 the 1,:•:k1s toward the free ends 	dampers normally ema•ing said respective reeds, damper 
ibe;cof, moans connecting said keys to swine; said restsee- release means associated with said 1 - 0 ,11,7clive keys and 
t

he ha:yd....is to.v.,/.11y 	
:trike, said reyekliv,. reels, an 70 coacting with snid resp,‘,..tive dampers to disengaw: the 

ehrd:od Ilse iibra:Sin sensing pick-op '<scaled at the for- 	loiter from said reeds upon op erodes of the keys, dee- 

	

en Is rd-  said fL,:ds and including comfit:10r portions 	trical pick-up means disposed between the vibratory paths 
elcdt 	capdciti‘c relation to the 	of adjacent reeds, and electronic tone siynal rnertr,3 .7r-Act- 

11 c; c:11: 	 i t reeds, mans for cliarpim; 	ing with sold pick-up means to produce tone signals con- 
:.;rid lends to a suh.darnial efeetrIerif potential avith respect 75 trolled by the pick-up means. 
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'15. In corol'n tiort in en electrical nupical in<tinment, 	22. In :17, eh:eh - kid tntr‘ical iattrumcm, the cornbina. 

	

a vilsi.Aor com ,:iti iiir ,  a ti ., d•ftec ri... -, 1, said 1'0; I COMMIS• 	lion ' ■ ct forth in claim 19 v IICIT711 said p:d.-IIM, hove an 

	

ing an elort;'„itet in ta! ...rip lia%ial; a viidli ni n ny times 	etreciive thict.ne•s in the dirt.,.tion )f reed vibration 

	

its thici.r.ess, said recd itdietently tending, To sibr.,te %With 	smaller than the hi:J. amplitude ',I:cit.,: of the adjacent 

	

a ftinl..ment 11 fit, int.itcy and a idur.ility of inli.motini.: 	5 reed pottirms. 

	

partials and nib no true haitnon,c•„ an inip.ilsc exciting 	23 lean clect:iel musical in•.ri,ment, the comb 7 na- 

	

means adjare..1. M. tech and env ticable Mercv.ift) for 	lion ;is defined ;n claim 19 t•hricia sriid pick-ups have 
an erlec.tive thiel re , -, in the direction of reed vihr.tiion setting, it into tIceatt.nt free vi1c-r.litt, 111C.I rr. including a 

	

weight adjIptaloc„ p.asitioued on the iced adj.le.:1,1 the loos.1 	smaller than tire hi.11 amplitude stroke of the ati:acent 
end thereof for renderin g; the frequency' of the second In reel portions, and %%herein said ' , Lk tips are ofIsct in said 

	

pattial of its sit ration an integral smilti; , le of IF.: ftc- 	dir,:c!im: from cffcctirc zili•rummt v;i:11 tire rest pttsitii)n 
,: (mune) ,  of .ifs f,n,l,miciital \ il , ;:ttion it. tt.,it of an in - of Me as ciciated reed poltions. 

	

harinonicT.ati.d, arid an el,:tric tradsi..tion pie..-up, said 	24. In combination in an electrical musical imdrument, 
pick.-up 0...i:ng , , b 	 led ailt..ccitt ant 1 , ..;11:: vib; aitti ily passed 	a vil'.1.110r— comprising a ft red-free reed, said reed corn- " 	1 	t 

by a poitio ❑ of 11,e teed in it; N 11)1.111)1y mmLinent. 	15 prising an elongate,' metal ship }taring a width many 

	

Ili. In an e tv,:tricA mioical in•ittintent, i!,.: combina- 	times its:thiel.ne;s, said reed inherently terling tn -dblate 

	

li o n set forth in claim 15 %%itch:in raid pic1.-up has a por- 	rill) a r111::::111)iffi;li frequency 'rind a plurality of in- 

	

tirm located alom-ide the reed intermediate the length 	harmonic partials and with no true lvt.rmoitics, :_n im- 

	

th•reof, viblittutily passed by a sid•cdge pardon of the 	pulse exciting means adjacent the reed and engaceable 
recd. 	 20 therewith for setting it tato decadent f:ce'vibration, an 

17. In an electrical musical instrument,the combination 	clex:itie translation pick-Oplocated adjacent the reed With 

	

set forth in claim 15 vlictein raid l'..it.1.-up has an effec- 	in Tortion disposed tdong, , ide the reed iritermediate the 

	

live 11 ,, , Cree•ts ire the diri...litIn of reel ...P. -.;cm m.r.il!er 	length thereof and vibratorily•pa-, , ed by a side-edge Tor- 

	

than the liig,t-atil .glitti2, sirel.c of Me , ,,:ja.: ,  I: iced par- 	flan Of the reed, and Means including a Weight adjOst- 
lion. 	 115 'ably po , itioned on the reed betWecit the fixed end thererif 

18. In an electrical musical instrument, the combina- 	and the pertioh of the pick-up alongside the :iced 'for 

	

lion set forth in claim 13 %%herein said .pick-I;1) -has an 	rendtring the frequency' of the Secondjparlial Of its vibra- 

	

effective thicl,ncis in the direction of rei•d vibration 	tion an inte Ltral ‘rlaultiple'of the 'frerjuericy of its funithl- 

	

smaller than the high-amplittnle stroke of ;he adjacent 	'Mental vibration Instead of an •iiihaimortic partial. 
Iced portion, and is offset in said direction fiont eftective '20 
alignment with 111,e rest position of said reed portion. 

19. In conyl , ination in an electrical musical instrument, 	 UNITED STATES PATENTS 
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This invention relates to electronic musical instruments 15 
and more particularly to such instruments for the produc-
tion of pianistic tones. In certain copending applications 
of mine hereinafter referred to I have disclosed such 
instruments utilizing as vibrators, instead of tuned strings, 
simple fixed-free reeds, whose vibrations are translated 20 
into electric oscilintions which, after amplification and 
control, are translated into sound. An object of the 
present invention is the provision of an improved such 
instrument. 

In the use of reeds instead of strings a problem is 2S 
presented by the inharmoricity of the relationship of the 
upper partials (i.e., all above the first, or fundamental) 
of the vibration to the fundamental—whereas it is a 
requisite of the output tone that it contain very small 
development of inharmonic partials and a rich develop-
ment of harmonic ones. An object of this invention is the 
provision of a solution to this problem. 

In a one produced by a conventional piano there is 
a strong initial burst, including a rich harmonic dm elm,- 
ment, followed in the very early instants by an apparent 
rapid amplitude decay or decrement. Heretofore in elec-
tronic instruments utilizing reeds as the vibrators such 
early rapid decrement has been lacking—or even reversed, 
into c slight initial increment. An object of this inven-
tion is to minimize such increment or to increase such 
decrement in the reed type of instrument. An allied 
object is to approximate the early rapid decrement char-
acteristic of a convermiona! piano. 

Another object is the provision of improved arrange-
ments of translating device, or pick-up, with reed. 

Other and allied objects will more fully appear from 
the following description and the appended claims: 

This application is a continuation-in-part of my co-
pending application Serial No. 485,471 filed February 1, 
1955, now abandoned. 

This application discloses and claims subject matter 
disclosed in my copending application Serial No. 485,471, 
filed February 1, 1955. subject matter disclosed in my co-
pending application :55,3S3, filed November 8, 1951, 
and subject matter disclosed in my copending application 
Serial No. 169,714, filed June 22, 1950, now abandoned. 

In the description of my invention hereinafter set forth 
reference is had to the accompanying drawings, of which: 

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of an electronic: 
piano embodying my invention in one form (line 1--1 in 
Figure 2 indicating the plane along which Figure I is 
taken); - 

Figure 2 is a horizontal view taken looking upwardly 
toward the plane indicated by the line 2--2 of Figure 1 
(or a vertical view seen when looking rearwardly toward 
the cover 6 of the instrument when the cover is in raised 
position) and, for simplicity, showing only a few of the 
reeds 10; 

Figure 3 is an enlarged vertical view, in section, taken 
along the lint 3-3 of Figure 1; 

Figure 3a is an enlarged fragmentary view of a portion 
of Figure 4; 
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2 
Figure 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken along lino 

4-4 of Figure 3; 
Figure 4a is an enlarged sectional view taken along 

line 4a —4a of Figure 4; 
Figure 5 is a horizontal sectional view taken along 

line S-5 of Figare 3; 
Figure 6 is an enlarged fragmentary view, partly In 

section, of a portion of Figure 1; 
Figure 7 is a horizontal sectional view taken along 

line 7-7 of Figure 6; 
Figure E is an enlarged view of a righthand portion 

of Figure 2; 
Figure 9 is a partial plan view of the instrument as 

seen when. the cover 6 is raised, showing for simplicity 
only a few of the hammers 11, keys 20 and dnmpers 56; 

Figure 10 is a schematic showing of the early portions 
of the electronic system of the instrument; 

Figure 11 is a vertical sectional view of a base, reed and 
pick-up embodying my invention in another form; 

Figure 12 is a perspective view of the pick-up structure 
of Figure 11; 

Figure 13 is a front view of a portion of the assembly 
of Figure II illustrating a readjustment of the pick-up 
structure relative to the reed; and 

Figure 14 is a perspective view of a number of reeds 
and pick-ups embodying my invention in still another 
form. 

The drawings illustrate a 73-note instrument, but it will 
be understood that this is by way of illustration only. 

In Figure 1 the elements 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively 
represent righthand and, back, bottom and front por-
tions of the cabinet for the instrument, these portions to-
gether with the lefthand end portion (not shown) being 
for example permanently secured together. A removable 
sloping fall board 5 may extend between the two end 
portions, while a cover 6 may be hinged at its rear to 
the top of the back portion 2. As disclosed in connec-
tion with such a cabinet in my copending application 
Serial No. 169,714 abovementioned, the reeds and pick-
ups may be carried by the bottom of the cover 6, the 
hammers may be supported by the back portion 2, and 
the hammer-actuating keys may be snaported on the 
bottom portion 3. 

Tne reeds appear as 10; their mounting, the transla-
tion of their vibrations, and related matters are set forth 
in detail hereinafter. The excitation of each reed is by 
a respem . -e hammer 11 positioned therebelow, the head 
12 of th, hammer being propellable upwardly to strike 
the reed (typically, at approximately the mid-reed nodal 
point for the third partial vibrating of the reed, as here-
inafter mentioned). The hammer head 12 may consist 
of a chisel-shaped block of wood, preferably covered 
with felt, or sponge rubber, of progressively greater thick-
ness the loner the frequency of the associated reed. The 
head 12 is affixed to the forward extremity of a shank 
13, which is preferably of rectangular cross section with 
the major dimension of that section vertically disposed. 
The rear extremity of the shank 13 is in turn secured in 
the butt 14, which is pivoted at 18 to the flange 15. 
All the flanges 15 are secured on top of a transverse rail 
16 fixed to and extending forwardly from the cabinet 
back 2. 

It relay be mentioned that the material of the covering 
of the hammer head may desirably be characterized by 
sonic viscosity, to aid in the damping of upper partials of 
the reed vibration during the short period of hammer-
head contact with the reed. 

Each hammer is propelled to strike the respective reed 
by a respective key 20, acting through a respective cou-
pling member 30. The keys 20 may oe pivoted about 
conventional pins 21, each key resting on a stack 22 of 
washers surrounding its respective pin, and may be guided 
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occur with an enlargement of the air chamber 36. which 
can oaly occur with a flow of air thereinto a iong the nar- 

doanstop. The rear end of each key is bifurcated by a 	row passage formed between the bore of the coupling 
vertical slot 25 (see Figure 9). which freely embraces 	member 30 and the flat 34. %shal in turn involves sub- 
s respective mt. 26 screwed into the cabinet bottom 3 6 stantial energy dissipation through air friction. 
and having an enlorred bend 27 immediately under which 	Assuming the key remains operated and the capstan 
may be provided a thin slightly aiscotis and elastic washer 	member 31 thus in an elevated position, then in the rela- 
28; the head 27 and washer 23 forin an upstop for the 	lively hieloveloeity rebound of the hammer from the 
rear end of the respe.ctive .key. The :dative nejustments 	reed it. downwardly moving butt 14 will qnickly come 
of this rear-end upstop 27-23 (circled by rotetion of 10 kilo impnct (through 17 if err:11105.es') against the still- 
post 26) and of the front-end don:norm (effected by . 	rising but now releti•ely tow-velocity coupling member 
choice of washer thicknesses} ere such that when the key 	30. I have found it desirable to make the mass of the 
is operates' the primarily effective stop is the rear-end 	coupling member several tinics the effective mass of the 

hammer (i.e., the hammer mass as seen at the region of upatop 27--3S---the front-end downstop being a secondary 
15 comet between hammer and coupling member). if this one whose function is to limit defoimation of the key 

which may result from front-end comer pressure con- be done, the conditions at the time ,  of impact will be of 
 after the rear-end upstop has acted. such that at the instant after impact the hammer velocity 

Near its rear extremity each key carries a respective 	will be very small, while the compling member will  
poasest most of the kir-1min energy prcvicusly in the re- Figure member 31 screwed into the imy (fully seen in 

Figure 6). A little above the keystop this member may 20 bounding hammer and will itself be in downward raotion 
toward its normal relationship to .the capstan member have the enlarged hex portion 32 engageable by a wrench 
31—a motion which involves the diminution of the air for vertical adjustment of the capstan member 31. From 
chamber 36, which can only occur with a flow of air Ilac.hes portion 32 upwardly the capstan member 31 may 

consist of a rod 33 preferably quite Smoothly cylindrical 	therefrom along the narrow passagway formed as above- 
excepting for a longitudinal flat 34 several thousandths 25 mentioned between the bore of the coupling member and 
gif an inch wide (shown in exaggerated width in Fig- flat 34, which in tarn .involes substantial energy dissipa- 
ure 6). 	 lion. Thus although the coupling member while the key 

remains operated is in a region where it veill be struck The respective coupling member 30 may comprise a 
verticelly disposed cylinder 30 having, upwardly from 	by the rebounding hammer, a re-rebound of the hammer 

so from it to re-strike the reed—which would occur with all its bottom, a circular central bore closely fitting about 
the rod 33 (excepting for the fiat 34 of the latter) but slid- higher-velocity key operations in a conventional system 
able therealong (which action may be aided by a light of this seneral no-escapement type—is precluded by the 

transfer of the rebounding _hammer's kinetic energy to the film of silicone grease on the rod), the upper end of the  
member 30 being solid and exteriorly rounded into rttb- coupling member and the harmlesS dissipation from the 
stantially hemispherical configuration. Normally the  35 coupling member of that energy. 
lower extremity of the cylinder 30 rests on the capstan It will be understood that a function of the early en-

largement of the air chamber 36 is to prepare it for hex portion 32, if desired through the intermediary of 
a quite thin slightly viscous and elastic washer 35—and 	its later diminution and that a function of the energy  
when the cylinder 30 so rests the air chamber 36. formed dissipation during that enlargement is the mapid decelera-
between the bore of the cylinder and rod 33 at the top of 40 lion of the upwardly moving coupling member, while  
the latter, may be of quite small vertical dimension, Nor- the function of the energy dissipation in the later air- 

malty on the upper end of each courting member 30 rests 	chamber diminution is the ultimate one (of precluding 

the forward portion of the respective hammer butt 14, if 	hammer rebound) just oetlined.  
desired through the intermediary of a quite thin layer 17 	In a preferred embodiment of the vibrator-exciting  

action above outlined minimize incidental compliances of slightly viscous and elastic material secured to the 45 
which at the time of impact of the rebounding hammer bottom of the hammer butt: When the respective ham- 	• 

mer butt so rests the lower extremity of the respective 	against the coupling member might yield and thereby 
divert from the coupling member some of the kinetic hammer head 12 is preferably slightly spaced above a 
energy which cle,srably is transferred from hammer to felt pad 29 secured therebelow o the top of the respeca 

Live key 20. 	 50 it for harmless dissipation as outlined above. Thus I '  
prefer to avoid the use 61 felt or simUar bushings at the Operation of the key 20 (i.e., depression of its for- 

	point 18 of butt 14 to flange 15, and to use in- ward extremity by the finger), if carried out extremely 
stead a relatively large diameter brass pivoting pin; I rlowly, will of course raise the coestan member . 31 and 

coupling member 30 without distribence of the normal prefer to utilize the vertically stiff hammer stem de- 

interrelationship between the lame members, and will 65  scribed above; I prefer to minimize the compliance of 
(or even to omit altogether) the thin washer 35 under swing the hammer upwardly about ,ta pivot without any 

breaking of the contact of the hammer but with the the coupling calinder, and likewise as to the layer 17 
couplin member. Preferably the components are so above that member (on the bottom of the hammer butt); g  
geometrically interrelated that this raising will continue 	I prefer to omit yieldable ciements from the washer  

60  stacks 22 about the pivots 21; and I prefer to usc a stiff to, but be stopped (by the upstop 27-23), at, a position 
of the hammer head slightly spaced from the bottom 	material for the keys 20 themselves-  

of the respective reed 10. No impact of hammer head In certain aspects the vibrator-exciting action just 

with reed will occur-.--just as there occurs in the con- m outlined has some similarities to those described in U.S. 
ventional piano no hammer-string impact when the key 	Patent No. 2,767,608 issued to me October 23, 1956 and 

in ma-  copending application Serial No. 376,543. filed is extremely slowly operated. When, however, the key 65 
20 is operated with any substantial velocity, its out 	August 26, 1953 (which is a continuation-in-part of a 
sudden stoppage by the upstop 27-23 will not be accord- 	prior application Serial No. 292,096, tiled lune 6, 1952 
partied by stoppage of either the coupling member 30 	and since abandone.1)—but there arc several distinctions 
or the hammer 11. The hammer will continue, under 	of importance. 
its own momentum, and with negligible change in velocity, 70 Attention may now be directed to the mounting of the 
to strike and rebound downwardly from the reed. Cor- 	reeds 10 the translation of their vibrations, etc. 
respondinple the coupling member an will continue up- 	The reeds, being of the faxed-free variety, are of course 
wardly under its own rn amarator mame in  the case of 	• supported in cantilever. The la. - se of each reed is prefer- 
this member there is a substantie7 and steady loss of 	ably surrounded by a plug Si of deformable material, 
velocity, since t%is 	 acre Sokol can only 7tl and thi plug is 	force -lined 	r. horizontal 

3 
by conventional front guide pins 23 each surrounded by 
a conventional stark 24 of a- shert forming a front-end 
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hole 42 in an apnrorriate h•.stt member so that the 
reed cTcctivcly mimesis horizon:ally from the base mem-
ber—the base member nerearine in section in Figure 1 
being 43. This structure and method of mounting each 
recd to a base--whose advantages comprise exceptionally 
rigid, dissipationleis and determinate basing of each 
reed—are described in detail in my copending application 
Serial No. 291,829, filed lune 5. 1952. 

The base member 43 does not support all the reeds of 
the instrument. In may copcnding application Serial No. 
284,133, filed April 24, 1953, I have described, for an 
instrument of this general character, me subdivision of 
the total base means into a plurality of individual base 
members each supporting a respective seeics or growt of 
sequentially tuned reeds; as brought out in that applica-
tion, this subdivision is so carried out that each individual 
base member has a lowest natural frequency of vibration 
higher than the fundamental frequency of any reed ex-
tending therefrom. 

In accordance with the present invention a further 
limitation is observed: that the fundamental frequency 
of any (in effect, of the highest-frequency) reed secured 
to any base member shall be higher than the second-
partial frequency of any other (in effect, of the lowest-
frequency) reed secured to that base member. I have 
found this limitation important to avoid the possibility 
that the fundamental-frequency energy of a reed be dis-
sipated by transfer of that energy to second-partial-fre-
quency vibration of another reed secured to the same 
base member. Since the ratio of second-partial fre-
quency to fundamental frequency in a normal reed with-
out special shaping, aperturing or the like is 6.27, and 
since even with such practises it tends to remain at least 
6.0, this specification is readily met for example by limit-
ing the fundamental-frequency ratio between highest- and 
lowest-frequency reeds secured to any one base member 
to less than 6.0—or, in the tempered scale, to some 31 
progressively tuned reeds. 

Accordingly in the drawings it will be seen that the 
base member 43 carries the thirty-one lowest-frequency 
reeds, the base member 44 tarries the twenty-four mid-
frequency reeds, and the base member 45 carries the 
eighteen highest-frequency reeds—it being understood 
that each base member individually obeys the specifica-
tion set forth in the next-to-last preceding paragraph. 

All three base members are individually vibrationally 
insulated to some extent from the cover 6 by which they 
are supported and, since they may be devoid of any vi-
brational intercoupling other than through the cover, 
they may accordingly be considered as vibrationally in-
sulated from each other to a substantial extent. In 
connection with their mounting, there is secured to the 
bottom of the cover 6 a transverse metal plate 8 above 
the positions to be occupied by the base members. Ex-
tending upwardly from each base member through re-
spective oversize holes 9 in the plate 8 and into still 
larger boles 7 in the cover are a pair of studs 46 each 
screwed into the base member, one near each end of 
the latter. M best seen in Figure 3, each stud termi-
nates in an enlarged head 47, underneath which may be 
a metal washer 48. About each stud, between the washer 
and plate 8, there is disposed a conically spiralled com-
pression spring 49. One half of the weight of each base 
member appears at a respective spring 49, as a com-
pressing force exerted thereon through the respective 
washer 48, each pair of these springs thus providing the 
mounting of a respective one of the base members. 

The studs 46 are so located in the front-and-beck 
dimension that the base members will have limited tend-
encies to rock either forwardly or rearwardly, and such 
tendencies are in any event restrained by strips 50 of 
sponge rubber or the like placed between the base mem-
bers and plate 8 near the front and the back edges of 
the latter (each base member being in effect "floated" 
by the two respective springs 49 and the sponge rubber 

6 
strips so jest mentioned). There ie, however, ample 
orportunity for sufficient rocking of each base member 
in response to forces applied thereto so that each reed 
ie to some extent vibrationally coupled to all other reeds 

5 on the same base member—thus shin:Lung the coupling 
which exists in the conventional piano between the strin,-s 
of different notes. If desired, this effect may be carried 
further by deliberately introducing a modest amount 
(though it should not be too large) of coupling between 

lo the three base members, over and above that which occurs 
through their mounting to the single cover. 

Each of the base members 43, 44 and 45 may com-
prise a main metal portion, foe example of relatively 
hard aluminum, and a portion of insulating material 

15 appended to the metal portion. The cross-section of 
the metal portion of the low-freqeency base member 
43 may be of the shape of an inverted L whose hori-
zontal leg is forwardly directed, is of appreciable and 
constant vertical dimension, s nd is the length or for- 

2c ward extent varying from a maximum at the lcfthand 
extremity, to a moderate value at the righthand extremity, 
of the member 43—and whose vertical leg is of con-
stant height and of thickness varying from a miniature, 
at the, lcfthand extremity, to a substantial value at the 

25 righthand extremity, of the member 43. The cross-
section of the metal portion of the base member 44 may 
likewise be of the shape of an inverted L, and at the 
lcfthand extremity of the base member 44 the dimen-
sions of the legs of the L may be similar to those found 

30 at the righthand extremity of member 43; peoceeding 
rightwardly, the length of the horizontal leg may continue 
to diminish, while the thickness of the vertical leg may 
continue to increase, for example so. that at the righthand 
extremity of the base member 44 the cross-section of 

35 the metal portion has become a simple thick 1. At the 
lcfthand extremity of the base member 45 its metal 
portion may have the cross-section of a simple thick te, 
for example similar to the cross-section of the right-
band extremity of member 44; proceeding rightwardly, 

40 the upper portion may be cut away in front to a small 
and progressive degree, so that at its righthand extremity 
the metal portion of the base member 45 may have a 
cross-section of the shape of an upright L (as indicated 
by the solid and dotted lines 45' in Figure 1). 

45 	It is in the vettical legs of the base members that the 
reeds 10 are secured (through plugs 41 as above de-
scribed) and frsm which they extend forwardly. It will 
of course be understood that with a constant width and 
thickness—which I prefer to employ at least for the 

60  reeds extending from base members 43 and 44—then 
for the required progressive tuning the reed lengths will 
decrease progressively from a maximum at the leftband 
extremity of base member 43 to a relatively short length 
at the righthand extremity of base member 44. I prefer 

Les to maintain the longitudinal mid-points (more precisely, 
the mid-reed nodal points for third-partial vibration) of 
all the reeds in straight alignment transverse of the in-
strument—this being so that the hammers, which I prefer 
to have strike the reeds in each instance at this position, 

60  may be arranged in a straight transverse line--and 
arrange the front surfaces of the vertical legs of base 
members 43 and 44 in a gradual curve appropriate to 
that maintenance. At the same time the rear surfaces 
of those legs may lie in a transverse vertical plane—

,5  6  which is permitted by the thickness specifications set forth 
in the preceding paragraph. 

The progressive decrease of reed length (and with it 
the curving of the front surface of the vertical leg of 
the supporting base member) may be continued through- 

70  out the highest-frequency group of reeds (and their sup,. 
porting base member 45) as a sole way of accomplish- 
ing the required progressive tuning throughout this group,. 
Because of the relatively short reed-length dimension 
already reached at the righthand extremity of base mem- 

vs her 44, however, 1 prefer to minimise th- further reduc- 
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a spring 65 urging the rear extremity of that arm down-
wa rdly, and a stop 66 limiting the response of the arm 
to that bias—this predetermined position establishing the 
normal position of the rail 60 which was poatu.ated in 
prior-paragraph references to that rail. The aesetniely 
60-61 may he rocked aping its bias (i.e., clockwise as 
seen in Figure t)--thus removing all dampers collective-
ly from contact with their associated r eeds—b y  down-
ward longitudinal movement of a rod 67 which at its 
upper extremity is tooscly FCZLIMI to an arm 6t1 extend-
ing forwardly foam the channel member 61. SuCh down-
ward movement of the rod 67 may be effected in any 
convenient manner, most typically by a pedal (not shown) 
with which its lower extremity may he suitably associated. 

Damrcrs need not usually be associated with the very 
top notes of the instrument, and accordingly in its 
righthand portion the damper system has been shown 
as embracing, of the reeds of the highest-frequency group 
(i.e., those extending from base member 45), only the 
most leftward few. 

I have found it highly desirable in the production of 
the most pianistic tones from impulsively excited fixed-
free reeds—whose upper-partial vibrations (i.e., all above 
the first, or fundamental) are well known to be normally 
inharmonically related to the fundamental—to observe 
several specifications: 

(A) To utilize means in the mechanical system which 
is formed by the exciting means and the vibrator to sub-
stantially eliminate from the translated oscillations an 
inharmonic component corresponding to one of the lower-
numbered of the upper partials at which the reed tends 
to vibrate—preferably (if the preference under B below 
be followed) the third partial; 

{13) To arrange the mecha.nico-electrical system which 
is formed by the pick-up device and a portion of the 
vibrator so that in it is performed the function of sub-
stantially eliminating from the translated oscillations an 
inharmonic component corresponding to one of the lower-
numbered of the upper partials at which the reed tends 
to vibrate—preferably the second partial; 

(C) To arrange the mechanico-electrical system above-
mentioned so that by it is performed the function of in-
troducing, into the electric oscillations which it trans-
lates from the reed vibrations, a series of upper partials 
harmonically related to the fundamental—preferably a 
series which diminishes in composite magnitude (relative 
to the magnitude of the fundamental) as the vibration of 
the reed dies away after its impulse excitation; and 

(fa) To arrange the mechanico-electrical system above-
mentioned so that the greater deformations cf the reed 
attendant on highoonprtude vibration, though involving 
quite inharmonic upper partials, are utilized to enhance 
the generation of the abovernentioned harmonically re-
lated upper partials, as well as to enhance the translation 
of the fundamental, in the electric oscillations during the 
very initial instants following the impulse excitation of 
the reed. 

Each of the first three of these specifications is dis-
chased in one or another manner in my copending appli-
cetica Serial No. 169,714 abovementioned or my co-
pending application Serial No. 255,383 above:mentioned. 
They are, however, interrelated in a particularly favor-
able manner in the structure of Figures 1 through 9, and 
with them is combined the very valuable fourth specifi-
cetien above set forth. 

Specifications A and 13, ta!:en together and utilized 
with respect to the second and third reed-vibration par-
tials, serve the highly important function of rendering 
harmless the significant ones of the inharmonic {i.e., all 

70 tamer) partials at which the reed tends to vibrate—since 
partials above the 'third are normally sufficiently weak 
so that their translation has a negligible deleterious effect 
on output tone. Stated in other words, they cause the 
reed—though actually still excited in the simple impulsive 
manner required for a pianistic type of tone—to approxi- 

, 

tion of reed length throuchout that highest-frequency 
group--sueplementine the cifeet (4 a small length redec-
iicm. in achieving the required prreareasive in:tease in 
frequency, by making the aides cf the reed, oblique 
and the free ends thus rain-eruct in prorreivively inertias- 6 
ing degree toward the tirlohand extremity of the base 
member 45, as seen in Figure ft. A further expedient 
which may he resorted to, in minimizing the reduction 
of reed length throughout this highest-frequency group, 
is of course a progressive increase in the thiekneat of the 
reeds. 

The insulating portions of the base -members are desig-
nated as 53. 54 and 55, respectisely; each of them may 
extend forwardly from the upper forward surface of the 
respective metal base-member portion. (Each of 53 and 
54 may form a forward projection of the horiro oat leg 
of the respective metal portion of 43 or 44, and 55 may 
form a forward projection from the cut-away upper part 
of 45.) In turn the forward part of each of the in-
sulating portions 53, 54 and 55 may conveniently be cut 
away at the top das seen in Figure 1) to reduce some-
what that forward-part vertical thickness. It is in this 
forward part of the base-member insulating portions that 
the pick-ups are mounted. 

Before turning to the translation of the reed vibra-
tions into electric oscillations it will be convenient to 
complete the description of the mechanical portions of 
the instrument by reference to the tone-terminating 
dampers. These may be seen in Figures 1 and 9. The 
darrmers proper, which are designated as 56, may each 
consist of a -small pad of relatively soft material, pref-
erably such as mohair which presents an active surface 
of generally parallel and closely spaced outwardly ex-
tending hairs. Each damper 56 may be secured on the 
rear upper surface of a respective generally vertical 
spring 57, of which the lower portion is secured to a 
mil 60 described below. Normally each damper is lightly 
biased by its associated spring 57 into contact of its 
active surface with the free (forward) end of a respec-
tive reed 10. When in this relationship to that reed it 
will effectively suppress any significant vibration of the 
reed—and if brought into that relationship to the reed 
while the reed is vibrating it will effectively and promptly 
terminate that vibration. 

When there is operated the key 20 associated with a 45 
reed against which a respective damper 56 is biased, for 
excitation of that reed, it is of course necessary that the 
damper be removed from contact with the reed. To ac-
complish this each such key may be provided, somewhat 
behind its pivot 21, with an upstanding heavy-wire arm 50 
58 extending to a position closely spaced behind the 
normal pasitian of the mid-portion of the respective 
damper spring 57, and there folded over into a short hori-
zontal portion 59. When the key is operated the arm 
portion 59 will be rocked diagonally upwardly and for- 55 
wardly, and in this movement will impinge against and 
move forwardly the respective damper spring 57, thus 
placing the respective damper 56 out of contact with the 
respective reed —a condition which normally will be main-
tained until release of the key, whereupon the damper 60 
will return to contact with the reed and will terminate 
its vibration. 

To provide the convectional "loud pedal" action all 
the dampers may collectively be removed from contact 
with their respective reeds. To this end the rail 60—
whose rear surface may he a gradual curve conforming 
to the similar curve formed by the free ends of the 
reeds—may have a straight forward edge which in turn 
is inset into a U-cross-section channel member 61. The 
assembly 60-61 at its extremities may be pivoted to 
left- and righthand standards 62 and 63. 

The assembly 60-61 may be biased about its pivots 
(counterclockwise as seen in Figure 11 to a predeter-
mined position by the combination {oartially seen in 
Figural 9) of an aim 64 extending rearwardly therefrom, 
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plate 71. it will further he understood (II) that the 
higher the amplitude of the iced movement, or N . ib r a! ion, 
and thus the greater its velesity in passing its positions 
of masimam capacity abovementioncd, then in the wave-
form of the capacity variatioas the greater will be the 
steepness of the approaches to and recessions from max-
imum capacity. It will still further be understood (III) 
that if the reed be vibrating at very high amplitude the 
intra-cyclic instants of maximum capacity—both occur-
ring in the downward-excursion half-eycle—will be sepa-
rated by almost (but never fully) ISO degrees; that as the 
amplitude reduces that separation 'ill reduce; and that 
when the reducing amplitude has reached a value only 
sufficient (at the peak of the downward excursion) to 
align the reed with the end plate that separation will have 
reached zero—after which there will be in each cycle 
only one instant of maximum capacity. 

As will hereinafter more fully appear, with this type 
of pick-up means the translated oscillations are a function 
of the variations of the capacity between the reed and the 
pick-up means. Also, as is well understood, an intra-
cycle departure from pure sinusoidal character, if re-
peated from cycle to cycle (subject to no more than 
minute amplitude shifts from one cycle to the next) gives 
rise to the generation of partials which are limited to 
integral multiples in frequency, or true harmonics, of the 
fundamental. Accordingly it is the action described in 
(1) above (in fully understanding which (11) and (11I) 
above are helpful) which meets the basic portion of speci-
fication C—that the pick-up means, in its translating 
action, introduce into the translated oscillations a series 
of upper partials harmonically related to the fundamental. 
Further, it is the actions described in (II) and (III) above 
which meet the supplementary portion of specification 
C—that, the series of harmonic upper partiala diminish 
in composite magnitude as the vibration of the reed dies 
away ("magnitude" being used in the sense of Amplitude, 
relative to the amplitude of the fundamental). 

In the structure specifically illustrated in Figures 1 
through 9 the edge portion of the reed which principally 
influences the active portion of the pick-up (i.e., end plate 
71) is an internal edge panic n, created for example by 
piercing the reed with a somewhat elongated hole 80. 
The outer portion (i.e., the portion toward the free 
extremity of the reed) of the periphery of the hole may, 
for example and as illustrated in Figure 3a, be of semi-
circular formation, and it is from this portion that the 
active .pick-up portion or end plate 71—which in this 
case may for example be circular—is closely spaced. In 
Figure 3a the dash-dot line 79 may be taken as very 
apprr:rximately illustrating the region, longitudinally of the 
reed, of average infleence of the reed on the pick-up. To 
meet specification B this region, as to each reed, may 
most desirably be at the longitudinal position of the node 
for the second partial of the reed vibration. In the case 
of an unpierced reed of uniform cress-section this node 
falls at a position removed from the base of the reed by 
approximately 7S' (and from the free end of the reed 
by approximately ) cf the reed length—and the 
piercing of the reed appears to make no first-order change 
of this position, so that a positioning of the hole to bring 
the line of average influence rt.:: read on pick-up at a posi-
tion removed from the base of the reed by approximately 
78% of the reed length represents a close compliance 
with specification B. 

It is to meet specification A that the hammers have 
been called for above preferably to strike the reed at 
the mid-reed node for the third-partial reed vibration—
which node in the case of an unpierced and uniform 
cross-section reed fails almost precisely at the longitudi-
nal mid-point of the reed, and is not substr ntially altered 
by the piercing. Other means of meeting specification 
A have been disclosed in my copending aprlication Serial 
No. 169,714 abcvementioned; in my cope sding applica-
tion Serial No. 189,345, filed October 5, 1950; now 

9 
mate in its effect a vibrator whose vibration is free of 
partial development (i.e., whose vibration occurs only at 
its fundamental frequency). 

The function just marooned—highly important since 
substantial inharmonic components, especially continuing 4 
(as distinguished from tramient) ones, are intolerable 
in tones intended to he piaMstic—would result, taken 
alone. in an unusably dull output tone, quite unpianistic 
because it would lack the rich development of upper par-
tials harmonically related to the fundamental which is 10 
characteristic of the piano. It is to cure this lack, by 
creating just such a rich development of harmonic upper 
partials, that speeitication C is combined with A and B. 

It will be convenient first to describe the pick-up means 
and how the structure meets specifications A, 13 and C, 15 
and then to bring out the importance f specification D 
and how the structure meets it. 

Specification C may be met by arranging the pick up 
means so that it is mincipally influenced by an edge por-
tion of the recd, which preferably will most fully influence 20 
it twice in each cycle of vibration at substantial ampli-
tude—it being preferably so arranged that the instants 
of greatest influence, though bicyclic, are never separated 
by precisely ISO degrees (thus avoiding pure double-fre- 
quency translation). Reference being had to Figures 3, 25 
30, 4 and 4a, there will be seen for each reed a pick-up 
means 70. Each such pick-up means may comprise a 
threaded portion 73 conveniently passing vertically 
through the forward part of the associated base-member 
insulating portion (e.g., thromsh the forward part of 53) 30 
and there anchored by means of two nets 74 threaded on 
the portion 73 and tightened against the base-member 
insulating portion, one on top and the other on the bot-
tom. Each pick-up means may further compriac a rod 
portion 72 preferably of reduced diameter forming a 85 
downward projection of the threaded portion, and may 
finally comprise an active pick-up portion 71—typically 
in the form of an abrupt enlargement of the rod portion 
at its end into a thin transverse end plate (for example, 
of thickness generally similar to that of the associated 40 
reed). Seen in plain view of reed and end plate (e.g., 
in Figure 3a), the end plate 71 is closely spaced from 
an edge portion of the recd. Vertically, the pick-up 
means may be so adjusted (by nuts 74) that the end plate 
71 is very nearly at the level of the reed when the latter 45 
is in its at-rest position, for example (see Figure 3) so 
that its central plane approximately coincides with the 
plane of the bottom o: the at-rest reed. 

It is of course desirable that the natural frequency of 
each pick-up device be higher than the fundamental Ire- 50 
quency of the highest-freqeency reed of the instrument. 
It is further desirable that the material be soft enough 
to permit accurate placement of the end plate 71 hori-
zontally, relative to the reed, by slight bending ,: of the 
rod portion 72, preferably effected with the aid of an 55 
appropriate bending tool. 

It will he understood (I) that when the reed moves 
upwardly the capacity betweea it and the end plate 71 
will progressively reduce; that as the reed n.oves down-
wardly from an upward excursion that capacity will pro- c0 
gressively increase, reaching its original value when the 
reed reaches its at-rest position; that as the reed continues 
to move downwardly that capacity will at the very first 
still further increase somewhat, to a maximum when the 
reed and end plate are in alignment (i.e., when the central c5 
planes of the two coincide), and will then progressively 
decrease; and that as the reed moves upwardly from a 
downward excursion that capacity will progressively in-
crease, reaching its abovementioned maximum when the 
central planes of reed and end plate coincide, and will 70 
then decrease to reach its somewhat smaller original 
value when the reed reaches its at-rest position—this 
analysis of cola sc assuming that the reed movement is of 
sufficient amplitude so that in its downward excursion it 
proceeds beyond a position of alignment with the end yg 
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abandoned and in my U.S. Patent No. 2.755,697 issued 
lady 24, 1956—consisting generally in rendering integral 
the normally non-integral ratio between the frequencies 
of the second and first partials of the reed vibration, and 
thus rendering the second partial a useful harmonic of 5 
the fund:in:cm:O. Still another means of meeting speci-
fication A has been disclosed in my copending ripplica-
tion Serial No. 2=8,947, filed September 29, 1951, which 
is now abandoned but whose subject matter is continued 
in my copending application Serial No. 549,589, filed 10 
November 29, 195f—consisting generally of the use of 
a substantially softer-than-normal hammer to substan-
tially eliminate the excitation of the upper partials, at 
least of those above the second, of the reed vibration. 

It will of course be understood that the manner in 
which the mid-reed nodal striking of the reed meets 
specification A—he., in which it substantially eliminates 
from the translated oscillations an inharmonic compo-
nent corresponding to the third partial at which the reed 
tends to vibrate—is by substantially eliminating the 
presence of that partial in the reed vibrations on a selec-
tive basis. Tne difference between this and each of the 
offs% means of meeting 'specification A above referred 
to will be apparent. 

When a fixed-free reed is vibrated at high amplitude—
which is the case initially after strong excitation—at a 
plurality of its partial frequencies the deformation at-
tendant on the upper-partial vibration components pro-
duces an effective shortening of the reed; this might be 
termed a temporary or dynamic shortening. Consider-
ing the fi:st-partial (or fundamental) vibration, which 
is the one of course relied on in the abovementioned 
functioning of the structure, this dynamic shortening will 
temporarily increase the spacing of the locus of the 
vibrating-reed extremity from any pick-up located just 
beyond that extremity (such as the one disclosed in most 
of the figures of my copending application Serial No. 
169,714 abovementioned). Since the efficiency of trans-
lation is a sharp inverse function of such spacing, there 
takes place during the initial high-amplitude vibration 
a very noticeable reduction of translation efficiency. 
Thus, with a pick-up located just beyond the free ex-
tremity of the reed, there can and does occur an actually 
observable increase of amplitude of the translated os-
cillations during the early instants after reed excitation, 
as the dynamic deformation subsides and the translation 
efficiency therefore increases. 

This time is one when, in a normal piano, a very 
noticeable decrement of the output sound occurs; in-
deed, an especially high initial decrement—i.e., decre-
ment during the first few instants of a tone—is a strong 
distinguishing feature of piano tone. 

By arranging the pick-up means so that the edge por-
tion of the reed which most actively influences it is a 
longitudinally intermediate edge portion, or portion other 55 
than the free extremity of the reed, the disadvantage just 
discussed is obviated. Thereby a worthwhile improve-
ment in respect of tone-inception characteristics is 
achieved. The arrangement of the pick-up in the struc-
ture of Figures 1 through 9 of course observes this 
specification (in addition to which it observes a further 
one, hereinafter set forth, for the obtainment of still 
further advantage). In meeting the specification of this 
paragraph, however, it will he understood that the edge 
portion of the reed which most actively or fully in-
fluences the pick-up need not be an internal edge portion. 
Thus in my copending application Serial No. 255,383 
and in Figure 54 of my cnpending application Serial 
No. 169,714, both abovernentioned, I showed structures 
in which that edge portion was a side-edge legion; such 
structures I now describe. 

Reference being had to Figure 11, there will be seen 
an alternative construction in which the metal reed base, 
of approximately L-cross-section, is designated as 115, 
a reed as 116 and the associated pick-up structure as 75  

12 
117; it will be understood that the base 115 will carry 
other reeds and rick-ups therefor, not here necessary to 
show. Each reed may for example be individually 
clamped in position between upper and lower large-
diameter fine-thread socket-head hardened -steel set-
screws, 118 and 121 respectively, having slightly concave 
ends resulting in respective small circumferential ridges 
120 and 122 axially aligned with each other and . "biting" 
into the respective reed surfaces thereby to provide a 
sharply defined and positive securing of the ■ reed; a 
respective horizontal hole 125, larger than the width of 
the reed, through the downhaneing part of the base 115 
provides clearance space through which the reed reaches 
its clamping set-screws and within which the forwardly 
extending or active part of the reed may freely vibrate. 
Extending forwardly from the front surface of the for-
wardly extending part of the base 115 may be a respec-
tive insulating bushing 126 internally threaded to ac-
commodate a respective screw 127 by which the respec-
tive conductive pick-up structure is secured. 

As shown in Figure 12, the pick-up structure may be 
punched from a sheet of suitable metal and may be 
generally of inverted-U formation, its dowathanging ends 
123—which form the pick-ups preper—being internally 
widened and folded forwardly so that when the pick-up 
is secured in position against the front of bushing 126, 
by the screw 127 passing through an upwardly extending 
central notch 130 in the pick-up structure, these ends 
123 will be in a plane substantially parallel to that of 
the respective reed. The pick-ups (i.e., ends) 128 
straddle that reed, forming therefor a pair of pick-ups, 
and the transverse center line of the pick-ups may be 
made to coincide with the nodal point of the second 
partial of the reed vibration (which is typically removed 
from the secured end of the reed by 73%, and from the 
free end by 22%, of the active length of the reed). Ap-
propriate vertical elongation of the notch 130 permits 
vertical adjustment of the pick-ups relative to the reed=-
which is illustrated by the fact that in Figure 11 the 
pick-ups appear as having their bottoms above the top 
of the recd, whereas in the front view constituted by 
Figure 13 they appear in the more typical position of 
partial overlap (vertically) between their thicknesses and 
that of the reed. Other precise adjustments of pick-ups 
relative to reed are readily made by appropriate bendings 
of the pickaup. 

An electromagnetic pick-up may be used if the reeds 
be of magnetic material—such a pick-up being desirably 
provided with only a relatively weak magnetic bias in 
order to minimize shifting of the frequency of the reed 
at low amplitudes of vibration due to the magnetic at-
traction between the reed and pick-up structure. For 
effective use in the development of the series of upper 
partials harmonically related to the fundamental, an 
electromagnetic pick-up may be placed at the reed edge 
near the reed-tip; it should develop very steep voltage 
pulses as the reed sweeps past it, and accordingly may 
have a pole tip very closely spaced from the reed. One 
type of design utilizes a non-magnetically-biased pick-up 
construction in which the entire core and pole-piece struc-
ture is made of high-quality magnetic material such as 
"Permalloy" having a very high initial permeability; for 
a pick-up of this type the bias or magnetomotive ferce 
may be provided by the reed (or some other source 
close by), whose magnetic influence on the pick-up will 
be modified abruptly by the passage of the reed adjacent 
the pick-up. ficure 14 illustrates an arrangement of 
an electromagnetic pick-up in which the electrical coils 
187 are wound upon individual cores 188, each core 
being disposed between adjaaent reeds 190 which are 
laterally magnetized as indicated by the polar markings 
N and S. 

It will readily be appreciated that in the structures 
of Figures 11 through 13 and of Figure 14 the locus 
of vibration of the portion of the reed which principally 
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connected to (round. The several pick-up means 70 may 
he electrically interconnected in any suitable manner, as 
by a conductor 75 intertwine I around the upper extrem-
itic-s of the threaded portions 71, and connected to a 

5 suil:.bie tap on the cod 1CO--ses era! such taps being 
provided so that they may be selected betacen. These 
connections place the aggregate capacity, between reeds 
and pick-up means, in parallel with a selected portion of 
the coil 100; that portion will be selected so that the 

10 combination of that capacity with the coil will resonate 
the oscillator system abovenientioned to eperoaimately 
the desired frequency, fine tuning to that frequency lacing 
accomplished (or example by adjustment of a variable 
iron core 99 associated with the coil. 

15 	It will be understood that upon vibration of a reed 
the aggregate reed-to-pick-up capacity will be varied 
oscillatorily, and that as a result the frequency of the 
oscillator system abovementioned will be varied oscil-
latorily—i.e., be modulated by the reed vibrations, 

20 it being the thus frequency-modulated oscillations which 
appear in the plate current of the tube 89. The load con-
nected in the plate circuit of that tube may he the input 
of a discriminator-transformer 107 (tuned to the carrier 
frequency) of any conventional type, to the output of 

25 which may be connected in conventional fashion a double-
diode discriminator tube 108 and the demodulated-
oscillation load system 109 of any conventional type. It 
will accordingly be understood that ecross the demodu-
lated-oscillation load system 109—i.e., between its upper 

30 terminal 110 and ground—will appear the electric oscil-
lations translated from the reed vibrations. 

Between the terminal 110 and the final amplifier and 
electro-acoustic translating device (not shown) the trans-
lated electric oscillations may be passed through a low- 

35 pass filter 111-112 to eliminate supersonic components; 
may be attenuated to any desired amplitude by attenuator 
113-114; and may be preliminarily amplified by tube 
115, shown for example as a triode-connected pentode 
with load resistance 116, bleed resistance 117 and cathode 

40 resistance and condense! 118-119. From load resist-
ance 116 the oscillations may be applied through con-
denser 120 to a volume control 121, preferably of the 
well-known amplitude-compensated type illustrated. 

From the output of the volume control 121 the oscil- 
45 lations may be fed to the final amplifier 130 through a 

network 122 which, in cooperation with the input imped-
ance of the amplifier 130, serves to impart thereto a 
frequency characteristic rising with increasing frequency. 
Additionally there may be associated with the output 

59 of the volume control, as by shunting thereacross, a 
rescnant circuit (which should be of the series variety for 
the shunt connection) consisting of variable inductance 
123 and variable capacity 124, for further shaping of the 
frequency characteristic of the system. I have found 

55 that for most pianistic tones it is desirable that the series 
circuit 123 —124 be resonated at a frequency correspond-
ing to the fundamental of a tone at or near the bottom 
of the scale of the instrument (which in the 73-note 
instrument illustrated may typically extend from 65.4 

Go cycles to 4156 cycles), under which circumstances its 
attenuation is greatest at the lower frequencies and its 
effect thus cumulative with that of the network 122. 
Interesting and important variations of effect can, how-
ever, be achieved by varying the resonance of 123-124. 

05 The electronic system above described (other than the 
amplifier 130 and the controls proper of elements 121, 
123 and 124) may be mechanically arranged in the form 
of a compact unit 83 which, if desired and as indicated 
in Figures 1 and 2, may be physically disposed below the 

70 cover 6 behind the base members 45 and 44 at the treble 
extremity of the instrument. 

Claims to the vibrator-exciting action disclosed herein 
are not made in this application, the same having been 
made in my copending application Serial No. 660,787, 

75 filed May 22, 1957; likewise claims to the subdivision of 

13 
influences the pick-up is left unchanged, in effect on the 
pick-up, by the dynamic shortening of the reed, thereby 
avoiding any temporary diminution of the translation 
efficiency at and immediately after the excitatioa of the 
reed. I have found, however, that ima kortant still further 
improvement is possible. It is achieved by arranging 
the pick-up means so that the locus of the portion of 
the reed which principally influences it—instead of being 
brought further away from it, or left unchanged, by the 
dynamic shortening of the reed—is by that dynamic 
shortening brought closer to it. It is for this reason 
that I have employed, for the portion of the reed which 
principally influences the pick-up means, an internal edge 
portion—and have selected for that edge portion the 
outer (rather than the inner or an intermediate) periph-
eral portion of the hole 30. This represents a longi-
tudinally intermediate edge portion specially selected 
for positive additional advantages. 

It will be understood that iiie effect of this favorable 
utilization of the dynamic shortening of the reed during 
the early instants following the excitation of the reed 
is not only to enhance the translation of the fundamental 
(thereby increasing the initial decrement, as is desirable), 
but also then to increase the generation of harmonically 
related upper partials—since the steepness of the wave-
form of capacity variation is likewise increased by this 
utilization. It is so that specification D is met. This 
is of especial importance since a distinguishing feature 
of piano tone, over and above the high initial decrement, 
is a very initial burst of momentarily accentuated har-
monic development. 

The pick-up means of Figures 1 through 9 and of 
Figures 11 through 13 will be recognized as of the 
capacitative type, and those of Figure 14 as of the elec-
tromagnetic type, and as to broader aspects of the 
invention it will be understood that no limitation as to 
type is intended. For the capacitative type, in turn, no 
limitation as to broader aspects is intended, as between 
those operating for example on a D.C., on an amplitude-
modulating, or on a frequency-modulating basis. I have 
preferred, however, to employ the capacitative type of 
pick-up means operating on a frequency-modulating 
basis—i.e., to employ a system in which variations of the 
capacity between the pick-up means and the reeds, each 
taken collectively, are used to modulate a hieh-frequency 
carrier, which in turn is demodulated to produce the trans-
lated tone-representing oscillations, which in turn may 
be amplified and translated into sound by a final audio 
amplifier and electro-acoustic translating device (not 
shown). 

Reference being had to Fieure 10, there will be seen 
an electronic system comprising a pcntagrid converter 
tube S9 such, for example, as a 613A7, of which the 
second and fourth grids are interconnected and, by-passed 
by condenser 105, are supplied with positive potential 
through voltage divider 103-104 from a source B-I of 
plate current, and of which the first grid 91 is connected 
to the upper extremity of an oscillator coil 100 through 
grid condenser 102 and also to the cathode 90 or tube 
89 through grid leak 93. The lower extremity of the 
coil 100 is connected to around, while the cathode 90 
may be connected to a tap 101 on the coil 100 appro-
priate to the setting up of the system 100-90--91--92 
as a high-frequency oscillator system. In tube 89 the 
third grid 93 may be connected to cathode 90 and the 
fifth (or suppressor) grid to ground; in the plate current 
flowing between plate 96 and the source 131 of plate 
current, through the load mentioned below, will appear 
the oscillations generated by the high-frequency oscillator 
abovementioned, amplified by the action of tube R9 and 
rendered suitable, impedancewise, for feeding into that 
load. 

The several reeds may be electrically interconnected, 
as by interconnection of the metal portions of the three 
base members 43, 44 and 45 by flexible wires 51, and 
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base means in accordance with specifications set forth 
above are not made herein but rather in that copending 
application just mentioned. Furthermore, claims to 
structure taking positive advantage of the dynamic short-
ening of the reed arc nut made herein, the same having 5 
been presented in my copending application Serial No. • 
673,725, filed July 23, 1957. 

While 1 have disclosed my invention in terms of par-
ticular embodiments thereof, it will be understood that 
unnecessary limitations are not thereby intended, since 10 
by the disclosure various modifications will be suggested 
to those skilled in the art. Such modifications will not 
necessarily constitute departures from the scope of the 
invention, which I undertake to express in the appended 
claims. 	 35 

I claim: 
1. In combination in an electrical musical instrument, a 

fixed-free reed, an impulse exciting means comprising 
a lacy actuated hammer adjacent the reed selectively en-
gageable with the individual rccd for setting it into de- 20 
cadent free vibration, and an electric translation pick-up 
adjacent the recd, said pickup having a tone producing 
portion located alongside and being vibratorily passed by 
a longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed 
and being of an effective thickness, in the direction of reed 25 
vibration, smaller than the high-amplitude stroke of said 
edge portion of the reed. 

2. In combination in an electrical musical instrument, 
a fixed-free reed, an impulse exciting means comprising 
a key actuated hammer adjacent the reed selectively en-
gageable with the individual reed for setting it into de-
cadent free vibration, and an electric translation pick-up 
adjacent the reed, said pickup having a tone producing 
portion located alongside and being vibratorily passed by 
a longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed, 
being of an effective thickness, in the direction of reed 
vibration, smaller than the high-amplitude stroke of said 
edge portion of the reed, and being offset in said direction 
from effective alignment with the rest position of the 
reed. 	 40 

3. The combination claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
edge portion of the reed is located substantially at a 
node for a lower one of the upper partials of the free 
vibration of the reed. 

4. The combination claimed in claim I, wherein said 
edge portion of the reed is substantially nodal for the 
second partial of the free vibration of the reed. 

5. The combination claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
edge portion of the reed is substantially nodal for the 
second partial of the free vibration of the reed and 
wherein, in the direction of reed vibration, said pick-up 
portion has an effective mid-point offset from the rest 
position of the effective mid-point of said edge portion 
of the reed. 

6. In combination in an electrical musical instrument, 
a mechanical system comprising a fixed-free reed and an 
impulse exciting means comprising a key actuated ham-
mer adjacent the reed selectively engageable with the in-
dividual reed for setting it into decadent free vibration, 
an electric translation pick-up adjacent the reed, said 
pick-ttp having a tone producing portion located along-
side and being vibratorily passed by a longitudinally in-
termediate edge portion of the reed and being of an 
effective thickness, in the direction of reed vibration, 
smaller that, the high-amplitude stroke of said edge 
portion of the reed, and means comprised in said me-
chanical system for at least substantially eliminating from 
the free vibration of the reed a lower one of its normally 
present upper partials. 

7. The combination claimed in claim 6, wherein said 
edge portion of the reed is substantially nodal for an-
other lower one of the upper partials of the ftee vibra-
tion of the reed. 

8. In combination in an electrical musical instrument,  

• 	16 
a fixed-free reed, an impulse exciting means adjacent the 
reed and effective thereon substantially at a node for one 
of the two lowest of the upper partials of the free vibra-
tion of the reed for setting the reed into decedent free 
vibration, and an electric translation pick-up adjacent 
the reed, said pickup having a tone producing portion 
located alongside and being vibratorily passed by a longi-
tudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed and being 
of an effective thicknees. in the direction of reed vibra-
lion, smaller than the high-amplitude stroke of said edge 
portion of the reed, said edge portion of the reed being 
substantially nodal for the other of said two lowest 
upper partials. 

9. In combination in a musical instrument, a fixed-free 
reed, single-impulse exciting means comprising a key 
actuated hemmer selectively engageable with the indi-
vidual reed for setting it into decadent free vibration, a 
mechanic° electrical system consisting of a portion of 
the reed and pick-up means associated with and influenced 
by said portion for translating electric oscillations from 
the reed vibrations, means comprised in said mechanico-
clectricel system for at least substantially eliminating from 
said oscillations an inharmonic component corresponding 
to a lower one of the upper partials at which the reed 
tends to vibrate, end means also comprised in said 
mechanico-electrical system for introducing into the oscil-
lations translated from the fundamental reed vibrations 
,a terics of urmer partials harrnoeically related thereto. 

10. In combination in a musical instrument, a mechani-
cal s)steln comprising a fixed-free reed and 'single-impulse 
exciting means for setting it into decadent free vibration, 
a mechanico-electrical system consisting of a portion of 
said reed and pick-up means associated with and in-
fluenced by said portion for translating electric oscilla-
tions from the reed vibrations, means comprised in said 
mechanical system for at least substantially eliminating 
from said oscillations an inharmonic component corre-
sponding to one of the two lowest of the upper partials at 
which the reed tends to vibrate, means comprised in said 
mechanico-electrical system for at least substantially 
eliminating from said oscillations an inharmonic compo-
nent corresponding to the other of said two partials, and 
means also comprised in said mechanico-electrical system 
for introducing into the oscillations translated from the 
fundamental reed vibrations a series of upper partials 
harmonically related thereto. 
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This Invention is concerned generally with key actuated 
pereuscive instruments, and more particularly with a 
portable electronic piano utilizing vibrating reeds as tone 

generator s. 
For m any hundreds of yr ar s  the nano and its historical 

predecessors have utilized vibrating strings as lone gen-
erators. These string tone generators are stretched under 
substantial- tension, and are subject to gradual detrning 
dire to` stretching of the strings, Icoscning of the mecha-
nism bedding the soings, changes in size with tempera-
tete, changes in the vmporting and associated structure 

due teitemperatirre and atmospheric changes, and due to 
corrosion of the strings which changes their physical 

dimensions-. 
The bass strings of a piano are of considerable length 

rind' therefore require that a piano l' a large size instru-

ment. Tfit aggregate tension of all of the strings of a 
piano typically may run on the order of eighteen tons. 
This requires a large and massive supporting structure, 
commonly made of cart iron or the like, and further re-

quires an  of large size. 711c cast iron or other 
massive suPporiing.  structure leads to great weight in a 
piano ;  the sinalle•t pianos weighing on th.: order of five 
hundred pounds, and grand pianos weighing as much as 

fifteen hundred pounds or more. The minimum length 
of bass strings is on the order of three to four feet, thus 
requiring a piano dimension of at least this much- in the 
direction of the bass strings, and grand pianos may be 
av much- as nine feet in length to accommodate the tong 
bass strings: 

The large size  'and cveil',ht of conventional' pianos makes 
them unsuitable for use in many homes, and seriously 
crowds student practice rooms. Efforts. have been made 
to reduce the Si7C and Weights of pianos by utilizing sound 
gencraiors other than tensioned strings, or by changi•,g 
the dimensions of the strings. These efforts gcncr 
have been unsuccessful. I have found that by suitably 
shaping and dimensioning a vibratile metallic reed, the 
reed can be struck by a hammer and utilized as an elec-
trostatic generator which when suitably electronically 

rhirplified and transduced produces sounds practically 
indistinguishable from those of a conventional piano. 
Such a musical instrument is adapted for the use of ear-
phones ai transducers so that the piagist may listen to his 
OWn playing without disturbing others in the vicinity. 
Of course,' for general use a loudspeaker would he used 
rather than earphones. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a portable 
electronic piano utilizing a vibratile reed and correspond-
ing pickup as an electrostatic tone penerator wherein the 
iced and pickup are so correlated as to produce a proper 
balance of fundamental grid harmonics. 

A further object of this invention is :o provide an elec-
tronic piano utilizing vibratile reed tone generators where-
in the reeds arc provided -  with a moral which will not 
absorb the reed vibrations and the:-by damp the reeds. 

A funhcr object of this insertion is to vnovide a vibrat-
ing reed elecounic piano in which the reeds are so formed 

• •  

as to insure vibration from a predetermined ;sn:.rt, where-
by mote PCCU 'jleiy to control their vibrational Charader• 
istics. 

JA ft rthcr ob,icct of this invention is to provide a vihrat-
5 log reed tone generator electronic piano wherein tiro 

reeds roc reduced to a m.nimum size, 
Yet nnialser ohjcct of this invention is to provide a vf-

brar'n" reed electronic piano having a pickup coop.crahlo 
with the reeds schich is of economical and readily fabri- 

10 cated construction. 
A fur ther object of this intention is to provide a vibrat , 

 ing recd elc:tionic piano having a pickup cooperablo 
with the reeds v. hich pros ides a very large change in 
capacitance.. thereby increasing the voturne of the output 

15 and masking random noises. 
Yet :mother object of this invention is to pr v le, in an 

electronic piano having, vibrating reed tone g.en.:rators, a 
pickup- cooper:,d e  srith the reeds ssirich is shaped to pro , 

 duce a pinper tra•hration of tonal volume along the length 
20 of the instrument. 

Other and further objects and advantages of the-present 
invention will be appment 'from the following dcccrip. 
lion when taken in connection with the eccompanying. 
drawings wherein: 

25 	Fig. I is a perspective view of a pianoo constructed in 
accordance with the principles .  of my invention with parts.. 
broken away for clarity of illustration; 

Fig. 2 is cn enlarged cross scc;ional view through the, 
piano taken substantial> ,  along the line 2-2 of Fig. I; 

30 	Fig. 3 is a fragmentyry .1`.07 1/011:11 SC01011;11 view taken 
substantially along the fine 3-3 in Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross sectional view taken along 
the line 4-4 of Fig. 3 and showing the piano action; 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing the cooperation 
35 of the reeds and pickup; 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view showing the cooperation of 
one of the bass reeds and pickup and is similar 16 the . 

 center portion of Fig. 4 on an enlarged scale; 
-Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 showing a treble reed ,  

40 and its association with the pickup; 
Fig. 8 is a diagraM illustrating the type of electrical 

wave produced by one of the reeds and the pickup; and .  
Fig. 9 is a viesv similar to Fig. 6 showing a Modified' 

fortnof the pickup. 
Reference first should' he had to Figs. 1 and 2 for a: 

45  general understanding of the piano. Tire piano is indi-
cated generally at 10 and comprises a case 12 of gem-
crafty rectangular configuration having parallel end walls 
14 and 16, a bottom 18 and -  a top 20 parallel thereto; 
and a rear wall' 22. The top 20 is of lesser depth. than 5o the bottom 18, and a cover 24 is hineedly connected at 
26 to the front edne of the top 20. The cover is pro-
vid .ed with a depending flange rd v.hich abuts an uP 
standing front svalt When the cover is tilted back 
to the dashed line position shown in Fig. 2 it cooperates 

55  with a tray 32 to form a music rack. When it is closed; 

it is inclined- dowmt ardty over the keyboard shortly to 
be described: 

The front wall- 30 and depending cover flange 28" are 

GO .  
provided with complementary fasteners -  34 of conven-
tional construction for holdi...g the cover closed, and a 
handle 36 is provided on tire front wall 30 for carrying 
the piano. 

An electronic amplifier 3S of suitable design is Mount- 

6,5 
ed within the case for amplifying the oscillatibns gen. 
crated by the reeds and pi,-1.ups as hereinafter will be 
set forth. A loudspeaker •0 is positioned in the cabinet 
beneath the opening 42 which is covered by a cover r l rre' 
44 having suitable sound transmitting, slots 46 therein. 

70 A pair of jacks 48 is mounted adjacent the right hand , 
 cost of the shelf 32 ns shos-rn in Fig. 1 for the receipt 

of earphone plugs. \Mel) a plug is associated with one 
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of the jacks, the sound is audible only through the ear-
phones, while the sound is audible both throwah the 
speaker and through the c..rphones sklien the earphone 
plug is assodAtcd milli the other jack. 

'flit piano as heretofore described is of relatively small 
size, being on the order of three feet long and tv.o feet 
in depth, tic hci hl being substantially less than one foot. 
The weieht of the piano is %%ell under one hundred 
pounds. and it thus will be app eciated thet the piano 
is readily portable and can be placed on a table or desk 
for operation. Alternatively, %%fought iron leg ,  50 of 
the type eurevatly pop;dar may be attached to the under-
Side of the piano ca..e by any suitable means such as 
SUMS, it being understood that these legs probably 
would be used only for semi•perIllanCnt installations. 

The piano is provided with a base or support 52 pref-
erably con•artieted of wood and lying along the bottom 
18. A keyboard 54 extends across the front cdee of 
this base or support and comprises a plurality of keys 
56 as shown in Figs. 1-4. The keys are pivoted on a 
fulcrum rail 58 by means of the „mull balanee Icy pins 
60, end. are p: silk the usual tent key 
pins 62 and a limit stop 64 of felt or other suitable ma-
teriaL 

The inner end of each key is provided with a raised 
portion 66 having a capstan screw 68 (Fig. 4). The ex-
treme inner end of each key further is provided with a 
shelf 70 a pad 72 of felt or other suitable ma-
terial thereon. 

A main rail 74 extends across the keyboard between a 
pair of supporting brackets 76 secured to the base or 
support 52 by any suitable means such as screws 78. 
Butt flanges SO arc spaced along the main rail 74 and 
pivotally support the butts 82 of a plurality of hammers 
generally designated by the numeral 84 and further in-
cluding hammer shanks 86, and hammer heads SS hav-
ing strikers 90 of felt or other suitable material. The 
underside of each butt 32 is provided with a pad 92 of 
suitable material such as felt and is engaged by the 
Corresponding capstan screw 68. 

A spring rail 94 extends between the brackets 76, be-
ing mounted thereon by means of auxiliary brackets or 
blocks 96. A plurality of sprints 9S is spaced along 
the spring rail 94, and each spring corresponds to one 
of the hammers 84. The end of each spring 98 is curled 
over as at 100, and the curled over end is received in 
a groove or slot 101 in a forwardly projecting portion 
102 of the corresponding hammer butt 82. Each spring 
thus urges the pad 92 of its hammer butt against the cor-
responding capstan screw 68, and all of the hammer 
shanks arc urged up against a felt pad 104 on the bottom 
of a hammer rail 106 extending between corresponding 
top portions of the brackets 76. 

A generally rectangular reed and pickup supporting 
frame 108 is provided in the piano forwardly of the 
piano actions just described. This frame comprises a 
pair of end pieces 110 of heavy steel, a hack piece or 
rail 112 likewise of heavy steel and welded to the end 
pieces 110 at right uncles thereto, and a front piece or 
rail 114 %%bids likewise is of heavy steel and is %selded 
between the er.d pieces 110. The treble end piece is 
slightly shorter than the bass end piece, and the front 
rail 114 is not quite parallel to the back rail 112, but 
rather tapers toe od the hack rail from the bass end of 
the piano to the treble end due to the physical sizes of 
the reeds as hereinafter swill be Inourbt out. It mill he 
appreciated that the mass of the supporting frame 110 
precludes any vibration thereof %%hick would tend to 
damp the reeds or otherwise to affect tone generation 
adversely. A pair of rubber blocks 116 is mounted on 
the base or suorant 52 substantially at opposite ends of 
the piano, and ti:: and pieces 110 rest on these Lloeks, 
suitable screws Itst passim, throrieh said end pieces and 
said blocks ar.d beim: threaded into the support or base 
52 for holding down the frame.  

4 
'lie front frame rail 114 is provided with a rai , ed 

portion 120, and a plurality of vibratile metallic spring 
st e el reds 122 i s  sr ietd aluag this raised portion. caAl 
reed being mounted by means of a cap screw 124 pessing 

5 through a ssidened base portion 121 of the reed and 
threaded into the r.i•ed po:t:on 120 of the front rail 
114. 1 he reeds 122 necessarily vary in pltysical Nice from 
a maximum at the base end of the piano to a minimum 
at the treble end. Re fel :nee to Fie:. 6 and 7 reveals 

Ica the differcrree in sizes, a bass reed 1 ,:ing ind:cated et 
122! in Fig. 7, aria a treble teed (swing indicated at 1 22r 
in 1 7. Tbe thieknc••s of the bass reeds preferably is 
greakr than that of the treble reeds to limit 11;c ampli. 
'Rule of vibration, and tt, c. ss 	; ,.1.,0 may  he gre a ter to 

15 limit tint,e , irable lateral vibration. 	The reeds are under- 
cut as illustrated at 128 in Firs. 6 and 7, preferably, by 

grinding, so that the reeds sill vibrate front the under-
cut or shoulder portion out toward their free cods. 
Accordingly, the position at shish the reed leocs 126 

20 are clamped by the heads of the cap stress 124 is not 
critical. The undercut portion or shoulder of each reed 
further has been found to delay the decay of vibration 
in a desirable manner. 

In order to avoid making the bass and some' of the 
25 other reeds too large, lead %%eiehts 139 arc provided on 

the outer ends of these reeds. This causes the weighted 
rccds to vibrate  at  a lower frequency than they would 
Without the V.C ■ ^111 S. The also provide inertia 
which acts to eliminate high frequency harsh transients 

30 or partials s hish otherwise would be eencrated upon 
striking of the reed, and w hich would lead to a non-piano-
like torte. 11;c lead wciehts also delay the decay of vibra-
tion in a highly desirable rnanner. In addition to the 
foregoing, the lead weights simplify tuning of the reeds, 

35 as such tuning can be done merely by adding a little 
extra lead, or by filing some off. 'Ile lead vs eights pref-
erably arc tapered on their sides as indicated at 132 in 
Fig. 5, and at their ends es indicated at 134 in hies. 4-6. 
This tapering provides physical clearance that there 

40 is substantially no danger of striking the pickup now to 
be described. 

The pickup comprises a plastic member 135 having a 
shelf portion 136 projecting forwardly toward the reeds 
122. The outer edge of the shelf portion is of genet al- 

45 ly comb-like construction having a plurality of c .:Icnding, 
fingers 133. The pl..stic. pickup 135 is secured on top 
of the back frame rail 112 by means of a series of cap 
screws 140 having washers 142 beneath their heads. the 
cap screws passing throu•h the plastic monther 135 and 

50  being threaded into the hack rail 112. The plate pick-
up 135 and the reeds 122 are so mounted th..t the reeds 
are coplanar with the bottom surface of the shelf 136 
with the outer ends of the reads fitting in the spaces be-
tween the fineers 13S. As n.ay be sten is Fig. 5 it is 

5 3  preferable that two bass teeds fit in the spa cc between 
two of the fingers 138. 'lee treble [cods likewise could 
be arranged with two per space, but it is r.referred that 
the treble reeds be arraneed with only or -.e brutes each 
pair of fingers, and it is contamplated that the bass reeds 

Go also could he arranged sith only one . - ced between a 
pair of Gagers. The importance of the coplanar rela-
tion of the reeds and the bottom of the shelf 136 will 
be apparent shortly. 

The top and bottom surfaces, as well as the projecting 
na end surfaces, of the shelf 136 of the pickup are provided 

with a conductive coating 144. This .conduetive coating 
preferably comprises metal shish !nay be plated, sput- 
tered, deposited, or otherwise placed on the plastic. Vari- 
ous techniques for providing such metal coatines are 

70 known in other ar ts, for instance the art of man:ffacture 
of printed electrical circuits. Silver has been found to 
he a preferable metal for such co•rine. due to its excel- 
lent conducting characteristies and due to the me of 
coating silver onto an inallatine, base. 'Ile coaling is 

75 sufficiently thin that only a small amount of metal is 
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heeded, and the cost of silver therefore it not prohibitive, 
The reeds 122 all are grounded through the frame 108, 
And the conductive coating 144 of the pickup is con. 
netted to the input of the :mplifter 38, It v rII to evi• 
dent that a capacity field exists between the reeds and 
the conductive coating on the pie'. up when a potential 
is applied to the pickup. WI cn cash reed is struck by 
its corresponding hammer to r ut the reed into vibra-
lion, the capacity field varies to produce c-eill:Itions 
which result in piano tones when properly amplified and 
transduced. 

The thickness of the shelf 136 swiss from end to end 
of the pickup 135. The thickness of tic shelf is great-
est at the bass end of the piano, rind decreases to a min:• 

mum at the treble end. The thickness is correlated with 
the swing of the corresponding reeds so that xshen the 
reeds swing upward from their rest position (this being 
coplanar with the bottom of the shelf as previously 
noted) the reeds nexer suing above the top surface of 
the shelf. The entire lower half cycle of reed swim; 
is beneath the shelf, As a res ',t, a hirer hi capacity 
is produced as illustrated i 6. 'I he median line 
146 represents the capacity between a reed and the pick-

up V. hen the reed is nt rest. When the iced swings down 
below the shelf, the capacity between the reed and piek• 
up coating 144 changes by a maximnin rritoont as indi-
cated at 148. This change in care.eity has been indi• 
toted as npproximately a . sine W.:ve for simplification 

of representation, but it is to be understood that the 
wave actually closely ,  corresponds ssi:h the sound wave 
generated by a vibrating piano string, such sound wave 
being complex rt:ni comprising a fundamental and series 
of harmonics. When. the reed S1V131`,5 up•.enrdly above its 
rest position, the capacity changes only very s li g htly as 

 indicated at 150, and for all practical purpo;esthis change 
can be ignored. The condiment:II thus generated is 
strong and beats the proper relation to the harmonies to 
represent a piuro sound. 

It will be apparent that if a recd were centralized with 
rerpect to the shelf 136 and conductive coatings 144, 
there would be no oscillation generated except when 
the reed swung beyond the upper and lower surfaces of 
the shelf. Each time the reed would swing beyond the 
extremities of the shelf in such manner a strong second 
harmonic would be generated, and the resulting sound 
would have a distinctly guitar•ie quality. Placement of 
the reeds in the slots between the finee,s engenders a 
maximum change in capacity for a given reed swing, 
thereby giving rise to a reasonably strong initial signal 
so that random noises will be inaudible. 

It has been noted previously that tire front rail 114 
progressively approaches the back rail 112 from :he bass 
to the treble end of the instrument. This is necessary 
due to the progressive decrease in length of the reeds, and 

it will be apparent from Fig. 6 that in addition to the 
progressively decreasing spacing between the front and 
rear rails the upper projection 120 on M. Ilich the r eeds ere 

. supported becomes progressively slider to position the 

reeds proeressivtely closer to the pickup 135, the pickup 
being mooniest directly on top of the back rah. The 
length of the shelf 136 of the pickup, specifica ly the 
fingers 133, also decreases from the bass to the treble 
end so that not too high a percent:tee of the length of a 
treble reed extends into the space betsseen adjacent fin-
gers. This maintains a proper balance among the vari-
ous tones generated by the several reeds of the piano. 

It has been noted heretofore that the large change 
capacity engendered by projection of the reed ends be-
tween the projecting fingers of the pickup renders back-
ground or stray noise substantially Mandible. The use of 

the relatively small pickup area of the coating 144, as 
opposed to a metallic bar which would have to extend 
to the back edge of the pickup element 135, further 
helps to eliminate background or stray noise. Such 
pickup or stray noise further is minimized by a conduc- 

6 
live shield 152 prefera•ly of aluminum, covering the top 
and back of the picktm and mounted on the support or 
base 52 by nrcans of l,t11%.■ ;Irdly directed ears 154 (Fig. 3) 
sshich may be held dossn by scresss or Other suitable 

5 fasteners. It is to be understood that the shield 152 is 

suitably itroundcd• 
It is ssell known that the various strings of a piano 

haste different vibrational decay characteristics; (110fe par-
liculatly stated, the bass strines tend to vibrate much 

in longer than the treble strines. Accordingly, dampers 

are provided to arrest the vibration of piano strings so,cn 
the coricsp.mtlinp, keys are released. 'I lie reeds utilized 
in my electronic piano likewise have different vibrational 
decay characteristics. Accordingly, I linve provided 

15 dampers for the reeds, nod these are illt stinted in Fi r . 4, 

line' damper is indicated generally at 156, and in• 
ch.dcs a damper lever 158 pivotally connected at 160 
to a damper lever flange 162, the damper lever ranges 
being spaced 10003 the lower front cdtte of the stain rail 

20 74. A damper \sire 161 extends from each lever 158 
toward the briek of the piano, and extends upwardly to 
support a damper head 166 having a suitable reed ergag-
ing pad 163 of felt or other material. "Ille bolt cid of 
each damper lever is provided with a llook•ike or sub- 

net stantially L•shaped wire 170 extending upwardly and 
overlying the felt pad 72 on the corresponding key shelf 
70. Whenever a key is depressed, the shelf thus raises 
the butt ere! of the damper lever, and m:ccirdinely re-
tracts the pad 163 from iltc corresponding reed so that 

30 that reed is free to sound, At the same time, the capstan 
screw engages beneath the hammer butt 1,2 to start the 
hammer head in motion toward the corresponding reed. 
The pad 64 beneath the outer end of the key engages 
the hese or support 52 to slop the key before the ham• 
mcr head pad 90 engages the corresponding reed, and 
inertia of the hammer continues the hammer in motion 
to effect such cr,eacement. The hammer then rebt•ends 
and is returned by 111c spring 98 against the capstan screw 
which holds the hammer pertially depressed until the key 

40 is reburied. The spring 98 then returns the hammer to 
its rest position as shorvn in Fig. 4, and the damper is 
returned to damping positiOn by a spring (not shown) 
encircling the pivot 160. 

In order to play forte, it is necessary to release all of 
ta the dampers. This is effected by means of a rod 172 

 (hg. 4) extending completely across the piano and jour-
naled in a graphite impregnated felt bearing 174 in a 
generally serni•eiretiler grouse 176 extending across the 
base or support 52, this vase or support being provided 

JU with it rectangular channel or groove 173 in the vicinity 
of the rod 172. A bar 180 is welded longitudinally along 
the rod 172 and ene.ages beneath the butt end of all of 
the damper levers 158. A foot pedal 182 (Fig. 1) is pro-
vided for the piano and is detachably connected thereto 
by push pull control 164 of the type comprising a flex-
ible wire movable v.ithin a 11:xible she.dh. 'Ibis control 
is so connected to the rod 172, as fully illustrated in my 
cop coding applic:dion Ser. No. 433,563, filed tune 1, 
1954, nosy Patent No. 2,656,851, rind entitled "Piano 

GU Action." as to effect counterclockwise rotation of the rod 
172 ss ben tic foot pedal is depressed. This causes the 
bat 100 to cam under the bottom edge of the lexer 158 
to pivot each damper to released or retracted position 
and to hold it there until the foot pedal is released. 

U .; It now will be ndoarent that the structure disclosed in 
this case C:(11,ii the reeds to vibrate at a predetermined 
point, thereby nctaally controlling their pitch frequency 
and precluding the necessity of critical positioning of the 
holding means. The massive st•pport of the reeds pre- 

70 chides d:ollping thereof by the support bar, and therefore 
the support does not affect the vibrational characteristics 
of the reeds . 

The lead weiehts on the reeds enable the reeds gen- 
erating the lower tones to be constructed with a reason- 

75 able physical size. These weights also; act to absorb or 
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eliminate hard transients or partials which tend to be 
generated when the reed initially is struck. Furthermore, 
the lead weights lead to hoprosed decay characteristics 
and simplify initial tuning of the reeds in allowing the 
reeds to he tuned by the addition of a bit more lead or 
by filing off a bit of lead. 

The cooperatise relationship of the reeds and pickups 
whereby the reeds :ac. coplanar with one face of the 
pickup and si.hcrcin the piel.up is of sullieient thicknes; 
so that the reed dozs not pass beyond or 11 ■ 1000 the 
pickup in one direction of vibration is imporoint in pro-
ducing proper piano tones. The bileinee of fundamental 
and harmonics achicsicd in this manner is substantially 
indistinet.ishable from that of a eonvenlion:h piano. 

The nsc:at coating of the plastic pickup bar has several 
important advanta•es over a metallic pickup bar. In-
sulating problems arc greatly simplified, and in fact are 
substantially eliminated. The mounting structure thee_ 
for is simplified. The cost of production is lowered, and 
there is a lesser area which could pick up stray siginls 
or noise. 

1"c projecting teeth of the pickup extending b:twecn 
the reeds effects a greater volume change due to the 
greater change in capacitance than is achieved by any 
means in the prior art with uhich I arn familiar. The 
effect varies %kith the length of the projection, and for 
this reason the length of the projection varies ::cross the 
keyboard in order to produce a proper tonal balance 
among the base, treble, and intermediate tones. The 
tonal balaece further can be obtained and is influenced 
by whether there are one or two reeds between each pair 
of teeth or projections, rod this is borne it mind in 
determining the length of the projections to obtain proper 
tonal balance. 

A modified form of pickup is shown in Fig. 9. This 
pickup is functionally similar to that previously described, 
and similar numerals with the addition cif titcsafrix 
ore utilized to i.teritify similar parts. The pickup 115a 
comprises a metal plate, preferably aluminum, with a 
forwardly projecting shelf 136a having slots 133a in which 
the reeds 1224 vibrate. An insulating slab 137 spaces the 
pickup 135a from the back bar or rail 112a, and a grom-
met 139 insulates each cap screw 140a and washer 1420 
from the pickup. The pickup 13Sa may comprise a 
plurality of pieces arranged end to end and electrically 
interconnected, or may be made in one piece. 

The specific example of the invention hercia shown and 
described is to he understood as being for illustrative 
purposes only. Various changes in structure will no doubt 
occur to those skilled in the art, and arc to be understood 
as forming a part of my invention insofar as they fall 
within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. An electronic musical instrument comprising a com-

mon reed sup part, a plurality of reels smith bases fixed 
on said common support and with vibra tile tongues pro-
jecting in the same direction therefrom in side•by.side sub-
stantially coplanar parallelism from said support, a plu-
rality of hammers respectively percussively engaceable 
with the tongues of said reeds respectively to set said reed 
tongues in decadent free vibration, a plurelity of manual-
ly engaeeable keys respectively operatively connected to 
said hammers for selectively moving said hammers into 
such percussive engagement with said reed tongues, a 
pickup inemb•r of comb-like configuration baying a plu-
rality of parallel teeth and an intermediate plurality of 
slots each opening at one end, means mounting said pick-
up member in opposition to said reeds substantially in a 
common plane theret6lh with the reeds projecting into 
the slots betsseen the teeth. the teeth en ogoosite sides of 
a reed extending aulistilmially the same distance there-
along, there be'rg at least one reed tongue in each slot, 
and each reed being closely adjacent a pickup tooth along 

• 	 8 
a longitudinal edge of said recd, said pickup teeth tenni-
!sating at free ends short of the recd bases, the trainmen 
respectively percussively C the reed tongues 1 ,e-
tss cen the reed bases and the free ends of the adjacent pick- 

3 up teeth, said reeds and said pickup member comprising 
electrostatic tore generating means, means establishing 
an electric potential between said reeds and said pickup 
member, cleetrie. oscillations being generated in accord-
ance smith the change in capacity between said reeds and 

1'1 said pickup member resulting from free decadent vibra-
lion of said reeds rcl itive to said piel.up member, elec-
tronic amplifying means connected to said reeds and said 
pickup member (or amplifyinr, the oscillations generated 
by the decadent free vibration of said reed tongues, and 

13 electioelcoustic transtatine, meant connected to said am-
plifying means for ,.averting the amplified oscillations 
into audible tones. 

2. An electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 
1 w herein the plane of said reeds is displaced from the 

20 median plane of the pickup teeth, and wherein said reeds 
vibrate asymmetrically about such median plahc. 

3. An electronic musical instrument as set forth in 
claim 1 and further including common means clectrica:iy 
grounding said plurality of reeds. 

25 	4. An electronic musical instrument as set forth in 
claim 3 ssherein tie common grounding means com-
prises the common reed support, said stippoe:. in 	elec- 
trically conductive, and said reeds being rilen..•to 
on said support in physical and electrical eol—gemeet 

30 therewith. 
 A ve‘inth.  5 	electronic musical instrument as act forth In 

claim 1 wherein the recd tongues and the teeth of the 
pickup are substantially rectangular in cross-se.Cion and 
in outline to provide a sharp tonal reaction. 

35 	6. An electronic musical instrument as eet forth in 
claim 1 wherein the reed support and the pickue eeecibea 
support comprise parts of a common -  suppert which is 
massive relative to said reeds. 

7. An electronic musical instrument pie set for -II -  la 
claim I wherein the pickup member comprises an insulat-
ing base and an electrically conductive coating 	ear- 
faces thereof. 

8. An electronic musical instrument as set - 'an:- in 
claim 7 uherein the coating is on the top. bee'. ton: and 

45 end surfaces of the pickup member fingers. 
9. An electronic musical instrument afzi set Tort: ,  in 

claim 1 %%herein a plurality of reed tongues extends into 
each of at least some of the. pickup slots. 
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1 	 2 
through the reeds and threaded into the raised portion or 

3,154,997 	 shelf 16 of the reed frame 10. The reeds are made of 

	

REED WITH CURVED l'APER 	 metal, conveniently steel, although other resilient metals 
Harald E. W. Bode, North Tonawanda. N.Y., assignor to 	can be used. Each reed at its free end is provided with The Wurlitzer Company, Chicago, Ill., a corporation 

5 a weight 22 for tunin Ohio 	 g, and for emphatlzing the funda- 
Filed 

cif 

	

 Oct. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 228,103 	 mental mode of vibration. 
6 Claims. (Cl. 84•408) The opposite long side of tine reed frame 10 has an in- 

sulating spacer 24 extending therealong, and a capacitive 
This invention relates to the art of electronic sound 	pickup 26 is secured thereto. The pickup and insulating 

generatiOn, and more particularly to a vibratory reed la spacer may be held in place by means such as bolts and 
serving as an impulsively actuated electrostatic tone 	washers 28 extending through the pickup and through the 
generator. 	 insulation and threaded into the reed frame. As will be 

The use of a vibratory reed in capacitive relation with 	appreciated, the bolts 28 are electrically insulated from 
a pickup as an electrostatic tone generator is well known 	the pickup, as by means of a conventional bushing. The 
in the electronic musical art. Such reeds have long been la pickup 26 conveniently is of metal, aluminum being a 
used in wind driven electronic organs, and are generally 	preferred example, and is of generally comb-like con- 
similar is nature to the reeds which have been used for 	figuration comprising a plurality of slots 29 into which 
a great many years in reed organs and in accordions. 	the free ends of the reeds 18 extend for vibration. Fingers 
More recently efforts have been made to utilize similar 	30 are defined between the slots 29, and these fingers 
reeds in an electronic piano. Two difficulties have been 20 extend between adjacent reeds. As is shown in FIG. 1, 
encountered here; one in the stresses imposed on the 	the top of each reed is substantially coplanar with the 
reeds, and another in the inherently different vibrational 	bottom of the pickup 26. Furthermore, the thickness of 
Characteristics of reeds as contrasted to strings. 	 the pickup is such that a reed generally does not vibrate 

An impulsively actuated reed is practically instantane- 	above the top of the pickup, while it does vibrate below 
ously driven to a large excursion, and thereafter is allowed In the pickup through at least 180 degrees of each vibrating 
to vibrate in free, decadent fashion. The shock of the cycle. 
impulse actuation is quite substantial, and both this shock  A rail 32 extends parallel to the frame 10, and is 
and the initially rather great excursion of the reed tend 	secured thereto through the intermediary of a case (not 
to break the reed. As a result, the useful life of an Ma- 	shown), or by means of suitable brackets (not shown). 
pulsively actuated reed is quite substantially less than that ::;0 The rail 32 is provided with a plurality of butt flanges 
of the practically infinite life of a w i n d dr iven  ree d which 	34 on which is pivotally mounted a like plurality of 
is not subjected to shock loading, nor to great excursions. 	hammers 36, each having a felt head or impulaing mem- 

•Accordinaly, it is an object of this invention to provide 	ber 33. A padded rest 43 extends beneath the hammers, 
an iniproved reed for use in an electronic piano which 	as shown. Each hammer is provided near the butt there- 
will far outlast conventional reeds. 	 35 of with an underlying recess 42, and the upper end of a 

Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 	jack 44 bears within each recess. The jacks are respec- 
reed for use in an electronic piano, which reed has no 	lively actuated by more or less conventional piano actions 
'well-defined breaking point. 	 (not shown). 

As is well known, a vibrating string vibrates essentially 	Another rail 46 extends parallel to the long dimension 
with a fundamental and a plurality of harmonics. A 40 of the frame 10 and is disposed close thereto. A phi- 
reed, on the other hand, vibrates essentially with a funda- 	rality of damper release levers 48 is mounted along 
mental end with a series of inharmonic partials. Thus, 	the rail 46, respectively by means of damper flanges 50. 
a reed piano inherently tends to sound somewhat different 	Each damper release lever is provided with a pad 51 of 
'front a string piano. 	 resilient material, such as felt, hearing against a respec- 

-In view of the foregoing, it is yet another object of 45  live reed 18 to clamp or inhibit vibration thereof. At the 
this invention to provide a vibratory reed for an electronic 	opposite end of each damper lever 48, there is a connee- 
`piano which will produce a  remarkably piano-like tone. 	tion indicated at 52 with a damper release rod 54 suit- 

Other and further objects and advantages of the present 	ably connected to the piano action in a manner not shown, 
invention will be apparent from the following description 	whereby each damper pad 51 is lifted from engagement 
when taken in connection with the accompanying draw- 50  with the corresponding reed 18 before engagement of 
ings -wherein: 	 the corresponding hammer head 38 therewith. 

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional view through a piano action 	Reference now should be had to FIG. 3 for a detailed 
constructed in accordance with the principles of the 	understanding of the reed forming the subject matter 
present invention; 	 of this invention. Thus, the reed 18 is provided with 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary plan view of the reed frame; 	55  a generally rectangular base 56 having an aperture 58 
-FIG. 3 is a plan view of a reed on an enlarged scale 	therethrough through which the respective bolt or cap 

constructed in accordance with the present invention; 	screw 20 extends to clamp the base 56 against the raised 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of a prior art reed; and 	 portion or shelf 16 of the reed frame 10. The reed 
FIG. 5 is a plan view of another prior art reed. 	 further has a tongue 60 extending from the base 56 to 
Referring now in greater particularity to the drawings, nn  a free end 62, beneath which is positioned the weight 

22. The tongue is provided with parallel edges throughout and first to FIGS. 1 and 2, there will he seen a reed frame 
10 of generally rectangular configuration having a sub- 	the major portion of its length. The remainder of the 

reed comprises a long tapered portion. Specifically, the -stantially rectangular opening 12 therein. Actually, the 
tapered sides 64 extend from the line a—zz at the limit reed frame tapers somewhat in depth (front to back) from 
of the base 56 forming an external shoulder therewith, a•maximum at the bass end to a minimum at the treble 65 	line 	

. • 
to the line b—b. The reed sides or longitudinal edges 66 end, since the treble reeds inherently arc of shorter length are parallel from this point to the extremity or free 

than are the bass reds. One long side of the frame 10 is end 62. 
provided with depending reinforcing rib means 14, and  No definite limits can be set as to the length of the 
with an upstanding shelf 16. A plurality of reeds 18 is 	tapered portion of the reed relative to the portion having 
secured to the ten of the shelf 16 by mean's of a respec:ive. 	parallel sides. It will he observed in the drawing that 
plurality of cap screws or bolts 20 extending respectively 	the taper comprises roughly 25 percent of the reed tongue, 
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and this may be considered to be typical. The proportion 
is empirical and is not constant from one reed to another. 
However, it will be understood that the curved taper (thd 
distance from line a—a td One b--b) would generally 
be on the order of 20-35 percent and would never be less 5 
than substantially 10 percent and would never be more 
than substantially 50 percent of the total length of the 
reed tongue. Typically, the hammer head strikes the 
reed tongue outwardly of the tapered area. 

By extended simulated life tests, it has been found 10 
that a reed as shown in FIG. 3, when impulsively excited 
to oscillations at extreme amplitude (as by striking with 
the hammer head 38) eventually will break anywhere 
in the region bounded by the lines a—a and b—b. 

A. supposedly improved prior art reed is indicated at 15 
74 in FIG. 5. This reed has a base 76 joined to a tongue 
78 by straight tapered sides between the lines a—a and 
b—b. This reed also will break along the line b—b. 
In short, both of the reeds in FIGS. 4 and 5 are subject 
to fracture at a well-defined location, whereas the reed 20 
in FIG. 3, with the long curved taper has no well-defined 
area of fracture. Hence, by actual test, the reed of 
FIG. 3 lasts longer by a factor of about four to one 
than does the reed in FIG. 4 when submitted to impulse 
excitation. 	 23 

Furthermore, in about the lowest twenty notes of a 
piano, the reed shaped as in FIG. 3 has been found to 
give a substantially better sound than that shaped as in 
FIG. 4. The reasons for this are not at the present time 
fully understood. However, it is thought that in the reed 30 
of FIG. 3, the fundamental mode of vibration tends to 
dominate somewhat more over the inharmonic partials 
than in the usual reed of FIG. 4 with the longer parallel 
sides. 

It might he thought that a reed with straight tapering 
sides would be desirable as providing no definite fracture 
line. This would be the same as if the line b—b in FIG. 5 
were moved all of the way out to the end of the reed, 
with a uniform straight taper from the line a—a to the 
line b—b. However, such a reed is highly undesirable. 40 
It provides a very low Q, and this leads to an extremely 
undesirable ringing time. 

Operation of the combination shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 
will be obvious to those skilled in the art. A more or 
less conventional piano key is depressed and acts through 45 
a more or. less conventional action to raise the jack 44 
thereby sending the hammer head 38 up into impulsive 
engagement with the reed 18. At the same time, the 
action has lowered the damper release rod 54 to move the 
damper part ,71 up out of engagement with the corre-  50 

sponding reed 18, to allow free vibration thereof. The 
action, as is usual, holds the damper in retracted position 
as long as the- key is depressed. 

An der:noses:ie. field is established between the reeds 
18 and the p;claue ?• by establishing a direct current po-  55 
tential thersleeiwasm. Preferably, the reeds and the reed 
frame 3.0 see ta. around potential, while the pickup is 
maintained 	ri elevated potential through a resistor 
from a suit ';l=. eonree of direct current potential. Upon 
vibration of not 	more reeds, the capacity between the Co 
vibrating reeds and the pickup 26 changes, thereby 
developing a complex alternating current potential across 
the resistor. The potential developed across the resistor 
is suitably amplified and transduced to provide an audible, 
piano-like sound. 05 

Changes- in structure relative to the specific example 
shown and described herein may well occur to those 

4 
skilled in the art, and will be understood as forming 
a part of the invention insofar as they fall within the 
spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

This invention is claimed as follows: 
1. A vibratory reed for use as in a musical instru-

ment comprising a base adapted to be secured to a 
mounting surfacc, and a flat tongue having lateral and 
longitudinal dimensions extending freely out from said 
base, said tongue having a curved inward taper extend-
ing out from said base merging into substantially parallel 
edges, said curved taper comprising a substantial portion 
of the total length of said tongue and having a length 
greater than the transverse dimension of said tongue. 

2. A vibratory reed for use as in a musical instrument 
comprising a base adapted to be secured to a mounting 
surface, and a flat tongue having lateral and longitudieel 
dimensions extending freely out from said base, sa i d 
tongue having a curved inward taper extending out from 
said base merging into substantially parallel edges, said 
curved taper comprising between substantially 10 and 
percent of the total length of said tongue and having 
length greater than the transverse dimension of said 
tongue. 

3. A vibratory reed for use as in a musical instrinment 
comprising a base adapted to be secured to a mounting, 
surface, and a flat tongue having lateral and longitudinal 
dimensions extending freely out from said base, said 
tongue having a curved inward taper extending out from 
said base merging into substantially parallel edges, said 
curved taper comprising between substantially 20 and 3n 
percent of the total length of said tongue and having a 
length greater than the transverse dimension of said 
tongue. 

4. A vibrating reed arrangement for use as in a musical 
instrument comprising a fixed mounting base, a reed 
including a base and a tongue having lateral and longitu-
dinal dimensions extending freely out therefrom, means 
mounting said reed base on said mounting base, said reed 
tongue having a curved inward taper extending out from 
the reed base merging into substantially parallel edges 
of said tongue, said curved taper comprising a substan-
tial portion of the total length of said tongue and hav-
ing a length greater than the transverse dimension of said 
tongue, and a striker member adapted impulsively to 
engage said reed tongue to set said reed tongue in free, 
decadent vibration. 

5. A vibrating reed arrangement for use as in a musical 
instrument comprising a fixed mounting base, a reed in-
cluding a base and a tongue having lateral and longitu-
dinal dimensions extending freely out therefrom, means 
mounting said reed Sc on said mounting base, said reed 
tongue having a crewed inward taper extending out from 
the reed base merging into substantially parallel edges 
of said tongue, said .awand taper comprising a substantial 
portion of the total length of said tongue and having a 
length greater than the transverse dimension of said 
tongue, and a striker member adapted impulsively to en-
gage said reed tongue outwardly of said tapered portion 
to set said reed tongue in free, decadent vibration. 

6. A vibratory reed as set forth in claim 3 wherein the 
curved taper is a non-circular arcuate curve. 
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Claim 1  

An electronic musical instrument comprising a common reed support, 41  

a plurality of reeds with bases fixed on said common support and 
with vibratile tongues projecting in the same direction therefrom III 
in side-by-side substantially coplanar parallelism from said 
support, 

a plurality of hammers respectively percussively engageable with 	a  
the tongues of said reeds respectively to set said reed tongues in 
decadent free vibration, 

a plurality of manually engageable keys respectively operatively 
connected to said hammers for selectively moving said hammers into 
such percussive engagement with said reed tongues, 

a pickup member of comb-like configuration having a plurality of 	■ 
parallel teeth and an intermediate plurality of slots each opening 
at one end, 

means mounting said pickup member in opposition to said reeds sub-
stantially in a common plane therewith with the reeds projecting 	ME 
into the slots between the teeth, 

the teeth on opposite sides of a reed extending substantially the 1 
same distance therealong, 

there being at least one reed tongue in each slot, and each reed 	X 
being closely adjacent a pickup tooth along a longitudinal edge of 
said reed, 

said pickup teeth terminating at free ends short of the reed bases, X 

the hammers respectively percussively engaging the reed tongues 
between the reed bases and the free ends of the adjacent pickup 
teeth, 

said reeds and said pickup member comprising electrostatic tone 
generating means, 

means establishing an electric potential between said reeds and 
said pickup member, 

electric oscillations being generated in accordance with the change 
in capacity between said reeds and said pickup member resulting 
from free decadent vibration of said reeds relative to said pickup 
member, 

electronic amplifying means connected to said reeds and said pick-
ap member for amplifying the oscillations generated by the deca-
lent free .vihration of said reed tongues, 

and electro-acoustic translating means connected to said amplifying 4_5 
neans for converting the amplified oscillations into audible tones. 

:laim 2  

In electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
:he plane of said reeds is displaced from the median plane of the 
ickup teeth, and wherein said reeds vibrate asymmetrically about 
such median plane. 

:laim 3 

In electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 1 and further 
including common means electrically grounding said plurality of 
reeds, 

1a im 4 

In electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 3 wherein 
:he common grounding means comprises the common reed support, said 
support being electrically conductive, and said reeds being mounted 
Jirectly on said support in physical and electrical engagement 
:herewith. 

L. 
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Benice. 3fhalE. 	 RF. AR '  
UNITED STATEU.SUPgarif MytnISICION 

Washington, D. C. 

In the Matter of 
No. 337 - 31 

ELECTRONIC PIANOS 

AFFIDAVIT  

OF 

TOMMY MOORE  

I, Tommy Moore, - being duly sworn, depose and state 

as follows: 

1. I am President of Electrokey, Inc. which is 

the exclusive importer of Electrokey and Maestro Pianos. 

2. I am familiar with the stipulation of Mr. 

Robert M. Wolters, Attorney for Complainant, made at the 

Deposition' of Tothiyuld Kobayashi. The stipulation appears 

on page 4 of the Kobayashi Deposition, which is Item No. 19 

of Respondents' Patent Exhibit 16 and reads as follows: 

...it's the position of Wurlitzer that 

only the reeds with the long taper, that 

is, reeds Nos. 1-17, infringe the Bode 

Patent. That's in the Deposition Exhibit 

11, the collection of reeds. 

The remaining reeds, 18-61, have 

straight sides and a single radius 
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between the reed base and the reed tongue 

and Wurlitzer does not charge that those 

reeds infringe the Bode Patent." 

3. I am also familiar with Point I. J. 1. of 

Respondents' Brief before the United States Tariff Commission, 

filed April 20, 1973, which reeds as follows: 

"1. The issues presented by this pro-

ceeding regarding Bode Patent 3,154,997 are 

now moot. 

As pointed out at the full hearing (R pages 

311, 312) and further confirmed in a letter 

dated February 13, 1973 to Mr. Kenneth Mason, 

Respondents' electronic pianos no longer 

utilize reeds of the type allegedly covered 

by Bode Patent 3,154,997 (long curved inward 

taper) but have at least since August 1972 

utilized an alternate reed which is•like 

the ones admittedly in public domain (having 

a single radius fillet as illustrated as 

prior art in Fig. 4 of 3,154,997)." 

4. There has been no change since February 13, 1973 

in the type reeds used by the electronic pianos which have 

been imported by Electrokey, Inc.. In other words, all 

electronic pianos imported by Electrokey, Inc. since 

February 13, 1973 continue to utilize the alternate reed 

mentioned in Statement No. 3, above. • 

5. Further, Deponent saith not. 
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W. M. TAYLOR. JR. 

CHIEF JUDGE 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS 75202 
August 23, 1974 

Mr. Earl Levy 
United States Tariff Commission 
Office of the General Counsel 
8th & E Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20383 

Re: CA 3-4803-C 
The Wurlitzer Company vs. 
Electrokey, Inc., et al  

Dear Mr. Levy: 

Please find enclosed copy of opinion filed today in the 

above styled and numbered cause. 

Yours very truly, 

(Y;:/117/ 

W. M. Tayor,4/Ar. 

Enclosure 
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U. 8, DISTRICT CODIFF 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TDMX 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT F I L E D 
FOR THE NORTHERN 	DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS DIVISION 	 'AUG 23 1974 
JOSEPH McELROY, UR., CLERK 

THE WURLITZER COMPANY ) RY-. 
Deputli 

) 
vs. ) CA 3-4803-C 

) 
ELECTROKEY, INC., 
RHYTHM BAND, INC., 
TOMMY MOORE, and 

) 
) 
) 

NIPPON COLUMBIA CO., LTD. ) 

OPINION  

This is a patent infringement ease brought under 

28 U.S.C. S 1338 and 35 U.S.C. S 281. 

Plaintiff is a Delaware corporation with its principal 

place of business in Illinois. Defendants Electrokey and Rhythm 

Band have their principal place of business in'the Northern District 

of Texas. Defendant Moore i7 a resident of the Northern District of 

Texas. Defendant Chicago Musical Instrument is a resident of 

Illinois and was a party to a suit filed there by Plaintiff that 

was subsequently dismissed upon Chicago Musical Instrument's addition 

into this suit. Defendant Nippon Columbia is a Japanese corporation 

which was served through its agent, Defendant Moore. 

The broad question here is whether the electronic piano 

manufactured and distributed by the Defendants infringes four 

patents owned by Plaintiff. 

The first patent is B. F. Miessner No. 3,038,363 original-

ly filed June 22, 1952, and patented June 12, 1962. Plaintiff con- 

tends that Defendants' device infringes claims 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 
1/ 

9 of that patent. 

The second patent is B. F. Miessner No. 2,942,512, filed 

August 14, 1957, and patented June 28, 1960. Claims 1, 2, 6 and 9 

are claimed to be infringed. 

Plaintiff's third patent in dispute is C. W. Andersen 

No. 2,949,053, filed June 1, 1954, and patented August 16, 1960. 

Claims 1- 5 are in dispute. 
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These first three patents involve the construction of 

tone generators for electronic pianos. Defendants do not contest 

their validity but claim that when they are construed in the light 
2/ 

of the prior art, they do not read on Defendants' piano. 

The fourth patent in suit is H. E. W. Bode No. 3,154,997, 

filed October 3, 1962, and patented November 3, 1964. All six 

claims are said to be infringed in Plaintiff's view and invalid in 

Defendants' view. This patent pertains to musical instrument reeds 

with an inward curved taper extending from the base. 

I. 

First, a word on the devices in dispute. Any piano, 

acoustic or electronic, has three essential parts. First is the 

action. That is the portion consisting of the keys, the hammers, 

the dampers and the interconnecting bits and pieces. Next is the 

tone generator. In an acoustic piano, it is comprised of the 

strings and their tightening mechanisms. In an electronic piano, 

at least of the type in dispute, it is comprised of a set of flat 

metal reeds fixed on one end and with the other end free to vibrate 

and a lead weight attached to the free end. It also has some means 

with which to sense the vibrations of the reed. The third part is 

an amplification device. It is the sounding board and case of an 

acoustic piano. Our electronic pianos have electronic amplifiers 

and loudspeakers connected to the sensory pick-ups instead. 

There are two or three principal advantages to an 

electronic piano. In the first place, it has a tremendous weight 

saving advantage. The sound board in an acoustic piano must be 

extraordinarily strong as it must withstand tensions of up to 18 

tons, as in the case of large grands. The weights of acoustic 

pianos therefore go as high as 1,500 pounds. This is in contrast 

to some models of Plaintiff's manufacture that have weights as low 

as 60 pounds. 

Another big advantage is the ability of an electronic 

piano to stay in tune. Strtng pianos must be constantly retuned in 

- 2 - 
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order to be musically correct and pleasing to the ear. The reeds 

in an electronic piano do not require frequent retuning. This is 

a significant saving in both time and bother. 

A third major advantage of an electronic piano is its 

ability to be used with closed circuit devices such as headphones 

and teaching consoles. The pupils can then be given group instruction 

or separate instruction at the same session at the discretion of the 

teacher. Whether they hear only themselves or the whole group or 

only the teacher can be controlled by the teacher. Headphones also 

allow the pupil to practice without disturbing others. 

Other advantages are portability, low incidence of reed 

-failure and possibly lower purchase price. 

II.  

Defendant Nippon Columbia manufactures the purportedly 

infringing pianos in Japan and exports them to our country. Electro-

key and Rhythm Band are the importers of them. Rhythm Band sells 

Nippon Columbia's pianos under the name "Electrokey" directly to 

schools for educational purposes. Electrokey sells them to Chicago, 

Musical Instrument under the name "Maestro". Chicago Musical 

Instrument then wholesales them to local music dealers for retail 

sale to mainly the educational market. The parties agree that the 

two brands of Nippon Columbia built pianos have no differences 

material to this case. Also no questions of jurisdiction and venue 

have been raised. The Court finds jurisdiction is proper in this 

District after an independent evaluation. 

III.  

The first patent shall be referred to as the Miessner 
3/ 

'363 patent. 	Defendants say that their pianos do not infringe 

this patenc because their tone generators do not contain "a single 

pick-up element for electrostatically sensing vibrations of a multi-

plicity of said reeds", an element of each of the claims of this 

patent that are in dispute. This position is untenable. 

Defendants' pickup is composed of many small parts which 

are screwed together and to a large stable plate. Their contention 

is, in effect, that in order for their structure to infringe this 



patent, it would have to be made of one solid piece. This is a 

misreading of the disclosure. The full pertinent language of the 

claims is "a single pickup element for electrostatically sensing 

vibrations of a multiplicity of said reeds, said pick-up element 

having a plurality of electrically conductive portions thereof ..." 

This language discloses two things when taken in conjunction with 

the drawings and description contained in the patent. This is not 

to say that the drawings and description must be looked at in order 

to make sense of the claims, but that they do show that Defendants' 

reading of the claims is incorrect. 

The first thing disclosed by this language is that it is 

desirable to have a solid base for various reasons and second, that 

it may have screws, arms, etc. attached to it which are the parts 

in close proximity to the reeds and act as the sensing surfaces. 

This is the apt reading of this language of thR claims and a 

description of Defendants' structure. 

Defendants' view only takes into account the mechanical 

aspects of this disclosure. The mechanical aspect of the solid 

base is the more important part of the disclosure as to the base. 

But the whole pickup assembly is integrated into one electrical 

circuit which is the important aspect of the whole assembly. This 

integration produces the cumulative capacitance disclosed in 

another part of the claims as part of the invention. 

Each of the claims beyond No. 3 contains at least one new 

element. Defendants have put strained interpretations on such terms 

as coplanar in order to be , able to contend that these new phases do 

not apply to their structure. The Court refuses to put such 

attenuated interpretations on these words and phrases. A view of 

the pianos in question, the models, booklets, technical manuals and 

testimony entered into evidence show that when .  the new phrases of 

the claims are given a reasonable and rational interpretation, each 

of the elements as claimed in claims 3-9 of the Miessner '363 

patents are present in Defendants' structure in a form contemplated 

by the claims. 

-4- 



IV. 

The second patent is another Miessner patent which will 

be referred to as the '512 patent. Defendants say that their piano 

does not infringe this patent when it is construed in the light of 

priCa.  art. 

Defendants have made much of the claims saying musical 

instrument and not piano. But the patent is clearly entitled 

"Electronic Piano" and the description sets out the principal object 

of the invention to be the production of pianistic tones from an 

electronic musical instrument. There can be no mistake that the 

device disclosed pertains to an electronic piano. 

Defendants cite a Zuck patent, No. 2,542,611 for disclosing 

a pickup that is alongside an edge portion of the reeds. This 

citation, though, is an organ patent and of no relevance to the con-

struction of an electronic piano. Electronic organ reeds are vibrated 

by the passage of a volume of air over them. Therefore, their 

vibrational characteristics are far different from those of an 

electronic piano. A wind driven reed vibrates symmetrically and 

produces a constant tone. A hammered reed has a much more complex 

vibration with a large initial tone that rapidly decays. The 

characteristics are so different that for these purposes the dis-

closures of the Zuck patent are of little value to an electronic 

piano constructor. Therefore it is not relevant prior art in this 

proceeding. 

Defendant also cites some testimony from Mr. C. W. 

Andersen who was Plaintiff's Manager of Corporate Engineering for 

Electronic Pianos. His offhand testimony given at his deposition 

some years after the patent was granted was to the effect that it 

was obvious to surround the end of a reed with a pick-up in order 

to achieve a greater volume. This is undoubtedly true. But 

Miessner's '512 disclosure is much more particularized and calculated 

to achieve more effects than just a greater volume. 

-5- 
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The disclosure of ". 	. an electric translation pick- 

up adjacent the reed, said pick-up having a tone producing portion 

located alongside and being vibratorily passed by a longitudinally 

intermediate edge portion of the reed. . ." is a way of minimizing 

what is called dynamic shortening. As a reed is struck by a hammer, 

the portion struck travels in the direction of the hammer strike 

faster than the rest of the reed and as a•result has the effect of 

pulling the end of the reed away froM the pick-up. This pulling 

away from the pick-up results in a large amplitude change that con-

tinues in time past the initial striking of the reed where in an 

acoustic piano, the amplitude is rapidly decreasing. A pick-up 

such as disclosed in Miessner '512 acts in relationship to a 

portion of the reed which is not dynamically shortened. This mini- 

mizes the effects of the shortening in relation to the total effect 
4/ 

of the reed on the pick-up. 

In claim six of the Miessner '512 patent, Defendants 

have attacked the portion ". . . means comprised in said mechanical 

system for at least substantially eliminating from the free vibration 

of the reed a lower one of its normally present upper partials. . ." 

Mr. Conner, Defendants' technical expert said that this may be 

inconsequential from a musical standpoint. This statement alone is 

not of much weight, particularly in light of Plaintiff's thorough 

explanation of the interaction of the various elements of the claims. 

The Court finds that Defendants' structure when the 

Miessner '512 patent is properly construed does infringe upon each 

of the contested claims. 

V. 

Defendants do not contest the validity of the third 

patent in suit which will be referred to as the AnderEen '053 patent. 

They again allege that their structure does not infringe the claims 

in dispute. The Court agrees. 

Mr. Andersen's patent is concerned with producing a 

specific structure that is economically feasible to produce in the 

United States. The disclosure of this patent adds one element in 

substance over the two previous Miessner patents,. the '363 and the 

'512, that have been discussed. This is a solid comb-like pick-up 

structure. 

-6- 
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The United States is a capital intensive country. An 

inventor in this setting will be trying to come up with a structure 

that can be built in simple operations by machinery whenever 

pOSSible. This is the substance of Mr. Andersen's invention. He 

contemplated a pick-up structure made of a solid piece of plastic, 

gated .with a metal in order. to have an electrode. Contrary to 

ti9e-disclosure of the Miessner '363 patent, his concern was not with 

file electrical properties of his device, particularly as they had 

been•disClOsed in the Miessner patents. He was concerned with the Ake ,- 

 Cbanieal structure and its ease of construction in a capital intensive 

AP:MOW, 

Ndppon :ColumbiA's designers were trying, to Come Up with 

A StrUetAreaCP4WiCally producible in Japan. As pointed out by the 

A.49APASe IgitneSees of the Defendants, Plaintiff's structure would 

not be economically producible in  ',Japan. Japan is labor intensive 

.and not capital intensive. It is cheaper for japanese indUStry to 

bAve many vorIcgxs assembling small parts than it is to have one or 

two large-machines stamp out a large plastic part and beat 	with 

1Mataa. Defendants' pick-UP structure is comprised of ,many  small 

parts that are assembled and adjusted by hand and not a monolithic 

StruCtUre. 

The doctrine of equivalents does not apply in this instance. 

;It ,would Apply as to the two Miessner patents in suit, if, it were 

neCeeearY to invoke it. Those patents Are far hroader than the 

Andexo,:en '95:3 patent as they are ...basic to  the ,el.ectX0AiO 

division of the electronic musical instrument field. But the AndePOPP 

E053:patent must be substantially construed to the structure .41a:PCrOed 

and depicted in the patent to keep theclaims from :running Afoul of 

the Miessner patents, The range of equivalents available to T):Jaintlff 

in any event would not include the structure ,pkodnced and sold 41q1"44e7 

Defendants, The Court finds no infringement of the Andersen '65.3 

.patent. 

VI. 

Defendants do attack the validity of the fourth patent in 

issue, the -Bode '997 patent. The Court agrees that this patent is 

invalid. 

-7- 
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There is little difference between the Bode '997 patent 

and a Radtke et al patent No. 2,309,714. Bode discloses a longer 

taper of fillets leading out from the base of musical instrument 

reeds than Plaintiff claims isdisclosed by Radtke. Also Plaintiff 

claims a non-circular arcuate curve in the fillets. 

Defendants also attack the Bede '997 patent for not 

meeting the requirements of 35 U.S.C. S 112 as to requisite speci-

ficity in the disclosures of the claims. This is the key to the 

answer to our problem. 

Defendants have shown that as early as April, 1934, 

methods were known how to minimize stress in fillets. An article 

published in Project Engineering of that daze (p.133) gives proper 

formulas with which to compute stress in fillets. This is what is 
s . 

left out of the Bode '997 claims as being empirical. This shows 

the Bode '997 disclosure to , be less sophisticated than the knowledge 

that had been published 32 years before the patent application was 

filed. 

Mr. Bode's claims were allowed as an improvement over the 

Radtke patent teachings. The only differences being the increase in 

the curve of the fillets and an arcuate curve. 

This presents the question of whether the Bode disclosure 

is of a patentable type? Clearly, no. The Product Engineering publi-

cation demonstrated the empirical mathematical method used in finding 

the ideal curve of fillets in general six years before the Radtke 

patent was applied for. Mr. Bode's discovery is shown by this publi-

cation to be of a type not :  patentable for being the empirical pro-

cedure used to maximize the benefits of the Radtke teachings. Radtke 

is not limited to any certain curve in the fillets. By saying that 

the curve of the fillets should be longer but not too long and non-

circular, one is really saying in far less sophisticated terminology, 

'that one should use the formulas disclosed in the 1934 publication 

to determine just what curve to use to insure a long life for the 

reeds. In sum, Mr. Bode stated nothing n . w. The Court concludes 

that the Bode '997 patent is invalid. 

VII. 

Having found infringement of the Miessner '363 and '512 



patents, the question of relief is raised. Plaintiff has prayed for 

an injunction against further infringement, an accounting for general 

compensatory damages, that such damages be trebled, punitive and 

exemplary damages, assessment of costs against Defendants and reason-

able attorneys' fees. 

Clearly, Plaintiff is entitled to-an injunction restraining 

infringement of the two Miessner patents and the accounting for 

general compensation purposes. Costs will be taxed against the 

Defendants by the Clerk upon the entry of a judgment that disposes 

of all claims, interests and parties. 

The extraordinary remedies of treble, punitive and exem-

plary damages and attorneys' fees are more difficult matters. 

35 U.S.C. $ 285 allows attorneys' fees in only exceptional 

cases. The Court is of the opinion that this is not an exceptional 

case in that Defendants have not been vexatious and in view of the 

varied findings and conclusions of the Court as to infringement and 

invalidity. No attorneys' fees are therefore awarded. 

Plaintiff's prayer for treble, punitive and exemplary 

damages appears to have a redundancy in it. The latter two types of 

damages are a part of the first. The actual question of increasing 

damages up to three times the amount foUnd should not and will not 
5/ 

be addressed until after the accounting is made. 	But the predi- 

cate for increased damages is a proper inquiry at this time. 

The standard for laying a predicate is knowing, willful, 
6/ 

intentional or deliberate infringement as it may be variously stated. 

Defendant Nippon Columbia engaged in negotiations with . 

Plaintiff as to the trade secret knowledge of Plaintiff and Plaintiff's 

patents in the electronic piano field in 1963 and 1964. This exchange 

of correspondence was quite extensive. In one letter, dated Febru- 

ary 29, 1964, (Plaintiff's Exhibit 15-Y), Mr. Seya, President of 

Nippon Columbia, stated that he was familiar with all of Plaintiff's 

patents registered in the United States. Nippon Columbia continually 

sought to get information as to pending patent applications before any 

agreement was reached as to licensing. 
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The developer of Defendants' tone generator, Mr. Takamatsu, 

testified that Nippon Columbia purchased one of Plaintiff's pianos in 

February, 1963. He also said that he was familiar with the results 

of Nippon Columbia's investigation of Plaintiff's electronic piano 

when he designed the structure that is claimed to be infringing. 

Nippon Columbia had sold a string electronic piano and a reed electronic 

piano in turn without as much success as desired when it redesigned 

the reed piano in the period from March 1965. 	to February 1966. 

Mr. Takamatsu testified that he referred to the Wurlitzer piano in 

general but not to any particular feature while redesigning the tone 

generator of Defendants' piano. He testified further that he made a 

modification with the intent of avoiding an infringement of the 

Andersen '052 patent. 

Mr. Takamatsu's redesign came after the licensing ne-

gotiations, the purchase of one of Plaintiff's pianos and the issuance 

of the four patents in suit. 

Mr. Andersen testified that the electronic pianos of 

Plaintiff and Defendants were so much alike that the employees in 

Wurlitzer's laboratory were able to plug the pick-up of one of their 

pianos into one of Defendants' pianos and play the two together. A 

simple visual comparison of the sets of reeds from the two pianos 

shows them to have virtually no differences other than the size of 

the mounting hold. The main difference between the two pianos 

appears to be the difference discussed in relation to the Andersen 

'052 patent above. 

The evidence clearly shows that Nippon Columbia knew of 

the Wurlitzer patents in question and designed their structure with 

Plaintiff's structure in mind. Its infringement can be termed 

nothing other than willful and deliberate. A predicate has been 

laid for increased damages which will be considered after the 

accounting by Defendants. Also the question of just whom increased 

damages may be awarded against in our factual situation will be 

inquired into at that time. The parties are recloc.,:Lod to submit 
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briefs on the liabilities of the tespective Defendants if they 

believe them necessary in light of the indemnification agreement 

running running in favor of the American Defendants. 

DATE 
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FOOTNOTES  

1/ The claims of the four patents in dispute are set out in Appendix 

"A" to this opinion. 

For the Supreme Court's view of the law of patent cases since the 

last major change in the patent statutes see the following cases 

which the Court has used for its principal guidance: 

Graham, et al, v. John Deere Co. of Kansas City, 

et al, 383 U.S. 1, 86 S.Ct. 684, 15 L.Ed.2d 545 

(1966). 

United States v. Adams, et al, 383 U.S. 39, 86 S.Ct. 

708, 15 L.Ed.2d 572 (1966). 

Anderson's Black Rock, Inc. v. Salvage Co., Inc., 

396 U.S. 57, 90 S.Ct. 305, 24 L.Ed.2d 258 (1969). 

2/ Defendants have made many contentions, but at final argument they 

narrowed their contentions to those discussed here. 

They also stated their contentions in the converse. They contend 

that if the first three patents are construed broad enough to 

include their structure, they are invalid as they would also 

include the prior art. This opinion will speak in terms of the 

first way of stating Defendants' contentions but the second has 

not been ignored. 

3/ This notation using the three last digits of the patent number 

will be used throughout this opinion. 

Also, the long and varied histories of these patents in the 

patent office will not be discussed in view of the findings and 

conclusions of the Court made herein. 

4/ Mr. Conner, Defendants' technical expert of fine academic quali- 

fications, based his opinion as to this patent on experiments 

conducted on an apparatus entered into evidence as Defendants' 

Trial Exhibit 11. The reed used in this apparatus is quite a 

crude one. It consists of a flat piece of steel about six inches 

long. Though it might be excellent for theoretical experiments, 

Mr. Conner never correlated it or his tests to any of the mechanisms 
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put before the Court in the disclosures of the patents or any 

workable musical structures. Mr.' Conner deflected his reed 

in some undisclosed manner but not by striking it with a hammer 

as in the Miessner '512 patent. He said that he was not concerned 

about the differences in methods of excitation of the reed. 

That method is a major factor in an electroniC piano according 

to the rest of the evidence presented. 

5/ Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. v. White Cap. Co.,  47 F.Supp. 451 

(D.C., D.Del. 1942); McCulloch Motors Corp. v. Oregon Saw Chain  

Corp., 245 F.Supp. 851 (D.C., S.D. Calif. 1965). 

6/ See American Safety Table Co. v. Schreiber,  415 F.2d 373 (2d Cir. 

1969), cert. den., 396 U.S. 1038, 90 S.Ct. 683, 24 L.Ed.2d 682, 

for example. 
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3, In an electronic piano, the combination comprising a plurality 
of juxtaposed tuned reeds each of which cantilevers from a supported 
end thereof to a free end thereof, key controlled hammer means for im-
pulsively exciting said respective reeds for vibration, a single pick-
up element for electrostatically sensing vibrations of a multiplicity 
of said reeds, said pick-up element having a plurality of electrically 
conductive portions thereof disposed in proximate relation to the free 
ends of said respective reeds of said multiplicity to provide electrical 
capacitance between said pick-up element and each reed which is varied 
by impulse induced vibration of the reed relative to the pick-up element 
means)  for applying a direct current potential between said pick-up ele-
ment and all of said multiplicity of reeds to charge said reeds to a 
uniform voltage with respect to said pick-up element, and electronic 
tone signal means connected to said pick-up element to produce electronic 
tone signals corresponding to the changing cumulative capacitance between 
said pick-up element and said multiplicity of reeds coacting therewith. 

4. In an electronic piano, the combination comprising a multiplicity 
of tuned reeds mounted alongside each other in a manner such that each 
reed cantilevers from a supported end thereof to a free end thereof, key 
controlled striking means coacting with each of said respective reeds to 
impulsively excite the reed to vibrate freely in a manner which swings 
the free end of the reed to opposite sides of a rest position thereof, 
a single electrostatic pick-up conductor having portions thereof disposed 
in adjacent relation to the free ends of said respective reeds, each 
of said pick-up conductor portions registering with the normal position 
of the coacting reed and being shaped and positioned to extend away from 
a position of alignment with the normal positioc of the reed in only one 
of the two directions in which the reed swings away from its normal 
position, means for charging all of said multiplicity of reeds to a 
uniform potential with respect to said pick-up conductor, and electenic 
tone signal means coacting with said pick-up conductor to produce tone 
signals controlled by the cumulative capacitance between said conductor 
and said multiplicity of reeds coating therewith. 

5. An electronic piano comprising a plurality of electrically con-
ductive reeds disposed in side by side coplanar relation to each other 
and being of progressively varying length, each of said reeds being 
fixedly mounted at one end and free at its other end, a plurality of 
hammers one for each reed selectively operable for impulsively exciting 
the reeds into decadent free vibration, keys for operating the hammers, 
an electrostatic pick-up comprising a plurality of pick-up portions 
disposed in side by side coplanar disposition to each other and in a 
proximate electrically capacitive relation to the projecting portions 
of said respective reeds, said respective pick-up portions being sub-
stantially flush with the normal positions of the respective reeds and 
extending along the swing of the reeds in only one direction of reed 
movement away from the normal positions of the reeds, the extent of each 
pick-up portion in said one direction covering substantially the full 
excursion of the coacting reed in said one direction,means for charging 
said pick-up to a substantial electrical potential relative to the co-
acting reeds, and electronic tone signal means coacting with said pick-up 
and said reeds to produce tone signals controlled by the electrical 
capacitance between said pick-up and said reeds. 

6. In an electronic piano, the combination comprising a plurality 
of juxtaposed tuned reeds each of which cantilevers from a supported 
end thereof to a free end thereof, key controlled striking means for 
impulsively exciting said respective reeds for vibration, a pick-up for 
electrostatically sensing vibrations of said reeds, said pick-up including 
a plurality of electrically conductive portions thereof disposed alongside 
the vibratory paths of said respective reeds in proximate relation to the 
normal positions of the respective reeds, to provide electrical capaci-
tance between said pick-up element and each reed which is varied by 
impulse induced vibration of the reed relative to the pick-up element, 
means for applying an electric potential between said pick-up and said 
reeds to charge said reeds to a substantial voltage with respect to said 
electrically conductive portions of said pick-up, and electronic tone 
signal means coacting with said pick-up and said reeds to produce 
electronic tone signals controlled ty the instantaneous capacitance 1-,a-
tween said pick-up and said reeds ccacting therewith. 
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B. F. Miessner 43,038,33 cont'd. 

7. An electronic rf,nno as defined in claim 6 in which each of 
said electreelly conductive portions of said pick-up element 
traverses the free end of the coacting reed and has a width with re-
spect to the reed which substantially exceeds the corresponding 
transverse width of the coacting reed. 

8. In an electronic piano, the combination comprising a multi-
plicity of juxtaposed tined reeds each of which cantilevers from a. 
supported end thereof to a free end thereof, key controlled striking 
means for impulsively exciting said respective reeds for vibration, 
an integral electrically conductive pick-up plate extending across 
the free ends of said reeds for electrostatically sensing vibrations 
of the reeds; said pick-up plate having a plurality of electrically 
conductive portions thereof disposed in proximate, electrically 
capacitive relation to the normal positions of said respective reeds 
to provide electrical capacitance between said pick-up plate and each 
reed which is varied by impulse induced vibrations of the reeds relative 
to the pick-up plate; means for applying a substantial electrical 
voltage between said pick-up plate and said reeds, and electronic tone 
signal means coacting with said pick-up plate and said reeds to produce 
tone signals controlled by the cumulative capacitance between said 
pick-up plate and said reeds. 

9. In an electronic. piano, the combination comprising a multi-
plicity of tuned electrically conductive reeds mounted alongside. each 
other in a manner such that each reed cantilevers from a supported end 
thereof to a free end threof, key controlled striking means coacting 
with each of said respective reeds to impulsively excite the reed to 
vibrate freely in a manner which swings the free end of the reed to 
opposite sides of a rest position thereof, an electrostatic pick-up 
including conductor portions disposed in adjacent electrically 
capacitive relation to the free ends of said respective reeds, each of 
said pick-up conductor nortions being substantially flush with one 
longitudinal side of the coacting reed when the latter is in its normal 
position, each pick-up conductor portion being shaped and positioned 
to extend along the swing of the coacting reed in only one direction of 
reed movement from the normal position of the reed, the orientation of 
each reed in its coacting pick-up conductor portion being such that the 
electrically capacitive spacing between the reed and the conductor 
portion progressively increases as the reed swings' away from its normal 
position in said one direction of reed movement, means for charging said 
pick-up to a substantial electrical potential relative to said reeds, 
and electronic tone sic-.al moans coacting with said pick-up and said 
reeds to pr7,cluce tone j_gnals controlled by the capacitance between said 
pick-up and f-;aid reed 
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1. In combination in an electrical musical instrument, a fixed-
free reed, an impulse exciting means comprising a key actuated hammer 
adjacent the reed selectively engageable with the individual reed for 
setting it into decadent free vibration, and an electric translation 
pick-up adjacent the reed, said pick-up having a tone producing 
portion located alongside and being vibratorily passed by a longitud-
inally intermediate edge portion of the reed and being of an effective 
thickness, in the direction of reed vibration, smaller than the high-
amplitude stroke of said edge portion of the reed. 

2. In combination in an electrical musical instrument, a fixed-
free reed, an impulse exciting means comprising a key actuated hammer 
adjacent the reed selectively engageable with the individual reed 
for setting it into decadent free vibration, and an electric trans-
lation pick-up adjacent the reed, said pick-up having a tone producing 
portion located alongside and being vibratorily passed by a longitud-
inally intermediate edge portion of the reed, being of an effective 
thickness, in the direction of reed vibration, smaller than the high-
amplitude stroke of said edge portion of the reed, and being offset in 
said direction from effective alignment with the rest position of the 
reed 

6. In combination in an electrical musical instrument, a mechanical 
system comprising a fixed-free reed and an impulse exciting means compris-
ing a key actuated hammer adjacent the reed selectively engageable with 
the individual reed for setting it into decadent free vibration, an 
electric translation pick-up adjacent the reed, said pick-up having a 
tone producing portion located alongside and being vibratorily passed by 
a longitudinally intermediate edge portion of the reed and being of an 
effective thickness, in the direction of reed vibration, smaller than 
the high amplitude stroke of said edge portion of the reed, and means 
comprised in said mechanical system for at least substantially eliminating 
from the free vibration of the reed a lower one of its normally present 
upper partials. 

9. In combination in a musical instrument, a fixed-free reed, 
single-impulse exciting means comprising a key actuated hammer selectively 
engageable with the individual reed for setting it into decadent free 
vibration, a mechanico-electrical system consisting of a portion of the 
reed and pick-up means associated with and influenced by said portion for 
translating electric oscillations from the reed vibrations, means com-
prised in said mechanico-electrical system for at least substantially 
eliminating from said oscillations an inharmonic component corresponding 
to a lower one of the upper partials at which the reed tends to vibrate, 
and means also comprised in said mechanico-electrical system for intro-
ducing into the oscillations transla,ed from the fundamental reed 
vibrations a series of upper partials harmonically related thereto. 

APPP.NDIX Th" 
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1. An electronic musical instrument comprising a common reed 
support, a plurality of reeds with bases fixed on said common support 
and with vibratile tongues projecting in the same direction therefrom 
in side-by-side substantially coplanar parallelism from said support, 
a plurality of hammers respectively percussively engageable with the 
tongues of said reeds respectively to set said reed tongues in decadent 
free vibration, a plurality of manually engageable keys respectively 
operatively connected to said hammers for selectively moving said 
hammers into such percussive engagement with said reed tongues, a pick-
up member of comb-like configuration having a plurality of parallel 
teeth and an intermediate plurality of slots each opening at one end, 
means mounting said pick-up member in opposition to said reeds sub-
stantially in a common plane therewith with the reeds projecting into 
the slots between the teeth, the teeth on opposite sides of a reed 
extending substantially the same distance therealong, there being at 
least one reed tongue in each slot, and each reed being closely adjacent 
a pick-up tooth along a longitudinal edge of said reed, said pick-up 
teeth terminating at free ends short of the reed bases, the hammers 
respectively percussively engaging the reed tongues between the reed 
bases and the free ends of the adjacent pick-up teeth, said reeds and 
said pick-up member comprising electrostatic tone generating means, 
means establishing an electric potential between said reeds and said 
pick-up member, electric oscillations being generated in accordance 
with the change in capacity between said reeds and said pick-up member 
resulting from free decadent vibration of said reeds relative to said 
pick-up member, electronic amplifying means connected to said reeds and 
said pick-up member for amplifying the oscillations generated by the 
decadent free vibration of said reed tongues, and electro-acoustic 
translating means connected to said amplifying means for converting -
the amplified oscillations into audible tones. 

2. An electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 1 
wherein the plane of said reeds is displaced from the median plane of 
the pick-up teeth, and wherein said reeds vibrate asymmetrically about 
such median plane. 

3. An electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 1 and 
further including common means electrically grounding said plurality of 
reeds. 

5. An electronic musical instrument as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
the reed tongues and the teeth of the pick-up are substantially rec-
tangular in cross-section and in outline to provide a sharp tonal reaction. 
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